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BACKGROUND FOR HEARING: "WOMEN IN DEVELOP.
MENT: LOOKING TO THE FUTURE"

It has been approximately 10 years since the U.N. Decade for Women
began and since Senator Percy first sponsored legislation on women in
development. This hearing will review the experience of the last dec-
ade, and will examine what needs to'be done in the future. Witnesses
will explore the roles of Government, private agencies, the media, pub-
lic education, business, and labor in contributing to the further en-
hancement. of the role of women in economic development overseas.

The concept 'df women in development [WID] as an element crucial
to an overall economic development strategy in Third World countries
gained acceptance in the early seventies. It was the result of a growing
awareness. that designers of development programs were often over-
looking or misunderstanding women's productive rolesthat is, as
prpdtteers of goods and services for family and community. Somede-
veropment experts were at that time beginning to argue that not in-
cluding women had become counterproductive to the entire .develop-
ment process.

A large body of research on the role of women in development has
since been compiled; beginning with "Women's Role in Economic De-
velopment by Esther lioserup, published in the United States in 1970.
It described the changes in the traditional division of labor between
the sexes brought on by agricultural modernization and rural to urban,
migration, and warned that, if, in the course of this transition, women
were no longer able to perform productive functions, the whole proc-
ess of economic growth would he retarded. This observation was based
on the fact that, in most developing countries, women. have shared the
role of breadwinner in addition to maintaining the home and caring
for children. Moreover, studies have shown that it is often from
women's income, not men's, that the basic survival needs of the fam-
ily-- food, health care, education, and so forthare met. To the extent
that females are adversely affected by development efforts winch do
not take this reality into account, the,quality of life for family and
eoniimmity will also be worsened.

Two basic issues have emerged from research efforts:
One, the social or equity issue, which derives from women's status

relative to men. It stresses the need for development planners to take
into aceount thesyays in which modernization may negatively affect
the status of females in society.

Two, the economic or efficiency issue, which focuses on the role of
women as agents of economie growth. It stresses the need to increase
women's Meows and promote their access to resources which enhance
production as a means of achieving overall national economic growth.
For eAamplc, A ID's Policy Paper on Women in Development (Octo-
ber 11)82) points out thet in Africa women perform 60-80 percent of

(1)
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all agricultural work, but they rarely benefit in any systematic way
from aid projeeis detligned to improve training, extension, research,
technology, or inputs. The paper conclude~ that "efforts to improve
access to resources and thereby to increase productivity in the agricul-
ture sector will need to be better directed to the female population if
goals for growth are to be achieved."

THE PERCY AMENDMENT. AND,AID'S OFFICE OF WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT

In 1973 Congress adopted an amendment sponsored by Senator
Percy to the Foreign Assistance Act, which required that U.S. bilat-
eral assistance programs "give particular attention to those programs,
projects, and activities which tend. to integrate women into the na-
tional economies of foreign countries, thus improving their status and
assisting the total development effort." By late 1974 a policy imple-
mentation plan had been issued and the Coordinator for Women in
Development had established an operation in the AID Administrator's
office. Since 1977, the Office of Women in Development has been in
AID's Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination.

During the earlier years of the Office of Women in Development,
the modest budget was spent primarily for outward-looking activities
such as studies, conferences, seminars, support of WID activities at
international forums, and publication and distribution of WID mate-
rials. A small amount. went for technical assistance to AID missions, a
study of options for staff training, the gathering of gender-specific
census data in Third World countries, and occasional experimental
projects benefiting women.

In 1981 the emphasis shifted from an outreach education effort and
women-specific grojects to one of fully integrating WID concerns into
mainstream Ali) activities by working with other parts of the AID
bureaucracy in the design, implementation, and evaluation of projects,
and by providing training and technical assistance to AID officers in
Washington and in overseas missions.

In October 1982 AID issued a Policy Paper oh Women in Develop-
ment, which calls on AID to "provide leadership" in helping to realize
the goal of further intergrating women into mainstream development
activities. The rationale tof vipport of WID is urged on the basis of
offieleney:

gender roles constitute a key variable in tic aocio economic conditions
of any countryone that can be decisive in the success oe failure of develop-

ments . The experience of the past 10 years tells us that the kei Nsue under-
lying the women in development concept is ultimately an economic one.

MIER WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT Aarivrros

By the late seventies, most developing countries and international
development agencies had adopted some kind of women in develop-
ment program. At the January 1974 meeting of the U.N. Commission

on the Status of Women, the proposal for a worldwide conference was
adopted. Subsequently, 1975 was declared International Women's
Year. At the international Women's Year Conference in Mexico City
in July 1975, a small Voluntary Fund for women's projects was estab-

,
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lished and a World Plan of Action for the Decade for Women was
adopted. The United States has contributed $500,000 annually to pro-
mote the lethal awl to support women in development projects on a
multilateral basis. The I ..N. Decade for Women (1975-1985) has fo-
cused international attention on women's issues and has encouraged
specific national measures for women in many countries. A Mumber of
regional U.N. organizations and IT.N. agencies have adopted their own
plans of action relating to the goals of the Decade for Women. An
international women's conference. is planned for '1985 in Nairobi to
explore Hays to promote women in development, building on the expe-
rience gained during the Decade for Women.
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, WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT: LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

THURSDAY, JUNE 7, 1944

-UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE o: FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :07 a.m., in rooih

SD-419, Dirksen Senate Office Building,. Hon. Charles H. Percy
(chairman of the conmiittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Percy and Biden.
The CHAIRMAN. I am very pleased to open this first Senate hearing

ever held on a topic which is very near and dear to my heart, "women
in develOpment" IUD].

I woubt like to recognize the presence in our audience today of a
delegation from the Argentine Business and Professional Women's
Asswiation. We are plea4d to have you here. I am particularly
pleased that. the President of Argentina has recently stated that women
haye doie more to bring about the ilemocratic environment in Argen-
tina than any other group. Ile paid high tribute to them. We pay great
tribute to those representatives of Argentina who are here today.

I first became interested in the topic of women in development in
1973, when a' number. of 4Ie'velopment experts came to me to point
out that U.S. development efforts were not including women
effectively.

I had had a longstanding interest it} economic development as a
result of my wife's intense interest in the Third World which she
shared with me as we began traveling through it some 34 years ago.
1 have grown in experience and enthusiasm ever 'since. I have seen
members of my own family take a very active interest role in the sub-
jeet of women's role in economic development, which I think can and
will unleash tremendous resources.

I-atn very happy to note, if i may, that my wife and my daughter
Gail arc entering the room right now. It. is a very infrequent occur-

. rence for them to he in this room. It is the subject matter that brought
them in, not the chairman.

After our initial work in the field we introduced an amendment
to the foreign aid bill. I worded the amendment in a very simple
fashion and called on AID to integrate women into its development
programs.

We introduced the amendment on the floor before we had held any
hearinosnn it. When the amendment pot to conference, however. it was
in trouble and was almost dropped. Male chauvinism raised its ugly
head and asked what this,was all about.

(5)-
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I cannot help but say that it would have been dropped except for
- one t hing..We alerted many organizations to the fact that-the amend-

ment was in jeopardy, A spontaneous lobbying effort sprung up over-.
.night. That eonierence committee never knew whirtihit it. The amend-
ment was adopted virtually unanimously.

The idea; which had been declared unworkable, as likely to create
a revolution, proved workable and did create a revolution of sorts.
Today, those views of only.10 years ago seem like ancient history. to us.

It goes without saying that, to succeed, economic development must
include the other 50 percent of the human resources available. When
in Africa womtn do tio to so percent. of the farm work, agricultural
development programs that include women will be more effective. It

only commonsense. - .

International development agencies have adopted the concept, in
some part due to American suggistions made after we in the congress
adopted an ameinhi nt in 1974, calling on multilateral agencies to hire
more women proles.40nals, and integrate women into their own eco-
nomic development programs. We have come a long wayin our
research, in our thinking, and in our programs as well.

I called this hearing because I think iris time that we take stock of
what we have done and renew our energy for future work.

Last fall, the Association for Women in Development convened a
conference here in Washington which discussed in detail some of the
excellent research that has been done in the field.

Today, we do not want to duplicate that excellent effort. Instead,
we want. to gather ideas from a broad spectrum of people who may
have unique perspectives on the problems and possibilities for the fu-
ture, We will want to discuss bilateral and multilateral development
efforts, the upcoming Women's Conference in Nairobi in 1985, the
work and ideas generated private groups, the role of the media and
the need for public educe on, and contributions both business and
labor are making to the over 1 effort.

Those arc' some of the are e would like to cover.
As I think of it, also, if anyone who is testifying, such as Mr. Mc-

Pherson, can update us on one of the major problems that I saw 10
years ago,'we would appreciate it. At that time, about 94 percent of
all fellowships and scholarships for foreigners offered by AID went
to men and only 8 percent went to women. You could nothelp but think
that through our aid money and assistance, we were continuing to
widen the gap between and women and their educational experiences
and backgrounds.

The first. country where I tested this ou 1 year, after adoption of this
niend nient , was in North Africa. When rrived in a North African

country, the A II) Director said, "I know, Senator Percy, the first ques-
tion you are going to ask, and let me say we will have close to 50 perbent
women in our Outreach Prograipt going to the United States for their
fellowship advanced degree work this year." It is up dramatically.
from be fore.11.11 we had to do was indicate that we would accept
women as well as men,qand women applied and wanted to participate
in these programs. .

We will first hear from Peter McPherson, Administrator of AID,
and Nancy Reynolds, who is the U.S. Representative to the U.N. Com-

mission on the Status of Women.
k
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At 11:00 a.m., we will turn to our private group witnesses. We pill
adjourn for lunch ainl. will reconvene at .2:00 p.m., to hear from our
tnedia and public' edueat ion witnesses, and at 3:Q0 pm., we will turn
to our business and labor panel. We hdpe to adjourn no liter than
4:00 p.m.

Before we get started, however, I would like to introduce a few mem-
I rs of the staff of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, persons

to work on related legislation and par regional experts in areas where
e have extensive development interests. -

I would like first to introduce Seott Cohen, our Staff Directeggvho
has worked on this program with-me since its inception. IP'has
worked with me for some 20 years, now

Hans Binnendijk is our. Deputy Staff Director, with special resixin-1,
sibility for coodisaating the foreign aid legislation, under whose juris-
diction this directly comes. s.,

Is Dave Keeney here? I see that he is not here but I would like to
mention him, however. lie isiresponsible for authorization legislation
for the State Department. the Board for Inter'iational Broadcasting,
USIA, and the I 44(1 Notions assessed contributions.

Alison Rosenberg is-our expert on Africa. She also works on devel-
opment assistance legislation in general. .

Margaret Daly Hayes is our Latin American' speeialist and has re-
sponsibility for much of the Western Hemispher*.

(blimp Itannerman is our Middle' Eirst expert, and works on for=

eign affairs legislation.
Mary ',mite is our Asian specialist, and hits been involved with

women in development slince her days on the staff of the League of
Women Voters. o

We ()II the' committee hope to integrate the ideas generated by this
hearing as meh as Possible into our ongoinp legislative work.

Mr. McPherson, after my filibuster, we would be very heppyto have
...

you commence your testimony.

STATEMENT OF, HON. M. PETER McPHERSON, ADMINISTRATOR,
AGENCY POR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

,Ir. MePtiErtsox. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I very much appreciate the oporttinity to discuss this important

topic he fore yon. I might say, incidentally, that I am pleased to have
you int rotluce your staff because they are it group of ',nth v hinds with
whom we feel we work particularly produetixtly. They help us on se
many fronts, and we appreciate having them publicly recognized.

The ('ii inim.we.-Thank yeiti. . .

May I oint ion. also, (lery Connolly, who is the development expert
on the minority staff.

(terry, you are tinkling the fort alone here this morning, for the mi-
nority. we appreciate that.

Mr. NIt l'iwasoN. The issue of women in development, us you know,
loi., !e a priority olie for me. Senator, we are well aware thtlt with-.
(Mt Four effort to get this legislation passed, and the priority you have
given it over the yeah, this endeavor simply would not be where it is
today.
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you certainly are to be eongintulated and we appreciate ,working
with you.

Let me give you a review of where we area if I might, fora few
moments

Over the past 312 years, Al!) has made critical and, we think, suc-
cessful efforts to integrate women into all of. our development pro-
grams. We have some important achievements over the past.years. Let
rue tell you about them.

First, we have authored the first women in development policy paper.
This paper details how women will be integrated ihto all of the Agen-
cy's programs and. projects, and it gives us a benchmark,to measure
our progress.

I found; frankly, Mr. Chairman, that without a good, strong policy
paper, I simply did not get enough things done at AID: So-this policy
paper was a very important step.

Second, we provide technical assistance to missions and AID offices
and bureaus to help accomplish these goals. F4Sr example, in the past
few years the WID staff has provided technical assistance to over 2C
.r.S.%, I I) missions for portfolio review, project design, and evaluation.
Getting into projects at these levels, of course, is the meat of making.
t his thing really work.

sfp There have been more than 50 technical assistance interventions at
over 30 missions using IWO's [private voluntary organizations], title
XII universities, and other development institutions.

Thj411, within the last year, we have trained 45 senior level AID
pers6nnel on %women in development issues, using the Harvard Insti-

4 tute for Int(' ational Development's training workshops. We believe
the only way t at your amendment. can be institutionalized properly
is to train our own people to 'identify how women are critical to the
development' process. We are planning to continue these training pro-
grams both here in Washington and out in the field.

I think this training effort is especially important because, as I say,
without really getting it institutionalized, all the talk just. does not
produce the results we want.

Fourth, the WID Office has funded it 5-year research project that
provides gender disaggregated, demographic data, and analysis for
itto developing countries. No other such effort exists, and we think this
will he a major contribution.

Fifth, in the past. 3 years, the Office of Women in Development has
spent. over $7 million to support projects that specifically benefit
women. These projects addressed; Increased employment in the pri-
vate sector; management training; education and skills training;
credit. and' teehn ical assistance; agricultural development; and tech-
colt ory transfer. Mit th goerail thrust has been to integrate.

When I went to AID, frankly; I found that a lot of WID projects
were till around, but ndt really into the substance of wlvat we do.It was
sort of an outside, peripheral activity, though certainly well- inten-
t ioned. S. , integration has been our thrust. But there are certainly some
key a rens. such as training, ered it and so on where some sireifie women-.

foeused efforts need to continue. So, integration has been complemented
with these particular interventions.

Sixth, for the last 3-year period, fiscal years 1980, 1981, and 1982,
the Agency spent over $120 million to support programs which in-

12
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eluded women in larger, on-going Agency projects, We anticipate this
figure increasing in 1983 and 1984. We will provide specific informa-
tion for you in the 1984 i)iennial Report to Congress, due this Decem-
ber.

As you know, we strongly support the language of the Percy amend-
ment.. In response to this language, as I said earlier, I am especially
proud of the policy paper, as well as the general thrust of what we are

Effective implementation of AID's Wor,v..m in Development policy
depends on integration throughout the Agency. This effort annot b
overemphasized. This is being accomplished by : First, disaggregat-
ing by sex all data collected for Al D's count my strategy, proijeets, and
other efforts; second, explicitly describing in these same project docu-
tnents and other such documents specific strategies to include women
in the development effort; third, introducing gAnder distinctions in the
terminology elliployed in all AID program and\ project :locuments in
order to define more precisely the socioeconomic context and impalt of

,A ID's work.
I know, and I continue to emphiksize, that the overall responsibility

for implewenting ftir Women in Developtpolicr rests with all of
A II )'s offices, at. all levels of decisionmakin

I would like to provide for the record some detailed explanations
of our current initiatives,

I The material referred to follows d

AID Cl/MST INMATFVga

Implementation of any policy Is a most difficult and challenging proms. How-
ever, we are using two approaches :

The first approach addresses the mechanisms the Agency uses to develop and
implement its plieles.

The 'woo approach concerns AID support lot projects .that are designed to
directly benefit women.

Let toe discuss our first approach to institutionalize the women in development

First. the Women In peveiopment Office. reviews Country Development Strat-
egy Statements WD5:481 to ensure that they: Describe strategies to Involve
women: identify benefits and impediments to women; and provide benchmarks
to measure women's participation.

Second, we continue to stress the Importance of identifying women's concerns
at the project design stage.

For example. In it project that seeks to raise the productivity of small far tiers.
we stress the role of women in all stages of the agricultural production eftie----
including harvesting. prtivessing and marketing.

A third initiative is the provision of tools and information to AID senior staff
_regarding women and development issues.

As mentioned earlier. AID Is supporting a series of training workshops for AID
senior staff. The partleipant.i review and discuss came studies of actual AID field
projec'tM in sectors of specini imprtattoe to women and development ; agriculture.
income generation. irrigation and small-enterprise development : This training
process provides participants with a set of analytical and eonceptnal tools for
Incorporating women in development policies. programs and projects.

Fourth. we're providing technical assistance to our Missions et 1 that they can
more effectively translate the policy into ongoing projects.

To this end. we are supporting an organiztdion to provide teehnical assistants'
to Missions in project design and portfolio review in thenrea of Ineome-genera-
don and employment for low-Income women. ?Worts ouch as these can have a
direct anti sustained effect on the capabilities of our field staff.

For the second approach, we are supporting projects that directly benefit
women.

3
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A first important area of intervention is education and itining. Our activities
include:

Technical assistance fur formai and non formal education programs geared
to girls and women ;

Development and distribution of instruction materials;
Participation of women in AID-sponsored training, both overseas and in the

U.S.
For example, through grants to two non-profit organizations, the Office of

Women anti Development has trained over 50 mid-to-senior level, private and
public sector third world women in graduate management and financial courses.
The women will return to their own countries with important skills to help
programs at the local and village levels.

Second, women's access to work and income is crucial to their full integration
into the economies of their countries.

.0 enjunction with the Bureau for Private Enterprise, the Office of Women
and Development Is supporting Women's World Bankinga program designed
to *mist low - Income women primarily through the generation of income and
Jobs. This institution operates through a series of host-country affiliates which
provide guarantees to banks to facilitate commercial loans to women-owned or
run small businesses. Women's World Banking is currently working in 18
countries.

The Office of Women in Development is funding research addressing questions
related to women's role in food processing, marketing and nutrition.

Improving women's access to resources such as credit, which can translate
into increased inemae. is a third tirea of intervention.

The Wit Office has provided hinds to a non-profit organization to conduct a
study of female applicants to an AID housing project. The study showed that
over 40 ls'rcent of all applicants were female heads of households and Pio poor
to quality for the project's credit program. This major aid project Is being
redesigned to hike into necount the special needs of women borrowers.

In Peru, ,1ID's rural enterprise credit program played an important role in
('hanging the policy of the Industrial Bank of Peru from the support of medium-

' and large-genie enterprises to small hpainesses which directly affected women's
Recess to credit. Prior to this change.'sniall enterprises had a difficult time ac-
quiring needed credit.

A fourth area of concern is women's limited access to services. such as health
and childcare.

At the request of USAID/Halti, l'Pe/WID funded a study to examine the
condition of factory workers. a majority of whom are women. This study demon-
strates the need to incorporate women into the urban development strategy of
the Mission. As a result of this study, a project is being designed to deliver
training, credit and other services to factory women.

Our women in development mandate is also being implemented through the
Title XII Universities whose programs are designed to extend technical as-
sistanee in the agricultural sector.

The Women in Development Mee has funded-the Conwniinm for
International Development and the Consortium for International Development.
to provide teehnleni assistance to on-going AID projects in Asia and Africa. These
net iv it les have nko established the basis for a cooperative effort between the WII)
Office and BIFAD.

Mr. :arl'ttEttsox. The fact that this policy is being suecc.,sfully itn-
!demented became apparent to me during a visit to El Salvr.dor a few
months ago. I visited a project we have there for displaced people-4
civic works project. When it first had been discussed. it was to include
heads of households. essentially defined as men, Our project people

'the* said "look, this isn't the way to do it. Treads of households means
who heads the nousehold, men or women." They were right, because
when I visited that project, and looked down the street at people work-
ing away moving dirt. I saw that a sizable share of these "heads of
households" were women. Our project there is working because that
fact was taken into account.

14
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The important thing is it was not just people here in Washington
beating up on somebody in the field, saying you have to be sensitive.
These were people in the field, in the mission, being very conscious of
this concern. It is this overall sensitivity throughout the Agency that
we are attempting to achieve.

Our newsletter, Front Lines, gives considerable attention to this
endeavor and to the high level of interest expressed by you and others
concerned about this import ant facet of development.

I think if we continue with the approach we have takenwith
seminars, with individual project interventions, with a lot of talk from.
people here in Washington, like me, and with the eontinued interest
and concern of people like youthis whole idea is going to bevractical-
ly and very sensibly integrated into all the things that we do.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the leadership that you
have provided for this very important effort.

[Mr. McPherson's prepared statement follows: ]

PREPARED STATEMENT OV HON. 111. PETEE MoPittasorg

I would like to thank the committee for the opportunity to discuss the Imple-
mentation of section 118 of the Foreign Assistance Artthe integration of women
in development at AID.

The hew has been a priority one for mefor the Agency for International
Developmentand for the entire international development community.

Over the past 31/2 years, AID has made critical and successfuldecisions to
integrate women into all of its development programs. We have some important
achievements over these it few years. bet me tell you about them.

First, we authored tho first women in development policy paper. This policy
paper details how women will be integrated into all of the Agency's programs
and projectsand offers heechtlarks to measure this integration.

Beeond, we have provided technical assistance to missions and AID offices and
bureaus to help accomplish these goals. For example, in the past years:

The WID staff has provided technical assistance to over 20 USAID Mis-
sions for portfolio review, project design and evaluation;

There have been more than 50 technical assistance interventions to over
80 missions uslug 11.0s, title XII tonsortia, and other development in-
stitutions.

Third, within the last year, we've trained 45 senior level AID personnel on
women in development issues using the liar/lard Institute for internatimal
velopment's training workshops. We isgieve the only way the Percy amendment
can he institutionalised is to train our own people on how women are critical
to the development process. We intend to continue these training workshops
both for Washington and ITSAID mission personnel.

Fourth, the office has funded a 5-year research project that provides gender
disaggregated, demographic data and analysis for 120 developing countries.
No other such effort exists.

Fifth, in the past 3 years, the Office of Women in Development has spent over
$7 million to support projects that specifically benefit women. These projects
addressed:

Increased employment in the private sector;
Management training;
Education and skills traInJng ;
Credit and technical assistance;
Agrienitural development, and
Technical transfer.
Anti sixth, for the 3 -year period. fiscal years IMO. mid 198'4 the .1geney

spent over 8120 million to support programs which included women in larger,
on-going agency projects. We anticipate this figure 1m:reaming for the period
11042 1954. We provide more specific information In the 1984 report to
Congress due this coming December.

15
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Mr. Chairman, AID supports the language in the Percy amendment. In re.
sponse to this language, I'm 'personally very proud of our Women in Develop-
ment Polley Paper. We now have a written framework to guide us in develop.
lag mechanisms to Include women In all of our development efforts.

Mffeetive implementation of AID's women In development policy depends on
its integration throughout the Agency's portfolio. This is being accomplished
by :

First, disaggregating by sex all data collected for AID's country strategy
formulation, project identification and project design documents;

Second. explicitly describing in these same documents strategies to. include
women in the development effort ;

Third, introducing gender distinctions in the terminology employed in all of
AID's program and project documents In order to define more precisely the socio-
economic eatext and impact of AID's work.

I knoll'. and I continue to emphasize that the overall responsibility for imple-
menting the women in development policy rests with all of AID's othces--at all
levels of decision making.

-Implementation of this policy in an important qualitative aspect of AID's
overall program, one which is crwial to the achievement of Agency goals. It can-
not be adequately addressed in any one sector, or h' any one office.

Let me now tell you about some of our current initiatives.
Implementation of any policy is a most difficult and challenging process.

However, we are using two approaches :
The first approach addresses the mechanisms the Agency uses to develop

and Implement Its policies.
The second approach concerns AID support for projects that are designed

to directly benefit women.
Let me discuss our first approach to institutionalize the women in develop-

ment policy.
First, the Women, in Development Other, reviews Country Development Strat-

egy Statements (011$810 to ensure that they :
Describe strategies to involve women ;
Identify benefits and impedigents to women ;
Provide benchmarks to measure women's participation.

Second. we continue to stress the importance of Identifying women's concerns
at the project design stage.

For example. In a project that seeks to raise the productivity of small farmers,
we stress the role of women In all stages of the agricultural production cycle--
inoluding harvesting, processing and marketing.

A third initiative Is the provision of tools and information to AID senior staff
k regarding women and development Issues.

As mentioned earlier, AID Is supporting a series of training workshops for AID
senior staff. The participants review and discuss case studies of actual AID field
projects sectors of special importance to women and development : agriculture,
Income generation. irrigation, and small -enterprise development :

This training process provides participants with a set of analytical and
conceptual tools for incorporating women In development policies, programs
and projects.

Fourth, we're providing technical astdakince to our Missions so that they can
more effectively translate the volley into ifngolng projects.

To thkend. we are supporting an organization to provide technical assistance
to Missions in project design and portfolio review in the area of income-genera-
Net, and employment for low-income women. Efforts such as .here can have a
direct and sustained effect on the capabilities cf our field staff.

For the Kee()Ili I approach, we are supporting projects that directly benefit
women.

A first important area of intervention is education and training. Our activities
wade:

Teehnietti assistance for formal and non-formal education programs geared to
girls and women ;

Development and distribution of instruction materials;
Purtleipotion of women in AID-Hp onaored training, both overseas and In the

t'nited States.
For example. through grunts to two non-profit organizations, the Office of

Women in Development has trained over NI tilldto-senior level, private and
public sector Third World women to graduate management and financial courses.
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The women will return to their own countries with Important skills to help
programs at the local and village levels.

second, women's nevem to work and income is crucial to their full in
into the mammies of their countries.

integration

In conjunction with the Bureau for Private Enterprise, the Office of Women
in Development is supporting Women's World Banking---a program designed
to assist low-lcome women primarily through the generation to income and jobs.
'Phis institution operates through a series of host - country affiliates which pro-
vide guarantees to bunks to facilitate commercial loans to women-owned or run
small businesses. Women's World Banking is currently working in 13 countries.

The (Ace of Women in Developnient is funding research addressing questions
related to women's role in food processing, murketig mid nutrition.

Improving women's access to resources such as credit, which can translate into
Increased income, Is a third area of intervention.

The Will Office has provided funds to a non- profit organization to conduct a
study of female applicants 1.1 an AID housing project. The study showed that
over 40 percent of all applicants were female heads of households and too poor
to qualify for the project's credit program. This major aid project is being
redesigned to take into account the special needs of women borrowers.

In Peru, AID's rural enterprise credit program played an important role in
changing the policy of the Industrial Batik of Peru from the support of medium-
and- large-scale enterprises to small businesses which directly affected women's
access to credit. Prior to this change, small enterprises had a difficult time acquit..
ing needed credit.

A fourth area of concern Is, women's limited access to services, such as health
and childcare.

At the request of UHAID/Halti, ITC /win funded a study to examine the
condition of factory workers, a majority of whom are women. This study demon-
strates the need to incorporate women into the urban development strategy of
the Mission. As a result of this study, a project is being designed to deliver
training, credit and other services to factory women.

our Women In development mandate is also being implemented through the
Title XII Universities whose programs are designed to extend technical assist-
ance In the agricultural sector.

The Women In Development Office has funded the Mouth -East Consortium for
International Development and the Consortium for International Development,
to provide technical assistance to on-going AID projects in Asia and Africa.
These sctivitiem have also established the basis for a cooperative effort between
the W I I/ I Mice and 111FAD.

Mr. Chairman, AID has completed a decade of implementing the "women in
development" mandate. Our testimony today has highlighted some of our efforts.

As we look beyond the decade we realize how much work remains to be done.
We will continue implementing the Agency's policy paper.
We will continue to assist the Agency's policy makers and practitioners to

integrate women into the Agency's total portfolio.
We will continue to deuign and implement projects that directly address

%%)1114.1'8 -ISOM* HMIS.
We. W111 eolltInIte workshods to train AID personnel, as well as others in-

calved in the 410%444qt:tient proem':
We will continue our present efforts to evaluate specific projects to better

understand their impact on women. To this end, the evaluation of the role
of women in development projects will be an important new initiative for
the Agent.), In 1984.

As I mentionisi earlier. Integrating women in AID programs, is a priority issue
of mine. We will eontinue our efforts to meet the spirit of the language you au-
thred ago. '1 hire Is no longer any d milt that the very pate of develop-
ment and the quality of Its outcome- depends upon the degree to which women
mid girls are Included in the develapment process. It has been a challenge, Mr.
chairman, but one wide!' I personally believe inand one which AID will con-
tinue to support.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
'Fist cinutmAsr. Thank you very much. Mr. McPherson.
I think now we will turn to Nancy Reynolds, the U.S. Representative

to the '. N. Commission on the Status of Women.
You will speak with a great den! of authority, also, on this subject.

1.10 i - 04 - 2
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STATEMENT OF NANCY CLARIC REYNOLDS, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
TO THE U.N. COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN

-
Ms. lizyNows. Thank you, Senator.
Obviously .1 am delighted to be here. I am sure you know that any- ......._._.

thing that is successfui in the way of ideas and projects starts at the ..

top. It is obvious that you have members of your family and mem-
bers of your stair who have made this. an issue of importance. That
really is why it works, it starts at the top.

The CHAIRMAN. I am happy to say that for a. number of years my
chief counsel, Hannah Sistare, has been my chief of staff. She runs
my entire staff in Washington, Springfield, Carbondale, and Chicago.
She got the job strictly on the basis of competence...

I ant also proud of the fact that this committee has 100 percent of
all the women in the U.S. Senate among its members. I actively sought
dim out. 1, ant very proud particularly of our female professionals,
who, among them, have much of the world in their portfolios.

This really is not a new phenomenon. The Business and Professional
Women's Organization of America gave me an award in the 1960's
for having more women executives in Bell & Howell than any other
company our size in the United States of America. We did it because
it was good business. These women were tough winded and able.

So I really have had my heart in this for a lo tg, long time.
Ms. ItErsoLnit. I think that is obvious, and y it are not only iter-

eeptive, but I hope women will turn out in the polls and show that
they mean it for you.

The CitAntmAx. Would you mind being quoted on that? [General
laughter.]

Ms. REYNOLDS. Not at all. ,

The CitAntmAN. Thank you.
Ms. Rzywouts. I just thought I would like to share with you a few

highlights of, my job at the United Nations, which ks strictly part
time. But, before. I do, I would like to extend personal greetings from
Ambassador Kirkpatrick. She wanted to be here today, but because
of pressing matters in New York was unable to be here. Let me say
the she would not ever tell you how important her role has been in
the world of women in development and in this commission.

!ler personal concern for t h.! status of -women worldwide and her
commitment to the United Nations' work in women in development
were key factors in my doing something frankly that I never thought
I had any interest in and kne* nothing about.

I found that I have gained far more from this than I have ever
given. So, from my educational standpoint, I am deeply grateful.

It has been my privilege to accompany Ambassador Kirkpatrick
to five African countries in I982 and just last week we returned from

China and a number of countries in Southeast Asia. Right there, I
think that is pretty terrific- -that a high govenment official would take
with her, when site is discussing national security problems,-delega-
tions of women to meet with other women and to look at projects and
to let the heads of those countries know that she is seriously concerned
about women, particularly women in development.
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One of our purposes on these trips was to reaffirm U.S. commitment
to wonien in development and, hopefully, to a successful, nonpoliticized
world con ferenct on women in 1985.

The 1973 Percy amendment and the catalyst that it proved to be
both in terms of tr.S., Government activity and the work of nongov-
ernmental -organizations- puts the United States in a tremendously
strong advocacy position in this respect. We cite it everywhere we go
in the world.

I count myself extremely fortunate to lime visited numerous proj-
ects des4,nied to assist women ,in the Third World, and I can testify
both to the crying need, as can you, for assistance which they have and
the effe,:tiyeness of many of the projects that are there, already in
place, in raising the economic status and the self-esteem of women
'everywhere.

Ambassador Kirkpatrick and I have visited women refugees in
Southeast Asia and, in Ambassador Kirkpatrick's case, in Pakistan,
where women form the majority of the Afghan refugee population.
I would like to emphasize that, if refugees as a group are the world's
most heartbreakingly disadvantaged people, then the women -among
them are the most disadvantaged of the disadvantaged.

Mr. Chairman, as Ambassador Kirkpatrick's representative, may I
address just three issues of concern to this :;ointnittee: My particular
work at the U.N. Commission; an upd le of the U.N.'s progress on
the integration of women in development; and a brief review of prep-
arations for the 1985 world conference on women to be held in Nairobi
next summer.

The Commission on the Status of Women takes a special interest
to this committee because the Commission has been charged with the
coordination of the worldwide activities for the end of the decade
conference.

As I am sure you know, the Commission was founded in 1947, in-
spired by Eleanor Roosevelt. The Commission has authorized numer-
ous studies over the years, and has drafted several international cove-
nants designed to promote the rights of women worldwide.

It was this Commission that organized the proposal that 1975 be
designated as International Women's Year.

At that first ConfOrence on Women, held in Mexico City, with the
U.S. delegation under the able leaders of Pat ilutar, from whom
you will hear later this inorning,omen from 133 countries met to dis-
cuss their status and realized that 1 year was too little to focus atten-
tion on the enormous difficulties faced by women all over the world.
'1'hus, the International Year of Women became the U.N. Decade for
Women and a second U.N. World Conference was held in 1980, in
Copenhagen.

We are currently making preparations for the third World Con-
ference, marking the end of the U.N. Decade for Women, to be held in
Nairobi from July 15 through 2(3 of next.year.

A major result of all this activity is that..women's concerns are now,
finally, firmly on the agenda of nearly allt,U.N. organizations. Eight
years ago, "women in development" was not a familiar term at the
'united Nations. Today, women are still all too often viewed by their
governments as passive beneficaries of development. But the U.N. vo-

1 9
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cabulary is changing a bit on this. The realization that women must
be active participants in planning for progress, which was first
brought to light at the women's con ference, is beginning to affect, slow-
ly but surely, the policies of many U.N. development programs.

For example, UNICEF has stopped looking at women simply as
"nuAurers.' They have formally recognized that programs must take
account of the fact that women are also children's teachers, food pro-
viders, health givers, and all too often these days, the sole source of
support.

Tile recommendations of the women's conferences provide us with
a mandate which we can, and do, build upon in many U.N. forums.
Prog.ess is slow, but the more the issue is raised, the more we keep
their tt sit to the fire, the more people realize that the issue is impor-
tant and will not go away.

We arc working when and wherever we can to turn our words into
act ion.

We know, of course, the full integration of women into the develop-
ment process has long been of considerable importance to the United
States. It is the natural extension of the principle which the United
States views us central to all international women's issues: the elimina-
tion of any remaining barriers to women's full and equal participation
in all aspects of society.

We believe that effective economic development will only occur when
women are completely integrated into the mainstream of development
planning. I hiveloprlient which does not fully involve women is nwqui-
table ; but. as you have found out, it is also inefficient, both in the pri-
vate and in the public sectors.

The I 'nited States has joined other U.N. delegations in supporting
the adoption of the concept of the full integration of women into all
development activities by all U.N. agencies.

I ant pleased by the response of the various U.N. agencies. I am es-
pecially pleased that a strong and oroductive working relationship
continues bet ween UMW and the L.N. Voluntary Fund for bhe Dec-
ade for Women as a further means of increasing women's participa-
t ion in development.

However, with the rapid technological changes, it is especially im-
portant that the donor agencies vastly increase their focus on women's
roles, both traditional and nontraditional, in both formal and informal
sectors of the eronoiny, Midi Of colirsel- in both rurakand. urban..areaa.

This is especially true in terms of women's increased access to educa-
tion and skills training: women's access to credit and other scarce eco-
non lie resources; and women's access to agricultural technology.

This is the message we take to the United Nations at every opportu-
nity aunt one that we hope the 19g5 conference will build on.

Now let me bring you up to date a little bit about our thinking and
planning for the 1985 conference in Nairobi.

The I ',N. Commission views the 1985 Conference on Women as being
of the utmost importance. The United States has participated in the
previons two world eonferences and is determined to see that the final

von femme of the decade reflects the critical roles women play in the
development process and not extraneous political issues.

I am aware of the politicization which oectrred at the 1975 Mexico
City conference and the problems which prAnted the United States

20
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from voting for the program of action emanating from the 1980
Copenhagen conference.

Ever slice I accepted thin appointment to the Commission, I hr,ve .

Iken trying to talk to people everywhere to seek ways and means to
limit politicization at the 1985 conference.

At this time, I guess you could say that I am cautiously optimistic
that the 1985 conference will be more succescful in this respect..I have
seen more and moretcountries join us in condemning the politicization
of women's conferences, and there seems to be more recognition that
women's issues, particularly the integration of women in development,
are not passing fancies but serious economic concerns.

Thus, there is more determination to see these issues highlighted and
given prominence, even though some countries will continue to believe
that world conferences on women are convenient places to try to
promote biased political notions.

We will continue to lobby as seriously as we know how, through dip-
lomatic channels and through our numerous contacts with women
leaders in other countries, to provide a framework for a positive, suc-
cessful conference that is sensitive to the needs of the majority of
women of the world.

First, we will continue to emphasize that the 1985 conference should
highlight the contributions women are making, and have made, in all
areas of international and national development.

Second, we will emphasize, however, that women will assume an
increasingly larger responsibility for their own social and economic
growth and development. This is especially true in a world of increas-
ing economic growth difficulties, and we cannot afford to underutilize
people and resources.

In short, inequalities and inefficiencies are costly, and women are
among the world's most underutilized resources today.

. Third, we do not view the 1985 conference as a signal that national
machineries., intergovernmental initiatives, and insightful new policies
have accomplished their goals. Rather, the conference should stress
the need to place more women on national and international forums
which deal with issues of women in development. And, it should
emph:tsize realistic strategies for implementing the goals of *omen

. in development.
We are, therefore. going to emphasize realistic strategies for imple-

menting the goals of the decade.
To this end. the United States is establishing a secretariat within

the Department of State to coordinate the United States involvement
in both the official and nongovernmental conferences, The United
States, through All), is planning to support the private organization
coordinating the worldwide nongovernmental activities for the NGO
conference.

They will also continue to bring together the private and the public
sectors on all delegations to official conferences and to expand the
pool of women who have served in this capacity. I have now led three
delegations to the annual meetings of the U.N. Commission in Vienna
on the status of women. I am proud of the work that they have done
and the wide range of expertise that they have represented.
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We have tried to keep our. delegation small, but of high quality.
Through the Stale 1 Apartment. we are ping to pursue private

funding to offer a training ses,sion for conference delegates which
would stimulate a major 1 ..N. conference. This training will insure
that the r.S. delegation will be irlequately prepared on the substan-
tive issues that will be important to OUT country.

And, we are going to begin to identify and lobby for specific issues

which we wish to draw attention tc at the conference and which we
believe merit global concern. These include the subjeets of women in

iolence and women refugees..
We xpeet tunny other issues to be identified its preparations con-

thine It is not, however, our intention to try to dominate this confer-
enee, nor do we think such a strategy would have any positive results.

This will be a conference for all wpmen of the world, the majority
of whom have development as their most pressing concern.

In closing, may I thank you for the opportunity to represent
Ambassador Kirkpatrick at this important hearing. I promise yout
that the end-of-the-decade conference in Nairobi will not be the end
of our rommitent. The language that you introduced 10 years ago will
cent lade to be our guif lamp for the next decade and beyond.

Thank Volt very much.
Ms. Reynolds' prepared statement follows:]

Par.PAREn SATEMRNT or NANcY CLARK WY:1mm

Thank you, Mr. Chairman: 1 am delighted to have It nee to speak before

this committee and share with you some of the highlights of my work as Presi-,
dent Reno Wm Represents' tire to the 1'.N. Commission on the Stotts of Women.

Retort. I go on, let tne extend to you personal greetings from Ambassador
Kirkpatrick who wonted so much to be here today.

Ambassador Kirkpatrick's personal concern for the status Of women worm-
Wide nod her commitment to the r.N.'s work in women in development were
key factors in my own decision to avrept the appointment to the Commissio.
She has been stendfast In supporting my work and the work of the Commission
nod has missed no opportunity to promote the integrntion of women in develop-

ment with high level r.N. officials. in addition. it has been TO privilege to ac-

copany Ambnsstolor Kirkpatrick to several African countries in 1952 and just

Inst month to Chitin and Southeast Asia. One of our purposes was to underscore

the C.S. entumitment to women in development and to a successful, nono-
liticirAs1 World Conference on Women in 195. The 1973 Percy amendment and the
catalyst it proved to be hot/yin terms of P.S. government activity and the work
of non -zovernmental orgnnizattons puts the United Ststtes in strong advocacy

position in this resptsi. Roth the Ambassador and I have visited numerous proj-

ects desfroed to assist women in the Third World. We enn testify both to the
crying need for this ttssistacee and the effeetiveness of many of the projects we

hire seen in raising the ecumanie status mid the solf-esteem of the women

Involved.
And we have also visited women refugees in Africa, in Southeast Asia and, in

Ambrissndor Kirkontrick's ease. in Pakistan where women form the majority
in the Afghan refugee mod:Mon. I want to emphasize that if refugees as a
group are the world's most heart-brenkinttly disadvantaged of people. the women

among them are the mst disadvantaged of the dimadvnnttoted.
Nfr. Chnirt»nn. us Ambassador Kirkpatrlek's representative. allow MP to ad-

dross three Issues of Potern to this committee
My work on tOo 1X Commission on the status of women.
An update of the P.N.'m progress on the Integration of women in development

and
A brief review of preparations for the 195.1 World Conference on Women to

be held In Nnirobi iievt stimtner.
Now. let me tell you almost the r.N. Commission on the status of women. It

will be of speetal interest to this committee because the Commission has been
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charged with coordinating the worldwide activities fur the end of the decade
conferenee.

The t*onualeslon on the Status of Women has been in existence since 1947. The
Commission has authorized numerous studies over the years and has drafted
several international covenants designed to promote the rights of women world-
wide. It was this Commission that originated the proposal that 197i be desig-

. tinted as International Women's Year.
At the firstc,Conferenee on Women, held in Mexico City, to celebrate that year,

women from 133 countries met to discuss their status and realized that 1 year
was too little to focus' attention on the enormous ditch ulties faced by women
all over the world. Thus, the Year of Women became the U.N. Decade for Women,
and a second U.N. World Couferenee was held in 1980, in Copenhagen. We are
currently working on preparations for the third world eonference, marking thet
end of the U.N. Decade for Women, to be held ill Nairobi from July 15-20 next
year.

One major result of all this activity is that women's concerns are now firmly
on the agenda of nearly all U.N. organizations. Eight years ago, women lu develop-
ment was not a familiar term at the U.N. Today women are still. ell too often
viewed by their governments as passive beneficiaries of development. But the U.N.
vocatlarly is changing on this. The realization that women must be active partiel-
punts in planning for progress, which was first brought to light at the Women's
Conference, is beginning to affect the policies of many U.N. Development Pro-
grams. For example, UNICEF has stopped looking at women simply as "nur-
turers." They have formally recognized that programs must take account of the
Net. that women are also their children's teachers, food providers, health givers,
and all too often these days, their children's sold puree of support. The recom-
mendations of the Women's Conference provide us with a mandate which we can,
and do, build upon 14 many U.N. forums. Progress is slow, but the more the issue
is raised, the more people realize that the issue is important and will not:go away.
We are working when and wherever ve can to turn words into actions.

Of course, the full integration of women into the development process has long
been of considerable inwrtance to the United States. It is the natural extension
of the principle which the United States views as rutral to international women's
issues : The elimination of *thy remaining barriers to women's full and equal par-
ticipation in all aspects of society. We believe that effective economic development
Will only occur when women are completely Integrated Into the mainstream of
development planning. Development which does not fully involve women is in-
equitable, but --more importantly -- inefficient.

The United States has joined other 17.N. delegations in supporting the adoption
of the concept of the full integration of ,women into all developthent activities by
all t'.N. agencies. I ant pleased by' the response of the various U.N. agencies. I
am especially pleased that a strong and productive working relationship contin-
ues between UNDP and the U.N. Voluntary Fund for the Decade for Women as a
further means of increasing women's participation in development.

However, with the rapid technological changes, it hi especially important that
the donor agencies vastly increase their focus on women's roles, both traditional
and nontraditional, in both the formal and informal sectors of the economy, in
both rural and urban areas. This is especially true in terms of :

WotneiCs increased access to education and skills training ;
Women's access to credit and other scarce economic resources; and,
Women's access to agricultural technology,

This is the message we take to the U.N. at every opportunity and one that we
hope the 1985 conference will build on.

And flow, flunky. let me bring you up to date on our thinking and planning for
the 11045 World Conference.

The U.N. Commission views the 1985 World Conference on Women as being
of the utmost importance. The United States has participated in the previous two
world conferences and is determined to see that the final conference of the dec-
ade reflect the critical roles women play in the development processnot ex-
traneene political issues.

I am acutely aware of the politicization which 'occurred nt 19711 Mexico
City conference and which prevented the United States from voting for the Pro-
gram of Action emanating from the 1980 Copenhagen conference. Ever since I ae-
cepted my appointment to the Commission. I have been talking to people and
stpking ways and means to limit politicization at the 1985 conference. At this
time I am cautiously optimistic that the 1985 conference will be more successful
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In this respeet. I have seen more and more countries join us In condemning the
ptiliticization 44 woollen's isinferenees. There is noire recognition that winnen's
issue isirticularly the ititegrnt ion of women in developmentare not passing
faneles mit serkus econotnie coueerns. Thum there Is more determination to tree
these highlighted and given PrO1111114.11ef,---P.:(111 though some countries will
continue to believe that world conferences on women are convenient places to try
to promote biased political notions.

We will. vont nine to lobby as, setlftsly as we tow how, through diplomatic
channels mut through our numerous contacts with women leaders in other coun-
tries. to provide a framework for a positive, successful conference that is se%
salve to the needs of the majority of women of the world :

We Will continue to emphasize that the It M conference should highlight
the contributions women are making, and have made, in all areas of inter-
national and natii mat development.

We shall emphasize, however, that women will assume an increasingly
larger responsibility for their own social and economic growth and develop.
meta. This is empeelally true since, In a world pf increasing economic growth
ditfienities, we cannot afford to underutilize otople- and resources. In short,
inequalities are Inefficient and costly and women are among the world's most
underutilized resource today.

Thus, we do not view the 198:reonterence as a signal that national ma-
chineries. Inter-governmental initiatives, and insightful new policies have ac-
complished their goals. Rather,

The conference should strew! the need to place more women on national
and international fora which deal with issues of women in development ; and

It should emphasize realistic strategies for implementing the goals of the
women in development movement.

We are, therefore, emphasizing realistic strategies for implementing the goals
of the decade.

To this.end, the States is
Establishing a Secretariat within the Department of State to coordinai

the U.S. Involvement in both the official and non-governmental conterencett.
Through AID planning to support the private organization coordinating

the wortdwide tom-governmental activities for the NM) conference.
V0,01111'1111; to tiring together the private and the public sector on all dele-

gations to official conferences and to expand the pool of women who have
served In this capacity. I would like to add here, that I have now led three

detegittiRuly to the annual meetings uf the U.N. Commission on the Status of
Women and I am proud of the work they have done and the wide hinge of
expertise they have represented.

Through the State Department, we are pursuing private funding to offer
n training session for conference delegates which would simulate a major
I.N. conference. This training will ensure that the U.S. delegation will be
adequately prepared on the substantive issues important to the United States.

Beginning to identify and lobby for specific issues which we wish to draw
attention to at the conference and xhich we believe merit global concern.
These Include the subjects of women in violence and women refugees. We
expeet many other homes to be Idehtlfled as preparations continue. It is not,
however. our Intention to try to dominate this conference nor do we think
such a strategy would have positive recruits. This is a conference for all
women of me worldthe majority of whom have development as their most
pressing concern.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you for the opportunity to represent
Atobanttador Kirkpatrick at this important hearing. I promise you that the end
of the decade conferenee next year in Nairobi will not be the end of our commit-
ment. The language that you introduced 10 years ago will continue to guide us
for the next decade and beyond.

The ('It, lRMAN. Thank you3yry much.
I want to echo your hope that. the 1955 World Conference on Women

will not. Is' sidetracked by diVisive polit lea' issues to the detriment of
the main is,;iies, including women in development.

This committee stands firmly behind the Outten= on that. Senator
Kasschaum introduced an amendment calling on the President to use
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**every available means at his di 4posal" to insure that this, does not
happen,

think the conference is very important. Our participation. is im-
portant, and no one should want the conference to become dominated
by issues which really have little to do with women in development
and are just extraneous.

There is a temptation to politicize these conferences and we will try
to do everything we can to prevent that.

Mr. McPherson, has All) become involved in ,planning for the up-
coming U.N. Conference on Women in Nairobi next years What would
be the most important contribution, in your judgment, that AID.could
make to that conference and its success?

Mr. McPnensast. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we have. We are working
closely with Nancy and the State Department in this whole matter.
The preparations are coming along. Of course, the bulk of the work
is yet to come.

I would expect that our major contribution can be to provide ex-
ihvles and details of what we are actually doing. Our primary selling
poia-here and abroad is the concrete activity in which we are engaged.
Therefore, it is not just the effective advocacy that I think we have
been doing that should be emphasized. It is the selling of a product that
does exist. That is the sort of input that I would envision.

Tile CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Reynolds, I would like to ask you about your observations safer

of the U.N. Commission on the Status of Women, Now that the Dec-
ade for Women is nearing its end, we are searching for ways to con-
tinue to pronlote effectively women's concerns within the U.N. system.

It seems to me that the U.N. Commission) on the Status of Women
could possibly be strengthened to insure that women's concerns are
included in all mainstream U.N. programs and conferences.

I looked on the Commission as a sort of watchdog and as a source
of expertise in this particular field. What is your own feeling about
the strengthening of the Commission? What woulil be necessary to
fully implement the objectives and goals which we all know are sound
economically, socially, and politically/

Ms. ReyNows, I think everyone feels they ought to have more staff.,
more budget. for what they do.

From a personal point of view, I'm sorry that I cannot spend more
time there. I would certainly hope that a full-time person would be
able to give it the real time and effort that it deserves.

I have been terribly impressed with the professional help that I have
had from the State *Department. I could not operate without them.
They are fantastic.

My biggest. discovery about. this Commission is that women do 80
percent, of the world's work and get 20 percent of the benefits. Women
often say to are how can women in Third World countries who do not
even rend or write, who have never heard of this Commission. possibly
benefit from what your Commission does? I think it is a good question.

If we can improve the quality of life even a small hit in any country
for the women for whom we speak,4 think it is worthwhile. I think
we really have to keep the P.N. agencies informed. We have to ask
for reports monitoring their work, Most of the agencies have been
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very cooperative. They have their own decisionmaking meehanisms, as
you know, and we like to reinforce their iie%ss,

I lay ing that commitha.lit front Ambassador Kirkpatrick has made
it tremetutons ditrengice in how doors have opened ti, me and how
people have listened to 111e. It is, again, a commitlemkt front the top.

:.+O we would hope to continue to influence the direction of their pro-
gras for women and to encourage the NG° community, whkh does
t most job in the worlet, of holding all of these government
sponsored n'eetmgs. together. They are the backbone and the glue.

I think we really need to be supportive of them in e' cry way that
we can,

The (!llAIRMAN. I have one last question on that point.
It has been suggested that to strengthen the Commission's itivelve-

ment in these issues it be required to report on the inclusions of
woneei's coneerns in the programs of various U.N: agencies, perhaps
one agency a year. IVeglil you care t..) comment on whether yOu think,
that would be effective at all? .

Ms. ErYNOLDS. I think it would be. I think it would focus their.
attention on-thiS subject. Certainly it would be helpful to the Coln -
mission to have those reports ready and to incorporate them into the
kinds of speeches, comments, amtresolutions that we make--when we
go to Vienna 1.6 the conferences. -

01,111*Abi. Mr. McPherson, I remember when we ftrst brought
this up. 'neve was some, eoneern that we 'would be trying to impose
American cultural valueS on other netkills. I wondered about that.my-

-'. self, particularly when I was a delegate to the United,Nations and
gave a speech on this Subject. I pointed out the hypocrisy of the United

, Nations, having tt Decade 'for Women, when only a percent of the pro -'
fessional staff of the United Nations were women. There were a lot of
secretaries rind a lot of translators. But the top levels were reserved
for men.

I really spoke strongly on that. In fact, the dean of the delegatest
Ambassador Baroody of Saudi Arabia, who was a very good friend of
mine, a persop whQ was in on the fringing of the United Nations,
Voknip up to me, just shaking with rage at the end. ITe said that I was
trying to create a revolution in the world, that I was going to upset all
of the valuet> in their part of the world.

You know, I wondered about that. And yet, I am somewhat reas-
sured when I learn front 'y daughter, Gail, who is an anthropologist
and who live +1 in Tunisia for 31/2 years studying and doing her disser-
tation, and they have had an ERA for years. For decades Tunisians
have been pressing for women's rights in an Arab country.

So, within the Arab world, there are vat differences and there-are
changes occurring. I am not so sure that Ambassador Baroody, if he

wen' alive today, would he quite as enraged. I don't think he'would be
quite as shocked. But he was shocked then.

WIttit has been t'ou'r exporience in hearing thislrind of critirism I Is

there a negative factor to the :-o-ealledPercy amendment?
Mr. M- Pt, I think we have to approaeh it in the right fashion.

If we argue it essentially on social and -ideological grounds, then

we will bump head-on into a lot of cultural concerns. But, frankly, the
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, way we have been approaching it is on economic grounds. It is similar
to the environnantat atea and some other areas. We don't try to argue
to a country what its social values per se should be, at least not iii this

,area, as much as we say "Look, you have half your population being
underutilized. In some countries, this population_ half is.. virtually
uneducated. Yee,- they are human beings with enormous potential.
Do you want to have economic growth? If sot one of the ways to help
that along is to use that human resource base in a reasonable fashion."

Wlien you talk about it in that context, then it is a lot easier.
I.6mpare it to the environmental area, We don't go in and try to

talk about U.S. environmental conservation concerns directly. What
we say is that degradation of a watershed is just bad economics, and
leaderships in poor countries can begin to face up to those issues a little
more easily that way.

4.., On that basis, frankly, we have had relatively little problem. It has
not always been persuasive, but it is clear that we are beginning to be
in a number of countries.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you..
I would like to go to the texts of both your testimonies.
Ms: Reynolds, in your statement you say that the United States will

lobby at. the 1;.X. (Conference for theinclusion of the topics of women
refugees and women in violence. Would you expand a little on what,
you mean by the phrase "women in violence?" Are you talking about
wonlen as v let ims of viiiiencei

Ms. Rm./mos. Yes, sir.
We have been working for a Miele of years at the conference to het

a resolution passed eondemning violence in the family, particularly
IA*01111'11 as viet has, and that includes child abuse, too. We were success-
ful this year to have that resolution passed. We had a number of co-
vonsors. It is a subject. as you know, that has been on the cover of
magazines. It 'has been the subject. of all kinds of TV specials. We
would like to have a modest leadership role in that subject, and it. will
be something tl it we will bring up whenever we can. In fact, I was
amazed in one of the ymmntries I' visited where the Muslim religion
dominates. that 'ere are now, just in ti . past few years, centers that
have sprung up where women who have been abused can *o.

So. small increments like that. are encouraging. That is basically
what I meant by that. I am sorry that I was not, more specific, more

-clear. '
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McPherson, in your testimony, you statetthat

women 'are participating in Al!) training, both here and in the ITAited
States. Do you have any statistic's that you could either provide now
or for the mean! that alight show .patterns over the past 10 years? Has
the percentage of women participaiing increased substantially, for
instance ?

Mr. WPHERMON. I W011111 like to supply those for the record. Mr.
Chairman, if I ran. There certainly has been steady growth. This is
somethiw! we need to continue to work on, however.

The CitAntst %N. Fine. Thank you.
(The information re tirred to follows :1
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SUMMARY OF FEMALE PARTICIPANT TRAINING TRENDS (U.S. TRAINING ONLY)

1911 1171

risal siv-

19841980 1961 1982 1903

1 total nutter of participants
Percent female

6.005
15

5,905
17

8,051
18

7.850
16

8,068 9,068
18 18

7,492
17

11 Participants by sabred areas:
A. Percent of total.

Agriculture
.,

Indust,

21

5

26
7

28
8

30

12

31

17

31

20
30
21

Transpitatim
later ... .......

1

8

1

7

2

6

2

6

1

7

1

5

1

5

Health/famib planning 19 19 19 16 16 16 15

Educate 26 22 16 12 9 7 7

Putt administrabo. ,,
16 12 15 16 14 14 15

1907001/ccanunity 6rAlopmeit 1 2 3 3 3 4 4

Mexellaneaus 3 4 3 3 2 2 2

Total. 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

B. Portant female
Aviculture

industry

9
4

10

6

10

6

10

8 1

12

10

1.1

12

10

10

17303cor1abm , 10 9 7 j 0 0 19 3

Ubx .... ....... . 13 12 17 -.' 16 22 19 13

'
Heafth/famile planning 31 38 36 32 35 33 34

Education

Public administration .

13

9

15

12

, 17

17

21

17

24
18

24
20

25
19

Bousingiconnunily dwell:rent 20 27 21 23 17 22 20

litscdasou1 17 13 17 16 21 21 16

HI. Partippanb W region:
A. Percent of to*

Alma 36 40 40 40 38 ' 37 36

War East. .. 11 21 25 28 32 32 33

Asia 21 16 17 17 11 16 14

LAC 26 23 18.
15 13 15 17

100 100Total , 100 100 100 100 100

B Percent female
Africa .

16 18 18 17 18 18 18

Near East . 10 11 ,13 13 16 17 14

Asia 16 18 20 18 17 16 14

LAC
15 21 23 19 23 23 21

, 9 mores anti (Octotir 1983-June 1984)
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FACISHEET-RSCAL YEAR 1981PAIMCIPANT TRAINING

I. ToW numbs, el partioganb Pining totem 1944 sof 1983

II. Wang Pallingiant training ihnimgraPhics Tor Twal year 1983:

240,012

Number Percent

Total 9,012 100

Cam.d managed 5,689 6B
Dire* funded (S&T/IT) 3,323 37

kadenw 4,016 45
Technical 4,996 55
Male 7,390 82.
female .. 1,622 18

Academic Technical Total Percimt

111. Participant training by *wet area
Agriculture 1,610 1,154 2,824 31
Wintry 148 1,010 1,788 20
Walthflamty planning 418 1,021 1,439 16
Public adrninistration. 531 142 1,279 14
Education 410 185 595 7
Utox. . .. .. 22 446 468 5
Itousing/community developent 121 193 320 4
Transcortation 8 44 52 1

Miscellaneous 76 171 241 2

Total 4,016 4,996 9,012 100

IV. Participants by region.
Africa 2,169 1,149 3,318 31
Near last 924 1.999 2,923 32
Asia 642 199 1,441 tg
Latm Anwncan. Caribbean 281 1,049 1,330 15

Total . 4,016 4,996 9,012 100

AID COUNTRIES WITH LARGEST NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IN FISCAL YEAR 1983

Egypt

Indonesia . ... . . .

Kenya

Yemen Arab Repo* .

Tanzania ... .. .

Botswana

Morocco

tinatOrint ...
thnbabwe .. .

Sudan . . .

raulska .

South Mo. Repoli( of .

krattland

Sanagal -

Canty Amami Waal Tad Paget

258 1,518 1,836 20
366 256 622 7

239 69 308 3

252 42 294 3
141 143 284 3
211 53 261 3
151 110 261 3
75 150 225 2

196 17 213 2
72 81 159 2
29 127 156 2

59 94 153 2
142 4 148 2
122 24 148 2

86 41 127 1
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OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL TRAINING SUMMARY OF PARTICIPANT TRAINING TRENDS(FiSrAL YEAR

1978-83) .

1911 1119 1980 1911 1912 19113

I. Taal wider of partitanb 6,043 5,890 8,088 7,844 7,885 9,012

I Genoa desnlaiNa (lam):
WW1 ma** 47 55 52 55 SO 63

Dimd* funded (WT/IT)
53 45 48 45 40 37

Academic
51 54 45 51 43 45

Tottoteal froWIVIO
49 46 55 49 52 55

Wile
85 83 82 $4 82 82

Fen* 15 17 18 16 18 18

M. Pill:1mb by valid ins (prod):
047Witutt

21 26 28 31 31 31 .

industry
4 5 8 12 15 20

tramporabte
1 1 2 2 . 1 1

Uta
8 7 6 6 7 5

INOVINtal Phoning
19 20 19 17 17 16 '

bbation 26 22 16 12 7

Nit **Waft 17 13 15 15 14 14

littainBI awmunity diradoptent
1 2 3 3 4 4

Ilisaainvia. , 3 4 3 2 2 2

N. PorticiPalb W NO (Prolt)..
Akita

eat East
11 42°1 42°3 33°0 33°2 331

Il
32

Odia
21 17 . 20 16 17 16

IAC
26 22 17 15 13 15 .

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Reynolds, will the U.N. Voluntary Fund for

Women continue after the Decade for Women ends? Will the United
States continue to contribute to some of its programs?

Ms. RRYNOLDS. Well, we certainly think that the activities of that

should continue- after the U.N. Decade. We expect the Fund to exist

for an indefinite period of time.
The, United States and most other donor countries believe that the

key to the Fund's effectiveness has been its close relationship with

IT 'DP. So we certainly think it should continue to be funded. We

know it is of interest to you. It has done some marvelous things under

the sponsorship and leadership of Peg Snyder. We are fighting to keep

it in New York City; where we feel it should remain. It is very high on

my of successful examples of where you put your money and gee

it go to ,,ork.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Reynolds. the U.N. Decade for Women World

Conference in Copenhagen in 1980 called on the U.N. High Commis=

sinner for Refugees to take women's roles into account in designing

programs for refugees. Refugees have been of particular interest to

me. As I have said, it is a family concernwith us.
Mrs. Percy and I have been visiting and studying refugee camps for

30-some years all over the world, and she has gone on her own a num-

ber of times to .nake studies.
It. was felt. that though a disproportionate number of refugees were

women who were also heads of households, women were being ignored

in programs benefiting refugees. So they had a disadvantage both

ways.
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Should the United States, as a major contributor to the U.N. pro-
gram, be doing more to promote the women's component in refugee
activities I

Ms. &mons. Absolutely.
10.is one of the key items that we discussed in Vienna. Both Ambas-

sador Kirkpatrick and I, like you, have visited refugee camps. We
have spoken with the High Commissioner on Refugees. He has estab-
lished a special task force to look at the plight of women refugees.
We are lo(Aing forward to that office's participation.

I might just add that to this end, we raised this subject this past
iFebruary in Vienna where the Commission meets. Ultimately, action

was taken calling for a report to be submitted to the world conference.
I might add that this was all over the vehement opposition of the So-
viet Union. We expect them to continue to opposite this initiative.
But we have a lot of strength and we think we are going to get lots of
people involved in bringing this plight to the attention of the con-
ference and to the leaders such as yourself.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. McPherson, several studies point to the need for strengthening

and monitoring of projects during implementation and evaluation of
their success several years after cr ..opietion. What is being done in
these areas I What improvements could be made I

Should the AID Inspector General's role be strengthened, for
instance I ,

Mr. McPuensow. You are speaking of the women in development
area?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. McPitensos. Next year, we expect to have evaluations of five

of our women in development projects, as well as a major Agency
(+titillation of our integration efforts. It seems to us now, after a few
years of operation of this new policy, this new integration approach,
we now need to look And see how well it is really working. I antici-
pate that out of this we will get some additional direction and ideas
On how to do a better job in the future.

In fact, I think that is a fairly key pointif some evaluations are
in place, we can *ally look at this whole thing.

The Inspector General, as you know, has an ongoing role in looking
at the effectiveness of projects. I think he has a role both in looking
at how money is spent and a more general role regarding policy
concerns.

As of right now, I think that is the way we are doing it. I have not
asked him to particularly look at women in development issues. I
think it. probably is best served through the evaluation unit.

That is a very good unit with a very senior person in charge of it.
I think that, wilt work well.

The CHAIRMAN. %hank you.
Some skeptics assert that a women in development focus will

strengthen the role of women to the detriment of traditional family
1 i fe. Yet, in interviews with LW women about educational prefer-
MINN conducted by the researcher, Perdita Huston, women overwhelm-
ingly opted for training to enable them to earn money so they could
provide better care for their families in health, nutrition, and such
areas.
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What is the relationship between women's income as opposed to
men's, and the welfare Of their feniiliest

Mr. McnixsoN. I think it is pretty clear that the strength of the
family unit is enhanced if women are better educated. As was indi-
ated earlier, they provide a significant portion of the health
care and nutrition of the family. 1 think what we know around the
world is that basic human needs are beat met if people have jobs. If
the head ut the liousehoid is a wonian--eed not only under those cir-

cumstances, but otherwise, towopportunities for her to earn money
are absolutely key to feeding the children and keeping other things
decently together.

This is like the kind of argument you sometimes get in family
planning: (UM'S providing family planning somenow or other take
away trom the family structure I In that case, as in this one, I argue
absolutely it is to the contrary, that what we are \vorking toward is
strengthening the family structure, and this is a very important part
of it.

The CuantuANSenator Biden, we are very happy to have you
join us this 'Morning. I know that you are chairing a hearing on an
important amendment to the Constitution, the balanced budget amend-
ment, of which I am happy to be a cosponsor. I will put in a little
plug for it.

I would like to defer to you at this time so that you can get back

to the other hearing.
Senator linniN. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1 am going to be in

and out of this hearing. I am two Boors down. I rank on the Judiciary
Committee and we are meting on Om balanced budget ainendment.
This is not a hearing, but rather a markup. We are in the markup
phase.

Let me make just a brief comment before I ask you questions.
While I do not always do so with Mr. McPherson, I concur in his

last comment, that it is sort of elementary. You have to be able to
eat and feed your family before you can, in fact, care for than family.
That is the most elemental. requirement.

I think if you look not only at Third.World countries but at our
own country, one of the reasons why so many women are working
is there is an absolute minimum requirement to work because of the
requirement, the cost of maintaining a family's food, shelter, and
clothing.

There is an amendment that Senator Pell and I authored because
of our commitment to this notion which relates to private voluntary
organizations.

Ilow important are private voluntary organizations to this issue

of women in development ? What role do they play?
Mr. McPneesort. The PVO's take up about 13 percent of our budget.
Senator Minot. What percent?
Sir. MrPoxitsoN. I think it. is about 14 percent this year. I don't

have my figures to the precise tenth of a percentage. But that figure
huff been stetelily moving up. as von know.

The eomplexion of the work they have been doing, Senator, has

been changing. They have kept their traditional, important, charitable
activity, but have become more and more developmentally oriented in
the work that they are doing. As they have done that work, women
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in development issues have become more important. I would envision
they would become steadily more so.

The PVO's cover the whole spectrum of All) activity, so you almost
have to talk about individual sectors of All) projects.

But I think the slitirt answer is that they are important now and I
would expect them to become more and more important in women in
development issues.

Senator Blom TI ere are a lot a expertsand I guess the joke
about an expert is he or she is anyone from out of town with a brief-
casebut there are a lot of experts who have been telling us that a
significant training effort for project designers and development work-
ers in Washington and in overseas in6sions will be required if
effort to integrate women fully into ,e mainstream of development
programs is to be successful.

Do you agree with that? If so, to what extent is such an effort
required I

3/Ir. McPmasosr. I think training is a key component of develop-
ment, period, and that is the reason why our overall training budgets
have been steadily going up. We are educating and training in some
fashion or other thousands inore.per year than we were just 3 or 4 years

ago.That general principle, as applied to this particular problem means
that we have to do more training of women here, too.

In some CAWS you have to start at a fairly elementary level. It is in-
teresting that. in many Moslem cultures, the literacy rate and elemen-
tary education rate for women is very low. We have gone into some of
those countries in the last couple of years and have said look, we would
like to help- with elementary education:We cannot get the women
available for the higher.- level training programs unless they are lit-
erate, unless they have gone through some of this.

So, it starts all along the line, and at the bottom of the line.
In short, I agree. with you.
Senator Mem How about the tu'tual training of the AID person-

nel f One of the things that I think you have run into, or at least that I
expect you have, from my discussions with people, is at first there are
a number of AID personnel who kind of view this as a token effort,
that. we for years in Washington, not just in AID but in every area, are
really big on tokenism.

I wonder how much success you have had in overcoming the notion
that this is something other than a token effort and really is a legiti-

mate and important development. policy.
You know, I am not casting aspersions on the leadership of AID. All

I ant saving is that T think it is human nature where you have a pro-
gram which does not have the biggest budget in the world and people
will say we will look that way, or sure. Just: how much progress have
you nuide

M. NicPirEasow. Tt. is true that. AID periodically had some special

directive from ('ongress to look at sonic new thing and put. a lot of
emphasis on it. and the bureaucracy has become accustomed to those

things sort of floating along and requiring new actions.
There is also the case, however, that the AID, as a staff, is par-

ticularly well - educated and I think as individuals they are fairly
sensitive to these kinds of issues.

3(,- 308 tt - 84 - 3
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Having said that, nonetheless, we have. had to make a concerted ef-
fort to lie sure that people knew we were serious. The concerted effort
has been to say that We are not just going to fund little projects off at
the side or one component of a project that talks about women, but we
want to really integrate these concerns throughout our projects.

To do that it 11,s meant a number of interventions from Washington
on project:; as they went along, which is educational itself. Also, we
developed a program to pull in leadership for special Araining and
we are going to expand it in the bureaus and missions by, in effect,
a kind of Harvard case 'method of discussion. We have found this ap-
proach most beneficial during this past year, when 45 senior-level AID
personnel participated in training workshops conducted by the Har-
vard Institute for International Development. These workshops keyed
on women in development issues, using the case study approach.

It was the success of these workshops that convinced us to seek the
same kind of training opportunities this year and next year, for both
W-Ishington and USAID mission personnel.

Senator liumx. Can you give me an example of the kind of interven-
tion you have had from Washington. You said there.have been a num-
ber of interventions. Can you give us an example for the record?

Mr. Mel'imataosi. I will tell you of one that I personally saw, noted,
and asked about. It may seem a little silly, and in some ways it is silly
because it is so elementary.

.. couple of years ago, when Uganda was just coming out of a civil
war, there were a number of problemsthere still are, but there were
particularly at that time - -we were providing to that country some
hoes. hoes with which you work the ground. I said that I wondered if
we had a sire' ninisin in place to be sure that whoever is running the
farms gets these tools. In other words, if a woman happens to be
running the farm, the woman ought to get the tools.

Also. in terms of credit, there is concern that the person who 1.3e
the farm, the business, or whatever, gets the credit, whether that per-
son is a man or woman, regardless of sex:

A project where there was intervention at a country level was in El
Salvador, in the displaced persons project. We were doing some civic
works to provide some fairly low paying but still basic jobs for some
people. The project was being proposed and worked through the El
Salvador Government. The mission there expressed concern that heads
of households, Home people who were going to be qualified to go to
work on these projects, would be defined as being any head of house-
hold. and not just a man. There was that kind of intervention.

When you keep on being sensitive, when you keep on talking about
those sorts .of interventions, and when you review projects with that
in mind. over time, people individually and institutionally become
really quite concerned. People say, have we thought about those issues
before the plan goes ott to W ashington.

'Hint is working fairly wellnot perfectly, but quite well.
As I was saving a few moments ago, Senator, it seems to me that

this women in development issue is best presented to Third World
countries not so lunch as a social cos,ern, though we obviously have
deep concerns socially, but as an economic issue. When you talk about
it economically, then we are able to deal with often male-dominated
societies in a very different way, and in a ..ety effective way.
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Senator Blom One of the would-be recipients of AID funding has
said to this committee that requests for proposals for grants issued by
they Board of International Food and Agricultural Development rarely
mention the importance of the women's roles in WC's. Is this gen-
erally true of an AID proposal solicitation?

Mr. Mc Puzasosr. I ant not aware that that would be the case, Sen-
ator. I don't know just what projects were in mind. I would love to
have you, if you would be willing, semius some specifics on that sothat
we can track it down.

Senator Biotic All right.
Generally, though, when such solicitations are made, is it a matter

of course that it is mentioned .in the solicitation that women's roles in
the process are important, or is it just something that is unstated and
hoped fora flow is it physically handled?

Mr. SICPIIERSoN. I don't. know that I can give you a general rule on
the solicitation. Rut I do know that when projects are reviewed, the
quest ion of whether or not women's issues have been taketi into consid-
eration is a key point. As projects are reviewed to approval, we ask
if we have been sensitive to how women are impacted' or are they
'wing 'fully utilized. That is the point of primary intervention, if
you will.

Senator linntx. I have many more questions, but the chairman was
nice enough to let me intervene at this point.

Let Inc just. say, Mr. McPherson, that I really think this emphasis
m ion worsen n Third World-countries is likely to have a benefit that ex-

ceeds the humanitarian, the social, and the economic benefit that is ob-
vious on their face, and that is the notion that women should be treated
equally and that we should. as best we can, promote that wherever it
can he promoted in the world. There are the obvious economic require-
ments of enabling women to feed their children and the obvious eco-
nomic benefit to the community in that country if that occurs.

But. I predict to youand you may agree or disagreethat one of
the great benefits of this program will be if, in fact, it really takes
root, and I think we would all agree that we are just beginning; it may
very well changeand I predict that it will changethe political and
social climate of the countries with which we deal.

If weat least we who allegedly are the ones making policy or
being participants at a relatively high level of foreign policy changed,
ran you imagine what might be different in the Persian Gulf or in
Latin America, for example, if, in fact, women hat: a greater stake
in the outcome and a greater say in the process? I suspect the rami-
fications for women gaining economic access are beyond anything any
of us have comprehended. I really mean that. I really think it is the
revolution that will take place in the beginning of the 21st eertury,
beyond the Islamic fires that. are burning throughout the Persian
Gulf. beyond the geopolitical changes which will occur, beyond the
economic dislocation and shifts of power that are going to occur
between now and then.

really think that the only way to enfranchise somebody, as T think
we have learned from the civil rightr movement, the ultimate enfran-
hisement is economicAll the rest is important, but not nearly as
significant.

If women begin to he enfranchised to the same &awe or even to
degree approaching what the men in these Third World countries
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have, I think we don't have any option of what that may portend for
international relations.

This sounds like a grandiose statement. But I think if you examine
it, it is really the greatest fruit:bat could beborne.

Obviously, women could not screw things up any worse than we
have. When I say "we," I mean the male gender. We don't have what
you would call an admirable track record.

New I don't mean you and me personally, necessarily, although I
include myself as not having an admirable track record. But I mean
in the conduct of international affairs, isn't it kind of interesting that
it is always viewed as a province in which we don't .often think of
women.

I don't know of anybody who thinks in terms of a Third World
country and says to himself uti-huh, I wonder what 51 percent of that
population, or in some cases higher, thinks about the direction we
should go. It is just assumed that women will walk three paces behind
in Riyadh and so they will walk three paces behind in the whole area.
We just don't think about it. .

I don't say this necessarily to evoke a comment, although I am not
trying to discourage one. But I really think we have here. a little thing
that some people thinkand I am not saying that you dois a sort of
token gesture that. we are beginning to make in a little tiny part of our
overall, broad foreign policy that is immense. But I think it is like the
proverbial seed. It is the thing that is going to change geopolitics. I
really think it will.

At any rate, that is one view.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Biden.
Senator EIDEN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask Ms. Reynoldei` one

question I
The CHAIRMAN. Of course.
Senator. limas'. And,' by the way, I think the women are going to

make almost as many mistakes as we make. I have no hone for a
utopia with their involvement. I just think it will be different, and
at this point anything that is different would be better.

Ms. Reynolds, the one question that I have for you is this. Can you
tell me what progress --I see a man at the press table over in the corner
of the room leaning sideways trying to read my nametag. He has never
heard of me, obviously.

My name is "Glenn, John Glenn.'" ['General laughter.]
As you can tell, Ms. Reynolds, I am one of the most important men

in America. f General laughter.]
Everyone knows who I am.
Let me tell you a true story, Mr. Chairman, in light of this

digression.
I have never had a plane held for me in my whole life. I went up to

speak at Tufts on international policy before Christmas. I was flat-
tered to be invited to speak.

I was supirsed to catch a 3 :fin plane out of Boston's Logan Airport.
The snivel' %%ilk, over at 2 o'clock. A mroup of professors wanted me to
stay around and.discuss the issue with them longer. That was their one
chance. as you know better than I, to demonstrate to their fellow pro-
fessors that they etin heat un on an elected official. So T did not want
to deny them their fun and I stayed around while they had their little
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jousting to demonstrate to one another that they knew more than the
other.

'd to me if I staved they promised to get me to the airport on
time, t),.. they would hold the plane.

Well, Ms. Reynolds, no one ever has held a plane for me in my life.
They don't even hold a car for me, let alone a plane. [General
laughter.

This really is a true story which shows just how significant I have
become.

I headed toward the airport and, as usual, no matter what time I
have ever been in Boston the tubes were blocked as always, the tunnel
going to the airport.

1 hit the curb at 3:30 on the button. The plane was to leave the gate
and take off at 3:30. I went running to the plane, as you have done a
thousand times Mr. Chairman. Obviously it was the last gate and the
last concourse. I sin running down the way, out of breath, and I can
see this guy down there from Allegheny Airlines, or 'U.S. Air, with a
red coat on, and I figured that he was the guy, he was holding the
plane. My find, I can't believe it, I have arrived.

I ran up to the guy and I could see out of the corner of my eye that
the plane was still there. I said, "Is the plane f9r Philadelphia still
here?" Ile said, "I'es, we are holding it for a Senator." Then I said,
"I think you are holding it for me." He said, "Huh?"

Well, would not qute him exactly because it would not be appro-
priate for the record. But he looked me straight in the eye and he said,
"Dammit, I thought we were holding this plane for Kennedy."

This means, had they known 'ley were holding it for me, it would
have been long gone. [General laughter.]

So, it is no wonder the gentleman over.there at the table has no idea
who is asking the questions. [General laughter.]

.The CHAIRMAN. Senator Riden, let me interject very quickly that I
have had an arrangement with the airlines for years. If I am not there
at the appointed time, they should leave without me. They have always
kept to the agmment. [General laughter.]

Senator Bile. Ms. Reynolds, as briefly asyou can tell me, what kind
of progress is being achieved at the United Nations on the status of
women, from an economic perspective?

Ms. REYNOLDS. Do you mean women within the U.N. system?
Senator Timm. No. I am talking about the same progress we are

attempting to deal with here, making some progress for women in ths3
Lne's. economically. Can you give us your sense of what the Attitude
nbout that is?

Ms. Rnysoms. Well, first let. me say that others may not hold a plane
for you and Senator Percy, but I would be glad to hold the door for
You anytime, considering your attitudes about women. [General
laughter.]

Senator BIDEN*. It depends on whether you are holding it for us to
,inne in or go (int [General lauhter.1

Ms. The experiengce that I have had personally is it is
very uneven how women are doing economically. It is a very im-
portant ,factor and some countries are doing better them others.

There are a- number of African countries, at least which I have
visited, where women play an important role in the economics. They
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control the business, for example, but they don't have any political
power. They don't have a say in shaping foreign policy or public
Policy.

So perhaps that is the next step.
Many of them don't even seem as interested as you and I might

think they should be because they control the purse strings in some
countries. But, beyond that, they do not have the kind of power that
we American women and Western women often wish we did.

I think the economic attitude of AID and the whole idea of bring-
ing women along economically, of course, is the answer. You must
begin with literacy. You can't do very much unless you can read and
write.

Those are areas where I see the glass as half full. And yet, I really
am not an expert. I know only what I have observed ana heard and
talked about with my friends from other countries.

Senator Brom. I appreciate your answer and I appreciate. your
induleence, Mr. Chairman.

I will try to get back for the next panel,. if I can. I thank you for
allowing me to ask these questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Biden. And good
luck on the amendment.

We will look forward to having you return.
I have additional questions which I am, going to submit for the

record, which will immediately follow the questions that I have asked.
[Additional questions and answers follow :]

MeZIIRROON's ARSToNoto To ADDITIONAL QuawrioNs RIMMITTND DT
SENATOR PRICY

Question 1. Has Am hired relatively more women professionals? Is there ah
active effort to recruit and promote women professionals?

Please supply information on trends for hiring women Professio.mls in AID
over the last 10 years.

Answer. The data prior to 1981 Is not readily available in a disaggregated
manner. The data between 1981 and 1984, however, shows an increase in the
percentage of women in AIM workforce at both the "professional" and lower
levels. It should he noted, moreover, that the definition of the terms "profes-
sional" is currently being discussed and clarified within the Federal Government.

Two chart% are attached which show, first. that in the last 8 years the female
percentage of highergraded (equivalent to (IN 11-18) jobs has increased from
20 percent to 22 percent. A second chart shows that the female percentages of ogr
Best 10 classes of International Development Intern programs have risen to
52 percent this summer. The um program is our major entry-level professional
hiring mechanism for the Foreign Service.

Disaggregated data on AID leadership positions shows a slightly rising trend
from 10 percent in 1980 to 11 percent today, while the absolute number has
risen from 1? to 23.

AID FULL -TIME PERMANENT WORK FORCE I (101-84)

1961 1984

Ofes MI Mom kW est kel Wtim Pool

18 to II 2,718 537 20 . 18 to 11 1,700 589 72

10 to 2 893 789 88 10 to 2... 731 649 81

Totil 3,611 1,326 37 Uhl 3,431 1,238 36
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COMPOSITION OF SELECTED INDIVIDUALS FOR THE IDI PROGRAM (1980 -84)

IP dos sar
tad SIN room mom host iiiedia Posit

so. ova

19 Mq 1980 25 15 60 10 40 4 16

20 Meads 1980 16 12 75 4 25 2 13

21 litri 1981 16 12 75 4 25 4 25

22 Jam 1982 17 11 65 . 6 35 1 6

23 *tombs 1982....... ..... .. 14 9 64 5 36 1 1

24 Muth 1983 19 13 68 6 32 2 11

25.............. ...... . %iambs 1983 24 14 58 10 42 3 " 13

26 Mad 1984 31 17 55 14 45 5 16

27 Uplifter 1984 '29 14 48 15 52 5 11

IoW 191 117 74 39 27 14

'Ms* to 9* ;awl d tlr awed Mom*

Wes Mk

Question h. Some experts have stated that While integrating women into main-
stream development efforts is a worthy goal, there is still a need for certain
kinds of "women-only" projects. Could you comment please?

Answer. The 1)4141e thrust of the Agency's Women in Derelopment policy is to
integrate women and girls- Into the mainstream of mission and central bureau

.
programming. Exceptions to this general rule exist when particular imbalances

need to be redressed regarding access to productive resources (such as credit and
technology), training, and education. Small-scale, peripheral, discrete "women's
projects," with PVOs or otherwise, may have value as targets of opportunity and
these are not discouraged --as long as they do not reinforce the marginaliaation
of women from mainstream economic life. Below are examples of women-specific
projects supported by the Office of Women in Development :

In conjunction with the Bureau for Private Enterprise, the Office of Women

in Development is supporting the activities of Women's World Banking (W WIT),

Through a series of host-country affiliates, WWB provides guarantees to banks to
facilitate eomerelal loans to women-owned and/or operated small and micro-
businesses. In most instances these women would not have access to commercial
loans,

The AVID Office provided .funds to the International Center for Research on
Women ( ICRW) to conduct a study of women applicants to the 14olandit Housing

Project in Ecuador. The results showed that over 40 percent were women .who

[lend households and who were too poor to qualify for the project's credit pro-
gram. This credit program is currently being redesigned to take into account the
special nerds of women borrowers.

In Nepal, a "Girl's Access to Education' project is about to be initiatedwith
a potential for world-wide replication. In Nepal, female literacy is only 8 per-
cent of that of the males, while local literacy is only 27 percent of the popula-

tion. The imbalance between females and males is caused in large part by labor
requirements for girls (principally in agriculture and childcare), This project
will address these constraints in an attempt to increase the number of girls who

can remain in school.
It must be noted that an of these project examples are designed to bring women

and girls into the mainstream of AID's overall development efforts. The above
examples are targets of opportunity which do not reinforce the mayginalizatlon
of women from the mainstream of economic development.

Question 3. One potential recipient of AID funding has said that Requests for
Proposals (REP'S) for grants issued by BIF'AD rarely mention the importance
of women's roles in LW's. Is this generally true of AID's grant proposal solicita-
tions? If so, should they be improved? Would you agree that, the mention of
women's roles would help ensure that they are fully taken into account Miring the
design phase of derzgopment projects?
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Answer. The Agency Is convinced, as outlined in the Women in Development
Polley Paper, that the dimaggregatien of data by sex must be included In all proj-
ect documents. Including t I'll nt. PIN. an MN. it is. therefore. essential
that project. design teams ineintle gender distinctions with their socioeconomic
analyses to ensure appropriate proposal tolieltatinn.

The Agency has established a number of mechanisms to ensure that these criti-
cal project documents take women's roles fully into account. Guidance cables from
the Administrator to the missions have mandated the inclusion of women's roles
in appropriate project designs, ('D51145, and policy doctients. The WID Office staff
and the WID officers from the central and regional bureaus also participate, as
much as possible, in the review process on the.project design documents in order
to monitor the inclusion of women's Issues.

Nevertheless. the' Agency recognizes that much remains to be done to improve
this monitoring system and the Agency is studying ways to ensure the Integra-
tion of women into the total' development portfolio.

QUOttiMI 4. PIPBSP disaggregate by sex the data on male and female Mission
Directors and Deputy Mission Directors for the last few years (ratio of men to
women!.

Answer. The attaelfed table identifies the ratio of men to women in executive-
level assignments for the years 1980 through 1984.

NUMBERS OF WOMEN IN EXECUTIVE-LEVEL ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1980 TO JULY1984

IslOok

4 Fail max For. frosted wino Iota
Kr Pawn

OS I MOM
Total Peon

Tram
Park t AIDA ton*

el OS NOM to* NW tena sod OS
4

Mg 1980 6 11 , 17 72 14 94 6 166 10

Weds 1981 8 9 17 77 12 100 8 s 111 10

Odder 1982 10 12 22 84 14 109 11 193 41

Ocitto 1983 9 .- '43 22 88 i5 . 116 10 . 204 11

tiii 1984 .e 8 .15 23 89 17 122 7 211 11

WAN le At pito* atA tem Pio oa eiraisi. Wiliam WI* Woe, halm *ask *pia,
ra din dla. lids st NOW Amid lialiple, Id 1241F0h W411.
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The (IiimaIt.ax. Also, the record .will be kept open so that you can
answer questions front Senator Riden that, e has not asked but which
he may submit town in writing.

I want to thank both of you very much for your thoughtfulness
in being here with us today, and for your very helpful testimony.
Also I want to thank you for your dedication to this program, which
means a great deal to all of us, particularly also for your dedicationf

McPherson, to the developing nations. The private voluntary
organizations. as you and I have discussed many times, have con-
tributed so much to this effort beyond what we are able to do in Gov-
ernment. We have the benefit of topnotch boar* of directors, we
appreciate' their sense of direction, we get public participation: and we
see them stimulate an awareness from the American public as to
how intimately involved the American people are in affairs abroad.

I want to commend you on the number of women in AID who have
poliey positions, a few of whiai have come froth my own staff. I am
very proud of them. ['hate to lose them. On the other hand, I am
delighted to sop them go on and tarry on.with additional responsibil-
ities there.

We appreciate very much your being here. Also, Ms. Reynolds, Owe
give my best wishes to Ambassador Kirkpatrick.

Mr. McPuEnsoN. Thank you, Senator.
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Ms. RzYNows, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CtIAIRSIRN. I would ask our next panel to please come forward

now. The members of the panel are Vivian Derryck, David Guyer,
Pat Ilutur, C. Payne Lucas and Elise Smith.

I understand, Ms. Derryck, that you must attelul it noontime lunch-
eon, so we will ask you to go first, In fact, why don't we proceed in the
sequence in which I called of your' names.

Our first witness will I* Vivian Derryck, chairperson, Coalition on
Women in Development, and executive vice president and director of
the International Division, National Council of Negro Women.

STATEMENT OP VIVIAN LOWERY DERRYCX, CHAIRPERSON, COALI-
TION ON WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT, AND EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL DIVISION, NA-
TIONAL COUNCIL OF NEGRO WOMEN, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. Dr.iiitYca. Thank you 'very much, Mr: Chairman. I appreciate
the op;mrtunity to speak first. The luncheon that we are having is a
regulat'Itterhing of the Coalition of Women in Development, and we
are fortunate at this time to have Dame Nita Barrow, who was the
convenor of the NGO forum, as our speaker. We feel that that fits
directly into what is happening here today.

I do appreciate this opportunity.
It is an honor for me to speak before you to discuss effects and im-

plementation of the Percy amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act
of 1961.

This morning, I speak before you wearing two hats. In my volun-
tary role, I am chairperson of the Coalition on Women in Develop-
ment, a group of practitioners and policy-makers in Washington, DU,
who gather quarterly to discuss the implications of foreign relations
and development ataustance policies on women in the developing world.
The coalition is comprised of more than 100 members and 40
organizat ions.

All members, both individual and organ.zational, have a strong
international development orientation and substantive know s rdge of
the developing world.

In my professional role, I am also the executive vice president and
director of International Programs for the National COuncil of Negro
Women. NCNIV is a 49-year-old umbrella council of black women's
organizations. It. has over 35,000 members and direct outreach to mom
than 4 million black American women through 29 affiliated
o: ganizations.

Our membership in 34 States is eager to expand the contribution
that they. as black women, can make to improving the status and op-
portunities available to women as they view their sisters overseas.

NCNW is one of two women's I'VO's primarily focused in technical
assistance overseas, the other being the Overseas Education Fund of
the League of Women Voters, and the only minority PVC) involved
in delivering technical assistance specifically and primarily to women.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, as I wear these two hats, my testimony
will reflect the particular perspective of being a minonity within the
very small minority of men and Women Rho concentrate on women's
roles in international development.
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In the interest of time, I will summarize the first part of my
statement.

The CHAIRMAN. I would appreciate that very much.
By the way, because we were given an hour for this pa* the more

time we take in our statements, the less time we will have for question-
ing. Possibly, therefore, if you could summarize in 5 minutes, that
would be very helpful and will allow the maximum time for
41 uest ion ing.

Ms. Dzitarcx. I will certainly try, SenatIr.
In beginning my. preparation for this, I went through the basic five

questions, the journalistic five. First was who, woo are the target bone-
hciaries of development. Looking back, 10 years later, I don't think

ithat has changed very much. It is still rural, poor women, without
necessarily income. generating skills and certainly in many cases with-
out literacy.

Ten years later, that is still a priority. But I think we have to ex-
pand our efforts to look also to women who live in urban situations,
because.the massive out-migration literally everywhere in the develop-
ing world to urban areas has made urban women a focus and they
slreild he a focus of our activities.

The second question was what.
I think 10 years ago, we were looking at basic human needs and our

efforts to fulfill those basic human needs. Ten years later, I see us shift-
ing very gradually from that emphasis to an emphasis on economic
empowerment for women. And, as Senator Biden said earlier, and to
paraphrase Kwani Nkuma, seek ye first the economic kingdom and all
things shall be added unto you.

When I look at the where, I think we are still looking at women pri-
marily in rural situations, but, again? we have to begin to expand our
focus to include women in urban settings.

It is the how that I would like to address specifically.
The how question revolved around a major issue : how to get devel-

opment planners and politicians to see the pivotal role that women
had to play in any successful development efforts. The strategy for
male involvement led to discussions of effectiveness, Which were more
effeetive : women specific or women integrated projects? We know
now that the answer is that we still need both.

Women speeifie programs help woolen learn the fundamental skills
necessary to their particular development ecorts in a supportive en-
vironment. Women specific programs build confidence.

Furthermore, in many nations, custom, if not legal constraint, still
prevent women from participating in mixed sex tramint The women
specific initiatives offer the only viable programs available to these
women.

After participation in women specific prograins, women are ready
to participate more actively and more effectively in integrated
pro wets.

l'utionmly, the National Council of Negro Women has found that
in the field the debate on women specific versus women integrated
often becomes a moot point. The critical factor is not women specific
or integrated, but rather that the majority of pat ticipants arp female.

WP have found that after one has fought to get the project approved
and funded, the next battle is to get women involved at all, because.
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men find the project so intriguing and potentially so incomeenhancing
that they want to assume the places set aside for the program.

lowever if the majority of the participants are women, the women
are likely to be assertive and effective participants.

The where question has been dealt with. The why question was
always the hardest.

Suffice it to say that I do not think that the goal has changed at all.
The goal in 1973 was social and economio,equity for women. The goal
in 1104-1 remains the same.

Now I will turn briefly to some specific recommendations that have
emerged from the coalition's meetings and from discussions with
other NGO's and PVO's that are involved in WID activities.

In preparation for these hearings, the Coalition on Women in Devel-
opment held a set of meetings in which members discussed key WID
issues and raised questions about new directions for the next decade.
Participants in the meetings agreed that there are certain alarming
trends in international development that can be particularly harmful
to women. I will mention three of those here.

First is the tendency for women to be further marginalized by the
growing weight of Third World debt and austerity measures imposed
by governments to help their troubled nations to survive financially.
Second is the growing number of women employed in runaway
shops created by fait's! States or other industrialized nation corpora-
t ions that, are setting up businesses in We's in order to take advan-
tage of lower wages and tax benefits not available to these companies
in their own nations.

Women are suffering, through low wages, unsafe working condi-
tions, the lack of training opportunities and often the threat of being
fired if they attempt to unionize.

Third, and finally. is the need for well-designed formative and sum-
'native evaluations by AID and multilateral agencies on women
specific projects.

I fere are some specific other recommendations.
First. the integration of women into sector-specific activities should

be continued and increased. U.S. assistance efforts should focus on the
sectors of education, income generating skills building, population/
family spacing programs, food and agricultural productivity in-
creases, ml private enterprise development.

All are related. I will not belabor those interrelationships here.
In terms of new directions 1.01 priority sectors, eurrent 'pliers seem
to be moving away from an emphasis on satisfying basic human. netds.
The new r.s. emphasis is on small -scale enterprise development and
aveess to credit.

In some respects, this is good, particularly for women specific activ-
ities because women are the persons least likely to have the ability to
amass the money to move their sul,..iistence sector businesses into the
modern market economy of loans, collateral, interest, et. cetera.

Several nations have 'had great :successes with revolvit.g loan funds,
tart icularly when they are targeted to a specific subset of the society.

The voneept needs to be broadened and the potential for replication
explored as it relates to women.

Third, programs related to agricultural productivity increases are
critical and should be expanded. This is particularly true in Africa.
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Although elsewhere in the world, agricultural productivity increases
are outstripping population growth, this is not the case in sub-Saharan
Africa. New agricult oral technologies suited to women, who are, after
all, LX) percent of the agricultural labor force in some African coun-
tries, should be introduced. Elsewhere, the impact on women of new
agricultural innovations should be evaluated.

In short, women should become a priority for development assist-
ance funds in Africa, the continent that really has the nations that
are among the poorest of the poor.

Women specific programs need to be retained and strengthened. Not
only (Li these programs provide a low-keyed introduction to the chang-
ing world of modernity, they, insulate women against the worst abuses
of being ignored in large projects.

Mr. Chairman, a hearing of this kind would not be possible without
the unique qualities and perspectives that PVO's bring to develop-
ment activities and WID activities in particular.

PVO's and women's organizatiomcas a subset of PVO's are a key
bridge between the average citizen and her government. Again, I will
not belabor the wonderful things that PVO's do.

The CHAIR/44m Ms. Derryck, if you could summarize your state-
ment, now, please, we would appreciate it.

Ms. DEHRYCK. Yes.
lint in order to correct that underutilization several members of the

coalition propose the creation of a women in development foundation
based on the model of the Asia, Inter-American, and African Develop-
ment Foundations. This foundation would be a small agency to serve
as an intermediary between United States and international women's
organizations active in development technical assistance and women's
organizations in the developing world.

iThe foundation would work in cooperation with the PPC/WID Of-
fice of AID. While the WID Office monitors the Agency for Interna-
tional Development and women's integration into its activities, and
coordinates multilateral initiatives in women in development, the new
foundation would operate as a "Quango," a quasi-autonomous, nongov-
ernmental organization, a small foundation that could give grants
ranging from $5,000 to $250,000 per year to strengthen and develop
women s organizations.

The foundation's research and evaluation of small grants and their
multiplier effect would also offer a major contribution to the data of
women in development.

Finally. Mr. Chairman, I would urge the U.S. Government, the
Agency for International Development, and the PVO's there are here
presently and others, to think about the importance of encouraging mi-
nority participation in development activities. I would urge that these
groups think of the resources and Tecial consideration and affinity
that women of color, who are two-thirds of the women of the world,
have to women in this country.

I have appreciated the opportunity to address such a distinguished
group of deelsioninakers. and it is a responsibility that I did not take
lightly. We know 'that the United States has been a moving force be-
hind the integration of women into development activities, and we
hope that in the year 200, our words and commitments will have made
a difference to the achievement of the goal of social equity and the
amelioration of poverty.
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Thank you, Mr. Chlirman.
The. CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Next we will hear from Mr. David Guyer, president of Save the

Children.

STATEMENT OP DAVID L. OUTER, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN COUNCIL.
OP VOLUNTARY AGENCIES FOR FOREIGN SERVICE AND PRESI-
DENT, SAVE THE CHILDREN, INC., WESTPORT, CT

Mr. Otrrza. Mr. Chairman, there is no doubt that the linchpin for
the action we are talking about this morning came from the Percy
amendment and the IWO International Women's Year in Mexico.
Based on that, many things have happened. We have talked about the
macro so far today, and- we are going to hear a little more about the
inicrolevel from groups such as ours.

We are grateful that this has engendered a series of activities, both
on the bilateral side with USAII) and with our other aid programs,
too. Let's not forget CIDA and NORAD and DANIDA and others
who have picked this up from the United States. Of course, there
is the U.N. family, which, as we heard earlier, is very involved.
is UNICEF and UN DP and, last night, there was the launching of the
U.N. Voluntary Fund for Women at which many of us were present.

So, much has happened.
Now, as far as the consortium is concerned, I also speak this morn-

ing as the chairman of the board of the American Council of Volun.
tart' Agencies.

I think one of he most important developments in many
In-

ternational Dev opulent], and the American. council [ACVAI41S]

years oc-
curred on Tuesd of last week, when PAID [Private Agencies for In-

merged.
On July 1, a large, new organization with about 130 members of our

community will be under one banner. It is an agency which does not,
yet have an executive director and does not have a name. But on the
first of July, I think you will find a consortium that will be speaking
with one voice, a louder voice, on many of the issues that came up this
morning.

In that new consortium, two of the major standing committees will
be on development education, and I sin sorry that Senator Alden is not
here now because he has been Fa helpful in &ginning this process, and
in development assistance, which we heard a great deal about earlier.

As far as our agency is concerned, we felt that in getting into the
action ourselves, after the Percy amendment and the world confer-
ence, we had to make sure the board was behind us. We have a won-
derful board. Two of the members are here this morning, men and
Millie Leet. We have three mar tied couples on the board and about a
third of the board is female. One member is 21 years old, a student
at Princeton; another is 8 years old. It contains a vast variety of
exriences.pe

They instructed staff that this is going to be an extraordinarily im-
portant part of our overall prograim 10 years ago. They did more than
that. They put two bird dogs on us : Mrs. Leet, who is here today, and
',Varian Fennelly Levy. who is no here today. They have been watch-
ing this process ever since we began it 10 years ago.
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Today we are very proud that 72 percent of mir headquarters staff
are women. But 1 think we are even more proud of the fact that in the
key department that runs these programs around the world in 38
countries these days, our vice president in charge of the whole opera-
tion is a woman, Phyllis Dobyns.

We have six divisions, and three of those key divisions are headed
by women : Dr, Pratima Kale, for all of Asia and the South Pacific,
with 11 programs there; Mrs. Judith Obermeyer, who speaks Arabic
and was educated at the American University of Beirut, handles all
of our Middle Eastern efforts, including the very dicey Lebanon pro -
gram; . and a marvelous women, Mrs. Helen Sheirbeck, a Lumbi Indian
from North Carolina, is in charge now of our entire Indian program
which represents programs in 60 tribal reservations within the United
States.

I think part of the strength of our program is due to that infusion
of women power on the decisionmaking level, and not just in the
clerical or secretarial levels.

Overseas, the program operates in 2,000 communities in 38 countries,
touching the lives of about a million of the poor majority, and 90 per-
cent of the community committees which have been set up have women
part ici pat ion.

But we did not stop there. We felt that, even though there is par-
ticipation, there should be certain funding that is made available only
to those women groups, because oftentimes they were not the leader-
ship. So, in all these committees, a certain percentage of funds go to
the women's standing committee of the main committee.

That gave rome teeth to the setting up of revolving loan funds and,
as we have said many times this morning, the chance for economic
advancement which is key.

The other key factor that we' found is integration of the women's
groups into the overall groups, whatever it happens to be .the com-
mittees the projects themselves, whatever. It cannot be in isolation.

I will conclude now because I see the yellow 'light is on.
In conclusion, special emphasis for all our agencies has to be given

to the women's element. It cannot be a silent emphasis. It must be a
loud sounding emphasis.

Second, the women's program should not be isolated from the main-
stream, but part and parcel of it.

Third, we cannot tackle this ourselves, we as an agency, even our
consortium, even with.the high hopes that we have for it, We have to
work with AID. We want to work with AID, with the United Nations
family, and with the other consortia throughout the world, such as
the newly formed Save the Children Alliance, consisting of 16 mem-
}s'rs, with whom we met last. week in Montreal.

So, we congratulate you for getting this linchpin started. We expect
the second decade to pick up in steam and effectiveness, and we are
very pleased to be 0 part of the process.

Thank you.
(Mr. Guyer's prepared statement follows:1

PUTASSI) STATISM OF DAV/1) L. Gum

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm delighted to be back before you and the other
distinguished members of this committee once again. I also want to Join my many
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colleagues here today, as well as the many more who are present only in spirit,
1u recognizing you for the leadership you have displayed for so long in focusing
our attention on one of the most ementiel elements of the development process.
Themeeimmuem, relating to the role of women III the struggle of developing peoples
and countries to lift themselves out of isverty, are not particularly glamorous.
Nor are they likely to attract the attention of the mass media. Yet as you have
reminded as so often, the ultimate effectiveness of a great deal of our work
depends on the extent to which we address the special needs and role of this half
of our human race.

In addition to my role as president of Save the Children, serve as chairman
of the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service, a 40-year-old
association Of the major private and voluntary agencies working on international
development, relief and refugee assistance. I am pleased to tell you that the vol-
untary agency community Is well on its way to the forging of a new strength
and unity through the merger of the American Council with Private Agencies in
International Development, the dynamic new grouping of PVO's of which my
colleague Elise Smith serves as President. This new unified association, which
will come into existence on the first of July, will bring together more than 180
American based voluntary organizations working around the globe. These orga-
nizations spend more than $1.5 billion each year on international projects, the
great bulk of which (about $1.1 billion) is raised front contributions made by
private citizens. Many of our groups also work In partnershipwith the U.S. Gov-
ernment through grants from the Agency for International Development (AID).

In preparing for this testimony, I did a very informal and rough survey of
some of the progress being made by PVO's in designing and Implementing pro-
grams which tomtit on women, My report to you is that we are moving forward,
although we have a lot further to go. Many exciting things have happened in our
community since the passage of the Percy Amendment and the 1875 World Con-
ference of the international Women's Year In Mexico City.

Voluntary agencies have the reputationone which I believe is quite justified
by our track rettordof being innovative and taking risks, of breaking new ground
and building mall-wale models for successive development which can be repli-
cated on a larger scale by governments and International organizations with
greater resources. In the area of women in development this is to a certain extent
the case, although I must say that for many of us (and especially those of us in
older, more male dominated organizations), our attention to the issue wasdrawn
by outside forcesnotably the efforts of this committee nearly a decade ago,

In 1075, the American Council of Voluntary Agencies formed a Committee on
Women in Development, which, after Intensive studies of the work of many of
our organizations, published a document called "Criteria for Evaluation of De-
velopment Projects Involving Women." 'This was a first attempt to provide tools
to help PV 0'm more effectively assess the impact of their projects on women. And
the rhetoric contained in that document is very much the same as what we are
hearing today. The case has been made and I needn't make it again. What,
though, has happened since that time?

The truth Is that while everyone says all the right words about women in
development, we don't always design our activities in a manlier consistent with
our words. It is a real struggle. Somehow after all these years we still tend to
think of the development process with one part of our minds, and aim; women
with *mother. !tweed of seeing the development process as the integrated whole
it Is, we Isolate the problems of women off into a distinct corner. We are not yet
adept at recognizing that all our programs have an impact on womeneither
positive or negative, and whether we Intend it or not. We further forget that
omen invariably have an impactand often the critical oneon the success or
failure of our development attendance interventions. In short, in order for any of
our work to succeed, the range of taws affecting women must be factored in.

Having said this, let me emphasize now what has been done. In the past 10
years, voluntary agencies have invested an extraordinary amount of time, energy
and resources on these Issues, and have even undergone somewhat of a revolution
within our own organizations. This Includes both the older, well-established
organizatIone, opeelalized agencies such as the Overseas Education Fund, which
focatt epecifIcally on women's issues, and many newer ones with a broad range of
program orientations. Thousands of projects have been initiated, both privately
and publicly funded, with the goal improving the status of women and bringing
them more fully Into the "mainstream" of the development process. These proj-
ects include those aimed at "women only," as well as those which Integrate
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women into broader strategies. These projects have been successful, and are
making a difference. I'd like to share with you a bit of the experience of Have
the Children In learning to promote this kind of activity. I am apeakirng about
the experience of Save the Children, but only because It is most familiar to me.
Many of our other ltVO's have gone through a similar prompts.

A major problem with integrating women into development programs is that
this segment of society is often poorly represented, and their needs are not
expressed by the traditional leaders in many developing communities. Women
play a hidden role, and our notions: of what they do, what they need, and how
they contribute, are vague and misinformed.

Have the Children's goals in emphasising women in development have been to
bring women more fully into the decision-making process, to try to meet their
needs, and to increase the awareness of all concerned that they are an important,
contributing part of the community. To achieve this, both the women themselves
and the traditional leadership of the community must be persuaded that broad-
ening the base of participation and decision-making will best serve the commu-
nity's long-range Interests. In most societies, this is revolutionary.

Have the Children's recognition of women as essential players in the develop-
ment process has a long history. As a child-oriented agency, we have always had
to be eoncerned with the role and activities of women in ou program areas.
For instance, child nutrition programs and health services (IF not work if the
mother doesn't participate. Xs we moved toward a community based integrated
rural development (CBIRD) model in the early 1970's, we became even more.
aware of the need to' draw on the resources of women. The CBIRD model is in-
tended to work with the broadest possible representation of communityand
especially those segments not part of the leadership, such as women.

In the mid 1970's, two landmark actions underlined the fact that not enough
was being done to bring women into the development process. The 1975 U.N.
Conference on Women and the adoption of the Percy amendment provided
a new lotus on the needs and the potential contributions of women in developing
count rim This coincided with Have the Children decision to study and intensify
our own reltpotote to women In the tieVelePing world: Over. the- Pttet--84Yettray we
have acquired important insights, extensive field experience, and several bard
learned lessons.

When we began, there were several obstacles that had to be overcome before
the process could even begin. The baseline surveys of communities done at that
time did not represent the full range of activities going on in the village because
women were rarely Involved in the survey. The surveys were designed and con-
ducted by men, who tended to describe women's work as primarily related to
women and children. This -resulted in many misperceptions and mistakes. For
example, men were offered agricultural training, even though the women and
children were frequently the ones responsible for crop cultivation.

In addition, almost all field staff in development,, and government agencies,
including Save the Children. were men. This made an appraisal of women's
activities twice as hart to accomplish. Not only were women in communities
silent. but our own male staff had little or no access to them. It became ircreas-
ingly clear that there would have to be more women on staff in the field to work
with village women In hlentifying problems. To begin to address this problem,
we,c.reated a INN11101 within each of our Held offices specifically charged with
working with women.

In many countries, hiring these female field workers was unprecedented, and
they needed extensive training Ir. group leadership, resource management, needs
ass4.:outient and program planning. Workshops and 'raining conferences in the
field were undertaken to engender a fuller unders .tnding of women's role in
counnunity and family life. but also---in some instancesto persuade our own
staff that this was an Issue worth pursuing. On a broader level we have found
ourselves addressing the problem through something of an evolutionary process
today. the person responsible for all program activities of Save the Children is
a woman, us are three of the six Regional Directors. In fact, more than half our
worldwide staff are now women.

Among the key lessons we have learned is the fact that it is essential to iden-
tify and foster the development of women's groups in each community. Almost
every community has some kind of traditional grouping of women. Women
gather to wash clothes, to process grain. to draw water or attend religious cere-
monies. For many women, these groups become the only window to the world
beyond their home. Thrigh the skills they learn about leadership and working
together with one's peers, they Prepare themselves for greater participation in
the larger community.
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Many people question the value of these "women only" projects, claiming that
they only serve to perpetuate the existing isolation of women. This is certainly
true where they are seen as an end in themselves, and become institutionalized
on their own. 4)111. experience. however, is that where programs aimed at "women
only" are used as part of 0 process building toward participation in the larger
community, they serve to pave the way, build skills, trust, credibility, us well as
to provide the women with some leverage to use in finding their way into leader-
ship dialogue.

The essential next step, then, is to link these traditional women's groups with
the broader rownomity committees so that the women's needs can be addressed
as part of the larnr unit. Today, Save the Children working in wane 2,000
villages in 3$ countries. At this time, between IN) and 95 'lemma of the community
committees responsible for the decision-making procem in our programs have
women as foil participants. This somewhat astounding statistic did not come
easily. It has, as I have indicated, been a long and difficult process with many
setbacks and frustrations. It has developed-through a slow proem of building
eonfitleine and exploring potential in many different concrete areas of activity.

The range of activities Save the Children has undertaken to accomplish this
114 enormous, reflecting the diverse natures of the connounitiek we serve. It in-
cludes the creation of cooperatives, credit unions, inmote-producing activities,
training programs, garden projects, etc. I'd like to give you a few concrete ex-
amples of the kind of activities we are undertaking around the world. Again,
Save the Children's experience can, I believe, reflect that of the broader com-
munity.

MOM/A
lithe village of Pulo Memjid in Indonesia, the women who came together for a

Have the Children nutrition demonstration project decided to form a credit union.-
Their reasons centered on the measomil nature of their income which depended
on the harvest of rice and coffee. Their family's need for money, however, was
not seasonal especially monthly school fees, books and medical costs. Families
were known to lawn all their belongifigs to meet the eosts of medical care for a
Vett-Ma The wonien-beIteted that a credit union eonid help them through these
tough times, so Have the Children contributed a small amount of capital and the
interested women paid a membership fee of 1500 rps. (or $2.50) to join. A woman
can first borrow $5.00 and when repaid, $10.00. If a woman does not repay her
loan, the other members of the group visit her home to find out why. Theoret-
ically this mold mean that 99 women might appear at the home of toe detatuter.
Whatever the number, the group pressure is sufficient, and the women's group
enjoyed !omelet. (In fact, this model has been applied with success around the
world. It Is Interesting to note that globally, women enjoy a loan default rate
substantially lower than that of men.)

Later. this same group of women initiated their own form of health insurance
phut. 11y contributing one handful of rice per month per e 'Id and giving this to
the village health center, the children of each member were entitled to receive
needed treatment at the health center at no cost. These sueeemses have encour-
aged. the women to sulstequentir form a day care (voter, a women's renter and
other credit unions. Clearly. an effective proems has been sparked that will con-
tinue to help the women, the children, and all tueutbers of the community.

UPPER VOLTA

The tradition in t'pper Volta is that when a man dies, his wealth, wife and
children become the property of his oldest surviving brother. Widows are "taken
care of in this manner, with no property or status Of their own. As the level
of hardship for everyone has increased In this stricken country, surviving
brothers increasingly take only the assetsthe property from a dead brother,
leaving the widows to fend for themselves. Until Very recently, these widows
were completely unable to function within the societal, since they had no status,
no holders, no money, no friends, and no way of caring for their children.

In 1973, one such widow, Madame Kitbore, decided that by getting together with
others in milliner situations, this could be changed. She founded The Widows and
Orphans Association of Upper Volta as a means of helping these outcasts to func-
tion in society, The Society now has over 1,500 members, 500 of whom live in the
capital city of Ouagadougou. With Have the Children's assistance, it has bulW
training facilities and community centers, offered dames in health, nutrition and
literacy, and through a series of cooperatively operated income generating proj-
ects, has helped many women to provide for themselves and to participate for the
first time In the larger society.
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The most notable aspeet of gave the Children's program in Tuvalu is its struc-

ture. nivel:Ian women already hove an institutional framework through which
they meet together : a National Women's Council based in the capital, and a
Women's Committee on each of the nine islands. Save the Children's efforts have

focused on strengthening tnis national network and assuring that ii ia a strong
component In the national development dialogue.

The National Women'sCouncil and Save the Children have recently undertaken

and completed a comprehensive review and prioritization of the country's develop-

ment 'needs from the perspective of women. They have also developed specific
criteria and application forms for projects proposed by island Women's Commit-

tees in the areas of agricultural production, poultry, home improvements and

health and sanitation.
Many such projects have already been undertaken. On Nanumanga Island,

chicken wire and a water catchment and storage system were provided for a
women's poultry project. Preschool and women's centers have been organized and

built. On a national level, Save the Children is expending an earlier smaller pro-

gram to provide materials at subsidized notes for home improvements. These
and the many other specific projects are not only meeting urgent community
needs : they are also helping to strengthen the newly born national women's

network and improving its project planning and administrative capabilities.

COLOMBIA

SipeetInp, Save the Children bee invested more than $250,000 in a project to
support Colombian peasant women in improving their social and economic

productivity.
The first phase of the project involved the formation of 54 village level women's

clubs IOW* de Ames de Casa) capable of organizing and managing small re
solving loan funds. Extensive training was provided in leadership, organizational,
financial management and communication skills, as well as in health, nutrition,

child tire. first aid and home gardening. The potential for the availability of loan

funds was used as a major incentive toward the formation and recruitment of
members in the new clubs.

Phase II. the current phase of the program. has as its primary objective the
development of profitable small scale enterprises through the use of the revolving
loan funds. Again, training is an important component, both in project planning
and design and in the specific areas of enterprise being undertaken, such as pig

raising. potato growing. basket weaving or sewing. To date. over $75,0J0 has
been Invested in dozens of separate productive activities through the loan funds.
The economic impacts on the eommunities are beginning to be felt. But equally

as important, the women who are participating in the program are being opened

up to an expanded view of their place in society. As one beneficiary program
explained to a recent Save the Children evaluation team : "The clubs have helped

us change our lives. We now interact with our neighbors and have a higher level
of unity."

HONDURAS

In the village of noilmay. in impoverished south Honduras. a group of local
women came to Have the Children seeking assistance for a project they had in
mind. They explained that the primary source of income in Esquimay was the
sale of rosuillam. a hard biscuit made from corn and cheese. Grinding the corn
was a tong, laborious jobso time consuming that the women were never able to
prod nee enough to make as many ronquIllas as they could sell.

A housewives' club in the community. headed by a particularly dynamic young
woman by the name of Lucinda. had heard of Save the Children and thought it
could help. The agency asked for a meeting with the entire communitymen and
women to appraise whether an integrated community based program would be
reustrte and of interest to the community. Since it was. a community committee
was formed and the process began. Although there was some reluctance on the
part of men to have women participate in the meetings, it wag, after all, the
women's club that ,Ind brought in agency assistance. After careful needs assess-
ment with (Immunity leaders, it was decided that a motor driven corn mill to
increase production of corn meal and reduce women's labor would be the Most
beneficial first project for the entire community. This agency donated the down
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payment for the corn mill and made a loan to the community committee for the
first payment. From the proceeds earned by the mill, the loans were repaid and
rosquilla production end melee increased Additionally, women. bad more time
for child care and households tasks.

These are just a few examples pulled from the myriad of projects we are work-
ing on to meet the very realand all too often unexpressedneeds of women in
developing countries. In some cases, women are the direct and primary beneficiary
of the projects. In others, women are only one of the many indirect beneficiaries,
but their needs and skills are included in the program design. In both, the goal
is to bring women more fully into the development process, with the final result
that all partieswomen, men, children, families, and entire communitiesbenefit.

On of our most important achievements over the last eight years has been
increasing an awareness of women as part of the broader community whose needs
must be considered ; and as a valuable segment of the society with special skills
and means of contributing to the comunity's growth. Save the Cuildren's philos-
ophy holds that people themselves must choose howor ifthey wish to change
their liven ; that as ny groups as possible in a community ought to be repre-
sented in the process o. deciding; and that community life must be viewed in the
broadest perspective.

It has been more than 8 years since the U.N. Conference on Women and the
adoption of the Percy amendment in' the U.S. Congress. We are now preparing
for the 2nd U.N. Conference on Women In July of 1985, and the Percy amendment
is up for reauthorization. Both actions 'have focused public and private agencies
attention on the needs of women, and are responsible for much of the progress
that has already been made: 'Yet both are still needed today, as is more attention
and more funding for special programs targeted toward women. This is true both
in the development assistance programs of the U.S. Government, and in the inter-
national organizations.

I'd like to take just a moment to talk about one such program. The U.N. Volun-
tary Fund for Women has demonstrated its capacity to provide catalytic support
to..programs 'recognizing the major contribution that women make to both the
livelihood of their families and to the development of their countries.Through its
close partnership with the U.N. Development Program UNDP), the Fund con-
serve% administrative expenses, which lest year were held to less than 8 percent
of total expenditures. Any of us faced with the responsibility of running an
organization know that this is a remarkable accomplishment. The Fund also
serves as a sort of "Percy amendment" for UNDP by preparing joint missions
which examine major investments of the U.N. system to ensure that women'sconditions indeed receive appropriate consideration. We strongly urge continued
and expanded U.S. Government support for the Fund. It is exactly the kind of
special program which is needed to keep Women in Development on the front
burner.

Of course development focused on women must be integrated into the broader
development process. We are ajl working toward that end. But quite frankly
neither we ourselves, our government, nor the communities we are working with
have progressed so far as to be able to do without the sharp spurs to action pro-
vided by these special programs. Without them, w' become comp :Scent. Instead
of assimilating and internalizing the importance of women into our programs,
we put it on the bark burner, turning our attention to more "pressing" issues.
This, we cannot afford to do, since development without women is development
without meaning.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to share these thoughts with
you today. once again. and on behalf of the entire community of voluntary agen-
cies working Internationally, i commend you for your vision and your leadership
on this and development assistance as a whole.

The CumsmArt. Thank you, Mr. Guyer, very much, for testifying
not only as president of Save the Children, but as chairman of the
American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service. Your
long experience and expertise in this field has been extremely helpful
to this committee through the years, and we are grateful to you for it.

Next we will hear from Ms. Pat Ilutar, president of the 1.1.8. Com-
mittee for the U.N. Fund for Women.

That is among many titles that I know you have held.
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STATEMENT OF PATRICIA HUTAR, PRESIDENT, U.S. COMMITTEE

FOR THE U.N. FUND FOR WOMEN

Ms. firma. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving this fledgling
organization an opportunity to testify before this committee.

The U.S. Committee for the U.N. Fund for Women had its inaugu-
ral event ia:4 night, and we are very proud of the fact that you, Senator
Percy, are a part of the team of Percy and Boggs. We appreciate your
being the honorary

organization launched.
This new organization exists to support the Voluntary Fund for the

U.N. Decade for Women.
We are attempting to create a .program of education about multi-

lateral institutions and about the issues of women in development and
the impact of development on women and their families.

We also will be working alone and in concert with other organiza-
tions, and we are very proud of the fact that we have some of the most
outstanding nongovernmental organizations in the country as members
in association with our group.

The U.S. Committee is really a very natural phenomenon since it is
an outgrowth of our activities during International Women's Year in
1975.

The U.S. delegation was a-very strong supporter of the concept of a
voluntary fund to support efforts to reach the poorest women in the
world in developing countries, both in the urban and rural areas.

We feel very strongly, also, that this committee can help as an inter-
face with other countries in the world and the people who join with
us and become knowledgeable about the issues of development and,
particularly, economic development for women and their families.
This will provide a way of showing the world the concern of the
average American for brothers and sisters abroad.

Now some people have said, isn't it a probk'm to be having a special
situation for women and doesn't that really take them out of the main-
stream I I think the answer really, is a resounding no, because I believe
that the I'.N. Fund for Women is actually to the United Nations
what the Percy amendment is to the United 'States, and this is to help
in providing economic development opportrnities for women and, of
eon rse. their families.

The 1`.N. Fund is particularly interested in creating opportunities
for women in income-generating programs, and these take all kinds
of forms in small businesses and animal losbandry. Also, women have
worked to learn how to repair pipes for carrying water, and they also
have been very active in developing and disseminating information
about fuel conserving cooking. It. is so important in the whole process
of fighting back the desertification occurring in so many countries
around the world.

The fund works hand-in-glove with the U.N. Development Pro-
grain, and they make an excellent team. This expertise, combined with
the fund, which knows about. the problems of women, and the UNDP,
with their missions overseas, have worked very cooperatively together.

I think an important new change that has come about and that. has
evolved is that many more NGO's are now participating in the actual
running of programs. In the beginning of the fund, which really be-
came operational in 1978, most of the programs were conducted with
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c)..

U.N. agencies only and through them. Now, 48 percent of participa-
tion is from NGO's. This has a really important spillover in the sense
that it helps the U.N. Fund direct and focus the programs to the needs
of the people at the grass roots level through the NGO's. Second, on
the other hand, it floes help these community leaders develop even
additional skills and training in economic development to better their
communities.

I think one of the best ways we might gain understanding of the
impact the fund has on individuals is to take a look at a case history
for just a moment.

But first, I would like to say that there are some 860 projects in
which the fund currently is engaged, and those are in 81 countries.

If we were able, in our minds eye, to fly off to Zambrano, Colombia,
and visit Concepcion in her home, she is a 64-year-old woman who has
four children. There is no father in the home. She is a single head of
household. She has lived in poverty all her life and in very cramped
quarters. Since childhood, she has been actively baking bread for sale,
but never getting really out of poverty.

Thanks to the Small Business Project of the U.N. Fund, she was
able to get the kind of training in production and marketing and all
kinds of other business skills that has allowed her to take her family
out of poverty. Now her children, her two teenaged daughters are look-,
ing forward to in one case becoming a teacher and in another to be-
mining a secretary and }wiping her mother in the business. The older
son also helps. Because they were able to get a loan and buy a bake
oven for $1,150, they were also able to get a refrigerator, and he now
has a sideline making and selling ice cream. So the 'family really is
gaining.

I think perhaps the most poignant testimony to the impact of the
fund on the life of a woman is the quote that we have from one of our
U.N. publications. This is from a woman, Rosario, who also is from..
Latin America. She had this to say about the program in which,-ae .

was involved in training for small business. She said,
Ton see, that Is what the trainers taught me. They gave me the idea of the

value of these hands. They taught me to consider my efforts as a small business.
. Imagine. I had never thought of it that way. I have learned the value of my own
hands.

I think the future for the fund is very bright. They are going
through an evaluation program right now and are beginning to see
that perhaps they should focus primarily on food production and also
on more revolving loan programs as well as help and training in small
business enterprises.

As for the 11.S. Committee, we hope we are going to be able to add
to the coffers of the fund and, as a private sector organization make
a real contribution through education and funding to the activities
hound the world for women in economic development.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[Ms. lintar's prepared statement follows:]

". PIMPANZD 0/11111111111:11 OF PATIOOIA HUTU

Thank you, Mr. Chairman,* for the opportunity to testify on the issue of
Women in Development.

The U.S. Committee for the U.N. Fund for Women is the newest organisation
in this field, and we appreciate the chance to talk about the Committee and what
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it hopes to accomplish on half of women and their families in developing

countries.
We are fortunate. indeed. to have Senator Percy and Congresswoman Boggs

serving as Honorary Po- ('hairs of the RS. Committee. Your support ba,s been

of Invaluable assistance in creating and launching this new organization.
The U.s. t'ommittee's overall objectives are :
To create development education about multilateral institutions and.issues

related to women and their families in developing countries.
To provide financial support for activities t)enefitting women in their work for

national. regional and global development.
To work alone and in cooperation with other national organizations to achieve

these goals. We are proud to have some of the moat outstanding non-governmental
organizations in the United States as members in association with us.

Interestingly enough, presently there are suppOrt committees like ours in Fin-
land, Belgium and Denmark with another to be initiated in Great Britain.

The U.S. Committee is a natural outgrowth of interest in this country to slip
port the creation of the U.N. Voluntary Fund for the U.N. Decade for Women.

The U.S. delegation to the 1975 Mexico City IWY Conference joined Etiropean

and developing countries in support of this concept. Established in 1976, the
Voluntary Fund became operatienal in 1978. Presently most of its landing comes
from national governments with roughly 5 percent coming from the private
sector. With the help of support committees such as ours, we hope to increase
the private sector contributions and to educate people to the importance of Mil.
participation to help women hnd theieramIlles in developing countries.

As we live in an Increasingly interdependent world, American activitles.in this
voluntary area w0.1 represent an important interface with other countries. It
will help others see that the people of this country care about their sisters and
brothers throughout the world.

Some people may ask "Why should a special fund for women be established?
Don't separate activities and resources isolate women from mainstream develop
ment activities?" I believe the answer bas to be a resounding NO!

Let's look at it this way : The Voluntary Fund is to the U.N. what the Percy
amendment is to the United States. The objectives are the same: to promote
and make possible the participation of women in the economies of their countries.

Why a special focus on 'women in the development process? It is necessary''

because
Development has one goalthe increased well-being of.people.
Developtient assistance is intended to mobilise natural, financial and ee-

peelally human resources. to assure that every man, woman and child can
live a decent and dignified life.

To reach the ultimate goal of development then, access to resources must
be given to women who are fully engaged indevelopment.

Development must include women who are first and frequently the only
nurturers and teachers of the young.

Development must include women because they are the heads of some one-
third of the world's families.

Development must. Include women who are the producers, processors and
distributors of at least half of the food in developing countries.

Development assistance has largely bypassed that half of the world's peo-
ple who are most responsible for human development: the wothen.

While the world cries out for food, women farmers are seldom assisted.
Women are taught better nutrition but are refused tweak to seeds, fertili-

zers,, credit and incomes which would allow them to apply their new knowl-
edge.

in planning for development. women are often treated as recipients of
welfare assistance, enteseldom as economic producers.

The Voluntary Fund seeks to reverse these trends.
tt;rrently. there are almost IMO U.N. Voluntary Fund programs in 81 countries.

'Pyle I'.N. Voluntary Fund looks for innovative and often experimental programs
which directly assist women and help them become self-reliant. These are
mainly income-generating projects whichralso teach women how to use the in-
come for the benefit of themselves, their families and their communities. Then,
too. funding is provided for training programs and the teaching of skills. There
AV. 11180 projects focusing on rural development. energy resource conservation.
research and planning, management, leadership training and the teaching of
communications skills.
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To summarize then: The fund provides iblallfial and technical assistance to
promote economic growth, productive employment, and social equity for women
who have been dimcounted by planners and developers and considereO as marginal
to the essential proceskem of development.

Fund activities are administered by the United Nations Development Program
UMW). This partnership with UNDP has been mutually acomplementary. The

partnership now extends beyond the U.N. Voluntary Fund's own programs to
large-scale investment projects funded by UNDP and others. The U.N. Voluntary
Fund serves as consultant to these projects to ensure that women are involved
along with men in all phases of the projects.

The U.N. Voluntary Fund's own projects include: loans for establishment of a
garment factory ; a revolving loan fund for income-generating projects; reaffores-
tation through community action ; training women to repair water pumps; train-
ing and involving women in national planning; developing leadership skills;
testing and dissemination of fuel-saving stoves ; and animal husbandry programs,
-to name a few.

An Important aspect of all these development programs is the increased
participation of non-governmental organizations. In the early stages of the
U.N. Voluntary Fund, it worked only with U.N. Organizations. Now NOO's
represent 4$ percent of total participants. The significance of NOO participation
is the involvement of the grass rootspeople living in the community. The value
of their knowledge of local conditions, customs and culture helps focus programs
to meet needs.

On the llier side of the coin. the local people gain by participation iu the
Fund's :skills and leadership training programs. Also by direct participation.
NiJOs Is come stronger leaderb who are experienced in developing the economies
of their respective areas.

To experience vicariously how the U.N. Voluntary Fund impacts in human
terms..lerm travel in our mind's eye to Zambrano, Colombia to see for ourselves

We are new in Zambrano, Colombia, in the home of Concepcion, a 54-year-old
Mother of four, who has completed training in the Small Business-women's
project, a' joint effort of the U.N. Voluntary Fund, ENICIOF and the Colombia
National Training Seminar.

Concepelon's house IR in a poor area of the city, but it stands out as the
only neat and painted home among others in various stages of deterioration.
her teen-age daughters greet us, and it is obvious they are enormously proud of
their mother as they tell us what her work as a "real businesswoman" has meant
to the family. They invite us into the original cramped three-room house, with
rooms averaging M x 4 feet. The four children slept in one room, the adults in
another; all other family activities including Concepcion's small baking busi-
ness occurred in the third room. Concepcion is a single parent, Her husband had
left the family years ago.

Since completing the Small Businesswomen's Training Program, Concepcion
has learned about production, marketing, sales. techniques, business d person-
nel maiagement. She qualified for a loan and has now added a large r 'm to the
house for all food-related activities. including. a commercial bread oven which
cost $1.15on0 and ,g. new refrigerator. Although she had baked bread for sale
since childhood, Mb had remained in poverty. Now her business is beginning
to grow, she has doubled production and has found new outlets for her product,
The children help her in the business and the older son has spun off an ice
cream business. making good use of the refrigerator for the bakery and for his
new enterprise.

One of the teen-age daughters wants to be a teacher and the other wants to
become a secretary and help her mother with financial matters. This daughter
said, "It is important for women to he able to earn. So many women are left by
their husbands and can't feed their children. All women should be economically
independent. I certainly want to be."

Thanks to the Fund, there is hope and a future for this mother and her children
niter years of povrty. Coneepcion's family is one of 800 who have benefitted
from this economic development project, funded by a modest $50,000 from the
U.N. Voluntary Fund.

Perhaps the most eloquent statement in praise of the U.N. Voluntary Fund
came from an impoverished seamstress whose life has been changed to one of
hope and opportunity by a training program in business. Rosanna said. You
lee, that Is what the trainers taught me. They gave me the idea of the value of
these hands. They taught me to consider my efforts as a small business. Imagine I
I had never thought of it that way. I have learned the value of my own hands!"
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The future of the U.N. Voluntary Fund is brieht. The staff is currently engaged

in an in depth evaltiatIon of more than one-aird of the Fund's projects, with
surveys and desk reviews of others. As tb., evaluation results come in, they
have already <smarmed that giving WO: a access to training. credit, and tech-
nologies can 'Berm* family Incomes, Improve family health, and give the
women---- many of whom are the sole heads of their families--the self-contidenee
they need. As women in Bolivia said, "We were organized to receive food. Now,
with the help of the Fund, we are organizing ourselves to produce It."

Information gained from the evaluations indicates that certain Fund special-

izatios have already been identified. These include:
Widespread dissemination of technologies for food production, processing

and marketing;
A Credit Window to provide community revolving loan funds;
Management training for snmil-scale Industries.

In the low-income countries of Africa, for example. the U.N. Voluntary Fund
hue introduced improved technologies and credit funds for the women who

process and market fish, thus making a high-protein food more available, while
increasing family incomes. it has supported voluntary tree-planting campaigns.

It has assisted community groups to produce school clothing, and consequently
multiplied school enrollments.

Of special importance to the growth of the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Fund in the future are three elements:

I. strong administrative support.The Fund already, wisely, uses the UNDP

as Its technical and administrative support system. We would like to see that tie
strengthened even more, m that the Fund. while keeping an identity and resources
of its own, hemmer; a full partner of CNDP. The Fund deserves full recognition

within the multilateral development co-operation mainstream.
2 higher level of /howled resourees.It is thanks tb the U.S. Committee,

and to a number of national women's organizations, Including the YWCA, the
Overseas Education Fund, the American Association Of University Women, the
National Council ut Negro Women, and professional organizations, that U.S.

support eolititmed over some difficult years. Now the Fund is gaining recog-

nition and support In this Congress and in our eountry.
3. .1 strong 1..8 committee for the V.N. Fund for Women.As for the U.S.

Committee, we hope to build a body of knowledgeable Americana who are edu-

cated fend concerned about economic development In developing countries. We

will work with individuals and other national groups 'styrene** the resources

a valin hie to the Fund to be utilized on behalf of wome. d families in develop.
Ing countries.

In closing, we wish to moment' Dr. Margaret Snyder, Chief of the Voluntary
Fund of the l.N. tweedy for Women, for her superb work on behalf of the Fund.
tier knowledge and 4* X perienee in the field of women and development has directed.
the Fund's programs which have assisted hundreds of thousands of women and
their families. She is a caring, intelligent person whose creative and administra-
tive abilities will continue to motivate and inspire all those supporting equality
in development.

The t A Itt M A N. Thank von very much.
Our next wit ne:is k C. Payne Lucas, executive director of A frieare.

It is good to see you in Washington as it was rod to see you in
Khartoum.

Before you begin, I wonder if I could ask you to wait, for a few
minutes. I would like to recess the hearing for a few minutes. I have
just heard that my executive secretary has fallen andled an accident.
I would like to run over to my office. It is just a minutiNaway.

[ A brief recess was taken.]
The ritmRmAN. 1 am very sorry for the interruption, As many of

you know, Mrs. Jacobsen has been my exeentiVe assistant for over a
(platter of a century. She vas hurrying across the office and slipped and
fell. She apparently may have cracked a rib and we are not sure about
her leg. She is king taken now to Georgetown Hospital and I am
very concerned about her.

Well, Mr. Lucas, would you please proceed now.
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STATEMENT 'OF C. PAYNE MO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AFRICARE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. LUCAS. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to be here this morning. I spent part

of th, night preparing this 2b-minute testimony which I will try to
give you now in about 3 or 4 minutes.

Women have always been in development. But the major problem
in Africa and in most of the world is that women truly are not involved
in the decisionmaking process. Until they are, then the gains that we
expect to make in this held are not going to be what Senator Percy had
in mind when he fashioned this very important piece of legislation.

Enhancing women's voice in the shaping of development efforts is
something for all of us to be concerned about. It is not simply a process
and it is not, if effective, a series of women's patchwork male-oriented
projects. That is a decision that this committee, AID, and PVO's must
focus on. We have to stop putting together programs that take care of
a little piece of women's needs.

This cannot be an overnight process. It is not a finger-pointing proc-
ess. It is not the unveiling of a clear right or wrong. At its simplest,
especially in these times of desperate needs, it is a process of organizing
and nurtusiag a long-term overlooked resource for human advance-
ment.

While the Percy amendment has been commendable, and specified
that the %S. All) program should address problems of women, this
was an important. legal advancement; but legal advancement is one
thing, and advancement in actuality or reality is another.

To fully realize the full potential of the Percy amendment, its over-
seers must exercise careful anti constant vigilance. How much money
is needed for this is a decision not for me to make or to make a recota-
rnendation for. The simple truth of the matter is that more has to be
done to make sure that we do not do patchwork programs and that
women are full participants in the development process.

At the same time, we must not grow impatient with the traditional
attitudes of our brothers and sisters in the developin world. We are
not African women's liberators. We are, instead, to perceive the web
of constraints and then to enable practical alterations within that web.

Mr. Chairman, let me close by giving one example of what happened
to me I 1/2 ,fears ago in Zimbabwe. It is one of my most memorable
occasions. I visited a saving club. Virtually ell of its members
were women, and there must hay i.heen 40 or 50 of them gathered under
the shade of a tree gossiping, feeding their babies, and passing their
50 cents or their dollars up to the chili treasurer to be recorded in their
savings account. It was a festive atmosphere.

I suspect that one reason the women, were so enjoying themselves
was that the meeting provided a brief tespite from their bard work
in the fields, a chancre to socialize with neighbors. Another reason. I
know, was that these women were involved in asserting some slight
degree of control wet. their destinies. small amount of cash they
put away that represented money that eventually would go into
buying fertilizer and seeds for their next season's crop. These women
were planning their futures.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, if this society is to advance, women's pro-
duction must advance accordingly. I maintain that once we all make
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the emotional leap from seeing women as subordinates to realizing
their equality, then all else will logically come to pass. That one psy-

chological hurdle mustand I stress thismust be overcome.
Touay in the United States there is much talk of female Vice

Presidential candidates. There are lawsuits to obtain equal employ-

ment rights for women, many of which are successful. There are shifts

in child care and there are options for those who wish to seize them.

Women in the United States have dreamed of these things for years,

and now some are beginning to come to pass.
We do not dream of these things in Africa. Not yet. African women

are still walking 3 miles a day to fetch Water, still pounding millet

by hand. In Africa, we dream of women not having to walk 8 miles a

day for water, of women having grinding implements for their millet,

of women having the tools they need to grow vegetables, of women

gaining the assets and access for banking and credit.
We dream of these things in Africa, not now, but perhaps by the

year 2000.
But, Mr. Chairman, without your vigilance and careful screening,

we will not make it by the year 2000. We are patient, and we recognize,

that' already WOMen in Africa are achieving a great deal. Indeed,

though the physical situations of African women differ vastly from

those of American women, and though the United States media carry

the assumption of male-female equality, still, not just in Africa, but

in this I inited States and other parts of the world, too, women have yet

to see their contributions translated into fair recognition.
Mr. Chairman. finally, the benchmark by which we should measure

the Percy amendment effectiveness is whether we can say "yes" every

time there is the question, "Did this project truly benefit women?"

Our more profound benchmark in reality: We wish for human ad-

vancement. We must translate this principle into action knowing, as

we 110, that so much advancement in the world depends on women.

Thank you.
[Mr. Lucas' prepared statement follows:]

PRZPARRO STATZMENT or C. PAYNIC LUCAS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate your invitation to

speak today nu the future of women in development.
Let me say first that women are already "in" development, if development

is the process of Improving the quality of life or maintaining a bash- standard

in the face of disaster. Women perform tasks that literally hold the social and

economic fabric together. Almost worldwide, the old saying is true: "women's

work is 'levee done." In Africa. women are responsible for much of the food on

the table, for' the water in the glass and in the cooking pot. for the clothes on

peoples backs, for the health of the babies that are lucky eno ugh to grow up and

carry on the tasks of group survival.
Women are "In" development, for they are and always have been essential con-

tributors to the society.
For the most part, however, woven are not in the derision making process

that determines how they may better contribute to the society of which they are

MPinbeto4. 'Ms is a tragic waste, an oversight that merits profound concern.
Nobancing W011/441./4 V01(41 111 the shaping of development efforts is a process that

implies major change among the wotsien themselves, among their male country-

men and leaders. and--it should not surprise us--among Mite() States and other

foreign assistance professionals. It is not a simple proves: and it is not, if effec-

tive, a series of women's patches on male-oriented projects. It is not an over-
night process. It is not a finger-pointing process, not the unveiling of clear right

and wrong. At its simplest, especially in these times of desperate need, it is a
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proeeso of organizing and nurturing a long overlooked resource for human
advancement.

While we who are here today recognize the importance of specialized assistance
to women in developing nations and while we ail support its expansion at least
in principle, we are of course gathered to examine the problems and prognoses
of the issue. Can women be fully integrated into the development decision making
process? If not. then what is the range of possibility? In either case, when can
change become manifest? Ilow can U.S assistance organizations most appropri-
ately involve thetuseives in the expansion of development activities for women?

A com4hondable starting point was the Percy amendment to the Th73 Foreign
Assistance Act, which specified that U.S. aid shall give particular attention to
programs, projects and activities which tend to lntegrute women into the national
economies of developing countries, thus improving their status and assisting the
total development effort. This is an important legal advance.

A legal advance is one thing: an'advance in actuality is another. To realize the
full potential of the Percy amendment, its overseers must exercise careful and
constant vigilance. We must all work to discern the difference between true at-
tention to women's development needs, and expeditious women-oriented inserts
into otherwise discriminatory programs. We must at the same time not grow
impatient with the traditional attitudes of our brothers and sisters in the develop-
ing world : we are not African women's liberators, we are instead to perceive the
web of constraints and then to ent. hie practical alterations within that web.

Africa, and most of the world, contains many customs and structures that
tangibly prevent w men's economic independence. There are laws limiting or for-
bidding female land ownership in some parts of Africa. There are customs that
Monte feeding or giving medical treatment to males first, and to females as the
supply lasts. Women in Africa, by and large, have little access to male-dominated
banking or governmental systems. Women in most places are traditionally alio-
cated the "lens than best" hind for their farming. the best going to the men.
%Young' in ninny African areas traditionally are the gatherers of wild plants,
processors of milk products, and growers of vegetables and small animals such
as chickens- as well us caretakers of the children and the household. They fetch
the water, gather the firewood, do the cooking, grind the grains. They also help
the men. wt.: ft needed, In performing the traditionally male tasks of grain and
large animal production. Women are, there,ore, excluded by systems, by p.ior
health ilne to greater malnutrition, by the simple lack of time and energy to
break out of traditional functions.

Aside from customs and structures, until recently evaluators did not employ
measuring techniques sophisticuted enough to express the value of women's
contribution to the economy. Women'. production generally has not been noted
in national production statistics, because most of women's final products never
reach the moneta rized eeonomy : wild fruits, home grown vegetables, and eggs
from poultry are by and large consumed by the family. Much of the grain and
livestock falling under male purview, on the other hand, is targeted specificallyfor sale. So. women's actually very great economic contributions have just begun
to be viewed In objective analytical light.

Aside from this recognition, which is leading to greater attention to women's
traditional economic, value. there is the growing awareness that women need to
attain some independent economic strength In order to themselves work into
the ma le.dominated formai economic systems -and in order to more effectively
deliver valuable products to their communities and nations.

Now Is this dime? What has been done so far? In reality. the tangible evidence
of development assistance speeltivally and usefully targeted to women in Africa,
Is scant. What eVidellee there is. however. is provocative.

hob of any HON* Melte moments in Zimbabwe, during visit two years
No, was a meeting of a rural savings Mutt. Virtually all of its members were
neaten ; and there must have been 40 or 50 of them gathered under the shade
of n tree, gossiping. feeding their babies and passing their 50 cents or their
dollars up to the chill treasurer to he recorded in their savings accounts. It wasa festive atmosphere. I suspect that one reason the women were so enjoying
themselves was that the meeting provided a brief respite from their hard work
in the fields, a chance to socialize with neighbors. Another reason, I know, was
that these women were involved In asserting some slight degree of eontrol over
their fleet IPM. The small amounts of 'cash they put away that day, represented
money that would eventually go into Wing fertilizer and seeds for their next
season's crop. These women were delibkrately planning their future,.
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In the village of Tara, Niger, where Afr leare I, helping to implement a large

seat.. Integrated rim! development project, we are als helping the women
stremhen their ismItry production eooperative: an activity that will directly
hnpre :e the overall VI muntmlIrm well being, 811(1 one that will give the women

a inettom for (AA income and self management. In Boboye, Niger, Africare sup-
port to a women's vegetable growing eooerative meets similar needs of the
overall community and of its female members, In both projects, income earning

was an objective. In both projects, that objective has been achieved.
These are only some of the efforts, now on-going, to support women's emer-

gence in t he development derision making process.
These efforts are working for several reasons. The women were motivated and

talented. The projects demonstrated patience in giving extra training to women
previously inexperienced In formal management and in making formal contact
with governmental support systems. The women themselves requested and sup-

ported the project activities. And as in all development work, the Inputs came
on time and other design elements were appropriate.

The same can he said of other Africare programs for women, such as eon-

strutting village dispensaries and maternity facilities. Women request these
things, they need them, they aupprt their realization; and generally, these

programs benefit the entire community.
There are delicacies, or pitfalls, in this business of specialized assistance to

women. Ore problem grows from the recency of the development community's
interest in women's production : the absence of good base line data, appropriate
marketing mtudlea and proven training techniques, all of which do exist for tra-
ditionally male development endeavors. This information, we must hope, will

mine in time and through experience.
Another problem In the changing marketplace. So far, women's traditional pro.

Mllinn has allowed a greater variety of goods to penetrate poorer levels of the

eoelety, than would be the case if the poorer people had to pay for these goods.

When women, for e.omple, join together into a cooperative to produce certain
tradit howl goods, three things may happen : one, production may be undermined

if a basic natural resource (like straw for baskets) is unavailable; two, people
may want less of these goods once they have to pay for them; and three, the
women may fall into a system of wage scale discrimination, thus perhaps caus-

ing more exploitation than when they were producing their goods for the family
for free. These are risks that must he carefully studied; and though negative re-.

sults may in some cases ensue, they can largely be avoided.
Inadvertent problems can occur, too. We can become more conscious of how a

development project may unintentionally reinforce male domination of the meana
41 production and Mum weaken women's ability to exercise a reasonable share Of

control over their lives and Income. For instance, one may introduce mechanised

funning as a way to increase production of crops and income. But one may wall

discover that this innovation (let's say the machines are given to men) deprives

women farmers of the opportunity to hand cultivate their own fields and earn
money : the men can now do that easily with their machines? We must try not to

worsen the existing balance of power between men and women in a particular

n rea.
There are, 100,41e strong ties of tradition, No member of any society is 1111131M8

to Its traditions, whether in the ruffed Staten or in Great Britain or in Mauri-
tania, West Africa. ('hinge pulls people's dearly held notions and disrupts sonic

patterns that came about forgood reason. Tradition is to be respected and worked

with, not obliterated.
Thus, development cannot become confrontational. It cannot tear through the

realities of women's life patterns. Projects must he well meshed with women's

existing lifestyles, taking into amount the work demands and the social restric-

tions placed upon them. Melfhelp projects, In particular, must not so ovetburdon

a woman with new participatory Eludes that her physical condition and ability
to provide for her family are worsenedor that she cannot continue traditional
income generating activities,

Projects that Kaye labor and time, will improve both the health of the women

and their capacity to partielptite in other tictivitlea. ?or example, introducing
devlees such as threshers, winnowers, oxdrawn carts and grain mills, will reduce

the strains of subsistence farming and food processing activities. The creation of
village fuel wood plantations and the construction of permanent wells, will OA-

serve the time and energy devoted to the collection of firewood and water for
household use. The establishment of facilities and cooperative organisations for
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the storage of pains and other foods, will provide a source of essential calories
and nutrientseven during the lean season, when women and children suffer
most.

Such projects create the immix for social change, because they change women's
physical situations. While not radically altering the social order, they do give
women some extra time and energy to involve themselves in community groups
or to earn a small amount of personal income..

Beyond time, women also need special assistance in community involvement
and in developing income generating activities. Being frequently relatively lim-
ited to the home, by social custom and the slow of daily tasks, women possess little
formal organisational experience. Like many men, they have little or no precedent
in the use of credit or the acquisition 9f non-local inputs or dealing with service
infrastructures. Unlike men, however, they also have no existing contacts with
government services, banking institutions or other informational resources. So,
opportunity as well as training are lacking. Linkage is necessary; and linkage as
a women's group, gives greater power than linkage as individual women.

Mr. Chairman, these are all particular observations on particular projects that
have recently addressed women's needs. The issue, though, ultimately becomes
subsumed by the facts : the facts that tell us and any other otperver, that women
are more than half of the backbone of Africa.

Last week, one of Africare's staff members returned from Mozambique; and
reported that in the rural areas surrounding the capital of Maputo, it is pre-
dominantly women who are growing food. He was particularly moved by
the elderly women, includh.g many wi ows, who were doing hard labor ; bent
over preparing the wet, heavy soil with crude and weighty hoes. This is not an
unusual scene in Africa. With many men leaving the rural areas fojobs in.fac-
tortes, homes and offices in the urban centerswomen are left with the elderly
and the very young to produce the nation's food. The younger women have the
added burden of children strapped to their backs as they work. And many, par-
ticulaely in drought stricken countries, are working in a weakened condition due
to lack of food.

We must shift our perceptions. Of all work necessary to maintain the society,
most is done by women. If the society is to advance, then women's production
must advance accordingly. I maintain that once we all make the emotional leap
from seeing women as subordinates to realising their equality, then all else will
logically come to pass. That one psychological hurdle must, and I stress this,
be overcome.

Today, in the United States, there is much talk of female vice presidential
candidates. There are lawsuits to obtain equal employment rights for women,
many successful. There are shifts in child care, and there are options for those
who wish to seize them. Women in the United States have dreamed of these
things for years, and now they are beginning to come to pass.

We do not dream of these things in Africayet. African women are still walk-
ing three miles a day to fetch water, still pounding millet by hand. In Africa,
we dream of women not having to walk three miles a day for water, women
having grinding apparatus for their millet, women having the tools they need to
grow vegetables, women gaining access to credit. We dream of these things in
Africa, not now, but perhaps by the year 2000. We are patient, and we recognise
that already women in Africa are achieving a great deal.

Indeed, though the physical situations of African women differ vastly from
those of American women, and though the U.S. media carries the assumption of
male/female equalitystill, not just in Africa, but in the United States and
other parts of the world, too, women have yet to see their contributions trans-
lated tan fair recognition.

Mr. Chairman, the benchmark by which we should measure the Percy Amend-
ment's effectiveness, is whether we can say "yes" every time there is the ques-
tion. "did this project truly benefit women r'

Out more profound benchmark is reality. We wish for human advancement.
We must translate this principle into action, knowing as we do that so much
advancement depends on women. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Lucas, very much, indeed, for a
powerful statement. I assure you very much that. I am with you all
the way and will stay right with it. I will not let up one bit.

Our fil.al witness on thit panel is Elise Smith, executive director,
Overseas Education Fund.
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STATEMENT OF ELISE FIBER SETH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
OVERSEAS EDUCATION FUND, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. Surrit. Thank you, Senator Percy. It is a great honor to be
here this morning. As you know, I have ken hire before wearing my
other hat as president of Private Agencies in International Develop:
merit. You can see how incestuous everything is. As Mr. Guyer, to my
right, eloquently said a little while ago, we are right to merge and
make the strength of PVO's come to full force, In that process, women
are going to be an important area of concern to all of us.

'1 his morning F know that we have a reduced amount of time to
talk about these serious issues, but that global revolution of women
expressing what they want and how they can move toward making
development occur is a reality happening across the world.

The Overseas Education Fund, or 0E14*. International as we call it,
has been around since 1947. As you will recall, the League founded us.
But our programs today are aimed at giving job skills to women,
starting up small businesses, and finding ways to prevent the legal
system from imposing economic constraints on women's participation.
'1 his has allowed OEF to be the ears of women in the Third World,
who are trying to say to us that the Percy amendment and other mecha-
nisms to allow for.enore resources to get out to women so that their
full productivity can really be mobilized, are the keys to what efficient
development is all about.

So, I feel humble in a way because I feel that the thousands of voices
that I have heard in many countries of the world are here today also.

I think the important thing that I would like to contribute today on
behalf of OEF is to look to the futuremy written testimony will
talk about what the impact in the past has beenbecause the kinds of
ways to make more profound the impact of the visionary Percy amend-
ment have yet to be fully and totally realized.

Some of the four or live recommendations that I have here I believe
will help to make this global revolution and its potential come to
fruition and achieve actuality. Therefore, I would like to begin with
my recommendations.

First of all, it has been stated/nee before here but.I would Ike to
underline it again: In OEF, fitin. working with women across the
developing world, our conviction is that womelkinly projects are as
important as integrating women into full sector programs. Whether
you take a livestock program in Honduras, where our bilateral assist-
ance says that this is a loan that is going to increase livestock produc-
tion, and you look around and see that women have been the primary
growers of swine and other small livestock, it is clear they don't have
numbem sufficient to meet the requirements to eater a major sector
program. This means that you have to start back Stith women, to give
them the skills and the livestock training and management to allow
them to Is. able to access credit out of that major sector program.

.There fore, it is important that resources go to women specific pro-
grams to prepare them to enter the large sector programs and inte-
grated programs.

The second recommendation is that AID itself, which has a most
visionary Women in Development policy paper, based on all the
catalytic effects of your Percy amendment, certainly has looked at
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the impact of the project design stage. Women's participation in that
design stage can make those sector programs really effective in terms
of integrating women fully into the projects.

Right now, what we have is an impact statement that says, in AID,
does that project benefit women; and if so, how, and it not, does it
have a negative effect I That is a very passive use of the potential of
the Percy amendment.

What we would like to recommend is that there be a more action
oriented way for the implementation activities to take place, by re-
quiring the building of women into a project design from the very
beginning. By doing this, you will then assure a much more profound
impact on those major programs.

The third recommendation is this: The Percy amendment should be
applied to development policy as well as project implementation,

The Percy amendment represents an enormous capacity to affect a :-

lot of things that have to do with development overseas and the U.S.
role in the future. If one looks at the Caribbean Basin Initiative and
the Kissinger Commission Report, those are both extremely impor-
tant examples of policies that affect future development and global
security. And yet, on the Kissinger Commission there were no women
members, and there was no mention of women in the entire report.
That is very significant.

I just came back from Miami where women from the Caribbean and
Central America were looking at the Caribbean Basin Initiative.
There is a potential there for women's opportunity, but it haa not been
at all thought through in terms of real impact.

So, my reminniendation is let's try to see how women can help in
the C13I because that will make a difference in what happens in the
future.

Finally, another major recommendation that I would like to give
you is this. 0E14' agrees very strongly with the WID Office. If the
ability of AII) missions in the field to plan and implement programs
integt t ing women into projects is not strengthened, then the force of
what you are saying will not be translated into something really
powerful.

Therefore, the women in development officers in those AID missions
should be women or men who have strong capabilities in terms of ex-
perience and design capacity, thus becoming in-house consultants all
along the way in terms of the portfolio of projects that are evolving in
that country.

I also think, as do many of us who care about the important revolu-
tion we are talking about, that the WID Office should have an IQC
in order to help missions which need some extra assistance in planning
and implementation for women.

Finally, I want to underscore Vivian Derryck's suggesObn from the
Coalition for Women in Development, of which OFF isA part, that a
foundation capable of. mana_ging and moving grants out to women's
organizations across the world will help mobilize those women so that
they, too, can truly design and implement strong economic projects.

On that note I will stop. My written testimony goes into all of this
in more depth.

But I salute you as a visionary. And between no-and the year 2000,
there is a lot more that you can do.

[Ms. Smith's prepared statement follows:3 .
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PUrA.EitO STATIMICNT or ELME FMB SMITH

Mr. Chairman, members c:t ;he committee, I am very pleased to participate at

this important hearing and to consider with you th. impact of the Percy amend-

ment on Inereasing women's partielpation in development processes and benefits.

I an' Elise Fiber Smith. Executive Director of the Overseas %Mention Fund

(OFF t. OFF was founded by the League of Women Voters in 1947. though we

are now independent of League affiliation, OEF is a nonprofit development assist-

ance ,reanIxation or "PV0" dedicated to enabling womenparticularly low-

income women - -to improve the quality of life for themselves, their families, and

their communities. With a core staff in Washington, l).('. and field offices in Sri

Lanka, iltnoluras, Detector, and Senegal (19841, omr has worked in over 50

Third World countries to _Oense economic opportunities for women. Today.

ifn our overseas assistance, OICF helps poor women start their own small bust-

esmes, find jobs, and overcome legal constraints to economic participation. In

the United States, OE)' works to educate Americans about global social and

economic. issues.
The frElo is in a unique position to assess the accomplishments and future

potential of the Percy Amendment, because of our involvement in "women in

development" for over 30 years. We are not a newcomer to the field, but rather

an organization that has been a pioneer in creating and Implementing concrete

strategies for enhonclug women's economic contribution to development efforts.

The Percy amendment was passed in 1973 to address a serious problem in

development assistance. Research on Third World women's productive roles

ntui the cumulative experience of actual development programs all pointed to

an Important fact. Women's existing and potential contribution to economic devel-

opment had been undervalued and therefore generally overlooked be development

pianners. This -Wiwi spot," us the esteemed Committee is aware, resulted in de-

velopment programs and projects that were bound to be minimally effective or

to actually fail,
For example, In Africa, 00-50 pereent of the agricultural work is done by

women. However. African men were the targets of development programs for

technicul training, extension services, or improved agricultural inputs. Women-

hemIN-of-households In the Third World range from 10-48 percent of a coun-

try's population. But, development programs tended to focus on women's repro-

duet lye roles not en their economic responsibilities for themselves and their chil-

dren, Like%vbze. in parts of the Third World, women run more than 50 percent of

the Informal sector small businesses, though development programs largely failed

to provide needed services, such as credit and training, to female entrepreneurs.

A quote from the report of the World ('onference of the Meade for

Women held in 1975 further reminds us of women's situation in development:

"While women represent fifty percent of the world adult population and one-

third of the ettlielal labour force, they perform nearly two-thirds of all working

hours, receive only one-tenth of world income and own less than one percent of

world property."
Let the briefly describe what these statistic's mean for an individual Third

World woman and her family. Santana is typical of the women OEF programs

him to benefit. She lives on the outskirts of a capitol city in Amin, in a shanty

community. tfrclwing up in 11 stoor family, she had no time to attend school.

despite the availability of formal education, Now, she must support three chil-

dren of her own, because her husband has left home, However, Sumana's only

marketable skill -making lace- -does not earn her enough to provide for her

fa rutty 's welfilre.
Facing the realities of being ft poor woman In a traditional culture, Humana

bad few options for improving her situation before the Sri Lanka Women's

Bureau and OEF coliehorated on a project to train women in small business

development and health. Without this assistance. Surnames situation would have

been passed on to the succeeding generation and her contribution to the national

yeoman). would have hem lost.
There are lottalreda of thousands of "Stimulate' in the Third World: poor

urban and rural women who have critical economic respnsibilities but severely

eonomle opportunities. In short, the Percy amendment has made OEF's

job of meeting the needs of these women easier.
The legislative mandate stressed' Moth the "equity issue" of im moving women's

status and the "effleiency issue" of mobilising women as age is of economic

productivity. over the past decade, due to the amendment and he many activ-

ities spawned by the International Women's Year (1975), there lave been strlit
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tug changes in development assistance attitudes and programs. Using OEF'a own
work In -women in development" as a data base, I will now review the specific
accomplishments catalyzed by the Percy amendment and then identify specific
ways the intent Of the atneudinent can be further maximized.

WHAT THZ PTSCY AlIZNAMSZT HAN AOCOMPLISHZD

First, the amendment has raised awareness about women's economic roles in
development, which has led to more realistic and effective development programs.

"The Women in Development Policy Paper" of the Agency for International
Development is noteworthy amongst policy statements of donor nations because
it stresses women s vital role iu national economic productivity. As aptly staled
on page 2 of the Policy Paper :

"The major challenge for economic development is the need to make more
efficient use of scarce resources. Women and girls are resources for development
whose contribution to development is already substantial. Yet their contribution
would be dramatically enhanced, if they were better educated, in better health,
and had better access to training, services, and jobs. Therefore, to pursue a
development planning strategy without a women in development focus would be
wasteful and aelfdefeatitig---wasteful, became development which does not bring
its benefits to th0 wbWe society has failed. The underlying premise of this paper
is 'that, for AID to undertake an effective strategy that promotes balanced eco-
nomic development, a focus on the economic participation of women in develop-
ment is essential."

To translate this statement to action, the Policy Paper includes a discussion
of needed interventions in both the formal (wage) and informal (self-employ-
ment) economic sectors (pp. 5-6). OEF has had extensive experience in both
sectors and can testify that Ain's commitment to reinforcing or expanding
women's roles in Third World economies makes good development sense..

An ()EV-assisted project in El Salvador, partly funded by AID, is a good exam-
ple of how women's participation strengthens a development program. Since 1979,
omr has worked with a rural community to establish a cooperative tomato proc-
essing industry that enables women to feed their families and to receive regular

Income at the same time. The project was initiated by a group of 29 loosely orga-
nized housewives. Today, there exists a 160 member multi-service cooperative,
Mil percent of whom are women. The members have learned to cultivate, process,
can, and market tomatoes. They have s;.ettred loans from international banks for
a new processing plant. The efforts of the Salvadoran women hare brought bene-
fits to their entire 6,00Q member community. Electricity and running water were
secured ; 200 new jobs have been created i and courses have been held in literacy,
nutrition. and otter areas. Without the h4hly motivated participation of com-
munity wo ti the story of this rural Central American community would no
doubt be (pi e different.

Second, e Percy amendment has expanded women's economic opportunities,
which ha augmented women's contribution to national economic productivity.

OEF receives AID funds for many of our programs. The "women in develop-
ment" policy has affected both the quantity and quality of AID-funded economic
development projects involving women. In terms of quantity, AID Bfireatim and
Missions have increased the number of projects that provide assistance to women
in areas such as small enterprise development and management, technical train-
ing, credit. and vocational training. Concerning quality, AID has demonstrated
a receptivity to promoting women's involvement in non-traditional areas of work.

OF,F projects InIoroceo and Panama illustrate how women's economic oppor-
tunities have exptilided over the past decade. In both countries, the project
participants were women with major economic responsibility for tiler children
and with very meager incomes. OEF provided training for the Moroccan women,
to enable them to develop confidence. to consider profitable areas of work not
typically open to women. and to learn needed technical skills. The women subse-
(plenty established legallyconatituted cooperatives. involving the women in ridg-
ing beers and marketing honey. a staple of the Moroccan diet. In Panama. OPT
assistance has helped poor women start their own businesses in non.traditional
work areas. such as horticulture and upholstery.

In Morocco and Panama, the national economies benefitted through women's
participation. The national labor pools were increased and needed products and
services were added to national economic outputs.

Pis 0 - 84
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Third, the Percy amendment has broadened the funding base for "women in
development," which has enabled more women and their communities to be
resents!

()KY programs are feinted by a combination of governmental, foundation,
corpOrate, and other private Noumea. During the Carter administration, golern-
ment monies for our women in development programs Increased significantly. The
governmental support. which sets a standard and helps establish a proven track
record. had a poidt;ve Impart on leveraging other sources of funding.

Iii! addition to my position as executive director of OEF, I am the president
of Private Agencies In international Development. a consortium of over 200
nonprofit rganizations Involved In devehIpment assistance. Over the past 10
rears. there have been etisnged within many of these organizations, in terms
of establishing polities for promoting women's participation In their programs
and for funding activities to impleinent these policies. Recently, PAID voted

merge with the .1merIcan Council for 'k'oluntary Agencies in Foreign Service.
At our maJor forum for private voluntary organizations working overseas
held bed month in Wisconsin, a special session was convened on PVO collabora-
tion for the End of Decade Conference of Women In Nairobi in 1985.

Another source of expanded funding for WID has been foundations and eor-
poratitnot. Through Its mivernment-funded projects, OEF has been able to show
private Industry the micro and macro economic benefits of increasing women's
participation in the informal and formal economic sect0rs. As a result, new or
Increased fending has been made available by institutions including Avon
Pro 4ineta. Inc.. (lease Manhattan Bank, Exxon, Mobil Oil, Morgan Guaranty Trust
eo., and Pfizer Inc.

Despite increases in funding from private sources, government support for
"women in development" is still vital. The ambitious task of mobilizing women,
roughly half a country's population, for development requires a priority commit-
ment of both the private and public. sectors. And, let me reiterate that govern-
ment dollars spent on "women in development" can have a dual pay-off. First,
the funds directly benefit women who participate in development projects. Sec-
ond, the funds can be instrumental in leveraging other funding from private
sources.

Fourth, the Percy amendment has helped strengthen indigenous women's orga-
nizations and leaders, which has increased Third World self-reliance and
strengthened the human resources working for national development.

0EF emphasizes an "enabling" approach In our technical asaistance programs.
We aim to increase the capabilities of local organizations and leaders to imple-
ment economic development programs involving women through; Participatory
project panning and evaluation processes, through the, hands-on experience of
actual projects, and through structured training programs.

The Perey amendment has been instrumental in helping OEF to capacitate
indigenotim organizations and leaders. MD funding through the Women in De-
veiopment Office, has supported some of the training programs of our "Women in
I tevelopment Technical Advisory Service" (WIDTech), such as training in small
tolimaar management for a local organization in Papua New Guinea and training
In pooperativett for indigenous Institutions in Lesotho. Missions have also sup.
ported "institution-building," ace part of OEF projects In West Africa, Thailand,
and Costa Rica.

Besides strengthening indigenous organizations. OEF has received support to
promote networking amongst organizations. This networking serves the important
funetlon of providing channels for organizations to learn from each other's ex.
perIences and to pool reataireett. For example, OEI' brought 80 Third World
women tenders together at the 1050 hid - Decade for Women Conference In Copen-
hagen with AID funding, and thin July, USIA is funding an exchange amongst
Central American women leaden and businesswomen from the United States.

Direct technical assistance and regional or international networking halt
brought visible changes within many of the indigenous organizations known to
(mr. Dramatic shifts have occurred from social welfare-type programs to e0M-
enmity economic development efforts. Organizations have'adopted new trap*:
topthodologien for -promoting areas roots participation. And, many local Man-
thins have become successful in mobilising local resources and !gilding for their
work.

The strengthened women's organizations and leaders throughout the Third
World have a multiplier effect. They continue to carry on programs and work
for policylevel changes long after the assistance of outside organizations ends.
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As th4 experience of one private voluntary organization, OEF, attests, the
Percy amendment has definitely been like a stone thrown into a calm pool. It has
stirred the surface and caused significant ripples.

The challenge for the future is to ensure that the Percy amendment has the
depth of effect intended, that its potential is maximized to bring women fully in

teit countries' development efforts.
ONE has seen certain changes catalyzed by the Percy amendment. We have also
countered "gaps" in putting the intent of the amendment into action. The fol-

lowing feur recommendations are offered in a spirit of respect for the changes
that have already occurred and with a vision for creating the best development
program possible:

Reconsmendatioa Np. 1.Within the Agency for International Development,
recognise the importance of both "women only" projects and "integrating women"
into large-scale seetoral projects.

In recent years, there has been in iscussion about project strategies to pro-
mote "women in development," in rms of the merits of "women only" projects
vs. "integrating women" into AID toml projects, In areas including agriculture,
water, housing, employment, et . Generally, "women only" projects have come
to be regarded-with some disfavor. :

OEFs own experience In the field points to a need for both kinds of projects.
We concur with the emphasis of integrating women into mainstream development
programs as a goal to strive toward in the future. For the present, however, the

i reality in many Third World countries is such that women are often not prepared
or may not he eligible for participation in mainstream programs, In these cases,
"women only" projects provide an essential means for women to gain the skills
and experience needed for broader participation. ,

An (ME livestock project in Honduras is a ease in poi t. The AID-funded
project will enable women to establish businemeif for raising pigu and market-
ing pork. a product in demand in the country. Within Honduras, poor women
could not qualify to partielpitte.in a major AID sector program for livestock
improvement because they did not meet the criteria for number of animals
and acres of land owned. Despite the fact that the project title includes the
term "small-scale livestock." the definition of "small scale" is beyond that of the
women farmers. Thus. women are ineligible for loan funds from this project
to improve their stock and productivity. Without 0Ers pig production and
marketing project, the women fanners with small holdings would be completely
excluded from V.M.-supported technical assistance.

In other countries, OEF has worked with women who lacked a sense of self-
esteem or the ability to interact with men which is 'necessary in many large -scale
programs. Other women have lacked necessary supports, such as the availability
of child care.

"Women only" programs, as an end in themselves, are not an effective develop.
ment strategy. However, "women only" programsas "training grounds" to
enable women to gain attitudes and skills needed for participation in larger
programs- --should be recognized as an essential "women in developrhent" strategy
by development planners. Development policies aimed at proting women's
participation need to understand and :art with women where they are. They
need to appreciate socially-conditioned and cultural constraints that may make
it diMcult for women to jump from no experience with livestock, for example,
to having, a herd of dairy cattle.

"Women only" protects are not the answer for every context. However,
these projects should definitely be considered as an appropriate "women in
development" strategy where certain conditions exist.

Recommendation No. 2.In AID project design. broaden the use of the "impart
statement" on how a project affects women to include guidelines for actually
integrating women into project design from the outset.

The requirement for an AID-funded project to include a statement of how the
project Impacts on women is often not enough to ensure the participation of
women in the project. The "Impact" apnroaeh in operation can he passive, an
analysis of how a project benefits or at least does not negatively affect women.
A more action-oriented approach would he to include requirements for building
women into a project design from the beginning: Guidelines mold he provided
to promote the full utilization of human resourcesmen and womenin a.
project.
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At the present, the Women in Development Office reviews project papers (Coun-

try Development Strategy Statements, Project Identification Documents, Project
Papers) to suggest ways to strengthen women's participation in AID projects.
However, the office has a small staff and AID has a very large project portfolio.

The WM Office alone cannot ensure that a recognition of women's roles and par -

ticipation is built Into every project. The most effective way to accomplish this
recognition is for project designersIn AID Missions and in Washingtonto
receive guidance that enables them to include women in their project planning.

Recommenti sties No. S.Apply the Percy amendment to development policy-

making, as well as to development project implementation,
The Kissinger Commission, whose work had important implications for develop-

ment in Cdntral America, was noteworthy in its lack of women on the 12-member

team and lack of recognition of the role of women in its final report and recom-
mendations. Ms has been clnrly demonstrated in development projects, including

women and taking their robs into account results in more efficient and effective

programs. This strategy has helped make tax dollars spent on development a

better investment.
Policymaking bodies likewise can be strengthened by including,women's par-

ticipation. An example of a Kissinger Commission recommendation illustrates
this point. The recommendation focused on building up the formal education sec-

tor. However, women's participation in formal education throughout the Third
World is considerably less than men's; the structures of formal education (such

' as co-ed classee and school schedules) often need to be adjusted to promote
women's participatioa. Also, nonformal or out-of-school educational opportunities
for literacy and technical training need to be provided. The inclusion of women
on the Commission as well as requirements for considering women's roles in the
Commission report could nave avoided oversights like the one just cited.

The Caribbean Rosin Initiative. which provides duty freellecess to the United

, States to produets from countries in the Caribbean Basin, is another govern-
mental initiative that has overlooked women's participation. There Is no specific
reference to women in the III legislation, and the law includes no- mechanisms
for reaching women workers. Throughout the region, there are thousands of
women who run small businesses. Tbey have no access to Information of the CBI,
and even with such access. they would likely require technical training or support
services such as credit and child care to enter the expert market. As a Congress-

woman from the 142-member Honduran National Legislature recently stated, in

an interview in the Mianfi Herald : "The CBI completely neglects the needs of
women in the region" (May 28,1984).

U.S. development assistance has been Improved and enriched by the Percy

amendment. Government commissions, foundations, and trade programs via a
via the Third World can be similarly strengthened by extending the amendment's

purview.
Recommendation) No. 4.Strengthen the technical capability of AID Missions

to plan and implement programs integrating women into the development process.
In AID Missions. the "Women in Development" Officers play a key role in pro-

moting women's participation. The qualifications of these individuals and their
jab descriptions should be given careful scrutiny. In some countries. local hired

women, with minimal technical expertise, serve as WID Officers. Officers would

he more effective if they were required to meet certain requirements for skills
and experience. Within the Missions, a useful role for the WID Officer to play

would be as in-house consultant, to assist other ,AID officials build women into
programs in all sectors.

The Alt) "Women in Development" policy paper includes a similes perspective

on the qualifications and functions of WID Officers (p. 10. Column twn, "a"."e").

01.7 vigorously supports these points and encourages the Agency to ensure they
are adopted in all Missions.

Another mechanism for strengthening Mission expertise in WID would be for

AID to establish an "IQC," or "Indefinite Quantities Contract" for women in

development. These contracts exist at present for sectors' areas, such as .educa-

__, tion. The contracts are let to organisations that can provide consultants; as re-

quested by Missions, for assistance in planning, implementing. and evaluating
projects. IQCs could also he utilised to enable AID to improve the capabilities of

local indigenous organisations in technical areas and planning (such as proposal

writing). A WID IQC would be a valuable resource for Missions to draw upon.
The majority of AID programs are Mission initiated and Mission funded.

Therefore, Mission attitu* and expertise related to women in development can
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make the critical difference in enabling the intent of the Percy amendment to
be visible into every project design.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to erneir before this Committee
today. Clearly. we have cons' a long way in 10 years toward strengthening U.8.
development assistance through strengthening the participation of women. Nour
leadership has been instrumental in achieving this progress, and I commend you
highly on your commitment and vision.

That vision, today. is more important than ever. The challenge of improving
women's status and of mobilizing their contribution to national economic produc-
tivity Is still before us. Our progress cannot be measured by time alone. but by
the full integration of women into development related policy and development
projects. The International Decade on Women ends in 1985. But our task con-
tinues onInto tLe next century.

The rtiA IRMA N. Thank you very much.
Our anchor fulfilled the mission.
Ms. I)erryck, before you leave, let me ask you this. You mentioned

in your testimony the importance of urban women as a focus for -

women in development concerns. I wonder if you could elaborate
somewhat on the special needs of urban women.

Ms. DERRYCK. Yes, Senator, I would be happy to.
I think that our efforts, and rightfully so, have focused on rural

women almost exclusively. But the outmigration has created enormous \
problems in cities. These range from housing, substandard housing, to

. the lack of adequate health care facilities. There are enormous social
problems, particularly the problem of prostitution in some African
countries, which leaders, particularly the wives of Presidents, are very
interested in combating. That prostitution leads to the spread of social
diseases. It leads to an incredibly high number of children being born
that become street children.

-Those are just some of the problems.
Also, there are problems of sanitation, problems of adequate food

supply. There is certainly the problem of adequate nutrition, of people
beginning to eat more and more street foods rather than being in-
voked in preparation.

All of these problems are contributing to the decline of already
fragile infrastructures in urban areas.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Ms. Sum. Msy I just add something on the question of women in

the urban area.
In the current effort to increase investments by multinationals in

other countries, the "maquila," or the export processing industries,
employ women as the major labor pool.

I think one issue, Senator Percy, that is very importantand one
which OEF io now studyingis to make sure that, as women become
part of the increasing potential for job opportunities there, they not
lie exploited.

The CHM/Max. Thank you very much.
Mr. auyer, perhaps.you could comment on this question. Any mem-

ber of he par,e1 who wishes, please feel free to continent.
In your Judgment what are the particular contributions that private

and voluntary organizations can make to promoting the role of women
in development I

Mr. I think the role is of growing significance. I think the
fact that the private voluntary agencies can aetguickly, have boards
that allow them a great deal of discretion in the areas, makes their
role perhaps more significant than alniost any other.
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As I said earlier, you do need the 'United Nations consortium. You
do need the backstopping of A 11). But to get down to work with
people, to make it happen, this is where the 1'V0 community can play
a very significant role.

Most of us on this panel have to travel throughout the country,
and we see and we hear many things concerning the overseas programs.

Almost unanimously, our constituenciesand I think I can speak
for my colleagues hereprefer funding from AID on a larger basis,
on a larger ratio, to be funneled through the kinds of organizations
that are represented here today and their other colleagues.

We were a little disturbed at the figures that Peter/McPherson gave
us a short time ago. Mr. McPherson has worked beautifully, and I
think heroically, with our community and we haw; had many break-
throughs. But I think those figures should be looked at more carefully.

We (10 not, in our community, feel that 13 percent of the AID budget
is, indeed, the amount that is being given. In fact, the 13 percent men-
tioned refers not to the entire AID budget, but only to the development
and assistance grant funds.

I think the improvement over the last 2 years or 3 years, since the
amendment has been enacted, has been only about 2 percent. I do think
that Gerry Connolly and Scott Cohen might want to look at those
figures more carefully.

The reason I say this is in no way to belittle our relationship with
AII) but, simply, that we find that the overwhelming sentiment in
Congress. from those that we talk with, and certainly among the Amer-
ican people,' to increase this ratio.

We areviilling to work with AID to help increase it judftiously
and rationally. I think most of us can increase substontially our efforts
in the developing world through a closer partnership, with increased
funding from AID.

So I took advantage of your question simply to elaborate on that.
It is a comtern to our entire community. We are working on it, but we
will have more to do after the formation of our new consortium.

The CUAIRMAN. Thank.you.
Ms. Smith, I wonder if I could ask you to comment on another

question, and then we will open up the discussion to the rest of the
panel to comment on both of these questions.

How wotild you mess the records of bilateral and multilateral AID
agencies in',.promoting the interests and special needs of women in

countriesuntries f
Ms. Smmt. I think I will speak to the bilateral question first and

to the multilateral question second.
Of course, the recommendations that I mentioned earlier really do

apply to our own foreign assistance agency, AID.
It is true, there is a strong commitment, as the Women in Develop-

ment Policy Paper states, to the potential for women's full participa-
tion and involvement in our major programs overseas. I think the
dilemma is the real implementation of that policy.

This 41 why some of the recommendations that T made on behalf
of OFF were to strengthen those mechanisms within All) to truly
make that policy a reality. It. has not reached that level vet. Women

in development still have to he pushed up higher, into what. I call the
priorities of IT.S. AM for its 5- to 10-year program thrusts for this
country. So there is more to do.
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With multilateral agencies, there is talk about trying to increase
resources and training and credit to women through them. programs,
but it is very difficult for them to really do that because of the way
they function and in view of their mechanisms.

I think the multilateral agencies need to look to the PVO's in some
way to have a relationship so that our pilot programs are moved into
those major activities of the multilaterals. I include the World Bank
and others in that.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Ilutar.
Ms. litrrax. Mr. Chairman, in the case of the United Nations, there

has been a lagging of implementation of the concepts in the IWY
Conference goals. This is one reason why there is, in addition to the
traditional partnership between UNDP and the fund a new aspect to
that, and that is this: The fund is being involved as a consultant in
countries where the UMW has sent in a special team to discuss with
the local.people how better to see that women are involved from the
very beginning in getting the training, the leadership development,
and being involved all the way through on large-scale projects.

The fund itself is a multiplier factor of small amounts. It is a cat-
alyst kind of 'organization.

But UNDP has huge projects as well in some of the other areas
within the United Nations, and that is something that is coming about
now. But it is desperately needed, I think, because we are not reach-
ing our targets.

Ms. SMITH. May I just add one other point.
The U.N. High Commission on Refugees also needs to have resources

pumped into it for training for women, because of the numbers of
refugees that are women, the problems in Africa and the Middle East,
and the kinds of training women need to become self-sufficient. Such
training in those camps is critical.

So I think that is an agency that could use some real backing from
you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Derryck.
Ms. DERRYCIE. I would like to come back to your question about what

PVO's can offer that is unique.
We otter a support network based on our other experiences. It is

something that can be rapidly replicated and moved from country to
country. That is something that few Government agencies and very
few multilateral donor agencies can do.

I think that we need to invest in institutional innovation in a way
to make sure that those experiences that we have can quickly move into
the mainstream of bilateral and multilateral assistance. That is why
we are suggesting this women in development foundation, because that
eon be a bridge that quickly gets those kinds of experiences into that
larger eommunity.

The CHAIRMAN: Thankyou.
Does anyone else want to comment on those questions/
I No response. J
The CHAIRMAN. Then, Ms. Hutar, would you comment on this next

question.
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The Fund for the 17.N. Decade for Women has been operating for
almost 10 years and the 11.N. General Assembly.has called for its ex-
tension when it expires next year. What, if any, impact has the fund's
activities had stn the agencies with which you are familiar and have
worked ? Row 'effective has it been ?

Ms. IlvtAa. g_encies? I am not sure I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. What direct impact has it had? Is there a good, solid

reason for extending it when it expires next year?
Ms. IltrrAa. Oh, thank you. I understand now.
Certainly one of the areas in which the fund has been very helpful,

so far as government bodies overseas are concerned, is the development
";of women's bureaus. This has been extremely helpful.

It was a very new idea to many;countries, of course, and an old idea
in ours. So you see that kind of impact.

Also, the fund works with primate voluntary organizations which,
in the United Nations, as you know, we call N(iO's. They had a major
effect there in involving the orgoizations and the members of those
organizations to work on projects:

For example, Coneepcion's projedwas done with a development
group in Colombia, as well as UNICEF, with the fund providing the
00,000, which is a very modest amount. This helped 800 families.

So I think it is absolutely essential t:'..4t the fund continue.
I think the importance of the NGO element in our own country, as

well 11F in other countries, is the fact that with thteconomics as they are
in so many countriesours being sinnewhat on the upswing now, but
there may be trouble aheadwe have to go to the _private sector for
help. We cannot expect the Government to provide all the money. They
don't, anyhow, unfortunately. So I do think we need to have a broad
base of support.

This not only brings funding, but it also brings the talents of those
people to bear on the problem.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lucas, did you have a comment?
Mr. TA MAR. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add one point.
I do think it is incumbent upon all of us at AID, the World Bank,

and the PVO communitywe really can't expect the kind of
changes which I know you anticipate when the development process is,
in fact, managed by men.

At some point in time, we have to start appointing more women mis-
sion. directors. If you start to look at women in the PVO community,
why if you remove Elise Smith and Vivian Derryck, who are here this
morning, the numbers get to be rather small.

You have to talk about more than the Government. You have to talk
about more than the Congress. We are supposed to be role models in
the Third World, but every time we show up for a meeting somewhere
in a Ministry of Planning, or wherever, why we are all men.

Tn Africa, three of our seven country director are women. While
this might be commendable, the simple truth is that there probably are
enough women out. there to make seven country directors.

The point I am making is that we cannot come here and preach about
change unless we start to make the internal changes in our own Gov-
ernment awl private structuresfoundations, corporations, and other
places.

The Percy amendment has no chance for survival in the way it was
conceived unless we make those changes.
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Those are not just changes for people only in the Third World.
Those are changes that we can make here at home, and they don't cost
us any new congressional appropriations.

The CHAIIIMAN. Thank you very much.
In the past 10 years, there has been an evolution in the approach

taken to project planning for women in development efforts. In the
early years, it seemed to me that we went about designing specific, you
might call them "women's projects" that were funded as women's
projects.

oday, and the emphasis has been increasing in the last few years,
as reflected in AID's own policy guidelines, the emphasis seems to be
on integrating women into every phase of project design andunple-
mentation.

Do you agree wit, this shift in emphasis How well do you think
it is actually workings

Any of you may respond.
Mr. Guyer.
Mr. Guru. There certainly is a shift toward integrating women's

activities into the mainstream, and I think each one of us has touched
upon that. I think what one has to watch a little bit, though, is that in
doing so, are you cutting.off the necessary resources to give it the teeth
that C. Payne Lucas ;was talking about a minute ago.

I mentioned in my testimony earlier that in order to get the women
to have a real voice in these community committees in the Third
World, you had to allocate certain funds for them. In a village of
5,000, with an allocation of $5,000 for 20projects in that village, the
male leaders often ate up those $5,0 i00 in their own projects. This
is not to say that their projects were not important. But we had to
say out of the $5,000, $2,000 has to go to the women. On a very micro
scale, moneys had to go to that purpose.

I think you take that into the larger scene, into the bilateral fund-
ing, into the United Nations, and there is a danger to cut sonic of the
resources needed to make this happen. They have to go along together.
The integration has to take place, but not with a cutoff of funds which
would starve this fledgling program.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Smith.
Ms. Swill. I also wanted to mention that, as I said earlier, I am

convinced that both kinds of programs are neededwomen specific as
well as integrated programs.

Also, as we look to the role of women's organizations in the Third
World. and their true potential, one area that needs greater attention
is what we ('all institution building. When women acquire the neces-
sary skills to manage and run their own organizations and expand
their programs, they then have the ability and confidence to take on
other kinds of leadership roles in their societies.

It. gets back to r. Payne's point women, to he involved in the
decisionmaking and planning oroeesses in their own countries, have
ti\ have experience to build their own strengths and to partiripate ef-
fectively without feeling cowed by the kinds of cultural problems that
sometimes make them fearful.

The CHAIRMAN. The last question I have for you is this.
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As you look to the future, what changes are needed in our bilateral
aid programming to better integrate women into the entire develop-
ment process

Ms. :man. Well, I think 1 really tried to sock it to you,.Senator
Percy, in my earlier testimony. I gave three very concrete suggestions
for All) to really strengthen the clout of what your amendment said.

The CHAIRMAN. res. liut 1 mean beyond the suggestions that al-
ready have been made.

Are there any other things that occur to you?
Ms. SMITH. Beyond my suggestions, there are some major things

that 1 think are important.
Because women are, oftentimes, not part of the formal education

systems and really are out there at the village and able to do much more
than they already have the role of private voluntary organizations
in the area of non formal education in small groups of the, village level
is where l'VO's are also very important. I think seeing more AID re-
sources channeled through the third arm of United. States foreign
11Mistane that is, the P% O's, is a very important place to look, if cost -
effective, efficient, innovative, and, really, potentially powerful devel-

oment is to happen.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Guyer.
Mr. Gunn. I think that probably this will not happen soon, that is,

before November. But soon after November Congress might help on

th.s.
All) has to take a hard look at its own structure. I think it is

very important that tr'liateral programs continue, since large-scale
infrastructure building is something that none of us could do. It is

needed. It is always going to be there, and it is going to be the pre-
doniinant force in the AID structure.

but in their relationship to MVO's, it is schizophrenic, to say the
least. There is lip service to what we do, but coming down to the reali-

ties, it. is sort of a messy situation. Each one of the bureaus has its own

guidelines and they interpret those in their own ways. We are not deal-

ing with one agency. We are dealing with really five different agencies:
Second, with the decentralization that has gone on, it means dealing

with about 100 overseas field missions.
4o, the situation has become more and more murky and not clearer.
I think that somehow this has to be looked at very seriously and very

soon. I would fit any of these elements in that same box. In other words,
whether it is women in development, youth in development, any one
of the disciplines, agriculture, health, population planning, this has
to lx; looked at, the AID structure itself. I think there is some feeling

in A ID itself that this must be done soon. I would certainly encourage
Con resew to take a hard look at this at any early date.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Lucas.
Mr. LucAs. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make two final comments.
I would no(. dare try to talk about. your own budget and whether or

not you can afford a fulltime vigilance or surveillance officer. But cer-

tainiy that is something that at least ought to be talked about.
Second, everybody in the system advances because they either write

well, they speak well, they, report the coup d'etat first, they *rite great
cables, they write great position papers. I am saying that the Congress
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should have something to say about how well women are doing and
how well males are doilig. I< ou have to remember that some women are
some of the greatest discriminators against women in the world. You
have to look at. how well one advances in the foreign policy process,
how you get from an 0-8 to an 0--1 or to a Career Minister. Vile of the
criteria ought to be how well have you done with women.

This conies up all of the time in the evaluation of All) officers.
Now, if we are looking at the thing next year and there are 198 offi-

cers around the world and we learn that we have one AID Mission
Director and one Deputy who are women, that ought to tell you some-
thing. The same is true, for that matter, if you have one black or one
of anything.

The system is that we are supposed to be a society based on plural-
ism and cultural diversitythe most exciting thing that we have to.
export-. abroad. To advance in our career system, both at AID and at
State, the men and women who have those jobs must, in fact, perform,
and the criterion is simple :` What did this project do to benefit women,
be it a special project or integrated?

You can add that up and bring it ., Senator Percy, and I think the
committee here knows how to count.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Smith.
Ms. SMITH. I would add one last comment.
Om of the things that I think is very important to look at in the

future is the way the bureaucratic processes within AID and the long
lag times provide constraints for taking advantage of the true flexibil-
ity that PVO's offer for development. I know AID has tried to im-
prove, but I do believe it is not just because Congress imposes certain
requirements on AID, but because of their own internal regulation&
To effectively streamline AID's processes, the capabilities of PVO's to
move quickly and efficiently when they are using AID moneys should
really be explored.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN.. Thank you very much.
I would like to close this session of the hearing by stating that we

have had a number of suggestions, and it seems to me that some of
those suggestions mild be incorporated in the form of amendments to
the foreign aid bill whieh should 1w on the floor within a month. We
ma v see the swiftest. action on some of these ideas that is possible.

I will not ony serve as the floor manager of that bill, once it is on
the floor, hut also will be in the conference. So it is possible that the time
bet WoPII this; hearing and enactment. into law of some of these ideas
might be very short indeed.

It. has been an extremely aluable session this morning. I look for-
ward to our session this afternoon.

We are, therefore, recessed until 2:00 p.m., at which time we will re-
convene in this room.

f Whereupon, at 12::31 p.m., the vommittee reeessed, to reconfene at
2 p.m, the same day. J
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The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:10 p.m., in room
SD -419, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles H. Percy
(chairman of the committee) presiding.'

Present : Senator Percy.
The CHAIRMAN. We are very happy to open this second phase of

our hearings on women in development. We have two distinguished
witnesses in our first panel. They are Jane Knowles, president, Asso-
ciation for Women in Development; and Susan Catania, former Illi-
nois State Representative and former Chair of the Illinois Interna-
tional Women's Year Conference.

We are very delighted to' have you, and I am especially happy to
have a very valued constituent of my own appear here today.

Ms. Knowles, we would be happy to have you begin.

STATEMENT. OP JANE KNOWLES, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION POE
WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT, MADISON, WI

Ms. KNowure. Senator, I am here today to represent the Association
for Women in Development [AWID]. The association is a profes-
sional organization with more than 700 members across the United
States, among whose stated goals and purposes are: Increasing the
awareness of the interdependence of nations, institutions and indi-
viduals in development, ensuring that women participate as full and
active partners in a more equitable development process, and that
they share in its benefits; strengthening research and action in the
women in development field by increasing interaction among scholars,
practitioners and policymakers; providing improved communications
to a widening audience on problems and solutions relative to women
in development, and improving the practice of institutions in the inte-
rrations of women as both agents and beneficiaries of development.

I want to call your attention to the goal of providing a forum in
which three major constituencies, public policymakers, those involved
in PVO programming, and university faculty and staff, can interact.
I emphasize this goal 'for two reasons. First, its ties into those com-
munities as they presently exist makes AWID a very formidable force
for public education about economic development and the roles women
plav in the process. Second, the trialogne among these three groups
within AWID can produce new knowledge and insights to greatly
enrich our educational activities.

It is important to note that all AWID's constituencies have extensive
experience with the development process itself. Hence our concern
with the issue of women in development grows out of our knowledge
f the larger problem of the need to create a process of economic de-
lopment which increases the supply of goods, both tangible and in-

, angible, to be shared, which makes the system of sharing a more equit-
able one, and which is self-sustaining.

(78)
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We know, as I am sure all the members of this committee do, that

women are playing active roles in the development process, especially

but by no means exclusively, in the complex of tasks around the cri-

tically important business of producing, preparing, storing and mar-

keting food.
The public education role AWID has begun to fill, first with its

own numbers, and through them, to the larger communities they repre-

sent, involves recognizing these productive roles and supporting them

via project design and implementation so as to make development a

more effective process. That is to say, our concern is with both equity

and efficiency.
Insofar as IT.S. development activities ignore and hence fail to sup-

port women's productive roles, they have a negative effect on the effici-

ency of those activities. We waste the scarce and unfortunately de-

clining resources available to support development when we fail to

take account of women's productive roles, or even worse, when )/e pro-

ceed in such a way as to decrease their productivity.
I want to spend the next few minutes talking about the role which

one of AWID's constituencies, the university community, and par-

ticularly the land grant universities, can play in this educational

process.
First, we must remember that land grant universities air a unique

kind of public institution, with a legislative mandate to provide prac-

tical education to the populations of their States. Traditionally, this

education has been limited to instruction on improved farming and

homemaking practices. But recently there is increased concern with

helping the people of our States to gain a broader understanding of

development issues, especially of the several rationales for U.S. par-

t ici pat ion in foreign aid.
I .5. AID programs, including title XII, and Biden-Pell grants

are assisting in these efforts. One excellent example is the program

NASI'llie is about to begin which will use the extension services of

four different States to provide development education to the popula-

t ions they already serve.
Another is the combined programs of universities, including my

own, and the World Hunger Education Service to create awareness of

development activities through use of the broadcast and print media.

Insofar as these programs include information about women's pro-

durtive roles in development, I am confident they will create new sup-

port for all foreign aid activities. U.S. women, rural and urban, are

deeply engaged in productive activities at home; they will Tiickly

recognize and I am sure strongly support efforts to enhance similar

art iv it ies by women in developingcountries.
Smote,. universities can advance our knowledge of the development

orocess. its successes and its failures, and women's roles within it, by

undertaking research on policy related topics and by examining the

technical assistance programs they are implementing on AID's behalf.

Both parts of these sets of activities are mutual in nature. AID can-

not operate without the universities, and vice verse. So far as the rec-

ognition and support of women's roles in development is cfmcerned,

however, we are a critical juncture. There has been a significant

investment by All) in what might be called capacity building activities

ithin t he ,universities to deal with women's roles in development. Both
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the Agency's Office of Women in Development, despite chronic under-
'funding and chronic understailing, and the title X strengthening pro-
gram have played important roles in this process.

But now we in the universities feel real uncertainty about the future.
The strengthening grants are being transformed into something called
memoranda of understanding about whose nature there is considerable
confusion. The Women in Development Office is both establishing new
priorities and undergoing mdjor personnel changes. We have the un-
easy sense that the Agency has no clear idea about how or whether to
use the capacity it has built within the university community, and that
it thinks the entire job of capacity building to be completed. We would
argue that a good beginning has been made, but that much more re-
mains to be done,

Together, AID and the universities have made significant progress
in dealing with all the issues we combine under the rubric of women in
development. The Percy amendment provided much of the impetus
for that mutual progress, and we must take care now that the mo-
mentum doesn't slacken.

I suggest that one way to ensure that this doesn't happen is to begin
a series of discussions among AID, this committee, and other interested
congressional committees, the PVO community, the universities, and
such newer entities as the Coalition for Women in Development and
AWI D. The agenda for the discussions shOuld include a combination of
the review 211(1 appraisal and forward looking strategies techniques
the I *rated Nations is organizing for its Nairobi Conference. We need
a clear sense of where we have been and what we have accomplished
in order to set reasonable priorities for the future and to move forward
into the 1990's and beyond.

And I should say that since this testimony was written, I have had a
suggestion that one outcome of those discussions might be the idea for
a Women in Development. Foundation based generally on the model of
the Inter-American Foundation.

In any case, the issue is too complicated and the goal of improving
the development. process by supporting the productive roles of all peo-
ple too urgent for any of UR to try it alone. By learning from one an-
other, we can enhance the ability of all of us to engage in the sort of
development education that can create new constituencies to support
foreign aid, especially if that aid is directed to both halves of the
population of developing countries.

Thank you, Senator,
f Ms. Knowles' prepared statement follows :1

PUPARso STATEMNNT OF JANE KNOW128

am here today to represent the Association for Women in Development
(AIM)). The Association Is a professional organisation among whose stated
goals nod purposes are

Increasing the awareness of the interdependence of nations. institutions.
and individuals in development :

glowing that women partielpnte as full and active partners in a more
equitable development process and that they share In its benefits:

Strengthening research and action in the Women In Development field by
Increasing interaction among scholars. practitioners. and policy-makers:

Providing improved commimientions to a widening audience on problems
and solutions relative to Women in Development :

Improving the practice of institutions hi the integration of women as both
agents nod beneficiaries of development.
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I call your attention to the goal of providing a forum in which three major
constititenetes c public polio- makers, those involved in PVO programming and
univorkity fuculty and staff) ean interact. I emphasise this goal for two reasons.
Vino, Its ties Into those communities as they presently exist makes AWID
very formidable force for public education about economic development and the
roles women play in that process. Second, the trfalogue among these groups
within AWID can produce new knowledge and insights to greatly enrich our
educational actleities.

It is important to note that all AWID's constituencies have extensive exPe-
Hemp with the development process itself. Hence, our concern with the issue

I of Women in Development grows out of our knowledge of the largest problem
of the need to create a process of economic development which increases the
amount of goods t both tangible and intangible) to be shared. which makes the
system of sharing a more equitable one, and which is self-sustaining, We know
as I am sure the members of this committee dothat women are playing active
roles in the development process especially, but by no means exclusively, in
the complex of tasks around the critically important business of producing,
.preparing, storing and marketing food. The public education role AWID has
begun to till, first with its own members and through them to the larger cau-

1
*nullities they re; resent, involves recognising these productive roles and sup

a porting them via project design and implementation so as to make development
a more effective process, That is to say, our concern is ,with both equity acid
efficiency.

I believe that this Committee has a crucial role to play in-the task of making
the U.S. contribution to the development process a, more equitable and more
efficient one. Itodiosr as VA development activities ignore and hence fail to
support women's productive roles, they have a negative effect on the efficiency
of those activities. We waste the scarce resources available to support develop.
went when we fail to take amount of women's productive roles, or even worse,
when we proceed in such a way as to. decrease their productivity, A major AWID
goal is to increase the knowledge of women's productivity with the aim of
enhancing both it and overall economic development.

I want to spend the next few minutes talking about the role which one of
eunstituenelesthe university community, especially the land grant

universities --can play in this educational proeess. I think the university com-
munity eon serve development education efforts, particularly as they try to
inelude women's contributions, in two ways.

First, we must remember that land grant universities are a unique kind of
public Institution, with a legislative mandate to provide practical education to
the populations of their states. Traditionally, this education has been limited to
Instruction on improved farming and home-making practices, but recently there
is increased concern with helping the people of our states to gain a broader
understanding of development issues, especially of the several rationales for VA
participation in foreign aid. INAID programsIncluding Title XII and Blden-
Pell grantsare assisting in these efforts. One excellent example is the program
NASMOC is about to begin which will use the extension services of four different
States to provide development education to the populations they traditionally
serve. Another is the combined programs of universities and the World Hunger
Education service to create awareness of development activities through use of
the broadcast and print media. Insofar as these programs include Information
about women's productive roles in development I am confident they will create
new support for all foreign aid activities: 11.14. women, rural and urban, are
deeply engaged in productive activities at home; they will quickly recognise and,

am sure. strongly support efforts to enhance similar activities by women in
developing countries.

Second, universities can advance our knowledge of the development preemie
its successes and its failuresand of women's role within it, They can do this in
two ways: by research on policy-related topics ^f interest both to faculty and to
polley.makers: and by examination of the technical assistance programs they
are implementing on AtIrs behalf. here too there is recent evidence of nee/con-
fident.). on the part of AID (the Selenee and Technology Bureau, the Regional
Bureaus and Missions) and the university community that this kind of research
can he of real benefit In our shared goal of a more efficient and equitable develop-

ment process.
Both parts of this set of activities are mutual In natureAM cannot operate

without the universities and vice versa. So far as the recognition and support of
women's roles in development is concerned, however, we are at a critical juncture.
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There has been a significant investment by AID In what might be called capacity
--Isediting-ftetivities-wft-hiirthe universities to deal with women's roles in develop-

ment, !tooth the Agency's tare of Women in Development (despite chronic under-
funding and understating) and the Title XII Strengthening Grant program have
piayisl importing roles in this process. lint now we in the universities feel real
uncertainty about the future. The Strengthening Grants are being transformed
Into Memoranda of l'nderstanding about whose nature there is considerable con-
fusion. The Women in Development Office is tboth establishing new priorities and
undergoing major personnel ohangee,-We have the uneasy sense that the Agency
has no clear idea about howl, (or whether) to use the capacity it has built, and
that it thinks the entire job of capacitybulifiing to be completed. We think that
a good beginning ) as been made, but that more remains to he done in this area.

Together AID and the universities have made significant progress in dealing
with ail the issues we combine malt r the rawly of -Women in Development." The
Perry amendment provided much of the impetus for that mutual progress. We
must take care that the momentum does not weaken. I suggest that one way to
ensure that that doesn't happen is to begin a series of discussions among AID,
this committee and other interested congressional committees, universities, the
11'0 communit and such newer entities as the Coalition for Women in De-
velopment and < W ID. The agenda for the discussions should include a combina-
tion of the Review and Appraisal and Forward Looking Strategies techniques
the 1*.N. is organizing for the Nairobi Conference. We need a clear sense of where
we have Iclen and what we have accomplished in order to set reasonable priorities
for the future and to move farward into the 1900s and beyond. The issue is too
complicated and the gout of improving the development process by supporting
the productive roles of all people too urgent for any of us to try it alone. By
learning from one another we can enhance the ability of all of us to engage in
the sort of development education that can create new constituencies to support
foreign aid, especially if that aid is directed to both halves of the population of
developing countries.

The (111AVIMAN hank you very much indeed, and I want to pay
tribute to pilt , Ms. Knowles, for hosting an AVID dinner last
fall bringing in women in development from many parts of the coun-
try. It was a great evening, and I did announce at that time my inten-
tion to hold this hearing.

Ms. KNowl.Es. You did, Senator.
The (*nAtaltAN. So that was part of the inspiration for the hearing.

Thank you.
Susan Catania.

STATEMENT OF HON. SUSAN CATANIA, FORMEh ILLINOIS STATE
REPRESENTATIVE AND FORMER CHAIRWOMAN, ILLINOIS IN-
TERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR CONFERENCE, CHICAGO, IL

'ATA N4 %. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is my view, which I know that you share, that women are vital

to the' development of any country. Unfortunately, here in the ITnited
!-;tateti as well as in Third World countries, this vitality frequently goes
ntaccogni/pd. But women provide worldwide. We are still, in 11)54,
the Inv;ie povider,: of child care, of care of our homes, and of most
other kinds of ,tree labor. We have this in common in every country,
anti we have in common all of the problems that arise from this reality.

in 102 it way env privilege to N. a le'ctur'er for the Information
.11,fenv in live cities In firnr.rl, in Quito in Ecuador, and in Nassau. In
Palh city. a. I was being briefed alsait the political background and
the cootoutuic background in the country, i would be told, usually bv
male stattyr, that the women in that country.had severe problems, but
that thev were very different from the problems of women in the
Uni:ed States,
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But when T gave my lectures, I talked about what women had been

doing politieally in the United States, and because I was a legislator
and because I chaired the Illinois ('ommission on the Status of Women,
I talked about the legislation that we had developed through the com-
mission and that we had seen signed into law, and. were working to see
signed into law in Illinois.

I talked about child-support legislation. I talked about the Illinois
Domestic Violence Act, a model act which had just been signed into

law, and everywhere I went, people wanted copie: of the Illinois no-
mest ie Violence Act, and they had . lot of questions about how we were

addressing the problem of child- support. collection. They wanted to
know how we were dealing with the problems of sexual assault. They
wanted to know how we were addressing the economic problems of

women.
A law student in Recife said that it. was her observation that the malt

law professors and the male law students denied the problem ofsexual

assault, and that therefore it was very difficult to get a reasonable fordm

in which to address the problems.
The women in a study group in Rio de Janeiro were working on ex-

actly the Mlle kinds of problems that we were working on in Illinois.

Rio de Janeiro is different from Recife. It is a huge metropolis where

they were doing papers on displaced homemakers, domestic violence,

all tl same kinds of problems that we were addressing. ,

In Ecuador, a Congresswoman with whom I shared a platform said

that they had good language about the rights that women were sup-
posed to have in their constitution, but that'that was the only place
where you could find an address to the problems of Ecuadorian women.
She said that in reality none of those rights existed, and that.women
needed to work together to build strength so that one day they could
actually realize the rights that are supposed to be guaranteed by their

const itut ion.
In Nassau, the P.S. Information Agency staff said that they had

never had such an enthusiastic response to a talk because only about
10 women came, but they were energized by the topic. They said that
it was absolutely necessary that women talk to each other and orga-
nize so that they could understand their common problems, recognize
them, and use their resources to work on them.

The Intermitional Women's Decade. I think, was a marvelous op-
portunity for us to begin that kind of discussion, and we have devel-

oped some excellent agen/las. I hope that it will be tegarded as only

a beginning. There has 6etti far too little funditur for opportunities
for women t( !,ave. forums in which to discuss this mutnality of our

nprovi,io of -:erviee and of our needs. There has not been, I think,

ven a 4 rott foundation laid for channels which women can 1154e to

reach' their governments. and I think this is even a bigger
factin Third World countries. but I can certainly testify to the Net that

mane women prep in die Unitei I States feel that they do not have
euough channel,: that they enn use to express these concerns to their

govertinienit S.
The Intermitiona I Women's Decade. however, was supposed to

provide an opport tin it v for women in every country to share these

concerns and to build these channels. I think it has ken only a
beginning.
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I chair the Women's Committee, 1992 Chicago World's Fair. We
have discovered that at the Columbian Exposition in 1893 in Chicago
there was a women's building because a very wealthy woman, Bertha
Palmer. was able to afford to.t ravel to every country in the world itnd
persuade women there to have exhibits in that building. The Empress
of Japan sent her daughter to preiside over a display of silks. Mary
('assatt did paintings. A woman architect designed the building.
Nearby there was a child-care center in 1893' where people could leave
their children while they went to the fair.

We recopize "almost 11$) years later that we cannot. achieve any-
thing like what was achieved in 1893 unless we have strong support
front many sources. Bertha Palmer said in 1893 that the Government
had jast discovered women. We would hope in 1984 that the Govern-
Merit would have continued with its discovery and made a great deal
more progress working with women than we see that it has in 1984.

But, of course, I ant preaching to the faithful here. Your having
these hearings demonstrates your interest. in addressing thke prob.
lents. I ant delighted that you are having the hearings and that you
are recognizing that 'we must open these channels, particularly with
women in other countries. We don't have Bertha Palmer's any more.
We must rely on help from our governments so that we can build
this commonality to recognize. the resource that women are in every
country. It has rarely been recognized. It is fruitless to continue to
reinvent. the wheel. and I congratulate you on giving us an oppor-
tunity to help to build eonstructive ways to move forward rather than,
to is' on a treadmill continually; reinventing.

Thank you.
TaritainmaN. Thank you very much. We appreciate both of your 4,

statements very much.
Ms. Catania. I wonder if you could tell us, because you have lectured

abroad and had a good opportunity to observe the reactions of other
people, what in your view is the current public lierception of the im-
portanee to the I nited .Staten of economic development in the Third
World f Do they think we regard this as a matter of national priority,
and if it is not as high ranking as we would like to have it, what do
von think can be done to improve public awareness of the programs
*that we are carrying out

Ms. C.vrAxta. In the Vnited States, I think that we need a eon-*
celled effort to persuade the media to do more in-depth reporting, to
send PM!) perkh ps on assignment to Third World countries. and par -
ticularly, to report on the real situation of women in those countries, e""
to promote understanding. But I felt very strongly in traveling for
tlet U.S. Information AgelHY that the people who work in just. those
Olives- and I would expect that people who work in other U.S. Gov-
ehment offices abroad have the same attitudethe people in those
offices have a genuine desire to build the links that they are there to
!milli with h people in those countries, that because they live in those
vomit He.. they know who the local people are who have sound ideas
n in I .:011 III I revonitill'Ilf lilt lOttS to make.

%VI' have them there. and I think we could do a great deal more to
work through them to reach people in those countries and connect them
with this country, awl to try to publicize the very connec-
tion and to improve the flow of information.
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Maybe that doesn't sound as specific as it ought, but we do fund
operations in all of these most. of these countries, and I think we need
to explore all the possibilities for improving the two-way flow of

information.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to comment on that, Ms. Knowles?
Ms. KxowLEs. I agree. Senator Percy. I think that we should make

more and better use of the people who we already have placed in
foreign countries, and that includes obviously university people as

welt as Government officials. l'thiii,k also there is a strong need for

better development education within the Pnited States at all levels,
beginning lo the :it hook and working up through public media, and I

think that the universities are beginning to recognize that they have

a role to play here and are beginning to take part in it.
Arid associations like ours, AWID, also obviously beginningwe

are only 2 years oldand trying to orkanize development education
activities that will have the kind of impact that Ms. Catania is talk-
ing about, that. will help people to recognize the productive roles that
women are playing, and try and build on those.

Ms. CATANIA. Perhaps when people return from a PSIA tour, there

could be 50 l followup. I realize that that Agency does its work in
sip

coup ries, but perhaps there would be. a way to fund lectures
back in t is country by the people who have just completed a tour

eo that they could report to people here on what they have learned
while they were lecturing.

Most people in this country don't even know what the TT.S. Informa-

tion Agency is. You have to say the Voice of America is part of it
. before they even realize what you fire talking about.

The ricitast.is. Ms. Knowles, you mentioned your dismay that title
XII strengthening grants are being transformed into memoranda of

understanding.
Could you explain this problem in more detail ?
Ms. K Nowt,Em. Perhaps "dismay" is too strong a word, Senator.

The current strengthening grant proems has paid explicit attention
to women in development. Parts of the guidelines for the strengthening

grants have railed for universities to pay attention to these issues.

The memoranda of understanding are very new and there are no
written guidelines for what will bethe largest set of memoranda. At

the moment it appears that the prmess will be one of negotiation on

each University rumpus. to come to some sort of a mutual agreement
with AID about what kinds of services AID will exj,ct from that

university.
So there are lia:;leally no overriding guidelines. Vnivesities are not

hying told that they ought to pay attention to women in development.

It will he a proei,s of power braking on everybody's individual campus

a- to how much force and presstire you ran put on your own university

tomato. ,nrie that this happens. .4.

Thi- is the kind of tu.,vess where AID needs the universities and the

IA er-it ie, need AID. everylssly working together for a common

goti I.
Now. the written guidelines. when they emerge, may well call for

th i., kind of thing, but at the moment they do not. and although I have

.ieen three art WI I II PP/W/11111111h none of them specifically mention women

in development.pit wnt . They each have art area, for example, nutrition, you
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ran strew!, and probably stick something in there about, women, but
there I- no 1,ecitie mention in .the ones that I have seen, whereas in
the strengthening grant, t here. really is\ some specific mention.

The CoAnotAs. (Would I you comment Ott the role of the media in eon
tributing to a better understanfling in the United States of the Third
World -the importance of the Third\WOrld to econthnie 'abace and
stability and to our own ,:elf-inteTest ? Do you feel that the media are
doing a credible job now of interpreting the'real problems of the Third
World to the American public and, if not, what could Ave do to improve

ion the body of in format ion available to us t
C.rvit.t. Most of whati I have read in the press since I came

Intel: from Brazil has dealt with Brazil's financial problems. There is
very little about the very Nophistieated cities. There is very little aliout
t he real problems of people ir. the impoverished areas of Brazil. Re-
cently they did have some serious problems in the northeast because of
the extreme poverty, and there was a small item.about that.

But I don't remember reifding a lot of in-depth coverage of the
reasons for the problems, and I certainly don't recall reading a great
deal describing the pOobles of people in Ecuador or other Third
World Id count ries in an in-depth kind of way.

One way to address that might be to invite such in-depth articles
from journalists in major papers in cities in those countries. There are
very skilled journalists, which one might not even realize if one had
not 'been there and met. them.

We see quotes frequently from La Stampa and the London Sunday
Times and other European newspapers, but we don't very often read
quotes, and certainly art don t remember ever reading an article
from a newspaper In a Third World country that had just been trans-
lated for Americans so that we conic) understand a perspective from
that country.

The ( .itAtumAx. T would like to look ahead to the Nairobi conference
next year, and the possibility that some subject matter may be brought
into It which is unrelated to women in development, such as apartheid
or Palestinian claims. They could draw attention away from the real
pohlents of won ten, ('specially women in development.

Is there anything that can lie done to see that these issues, important
as they may he in themselves, do not detract from the real purpose
of t he eon ference ? (Jr is it inevitable that the eonfe,enee will be
politicized?

Ms. t'ATANtt.%. I suspect- that the women who go and address a single
ksue that their government want addressed in a very single-minded
kind of way are finled by their governments to go to these confer-
ences and told that they are going for the purpose. (,f addressing this
one ksue. Zioni n. for instance., at the Mexico City conference.

( me way to try to head otT the problem might be to provide adequate
funding so that 'large contingents of women with a demonstrated com-
mit mew to working on the problems that women share in every coun-
try ',odd go {Ilan all of the countries where it is possible to achieve
that. I nm not aware thIlt- the rtlited States, RS one example, has made
a commitment to funding a large contingent of women to go, nor am I
aw:tre that it has urged other countries to make that kind of commit-
ment to funding. so that women who are demonstrated leaders in od-
dressing the problems of women can go and talk in a forum set up for
exact::: ,'oat. purpose.
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Ms. KNOWIAlli. Senator, I would like to address both of the points.
I have had an opportunity to spend a few days at a conference at

Wingspread where we were, among other things, spoken to by Dame
Nita Barrow, who is head of the NUO planning committee for the
Nairobi conference, and also some U.N. staff people were there.

The Affrican women are even more concerned than we are that this
conference not suffer from sonic of the political difficulties that Copen-
hagen and Mexico City did, and an admittedly fragile but so far a still
viable consensus has been developed that the hot issues like apartheid,
and Zionism, and so on, will be discus.sed at a certain part of the con-
ference, in effect, that part of the conference which looks backwards to
what has happened over the decade, that they will not be part of the
larger, forward-looking strategies part of the conference, so that there
is a good deal of concern not just in the United States but elsewhere
that these issues not be allowed to disrupt Nairobi as they did disrupt
Copenhagen, and to claim most of the press attention as they did there.

On the issue of large contingents of women, United States and
otherwise, Dame Nita Barrow has made clear to us, at least, that the
Nairobi eon ference is going to be quite different from Copenhagen
and Mexico City in that participation in the. NGO forum will be held
to about 3,50o people. That is fewer than half of the NGO participants
in Mexico City, and there were an even larger number in Copenhagen..
This is in part. a function of the available hotel space in Nairobi and

Npart a function of the desire of the Kenyan Government that the
airobi meeting be somewhat more perhaps orderly is dri,,right. word,

less chaotic than Copenhagen, so that although certainly vre will have
need for U.S. funding, I am not certain that it will be for large dele-
gations of women, but rather for delegations which are very carefully
selected and which have substantive issues to bring to the forum.

The Cii*Aunt %N. Thank you.
There has been a suggestion that. the United States might better

contribute to the purpose of the conference by limiting the number
going to Nairobi, where accommodations may be limited. and holding
several similar eon ferenees in this county. I just would like your
reaction to this suggestion. Will such con erences help focus our at-
tent ion on the problems of women in the Third World? If you think
that is it good idea, how should they be structured?

Should each local group design topics and programs ef their own,
or shoeld We try to have a central organized plan whereby they can
conduct semineN that night be somewhat similar in nature? Do you
think .-zeininars might also be of interest to the media and the American
public?

1,4. CATANIA. Well. there are several thing,
The ( %Hist tN. My point is, there just isn't. a eonst it limey for Third

World development in this country. There is it constituency for an
awful lot of activities that we eondiwt aliroad, but not necessarily for
this, and I am trying to see what we can do to develop support back
her among the . merienn

C %TANI t. And there me .severn1 things that have to happen.
I think you are absolutely right, that in many eases a hnsie education
program is necessary, and maybe that could be part of vim ferences
and seminars. You might want to use the Hanle pattern that was used
in the International Women's Year Conference in all of the States,
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culminating in a national conference. Or you might just want to have
hearings.

But 1 think working with universities and community colleges
might he a good way to start so that you did some basic offering of
education. It sounds a little presumptuous to me to say we are going
to educate you, but at least opportunities could be offered for people
to learn more about it before you planned conferences and seminars
and maybe nearing's.

K Now.r.a. Every time we offer the people of our State an oppor-
tunity to learn anything about foreign aid or economic development,
they overwhelm Li, with their interest. I know that constituency is
out there, and I agree that we need to address them more directly
than we have been.

think that conferences within the United States at the same time
as Nairobibut do something like what is going on at Nairobi the
combination of a review of the progress to date and forwardlooking
strategies to go into the future, would be a very useful and productive
and helpful way to go.

I '11.1111SIA N. My last question deals with what stage we are in now
rn woinch in development. There has been a great deal of academic
research done on the role of women in development over the past 10

SOIle excellent work has been reviewed and discussed, cer-
tainly last, year at the Conference of thetAasociation of Women in
Development.

What are the most important areas now that we still need research
in, or have we reached the stage where there has been enough research
done and we ju.,t need to strengthen public education and public knowl-
edge as to what is already known I

CArasIA. I think there lots to be ongoing research and docu-
mentatem. I don't. need to tell you that it is Mil ssible to address a
problem if you don't have doetnnentation of tilt. problem. So that
must continue. ,

Ilut I think we have enough documentation of what problems exist,
what the scope is, that we ought to be able to move from, there. We cer-
tainly have a large body of information to be used in public education,
and we have enough information that we can say these are the needs in
Third World countries, these are the particular needs of women with
men and separate from men, and let us CO1141110t. way's to address those
new Is.

M.. K Nowi.104. I tun (delighted that someone not from a university
said t }wry is never enough research, that we need more. We do.

We neol to keep on going in research. Obviously we are moving away
from simple descriptive kinds of research into more theoretieal and
anulytir»I kind., of ronrept-,. We need to roothme the business of ea-
parity ling. I don't. think we ran atlord to let the women in develo-
opulent peophe become the geriatric generation that many of the devel-
opt..cnt ',pipie on our campuses have become over the last clo years.

We need tot lisp our knowledge to improve practice, to improve the
d1', igmi and the de yeltel' ±1Irnt 1111(1 the implementation of projvcts so
thin i hvy really du intern =. 111110tIlle (14.11'1011111vItt and make it a more
ellllltltlile process. There is still not a very good connection necessarily
bet wept% the reseal nit anti t he practice, and we need to work on that.

The ( IIIAIRM %N. Well, I agree with you that, there is still a lot to be
learned anti I think that. ought to be the goal that we pursue.
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I thank you very much,both of you, for being with us.
Before you do leave, I would like to take this opportunity to note the

presence in our audience, sitting next to Pat fluter, of Mildred Marcy,

whose inspiration and role in bringing this topic to public attention
deserves a great deal of credit. We pay tremendous tribute to You.

Nlildred, for all of the work that y qt1 have done.
This must be a very happy day . as last night was a happy ovening

for us all,
Thank you very much.
[Applause. ]
The Cuamta.N. No applause is ever allowed in the Senate Chamber

or in the galleries-
laughter.]

But the nice thing about being a committee chairman is You can
make your own rules in your own committee room. So that applause is

very much warranted and appreciated and noted for the record.

Our final panel includes Michaels Walsh, president of the Women's

World Banking/Lee Bloom, vice chairman, U.S. Council for Inter-

national linsinits, former president and vice chairman of Unilever

and Sam Haddad, the deputy director, American Institute for

Free Labor Development, the AFL-CIO.
Why don't we just start right in.
Ms. Walsh, would you please begin?

STATEMENT OP MICHAELA L. WALSR, PRESIDENT, WOMEN'S

WORLD BANKING, NEW YORK, NY

Ms. WAraot. Thank von,Senator Percy.
As president of Women's World Banking (WWII] and also as a

member of the advisory committee on foreign voluntary aid for AID,

I thank you for the opportunity to speak with von today about the

future of women in development, with particular tools on the economic

development as it relates to women.
After listening to Director McPherson this morning with his em-

phasis on the economic development, I am interested that this particu-

lar panel wax saved for the end of the day. I hope that that indicates

*the importance of the role of women in economic development.

As the administrative head of Women's 'World Banking, I have an-

opportunity to keep abreast of the changing directions of the develop-

meat programs of the less developed countries and the changing atti-

tudes of donor agencies.
As part of this ongoingeffort, last week an associa.e of mineattended

a meeting at the rnited Nations entitled "Grass Roots Connections,

New Forms of Collaboration." When my associate returned from the

meeting. she was furious. Neither the governments nor the local non-

government organizations of the LDC's had been represented at that

meet ing. The grassroots had had no voice at the meeting about grass-

root s (IMMO ions.
While the meeting seemed in some ways to be totally unproductive,

I do not regard it as a total failure. I feel that the eollaborat ion between

.donor organizations and recipient nations over the last 10 years, thanks

to the I.S. Foreign Assistance Act of 1973 and your own amendment

on women in development, has generated great collaboration between
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the United Nations, private voluntary organizations, and unilateral
pvernment development programs. Without those efforts, we cannot
begin to eliminate the duplication anti the misuse of materials.

But better coordination of the efforts of international donor organi-
zations alone is not enough. We need greater collaboration with local
authorities, local !WO's, and the local business and banking community
from the very inception of development programs. This collaboration
is essential particularly if the Women in Development Office and other
U.S. AID programs are to deliver aid successfully to the grassroots
of the targeted 1,DC's.

Those in the developed countries who administer aid to the LDC's
are in a unique position to support the innovation of local citizens of
those countries, to stimulate local, regional, and international trade.
By representing opportunities for more exchange among women, par-
tieuhrriy,in-hrouness and banking, both in developed and the develop-
ing countries, we feel that more commercially viable enterprises can
be developed within those countries which is an essential to help stimu-
late increased income at all levels of the economy.

In one sense, like any farm mLnager, it is time to roll up our
sleeves, listen to the farm ands, and provide the best possible fertilizer
for the indigenous plants. If there is plenty of local compost, it hardly
makes sense to import manufactured nitrates. I think this is particu-
larly significant as far as the African women in agriculture develop-
ment is concerned.

But let me tell you something about the efforts of AID, and particu-'
larly the collaboration of the two offices in AID, both the women in
development and the private enterprise office, which is a new incentive
to stimulate business development, and the assistance that they have
given toward the Women's World Banking initiative.

Women's World Banking was started with 20 women who met in
Mexico City in 1975 at. the U.N. Conference on the Decade for Women.
We had a very simple idea which was to incorporate low-income wo-
men into the money economies of their countries. We are grateful to
the UN DI% to the U.S. All) as well as five, other countries, corpora-
tions, foundations, and individuals who have helped support this
global enterprise.

I can say that in addition to the efforts so far, we have now crossed
a milestone. Some regional organizations, the A frican Development
Bank among them, have indicated interest in exploring ways in which
we !night be helpful in stimulating more collaboration wit!' the wo-
men in development programs in regions.

To achieve this goal, Women's World Banking established four im-
portant facilities; an infrastructure which gives women microenter-
prises acres. to local credit and management assistance; an infrastruc-
t nre wit tilt gives these same women access to the local factors of p
doetion. capital, information, technology, and markets; a global net-
work of women leaders in bani ing. finance and business, and an inde-
pendent financial institution to guarantee loans from local banki to
individuals and small businesses; and, to make loans to small local
omen',, banks.
To set up the first three facilities, Women's World Banking held in-

ternafttal workshops of women leaders in banking and finance. Dur-
ing these workshops, individual eolith is and ties among these. women
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of women leaders in banking, finance, and business 'accelerated.
Also at. these meetings, the representatives of various participating

nations were motivated to launch local affiliates of Women's World
Banking. When they returned to their homelands, women leaders in
banking. finance, and business. in association with their male counter-
parts, formed the core of local affiliates we call Friends of Women's
World Banking. These affiliates give their countrywomen access to
credit, management assistance, and to other local factors ofproduction.

The final mechanism of WWB, loan guarantees, and loans, is our
Grgan iZat IMI'S 0111 y centralized facility. Loan guarantees to local banks
in I,1 )( "s st imulate new lines of credit in that country. The guarantees
are provided primarily for women borrowers who cannot get credit
without a guarantee and who lack access to the conventional guarantees
of family, friends, and business affiliates.

The purpose of these loan guarantees and loans to small banks which

in turn lend to loval entrepreneurs is straightforward, to give women
entrepreneurs and small companies which are majority owned and
managed by women the opportunity to build capital, to own the assets
ilVmsstlry to their bled !WAS, and to reinvest in their businekses for long-

term growth and self-reliance.
This small business approach to development aims to establish more

jobs for each dollar. This approach benefits many women or many

people, even though the most direct and visible beneficiaries are a lim-

ited group of entrepreneurial women.
The International Development Association began to concentrate on

this development approach in 1971, and also in the ITnited States, re-

pent studies conducted at Brookings Institute and MIT found that
bnsinesses with fewer than 20 employees formed 3t percent of all new
job; (Tented in the I'n 4(11 States bet ween 1976 and 1980.

Loans atilt guarantees targeted to women entrepreneurs and to small
businesses cotriled by women not only extend the ownership 'Of

capital but also managerial skills and technical education. Simul-
taneously. this represents the creation of jobs, opportunity for job

t raininn, and greater distribution of wealth at all levels of the economy,

we believe.
Accomplishing our four goals requires thorough and continuous col-

lalairat ion among the women in the IA )(''s where our loans and loan

guarantees are provided, and with Women's World Banking. Most of

this ellabralive effort is at the local level Ivit bout Women's World

Banking's intervention.
Let me outline briefly how we build this decentralized organization

that is so in portant to our own success, and then give you two exam-

pip, of how that lies been implemented within the local*countries.
im art countries where we currently have or are establishing local

affiliates tI.e Friends of Women's World Banking are responsible for

P4 ,g good relationships with a major bank, raising funds for

10,111 lone guarantee selecting potential loan recipients, arrang-

Itu a inn motement assistance net work, and maintaining liaison with

Womien's World Banking.
)nee itnble projects have been identified by the local Friends group

a nil app -11 by the lending bank. WW 1% provides loan guarantees.

We guara fee Hp to r) percent of the loans. The local affiliate, through
p
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its own fundraising, guarantees up to 25 percent, and the lending bank
is left with a risk of 25 pecent.

Si live 19si, Wommits World Banking has guaranteed over 300 loans
and as it result of those have motivated independent organizations to
guarantee an equal number of loans in four countriaa4hrough the
formal banking system. So far there have been no defaults, we have
never been called on to fulfill its guarantee Obligations, and the finan-
cial enterprises are profitable, as are the lending banks.

The vommissions and interest the Friends earn on the loan guaran-
tee funds pay for management assistance, small offices, and surpluses
increase the principal of the loan guarantee funds. Further, these local
groups complete a detailed annual self-assessment of its own orga-
nizat ion and lending activities.

People at the World Bank have helped complete an evaluation of
those self-assessnients, and the results are very interesting, which I will
be happy to provide you if you wish.

The first of the newest projects is in Thailand. Friends of Women's
World Banking in Thailand, is a nonprofit consortium of local private
sector organizations whose objective is to help underprivileged women
develop, expand, and improve small businesses to select jobs and raise
living standards.

Women's World Banking, Thailand, has established a relationship
with the Bangkok Bank. It raised funds which have been deposited
in an interest. bearing account at the Bangkok Bank. This account is
the Friends' Loan Guarantee Fund.

Women's World Banking, Thailand, through the individual mem-
ber groups, identifies potential loan entrepreneurs for recommenda-
tion to the bank for loans. Women's World Banking, Thailand, also
provides management assistance to borrowers.

The Bangkok Bank is committed to provide loans equal to twice
the Friends of Women's World Banking, Thailand Loan Guarantee
Fund, and assumes full risk for 50 percent of each loan. The bank
approves loans to individual entrepreneurs, and along with the
'Thailand, monitors loan repayments.

beriure financially involved in the Thai project only after
these arrangements bad been completed. We provided the additional
guarantee equal to twice the size of the Thai Loan Guarantee Fund.
This additional guarantee is matched one-to-one in additional bank
loam:. The end result of this guarantee agreement. ih that for every
loan, 50 percent is guaranteed by Women's World Banking, 25 per-
cent by the Thai group, and the remaining 25 percent by the bank.

The Thai project is part of a national dairy development program
originated by the Thai Government to encourage the vertical inte-
gratio of the nation's dairy business. Women's World Banking and
Women's World Banking, Thailand. are involved in only one aspect
of tlik project. i he establishment of small dairy farms. *These small
u,inesses are run by households which met the standards of the Thai

program, the hal participating private enterprise and the Bangkok
Bank.

Of the 55 households recommended i)y Women's World Banking,
Thailand to the bank for financial assistance, R2 have la,' approved.
'These new businesses will use the loan proceeds to buy cattle, learn
the dairy business, from milking the cows to artificial insemination.
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Loans range from $7,000 to $10,000 in local currency. Maturities are
for periods of s to 10 years, with a maximum grade period of.1 year.

The loan program in India is a different example. In the economy
of India, only f; percent of working women are in organized indus-
try. The rest fend for themselves as street vendors, quilt makers.
junksmiths, roadbuilders, farm laborers and the like. Many paid
usurious daily interest rates to money lenders, often 10 to 20 percent
per day. The women were barely able to rent necessary implements
and pay their bills.

In 1972, these. Indian women organized into the Self-Employed
Women's Association [SEWA1. At first, their purpose was simply

to defend their rights, but by 1974, 4,000 largely illiterate members
of SEWA had established their own cooperative bank known as
SEWA Bank. This was a significant accomplishment, but the bank
lacked the resources to lend substantial amounts.

Women's World Banking became involved when it lent the SEWA
bank funds for a loan program to help low-income women establish
or expand income-providing enterprises. With these loans, a cart pull-
et. can buy her own cart, a vegetable seller can increase her daily in-
mine, instead of working for middlemen at low piece rates and so on.

The SEWA Bank is responsible to Women s World Banking to
oversee all the loans and to give borrowers management assistance.
SEWA Bank must repay the full amount. of the loan to Women's
World Banking in 0 years and pay interest in the interim. The original
intention was repayment in dollars, but currency controls made this

process too coplieated. Instead, after long negotiations with the Re-

serve. Bank of India, we established a rupee fund which has been
established' under the name of Women's World Banking, Western
India. This fund will remain in India. SEWA makes its payments
into the fund. The combined capital of this fund is composed of loan
repayments and proreeds of local fundraising drives.

W.hen the loan to SEWA Bank is fully repaid, the fund will be

used to expand the WWB program through other small banks in

India.
The real significance of this effort. Senator, is the fact that this

bank and this new fund is in the name of and managed and controlled

by the women of India.
Collaboration with local independent and private sector organiza-

tions from the inception of projects reduces the threat, of sudden
changes in the management. of ongoing development projects. Some

of these projects will meet the r.s. AID -WTI) directive to directly
benefit women economically, as do the examples which T have outlined.
Decent rid izat ion of day -to-day management. of programs is absolutely
essential. Donor organizations and countries will need increasingly
to identify forms of aid which can 1w monitored with the least possi-
ble intervention by international organizations.

I ran think of no form of aid more appropriate to the Women in
Development Oflire that, giving individuals in the T ADC's a chance to
contribute to their own eronomies through their own ingenuity, in-

ventiveness. industry. and initiative. Women in the I,Dr's have been

an untapped resource, and giving them the opportunity to benefit
their economies is the goal of Women's World Banking. We have
already made tremendous strides toward that goal.
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The future of Women in Development and development pro rams
in general Ilepends upon the willingness of international and local gov-
ernment and private organizations. to support the development pro-
grams which sprout from the grass roofs of the ',De's, support which
fosters collaboration on a noncompetitive basis between international
donor organizations and local banking, finance, business, and grass
roots infrastructures. Support of a collaboration which effectively iden-
tifies development programs that efficiently transfer the unique skills
of each collaborator to women, the skills of production, operations and
accountability that in turn guarantee an environment of responsibility,
trust, and self-reliance.

Thank you, sir,
[ Ms. Walsh's prepared statement follows :)

PREPAIUM STATICIIICNT or MICHAXIA WAL1311.

Senator Percy and honorable members of the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations, thank you for inviting me to speak on the future of Women In Develop.
went. It is a great honor for me to have this opportunity.

An important aspect of heading the administrative offices of Women's World
Ranking is keeping abreast of the changing environment among donor organiza-
tions and the future directions in development programs of the less developed
countries (LDC's).

As part of this ongoing effort, last week I sent one of WWB's top aides to a
U.N. diseusmion entitled "Grassroots ConnectionsNew Forms of NGO and
TNDP Collaboration." When she returned from the meeting, my aide was furious.

Neither the governments nor the local non - government organizations of the
Lli("14 had been represented at the meeting. There had been no contribution made
from the grassroots at a meeting about grassroot connections. My aide concluded
that, under those circumstances, the meeting had been totally unproductive.

While I agree that it is impossible to consider a emrprehensive variety of dwel-
t newt programs without the participation of LDO representatives, I do not
consider that the meeting was a total failure. Collaboration among donor orga-
nizations and recipient nations was not possible at that meeting.due to the ab-
sence of the latter. However, this attempt by the U.N. and international Private
Voluntary Orgatlzation (PVO) representatives marks an important first step
toward cooperation between government and NGO development programs.

Ten years ago when U.S. AID implemented the Foreign Assistance Act of 1973
and the Percy amendment on Women in Development, cooperation between U.N.
PV() and unilateral government development programs was practically non-
existent. The absence of coordination between these agencies led to duplication
of effort and actual cases of materials waste during those years.

At least, by planning together, U.N., unilateral foreign aid and PVO efforts
have a better chance of minimizing waste and duplication. Their combined efforts
will become more efficient.

('hances of more effectively delivering relief and development assistance to
LIKe and to the women of the less developed countries are not, unfortunately,
enhanced through better coordination of international donor organizations alone.
To accomplish this crucial future requirement, collaboration with local author-
Dim !oral PVO's and local business infrastructure* mu t be established at the
very inception of development programs.

'fills collaborative step is the most important one which Women in Develop-
ment and other aid programs must take in order to ensure that future develop-
ment programs successfully deliver aid to the grassroots of targeted LDC's.

Ideas for economic growth and development exist among the grassroots of any
nation. Initiative and innovation are not the exclusive domain of a few select
people. Were that the ease. one world power could dominate all peoples. Without
Ideas at the grassroots level, the United States and other world powers would not
exist as we know them today. If today's world powers ignore the potential which
exists in bt)("s at the grassroots, a centralised, often ineffective, system of devel.
opment assistance will languish as will the LDC's. .

Those in the developed countries who are involved in administering aid to
LDC's are in the unique position to support the initiative of local citizens of those
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countries. ach one of the multilateral. nallatIral and non-government develop-

ment organizations has is responsibility to deliver effective assistance to the
ft gra 14t4 rth its level of each 1.1)(' by collabornting wit Its eonstituents.

s' Like a good farm manager: it Is time to roll tit our sieevea, listen to the farm
hands and provide the best pssile fertilizer for the indigenous plants. If there
is an abundance of compost locally, it hardly es 'good sense to import manu-
faetnred nitrates,

Women's World Banking was started by 20 women who met at the 1975 U.N.

('onference on the Decade for Women, Listening to the constraints faced by wo-
men doe to their lack of Recess to credit and to the formal sector. they had a very
simple idea : to incorporate women into the money economies of their countries.

In order to achieve this goal, we .have taken the necessary actions to establish
four important futilities:

1 1 i An infrastructure which provides women micro-entrepreneurs with access
to local management ssimtance:

12) An inframtructure which provides these same women with access to the
local elements of production, e.g., capital, information, technology and markets:

(3) A giobaimetwork of women leaders in banking. finance and business: and

1-1) An independent financial institution to guarantee loans from local banks
to Individual small businesses and to lend to small local women's banks.

In order to set up the first three McInnes, Women's World Ranking (WWB)

has held three International Workshops of Women Leaders in Banking and
Finance. During these workshops. Invaluable contacts and ties among these
women leaders are established. The very existette of these workshops acceler-
idea the growth of it global network of women leaders in banking, finance and

business.
Also nt these meetings, the motivation to start local affiliates of WWB is

invited among the representatives of various participating nations. Upon their

return to their homelands, women leaders in banking, Mut' .e and business, in
association with their male counterparts, provide the start' point for local
affiliates known us Friends of Women's World Banking. These fillintes provide
their eotintrywomen with access to management assistance and to the elements
of production.

The final neehanism of WWII, loan guarantees and loans, is the only cen-

tralized facility of our Organization. Loan guarantees to local banks In LDC's
stimulate new lines of credit in that country. The guarantees are provided
primarily for women borrowers who cannot gain credit without a guarantee
but who lo dot have access to the conventional guarantees of family, friends or
business affiliates.

The purpose of providing these loan guarantees and of lending to small

women's hunks, which in turn lend to locOentrepreneurm, is a straight forward
tow: to 11110W W01114.11 entrepreneurs and /small companlea which are majority
owned and managed by women the opportunity to build capital; to own the
atsets necessary to their chosen business; to reinvest lat their businesses and
to eteture long-term growth.

This approach to developnient based on small business aims to estalisn more
work places for each dollar. lty creating more jobs, this nppfoach benefits many
people even though the direct recipients of the loans may represent a limited

group of PlitriVNIPUTIlli women.
The international Development Association (IDA) has recently begun to

fonts on this development approach and has found that : "lending to small and
medium mettle industries tends to create more jobs than does investment in large
Industrial projects. Iti nangIndesh, for example, there are 50.000 email enter-

prises and 5410,1100 cottage industries which neeount for 35 percent of the indus-
trial value tohltsi and tut ereent of industrial ephtyment,"

A similar malty prevails In the 1..14. Recent studies conducted nt the Brook-

ings Institute and at MIT found that businesses with fewer than 20 employees

were responsible for 35 percent of all new jobs created in the United States
bet worn 1970 and 11940.

Loanv and loan guarantees targeted to women entrepreneurs and to small
businesses that are controlled by women not only help redistribute capital i.e.
wealth, but also lead to the redistribution of managerial skills. technical educa-

tion and create jobs and job training.
The areomplishment of our four goals requires thorough and ongoing eollabo-

%ration among women of the 1.1n"tt where our loans and loan guarantees are
provided, WWI) affiliates and WWII. The bulk of this collaborative effort occurs
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on the local level, without the intervention of WWB. I will briefly outline how
we are able to thrive with this decentralized organization that is so importhat
to our 41Wel.4M

ht ate MUM rieg Where we currently have or are presently establishing local
affiliate:4. the Frietuis of Women'm World Banking are responsible for (1) estab-
liAing good relations with a major bank; (2) raising funds for local loan
guarantee funds: selecting potential loan recipients: (4) arranging a
losnogeownt assistant network and (5) maintaining liaison with WWII

nwP snit:IMP ptojeeta have been identified by the local 'Friends and approved
by the lending hank. WWII will become involved in estabishing loan guarantees.
WWII gen mopes tip to 50 pereent of the loans and the national affiliate.
through its local fund raising, guarantees up to 25 pereent. The lending bunk is
left with it risk otonly 25 Alteentof the total outstanding loans,

:gimp 1970, lute guaranteed over 1100 loans in four countries and has
motivated WWII affiliates to guarantee fie additional 300 loans. There have
been no defaults reported to date, WWII has not been upon to fulfill
guarantor obligations in any case. The enterprises being financed are profitable
as are the lending banks. The Friends of WWB makes enough from commissions

interest MI the loan guarantee funds to taituinister management. assistance,
small aces and to Increase the principal tne loan guarantee funds. Further,
each of these local groups has completed a detailed mutual self assessment of
its Own organization and lending activities.

Two examples should clarify our loans and loan guarantee programs and
illuminate this structure of inter-dependent decentralization further. The first
411S4' is of our newest project in Thailand.

Friends of WWThalland 110WWB-T), is a non-profit eonsortium of local
Spill's whose objeetive is to help underprivileged women develop, expand and
improve small' huminemaem in order to create jobs and to raise the local standard
of living.

rww T has cultivated a relationship with the Bangkok Batik, It raised
funds which it then deposited in an interest bearing account at the Bangkok
Bank. This umaint is the FWW .T loan guarantee fund. leNVWB T, through the
individual N(;0 member groups, identifies potential women entrepreneurs for
recommendation to the bank for loans. FWW-T also provides some management
assistance to borrowers.

The Bangkok Bank mule a commitment to provide loans equal to twice the
IAMB T loan gnartinterfund. The bank assiimes full risk for half of those,
loans. The hank approves loans to individual entrepreneurs, monitors loan I',
payments and provIden-fluatielal assistance to borrowers .

WWB became financially' involved in the Thai development project only after
the aforementioned arrangements had been completed. WNVB provides an addi-
tional gnaruntee equal to twice the size of the }WWB-T loan guarantee fund.
This additional guarantee is matched one to one in additional bank loans. The
end result of this guarantee agreement is that for every unit of currency lent,
7,4 pereent is guaranteed by WWII, 25 percent is guaranteed by rwAlwr and
the remaining 1S percent is at risk to the Bangkok Bank.

The project being financed in Thailand is part of a natiopal dairy development
program which originated in the Thai (lovernment. This program is line of ver-
tical Intcgrntlot of the national dairy business. WWII and FIVWB-T are involved:
in only one segment of this project : establishment Of small dairy farms. Thez
wnutll im4inesses art' run by households which met the local standards of the'
program, the local participating 1;(10's and the Bangkok Bank.

tf the k.1 households recommended by FWWB-T to the bank for financyal
.s.:1,,ta ave. 42 tin 11' been approved, Theme new !amines/4es will use the loan proceeds

to buy cattle. lean the dairy.business and perform all the functions of the hind-
moss from nilikitic the cows to art MPhil insemination. Loans range between $7,000
to $10.41410 in local cttrrency. Maturities are for periods of 8 to 10 years, with a
ma %Imam grace perbai tfur repayment) of 1 year.

ttur loSti program In .Western India is a very different example of WWB activ-
itIeq But, once aka In, the initiative for this loan program emerged from the
indieetifm4 pripontion of women.

In the twonottly of India, only pereent of working women are in organised
iodinnry. The remaining 41 pereent fend for themselves as street vendors. quilt
ntakcrs..lunkstniths, road buildera, farm billows, ere. Many of them were emus-
totul to paying exploitative daily Interest rate*" to money lenders. The interest
rate was often 10 percent to 20 percent per day. Tinder such conditions, the women
were barely able to rent necessary implements and pay their bills. They were
constantly In debt.
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In 1072. these women organized into the Self-Employed Women's Association
Their first purism** was to defend their rights but by 1974, 4.000 largely

illiterate. members of SEV'A established their own cooperative hank known as
SF:WA Bank. While' hie was a significant accomplishment, the savings and loan
cooperatlie was not able to lend substantially.

WWB became involved when it lent SEWA Bank fiinds to open a loan program
to help low-income women establish or expand viable income-providing enter-
prises. With these loans, a cart puller an buy her own cart, a vegetable seller
can increase her daily income, patch workers. can buy their own scraps instead
of working for middlemen at low piece rate*. and so on.

The SEWA Bank is responsible to WWB to oversee all the loans and to provide
management assistance to borrowers. SEWA Bank is compelled by the terms
of the loan agreement to repay the full amount of the loan to WWB in 6 years'.
Interest on the loan Is paid in the interim.

The original intention, repayment in dollars, proved too complicated a p
lino to currency -controls, Instead. a rupee fund has been established by Frrtn:
of WWBAVestern India. This fund will remain in India, SEWA Bank makes
its payinenta Into the fund. The combined capital of this fund is composed of
loan repayment's and proceeds of h cal fund raising drives. When the loan to
SEWA Bank is fully repaid. the fund will be used to expand the WWB prograin.

In the rase of Western India, The Friends of WWB-Western India was not
established until after WWII had become involved with the SEWA Bank. How-
ever. the Friends will be crucial to the ongoing activities of WWB in Western

India.
Aid to I.,DC's may take many different forms. Differing programs provide

assistance in individual ways to specific segments of !MC economies. This will
not change. nor Mould it, because need will continue to take different forms,
at different times. for different people.

Cooperation, coordination and collaboration will ensure that aid is provided
to all levels of the 1.1X1 economies in appropriate ways. The problem of sustained
intervention of donor organizations was identified) over a decade ago at the
Loma conference. Decentralization of effort and the grassroots approach can
ensure long-term growth and development in LDC's.

Collaboration with local independent and private sector organizations from
the inception of projects reduces the threat of sudden change in the manage-
ment of dittoing development projects. Some of these projects will meet the
l'HAIDWID directive "to directly benefit women economically as do the exam-
ples which I have outlined to you. Decentralization of the management of the
daily activities of programs Is absolutely essential. Donor organisations and
countries will need to increasingly identify forms of aid which can be monitored
with the least possible daily intervention on the part of international
organizations,

I can think of no form of aid more appropriate to l'SAID-WID than giving
individuals in LDC's an unfettered chance to contribute to their economies
through their own ingenuity. inventiveness, industry, and initiative. An unfet-
tered opportunity for women, a previously untapped resource, to benefit their
economies is the goal of Women's World Banking. A goal toward which we have
already !tie tremendous strides.

The future of Women in Development, and development programs in general,
depends upon the willingness of international and local government and private
organizations to support the development programs which sprout from the grass-
roots of the IDC'eSuPport which fosters collaboration, on a non- competitive
basis, between international donor organizations and local banking, finance,
ifiStifte4t4 and grassroots infrastructuresSupport of a collaboration which et-
feetively identifies developments programs that efficiently transfer the unique
skills of each collaborator to women : the skills of production, operations and
accountability that. in turn. guarantee an environment of responsibility, trust
find self-reliance.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Ms. Walsh, I have one quick question before we go on to others.
I noted in your statement you called upon the "ingenuity, inventive-

ness, industry, and initiative" of people. I think our AID program
should be designed to stimulate and build on those qualities.

I IMP you ever seen A ID programs that: served is n disincentive for
industry, inventiveness, initiative, and ingenuity? Sometimes we hear
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that under Public Law 480 progriam'S, which I had felt have been for
the most

in
extraordinarily helpful, but sometimes the food is dis-

tributed n such a way as to prove a disincentive to local production.
I lave you ever experienced that
Ms. WAtfili. I might answer that by saying that I think that the in-

centive demonstrated by many of the women involved in these econ-
omies to make those programs more efficient might bet a more produc-
tive way of looking at that problem than to look at those who kind of
create a disincentive.

I find that where it comes to entrepreneurial endeavors in many of
These countries, the individual market women and women who have
been involved in business and entrepreneurial efforts are far more effi-
cient in the creation of wealth, so to speak, or in making income -gen-
'erating prOjects more efficient than many of the traditional govern-
ment agencies and traditional bureaucracies that administer those
programs.

I realize lhat is a generelixed statement, and I would not *ant to
be quoted a saying that that is always the case, but I think we might
look at better ways of distributing that program.

The CHAIRMAN. That's fine.
Thank you.
Mr. Haddad, w0 nappy to welcome you to the panel.
You were not tom this morning when I announced that wit-

11M4PS are eecolit i. to summarize their statements. The full state.!
ment will be ince! ..eel in the record, of course.

Mr. Bloom, we are alai% delighted to have you here.
Would you please proceed?

STATEMENT OF LEE H. BLOOM, VICE CHAIRMAN, U.S. COUNCIL FOR
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS; AND FORMER PRESIDENT AND RICE,
CHAIRMAN, UNILEVER UNITED STATES, LOCUM, NY

Mr. Btonx. Thank you, Senator.
It is a privilege to appear before you today as you review the

progress and the future opportunities in thp implementation of the
1973 Pei cy amendment. I hasten to add that this statement is my own
and may or may not represent the views of those distinguished orga-
nization* with which I have had a past or present affiliation.

As background information, I recently retired after 86 years of
service with Lever Brotht'cs Co. and its oarent Unilever United States,
and I am vice chairman of the United States Council for International
Business, and more relevantly to this session, chairman of its Task
Force on the Contributions of-international Business to Growth and
Development.

The disclaimer is simply because your invitation was received on
short notice.

Despite the disclaimer, Mr. Chairman, I have no hesitation in sir, -
ing that the business community admires and commends your stead-
fast dedication to the enactment and implementation of these provi-
sions to improve the economic status of women.

The CIIAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
As 10rig as you have made some disclaimers, I might lust proclaim
potential conflict of interestI don't think any conflict, just a lot

of interest.. My son Roger worked for McCann-tricksfla in London

IC- WO (1 - Hq - 7
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for 3 years. He received their top award, and he had two accounts,
General Motors and Unilever.

Mr. BLoost. That's a coincidence. I did not know Cud..
The CHAIRMAN. So I developed a great interest in your company

at that time.
Mr. BiAoat. Thank you. sir.
The October 19S2 AID Policy Paper on Women in Development

captures concisely the opportunities, the problems, the need for care-
ful planning. and research and the organization now in place within
AID to provide for this program the best possible chance for success.
And indeed, I want to second what has been said already, that AID
has done excellent work in the field, and particularly the PRE Bureau
is to he commended for its efforts to work with minimal resources,
hopefully to be increased, and to work with the business community
to see how the private sector can be helpful.

It is becoming more fashionable in recent years to askand we
welcome the questionwhat. can the private sector contribute? I would

like to begin by expressing a viewpoint, then review some of the in-

ternational intergovernmental declarations during the decade since
the Perry amendment that support your objectives and toward which
the business community has provided supportive input, and then to dis-

inss the types of activities in which international companies and
organizations can provide useful assistance toward reaching these ob-
jectives as well as those things the private sector cannot do,tor at least
cannot do by itself.

First, a viewpoint, and it coincides with something you have hinted
at already, Air. Chairman, this afternoon. Although activist move-
mere and regulatory initiatives over the past two decades most cer-
tainly have raised the social consciousness of thoiie who manage our
major businesses, the interest of the business community in Third
World development is by no means altruistic. Thoughtful business
lenders know that their own future prosperity depends on,a vibrant
world economy ,tipported by vigorous international trade. There can
be no better guarantee that we will prosper over the long haul than
to do what we can to ensure that all the peoples of this Earth have a
decent. standard of Hying.

Development assistance, whether governmental, private voluntary
or by private enterprise, is essential to reach that goal. Doubters need
only be reminded that even now U.S. exports ttil'hird World markets
exe d those to the European Community. Imagine what they might
be %:th thriving economies in place there.

Are Third World women important in this development process?
I can do no better than to quote for you the opening remarks by the

head of International Affairs of the Unilever group of companies in

London when she chaired a panel entitled "Women in an Entrepre-
neurial society" at the 1978 Triennial Congress of the International
Chamber of Commerce at Disney World. Mrs. D. L. Wedderburn told

the si.ssion :
The objectives of almost every meeting during this Congress week have been

rtmtlepted with the health of private enterprise, its survival and Its promotion.

It makes no sense at all when business seeks all the brains it can muster to
combat the difficulties of the modern economy to allow obstacles to be place
before anyone who can contribute, and there Is no doubt that women can.
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Yes. international business has a major stake in Third World devel-
opment, and the minds and skills of Third World women provide.
essential human resources to help bring development about.

During the decade since the Pereyamendment there have been three
major efforts by intergovernmental organizations to establish guide-
lines for employment practices. From the standpoint of establishing
worldwide standards to complement the Percy amendment, each of
them has some relevance to the matters you are reviewing today.

In .Inne MN, the OECD Council of Ministers gave theirsapproval
to the Declaration on International Investment and Multinational En-
terprises, and the Business and Industry Advisory Committee to the

. Owl ) was actively involved in the discussions.
The guidelines put forth underthat declaration include, as provision

7 on eniployment and industrial relations,
Enterprises should implement their employment policies, including hiring, die-

(+amp, pay. promotion and training without discrimination unless selectivity
In respect of employee characteristics is In furtherance of established govern-
mental policies which specifically promote greater equality of employment op
portunity.

While the OECD guidelines do not make specific reference to the
role of women in development., it is significant that this first interna-
tionally negla Wed rode of conduct for multinational enterprises does
Minh% a nondiscrimination provision of sufficient scope to insure that
employment practives that limit opportunities for women are unaccept-

In November int, the International Labor Organization 1'11401
adopted its Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multi-
national Enterprises and Social Policy. This declaration is worthy
of particular note because of the unique tripartite structure of the
ILO whose governing body ineludes not only representatives of mem-
ber governments, but also representatives of labor and business. The
business representation is through the International Organization of
Employers and the United States Council for International Business
since BO has been the U.S. member of that body.

The declaration reads in part:
All governments should pursue policies designed to promote equality of oppor-

tunity and.treatment in employment, with a view to eliminating any discrimina-
tion IMAM on Mee, color, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction or
social origin.

And it goes on to .say
Multinational enterprises should be guided by this general principle through.

out their operations. Multinational enterprises should accordingly make qualifi-
cations. skill and experienee the basis for the recruitment, placement, training
and advancement of their staff at all levels.

Although the United States withdrew from the ILO in the month
in which the Tripartite Declaration was adopted and did not retuti
until February 1980, there is no doubt. that the International Organi-
zation of Employers and the United States representatives to it -fully
support it, including these provisionS.

l'he third international intergovernmental effort with provisions
on employment practices of multinational corporations is the ongoing
effort in the United Nations Commission on Transnational Corpo-
rations, to negotiate a code of conduct on TNC's. In these discussions,
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the international business community, through the International
Chamber of Commerce, has .supported. the position of-ithe 'group
,Iintries that the 11A) provisions should be incorporated by ref-
erence rather than have differing language by two different U.N.
bodies. However, all parties now have agreed to the latest draft of
paragraph 13 of the proposed code which reads:

Transnational corporations should respect human rinds and fundamental
freedoms in the countries in which they operate. In their social and Industrial
relations, trammational corpoilationa should not discrimihate on the basis of

rare, colour, sex, religion, language, social, national and ethnic origin or political

or other opinion. Transnational corporations should conform to government
policies designed to extend equality of opportunity and treatment.

Thus., in the OECD, the ILO and in the U.N. Commission on Trans-
national Corporations, it has been established clearly and with busi-

ness input to the deliberations that when business seeks all the brains
it can muster, it cannot allow discrimination to interfere with the
ability of anyone who can contribute, and there is no doubt that
women can.

However, declarations by intergovernmental organizations cannot
of themselveS fulfill the objectives of the Percy amendment.. Even
when sincere efforts are made, progress is often painfully slow. On the
one hand, these declarations admonish business not to discriminate.

..On the other, such documents as the proposed U.N. code ask us to re-
spect the social and ceiiiiral values and traditions of the countries in
which we operate and to avoid practices which cause detrimental
effects on cultural patterns.

Nevertheless, with the caution that change may better be brought
about by gentle persuasion than by demand, an international business

may well tie better able to bring about change than a domestic business.
Not only is its corporate culture already adapted to identifying devel-

oping skills without discrimination, it also can bring to bear its ex-
tensive experience in training methods, personnel administration, 'and

general management.
While I do not have on the ground experience in the Third World,

I have read and heard enough about the activities of my compauy and
other substantial international businesses to know that they have pro-
videcl enhanced employment opportunities, extensive training pro-
grams, support for education, often both for the employee and the em-

ployee's children, housing assistance, medical care, and sometimes hos-

pital facilities and other similar benefits. And among the employees

so benefited are women employed not only as skilled workers on the
manufacturing lines, but also as technicians, professionals, and

managers.
Another major way in which multinational corporations help devel-

opment is by using local businesses is suppliers of equipment, raw
materials, and components of finished products. Often the company
will help train the supplier's employees to insure both high quality
and reliable service. Thus, the local business people are exposed to the
employment and training patterns of the multinational subsidiary, in-

cluding the development and use of women's skills.
Whether as suppliers or not., we feel that the development of viable

small businesses in Third World countries is important to overall econ-

omic development. With this in mind, the business community has
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developed a firm resolve, to .provide Third World governments and
people the kind of basic business and management knowledge and
andertanding which is needed to initiate the process of internal gen-
eration of economic resources and to tailor this help to the needs of in- .

dividual countries as their governments and people see them.
The International Chamber of Commerce has established a working

party to undertake small business Mining projects ill tr'v' or three
deye"loping countries on a pilot basis.

One of the problems witli this is the need for international business
to. get credibility in the Third World, and working with the private
voluntary organizations ttiat have credibility, it would be easier for us
toll() that. I have been present at meetings of the Advisory Committee
on Voluntary Foreign Aid where I voiced those views anti indicated
some of the things that multinational corporations can do an,d are
doing, and the idea was very well received by .a group that had been
somewhat suspicious of the business community.

The need, as we see it, is in the area of basic business skills such as
accounting, stock control, quidity control marketing, advertising, and
distribution. Training programs in simple business skills probably
exist in some developing countries, but they are primarily.conducted
t he classroom and tend to be theoretical when the need is for practical,
on he job training.

In addition, the owners of small businesses are often unaware of the
fact that they lack the skills required to help their business to develop.

Large companies In the developing countries could help to solve
these problems through, loaning managers or retired executives for
short consulting or t raining programs within small- and medium-sized

-,. firms, and employees of the small firms could perhaps spend periods
of work within the largermultinational subsidiaries on a training as-
signment.

This process could also transfer understanding of personnel and em-
ployment pol Hes and practices that could be useful in underlining the
role of women.

The International Chamber of Commerce program is in its infancy,
hot we look forward to this challenging experiment.

( )f course, an essential underpinning for improvetropportunities for
all segments of society in both developing and developed countries is
a healthy world economy. The 29th Triennial Congress of the Inter-
national Chanilwr will eonvene in Stoekludm later this month. Its
t wine is (letting the World Back to Work : The Business Contribution.
The discussions will focus on the need for new approaches, adaptation
to change. the importance of business initiatives in this area.

Again. if we are to succeed, we shall need to utilize the skills of tba.
.world's women. and if we do succeed, there will is' employment oppor-
online,. for all the world's people of working age, men and women
alike.
' Thank von again for as awing me the privilege of addressingyou.

Mr. Blisan's peintred statement follows:1

PO:PANED STATEMVNT OV ioNt H. BLOOM

Mr. vim I ennui and distinguished members of the Foreign ItelntIons romndttee,
It Is a privilege to appear before you today its you review the progress and the
future opportunities in the implementation of the 1073 "Percy Amendment" to
the yoreign Assistance Act providing for particular attention to b given "to

0 0
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on International Investment and Multinational Enterprises ". The Business and
Industry Advisory Committee to t the DECD was actively involved in the discus-
140IIM lending to the deciarntion, which contains a set of voluntary guidelines
for enterprises covering' their activities not only in the 24 OECD countries but
also in non-member countries. Among the guidelines are a set of EmNoyment and ,
Industrial Relations, Provision Tot this set reads :

Enterprises should implement their employment policies including hiring,
discharge, pay, promotion and training without discrimination unless selec-
tivity la respect of employee characteristics is in furtherance of established
govertrinentul'policies which specifically promote greater equality of employ-
ment opportunity.

It has been noted in some commentaries that this guideline was probably the
least disputation., of the nine provisions found in the section headed' Employment
and Industrial Relations. Certainly the Business and Industry Advisory Com-
mittee supports R. I should note in passifig that the United States Business and
Industry Advisory Committee to the OECD is an organ of the United States Conn-
ell for International Business.

While the 0EC Declaration and Guidelines do not make specific reference to
the role of women in deveitopment and the need to design programs to ensure
utilization of their skills, itlik significant that this first internationally negotiated
-Code of Conduct" for multinational enterprises does include a non;discrimina-
don provision of sufficient scope to insure that employment practises that limit
opportunities foe women are unacceptable.

In November 1977 the International Labor Organization Governing.. Body
adopted its Tripartite 1.eciaration of Principles Concerning Multinational Enter-
prises and soolal Policy. This Declaration is worthy of particular rote in .the
context of my statement because of the unique tripartite structure of the ILO
whose governing body includes not only representatives of member governments
but also representatives of labor and business. The business representation is
through the International Organization of Employers add the United States
Connell for International Business has. since 1979, been the U.S. member of
that body.

Three paragraphs of the Declaration are relevant to equality of opportunity:
21. Ail governments should pursue policies designed to promote equality

of opportunity and treatment in employment, with a view to eliminating any
diacrimination based on race, color, sex, religion, political opinion, national
extraction or social origin.

22. Multinational enterprises should be guided by this general principle
throughout their operations without prejudice to the measures envisaged in
paragraph IS lemployment of host country nationals) or to government poli-
cies designed to correct historical patterns of discrimination and thereby to
extend equality of opportunity and treatment in employment. Multinational
titerprisem should accordingly make qualifications, skill and experience the
basis for the recruitment, placement, training and advancement of their staff
at all levels.

3. Governments should never require or encourage multinational enter -
'prises to discriminate on any of the grounds mentioned in paragraph 21,
Ind continuing guidance from governments, where appropriate on the avoid-

ance. of such discrimination in employment is encouraged.
Although the !lilted States withdrew from the ILO in the month in which the

Tripartite Deelaration was adopted and did not return until February 1980,
there is no doubt that the International Organisation of Employers and the United
States representatives to it fully support it including these provisions.

The third international intergovernmental effort with provisions on employ-
ment practices of mult,inational corporations is the on-going effort in the United
Nations ('ommission on Tranhatienal Corporations to negotiate a Code of Con-
duet on Transnational Corporations. In these diseuesionn the international busi-
nem., community; through'the International Chamber of Commerce, has supported
the position of the Group B (Western developed) countries that the ILO provi-
sions should he incorporated by reference ruttier than to have differing language
adopted by two different. United Nation., bodies. However ail parties now have
agreed to the latest draft of paragraph thirteen of the proposed code which reads:

13. Trammational corporations should /shall respect human rights and
fundamental freedoms in the countries in which they operate. In their social
and Industrial relations. transnational corporations should/shail not dis-
criminate on the basis of race, colour, sex, religion, language, social, national
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and ethnic origin or political or other opinion. Trananatlonal corporations
should/shall conform to government policies designed to extend equality
of opportunity and treatment.

Thus in the or,cD. the ILO and In the U.N. Commission on Trammational
Corporations it has been established clearly, and with business input to the delib-

erations, that when business seeks all the brains it can muster, it cannot allow
discrimination to interfere with the ability of anyone who can contribute, and
there is no doubt that women can.

However declarations by intergovernmental organizations cannot of them-
selves fulfill the objectives of the "Percy amendment". Even when sincere ef-

forts are madb, progress often is painfully slow. On the one hand these declara-
tions admanimit business not to discriminate. On the other such documents as the
proposed U.N. Code of Conduct ask us to "respect the social and cultural . . .

values and traditions of the'eountries" In which. we operate, and to "avoid prac-
tices . . which cause detrimental effects on cultural. patterns . . ." Despite of-
ficial pronouncements, even by the governments of the countries affected, progress

on the ground may be impeded by ingrained habits and customs of the local

society.Nevertheless, with the caution that change may better be brought about by
gentle persuasion than by demand, an International business may well be bet-

ter able to bring about change than a domestic business. Not only is its cor-
porate culture,already adapted to identifying and developing skills .without
discrimination, it also can bring to bear its extensive experience in training
methods, personnel administration and general management.

While I do not have on the ground experience in the Third World, I have read
and heard enough about the activities of my company and other substantial
international businesses to know that they have provided enhanced employment
opportunities, extensive training programs, support for education offer for both

the employee and the employee's children, housing assistance, medical care and

sometimes hospital facilities, and other similar benefits. Among the employees

so benefitted are women employed not only as skilled workers on the manu-
facturing lines but 'alto as technicians, professionals and managers.

Another major way in which multinational corporations help development is

by using local businesses as suppliers of equipment, raw materials:4nd com-
ponents of finished products. Often the company will help train the supplier's
employees to insure high quality and reliable service. Thus the local business

people are exr.osed to the employ ent and training patterns of the multinational
subsidiary, including' the devel ent and use of women's skills,

, PI

Whether as suppliers or no , we /eel that the development of viable small
businesses in Third World countries is important to the overall economic devel-

opment that, ati I have said, is needed to safeguard our own economic future.

With this in mind the business community has developed a firm resolve to seek

some credible mechanism by which we could provide Third WI:mid governments

and people the kind of basic business and management knowledge and under-
standing which-is needed to Initiate the process of inteenal generation of eco-

nomic resources and to tailor this help to the needs of individual countries as
their governments and people see them. The International Chamber of Com-

merce has established a working party to undertake small business training
projects in two or three developing countries.

The need as we see it is in the area of basic business skills such as account-

ing, stock control, quality control, marketing, advertising and distribution. Train-
ing programs in simple business skills probably exist in institutes and poly-

technic% in some developing countries. They are, however, primarily conducted

in the classroom and suffer from the deficiency that they tend to be theoretical
when the field is for practical on the job training. In addition, the owners of

small buitineseert are often. unaware of the tact that they lack the skills required

to help their business to develop.
Large companies in the developing countries could help to solve these prob-

lems through loaning managers or retired executives for short consulting or
training programs within small and medium sized firms, and employees of the

small firms could perhaps spend periods of work within the large multinational
attbeidlaries on a training assignment This process could also transfer under-

standing of personnel and employment policies ant practices that could be useful

in underlining the role of women.
The International Chamber of Commerce program is in its infancy but we

look forward to this challenging experiment.
4
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Of course an essential underpinning for improved opportunities for all seg-
ments of society 10 both developing and developed countries is a healthy world
economy. The 28th Triennial Congress of the International Chamber of 01,121-
sueree will convene in Stockholm later this month. Its theme is "Getting the
World Back to Work : The Business Contribution." The discussions will focus
4444 the need for new approaches, adaptation to change, and the importance of
business initiatives in this area.

Again, if we are to succeed we shall need to utilise the skills of the World's
Women, and if we do succeed there will be employment opportunities for all the
world's people of working age, men and women alike. Thank you again for
allowing we the privilege of addressing you.

-The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Bloom, very much.
I would like to say that the panels this morning were extraordinarily

good, and the committee has decided to print these hearings. I think
it is goinki to constitute a kind of textbook on the issue, and 1 am going
to send a personal copy to very ambassador, with a request that they

- forward it" to the foreign ministers and the economic and commercial
miniaters in the country where they serve. I think it is going to help
tremendously in Nairobi.

I just think we can give a tremendous amount of assistance with
specific examples discussed today of what is Wing done and what
concrete' steps can be taken to implementAhis program. It is quite
thrilling, really.

Now, :fir. Haddad, that leaves you.
Do you have a text of your statement, by the way 1
Mr. IlAbDAD No, I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. I see you have the *mine three by five cards that

President Reagan likes to use. We will just listei with great attention
to your statement.

STATEMENT OP SAM- HADDAD, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
INSTITUTE FOR FREE LABOR DEVELOPMENT, AFL -CIO, WASH-
INGTON, DC

Mr. HADDAD. Mr. Chairman? I am going to speak from my own
personal experience which I think is quite lengthy in this field.

I started working in the so-called Third World in 1956 with my first
assignment to Iran in labor relations. I come out of the Steel Workers
Union, Pittsburgh, and it was a very important assignment for me,
but a disillusionment as far as any women participating in any kind

" of a role in the trade union movement.
The CHAIRMAN. Incidentally, yesterday I had the steel workers

here from Illinois in this room talking about the problems of the
United Rafts steel industry

Mr. HADDAD. They have,problems.
The CHAIRMAN. And I think thercrill be interested in your testi-

mony today. I will send a copy to them.
Mr. Hannan. For the 2 years that I was in Iran and working with a

counterpart in the Ministry of Labor there, I did not run across any
woman in any kind of a responsible role in any of the workers' organi-
zations or the union movement, and I assumed this was because of the
culture.

But I thought it might have been a little different. T am of Syriait4
descent and knowing about my mother's activities within our house-

1 0 4
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hold and in the community when they immigrated hare, I thought.
probably I would see something different, but then ? realize my mother
was a unique person in an Arab household.

During thatitizne, working with this young cum from the Ministry
of Labor in ,Iran, one of the first things, I asked him about his family,-
and he asked about mine. I told him how many children I had, and I
asked how many do you have, and he mentioned the fact at that time
that he had tivo children, and I said fine, I hope they are in good
health and all that.

WO went on a picnic one day together. It was I think the first day of
spring in Iran, which is around March 21, and he brought along five
children. There were three young girls in the grouwafid I asked him,
"are these yours"? He said yes, they are. I-said that when I asked you
how many children you had, you told me you had two. He said, well,
1 didn't know you were asking about the female members of my family.

I have never returned to Iran since 1958, and I don't know how it is
now, so it wouldn't be fair forme to make any kind of a judgment. But

, that's how it was,then.
I returned to the Steel Workers Organization, and then in 1960j

took a 3-month assignment to Libya. My assignment was to analyze,
evaluate and see if it was feasible or not to start, a trade union educa-
tion program. During the 3 months, I interviewed labor leaders, gov-
ernment leaders, business community, and at no tithe did I ever meet
a woman in any kind of a Tsponsible position.

And so that was my more or less 'Middle Eastern and African
e,xperierice.,

In 1961, my first experience with women in unions was in Honduras.
I had a 34.onth assignment, although not in important positions, wo-
men did participate. This also happened in a 3-month tour in El' Sal-
vador. We had seminars, women did participate, but not from any
real leadership roles. The top officers of the unions were primarily men.

In 1962, the A AFL') f the American Institute for Free Labor bevel=
opment I. was created. and with the gracious assistance from AID since
then, we have been abli: to continue our programs. I have seen a great
improvement, and I think the union has been a 4ry important vehicle
for women to express themelves, to participate, and T think all humans
Rhond have that right to be a part of something. T think we.have done
quite well in this area, and I want, to be positive about that aspect.
' In the beginning it was notso bemuse It was a delicate matter. You

hail to take into consideration different coentries, different. experi-

ences, different social and cultural backgrounds. I think if you lived
in Argentina or Chile, you were just as different to those who lived
in.rentral America as they are different to us here in the United
States. And it called for some very tactful measures on our part, and

we hail to be very careful in bringing. women especially to the 'United

, States for any period of time because it also could reflect upon their
effectiveness when they returned.

recall in 1966 we -hall our first labor economist course at Loyola
ITniversity. I went around the continent trying to recruit participants
to come for a 6 -month course. Only one union suggested the partici-
pation of a woman to go to that course. So we ended up with 15 males

and 1 female in a labor economies course at Loyola. I was sort of
apprehensive, but the young lady did very well, and 18 years later,
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today, she is still active in the Union, and she just wpreaented the
Hondiiran labor movement in a peace forum of labor leaders from
all of Central America and the Contadora countries in Panama. She
does quite well.

Since 1971 until now, *e have had approximately 565 wometLgar-
ticipate in our courses here in the Washington area, and these are
courses of anywhere from 6 to 8 weeks,, and I can see the quality im-
proving: I can see the number of women who want to participate in-

. creasing. And it is not so difficult any more to bring women to a
course.

We have had some experiences where a male-femab mixture in tho
classroom did not work out FIQD well, and we had to improvise. Them
are certain countries women in a mixed group do very well, especially
fsom the English-speaking Caribbean. Last Year we had a nixed
hoarse of 20 a course from the -English-speaking Caribbean, 12'
/were female, 8 were male; and this year, the same type of course, we
only had 2 female members. It demonstrates that kind of mixed par-

f4L1, ticipation, and they got along very well, and the women were not
, afraid to express themselves in the classroom or wherever they may\ have ken, whereas at one time they would have.

We found that our participants who come from Colonibia, Vene-
zuela, Mexico, and Brazil participate in a classroom atmosphere or in

"N, a union atmosphere much more than those from Central America or
some of the Andean country participants.

don't know why. We have not gone into or made any kind of
sudies to find out why this was so..

1We now bring 40 women at a time and divide them into two groups
tti jmrticiate at the George Meany Center in Silver Spring. At one
time we couldn't get 40 women anti we find now our progralris in the
field have a greater woman participation. We also note that where
countries are getting more into the electoral process, the unions know
the need of female participation and t it assistance, and in some
areas their guidance in this area.

I would like to give you some exampl of persons that f have
worked with and have known for a period f time and have more or
less made great strides in what could be considered for the longest
time a man's world, the trade minion movement. Ursula Gittens is a
person who I met in the Caribbean. She comes from Trinidad and
Tobago, participated in all of our Nigniiiars there, was a very forceful
person in. their congress. and for the first time 3 years ago she was
named as a labor attaeh6 to the United States. A very good person.

There is a labor attachtl from Venezuela to the 'United States,
Mercedes Pons de Aponte, appointed by a Christian Democrat goy-
einent --the7 were in power at that timeand now the Action
I iennieratiea, who are in power, are retaining her because she is a
talented pemon. She is being reassigned in the same capacity to
allot her country.

Mrs. Margot St. Louis from Grenada who, aseyou know and many
people- know, has experienced trammitic times in this small country.
A woman who (lone out of file trade union movement Who has been
niiied an executive director of a newly formed national council in
Grenada to promote a wider undeastanding of national issues and
to foster communication among and between civic participatory orga-
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nizations in a society, and this goes ill the way apross the board within
this'group. Within this council you have lawyers, you have doctors,

you have business, people, you have trade union people, and for a
wounin to 'head up that orgiudiation shows a great deal of respect

and trust in women taking an active role in everything that concerns
their involvement in their own countries.

In Bolivia, in Santa Cruz, there is a Nora "Fabrel. She was an
excellent union organizer. She turned ;a lot of heads when she finally

organized the first woman's trade union iteminsr I mean, a lot etthe
male officers in these unions started to look around and say what is
happening. This is a good siKn, and for them it finally---it.worked out

very well.
She.is very active, and 'she is the originator and the founder of

the very first successful consumer cooperative in that country.
In the Dominican Republic, there are 75 centers of campesino

mothers, with a memberitip of abOut 11,000 rural pqrsons, and one of

the key persons implementing that program is the Secrets ay of Ag-
rarian Affairs within a union. Her name is Maria Esperanza Enriques,
and for a woman to get that kind of a position with that kind of a
following is for some threatening or dangerous. It is now more accept-

. able, and for people in democratic societies, those countries that are -

now turning toward4he electoral process, the value of a woman par-
ticipating and being active is very, very important.

I just recently returned from El Salvador as the head 'of the AFL-

CIO observation team to that country for that election, and I was sur-

prised at the number of women Mvolved in that election. I saw them at

the polling places. I saw them at the precincts. I saw them gathering
people to, vote, and I am sure that this is not lost on the labor leaders in

that country who have been urging for that kind of a participation.
We look very positively for women's role in all of these areas, and

especially the area that I can only speak of, South Atherica.

We have one area, though, that I feel a dark cloud is gathering that

may hinder this opening. this vehicle for participtit ion, and that is in

some countries the denial of workers to join a union. Especially now
i

that. you find that in the kind of industry that is being brought in or

developed, you will find that the work force is anywhere from 70 to 99

percent female and it is not enough to give a person a job without a

plat form from which they can express themselves. In many areas, as in

I fonduras, I visited a factory of 300 workers in the undergarment in-

dustry and of the 300 persons, 70 percent. were the main provider of

their'familics. That means going to work, returning, going home, pre-

pai)ing the meals, taking care of the family, and no outlet for outside

part impation.
This reuses a frust ratit,iii that sooper or litter will burst And will cause

a lot of problems.. ". ,(1-I do hope that all of our American emnpanies,

all of those that intend to take advantage of the Caribbean Basin Thi-

t int ive. take this in mind 'and not deter or in arty way hinder this nat-

tehil feeling, the inner feeling of wanting to belong and to express

t ficm,,eles t h rough it un ion.
Thank you. sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. It was an encouraging state-

ment, and vet you laid out a number of challenges for us.

I would like to say that I have been extraordinarily prowl of the

progress being made by labor unions in Illinois. More and more women
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do 'feel that bsolute equality. I don't see any hesitancy on their pact to
',speak up. 1 hey are extraordinarily rational in their approach to the
problems, d they are tongh as nails wIltn it comes to pressing the
issues. The are very determined.. , ,

h is rid culous for us for so long not to have includedhem as full
partners iii the labor movement. It just shows even in our own country
we still have a lot of room for improvement in many areas.

Mr. klabnao. This is true. i.
'The CIAIRMAN. They lia4 just proven themselves time andlime

again as /grea+ contributors tothe free labor movement in this country
and can do the same in countries abroad.

t Mr. }LADDAD. This is true; and L would like to tell you about an inci-
dent ibillen I was the president 'of a fairly large local of the Steel
Workets Union. I also associated with a brother president from--,
factory that made chinaware, and approximately 80 pekent of the em,
ployees were women. He was elected and re-elected for about a 20-year
span. When I asked a. cousin who worked in that shop why don't you
select a woman as a president for the union? She said, wetIon't think
she w uld give us the service.. .

It as a .feceling of saying, we get-better service from a male person
in tl e,,workplace, and that a woman would not be strong enough and
riot ie forceful enough to get the same things that a man would. And
I thi nlothat this is being overcome. :

In many of the areas 1 travel, Woman leadership is really surfacing.

li
"Ilft CHAIRMAN. I am going to haire to recess the hearing for a few

..idnotes. We have a vote on now, and the last warning hells are
sounding. So I vfill have o go. It will take me about 10 minutes. I will
e4ilme Lock and ask a few mist ions, but then I must leave for Chicago.
liatii t, ad to go to Chicago I love to go there, but I regret that I won't
1.* able to spend as much ti IP as I wanted to with you. And the vote
has intruded on us.

/ [A brief recess-was taken.] ..

The Cm 'inns. I would like to call attention to the fact that we have
J some very important guests with n5 in the audiencea class from the
1 Virginia Tech 11'SDA Bourse on management and the role of women

in development. We are pleased to have them here at the hearing.
I understand that there are representatives in the elafis from Bang-

ladesh. Honduras. the Ivory Coast., and Senegal. We are certainly
pleil,;(1 to have you with us today.

Now, to resinne questioning: Mr._ Bloom, what advantages does the
17$. piVate seetor have over the U.S. Government in promoting
woalen in Ilevelopmentl

Mr. lit.05f. Over the,IT.S. Government?
'flu' Cm iitm. N. Ye!4: how ran the private sector do this job better

than Government ran? i. ,,i
Mi. IlLoolt. As T indicated in my statement sir, I believe 'that be-

IIIIMI the private sector is doing this every day. is pursuing personnel
olicie$ timmigement policies, training programs, that they can

replit carry it on wherever they operate; and with that background,
they 41;ght to be able to do a better job than the Government saying
it i.: a good idea. ..

But again, the PRE group is being very helpful hi providing the
eredibility and '011ie of the seed capital that is needed to set up in-
frast ruct lire and things of that sort.
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So as I said, business can't do it alone. We need Government help,
we need private voluntary organization help to estab.lish credibility
and to do the things they dirtiest. But business, in a business environ-
ment, can do it better than Oovernment

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Walsh, one of the basic points in your testi-

mony . thVievelopment experts must communicate directly with
') worm., in weloping nations to determine what kind of programs

best fill their needs.
In what-VP); do you feet that this is not being done, and can you

give any spewfie examples? ,

Ma, MUM. I think until the Women in Development Office began,

and even in many cases right now, we are finding that the lack of
understanding on the part of women who are in business and who

. are ithe few who are in banking in countries aronmtthe world, have
had no contact whatsoever with development pro: anis. Whether
there are ways of stimulating that from U.S. develop ent or other
programs, I am not sure. . s .,

I would rather answer that by citing some examples of what has
hern to happen, which is quite unique.

Itecently, the Women in Development Office, iVoration with
the Senility and Technology, awarded a contract t iiman's project
lien. in-the rnifed States along with the SEWA in India to teach
video to illiterate women so that they can begin to teach ottv women
and to serve as nibe models for illiterate women. That has never been

done 'Kilos., so that I want. to believe that those things are beginning
to Wilie,' rather than to say that they are not happening.
. But I think that the attention of the WII) Office to listening to
ditfl.rent people in countries is really, will help to stimulate that more
than to say that it is not 1,appening.

The ('HAIRMAN. Mr. Haddad, to what extent is organizing encour-
aged or discouraged by policies of their own government and by
pol ivies of the employers?

Mr. 'Imam% Because of the high unemployment in many of the
"areas that we work in, you hive unemployment, rates of anywhere from
0, :30, 40. 45 percent, the governments wanting to attract industry,

may give in on certain points, may *ay that, OK, come into our country
hero, we need the work, we need the jobs, and may give in on certain
key clauses or sort of set them aside, if they have a labor code, to allow

that, company to establish itself, and then allow it to be organized.
In some instances, there are companies that do go overses and say

we will `come in here and we will provide you with 1,000 jobs in our
factory" providing that thifl plant will never be organized, and that
does take plaee.

,

And it is because of the high unemployment rate that countries are
really vying with each other for jobs, and they can very well be taken

advantage of.
One of the problems I see now is specifically the CBI, where you had

a ea) 4 mug lobby for the passage of that law, especially from the

Megli,li speak he! Carillienn, along with the.nnions who came up here

and lobbied agnitt4t the ittnelidmmt that the AM-CIO supported.

Later. the Dep»etnient of Conneree went into these rountties giving
snioars. orientation missions with management and with govern-

n lent. and with unions left omit of these sessions now in Ow dark, feel

that maybe they didn't do such a good thing. ,
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I have urged our Department of Labor that the next time the, go
into these places it will make it easier for any company coming in
knowing that the union is involved. We are talking about island coun-
tries of anywhere from 12,000 to 100,000 people, and if you don't get
everybody involved, it could cause friction in a society that cannot
afford it.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask each of you just to give a couple
of words' description of what you think could be accomplished in the
countries that are represented in the class which is with us today, those
countries being Bangladesh, Honduras, Ivory Coast., and Senegal.

If there were full involvement of women in development, if all bar-
riers were removed and everyone could be encouraged to progress into
positions where they can exercise their lull competence, have every
incentive for so doing in the development of their respective countries,
how much of a difference would be seen in, let's just. say, 5 years or
a decade I

Can they make a small difference, a medium-level difference, or a
significant difference if the barriers were removed?

Ms. Walsh, dc you want to start off?
Ms. WAI.#411. Yes from my perspective, in terms of looking at how

do you integrate both the government andIlie private sector, I think
that the countries that you have mentioned are quite different. I think
if you unleashed support in working with the entrepreneurial women
in the Ivory Coast and Senegal and certain of the countries in West
A fries, you would have an enormous improved economic development
program ul many of those countries. I think Bangladesh, again, for the
first time after wotkihg for 5 years with that country, we are now
beginning the Women's World Banking Program.

I think combining your earlier question to me, I think that one of my
hesitations to say what hasn't been done is that we are dealing with
a major consciousness change, not only in those countries, but within
the V.S. All), within the' World Bank, within the development banks,
and I think your major contribution is by keeping the pressure on, to
be very honest with you, to demand that the PVO'S and these agencies
and the governments really incorporate a conscious effort to involve
women as participants in the design of those programs and to make
sure that women have the access to the resources to develop those pro-
grams. .

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bloom?
Mr. Bloom. Senator I am not an expert on any of those countries. I

think one of the most, important things in any such discussion is to
realize that each situation must be treated separately based on the
conditions in that country. Unilever is not in all of them. It is in Bang-
Intlpsh. it is in the Ivory Coast, bigger in Bangladesh, I think. But I
don't know the details of that operation.

You Slifgested in questioning a prior panel the question of whether
enough is beivg abne and how we can get more done to encourap the
V.S. public to politically support economic development in the Third.
World. and as I said in my statement: T think the most important fac-
tor for progress in all of the developing countries, each in its turn, is
the level of investment that both the policies of that. country encourage
and which the U.S. business community and public generally under-
stand as being beneficial to the *United States, and I think we have a
major job to do, and business bears a major part of that risponsibility
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to explain to the public more effectively the importance of Third
World development to our own economic future.

That is one of the things that the task force I head is dedicated to
doing.

The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Haddad?
Mr. HADDAD. I can't speak of the countries that you are referring to,

but in our area, the countries are anywhere from 10,000, Monserrat,
12,000 people, to a couple of million, 3 to 4 million in Central America.
In the English speaking Caribbean, for instance, Dominica Prime
Minister Eugenia Charles has stated that if she laid 5,000 new jobs,
she would have full employment in the country.

And the point that I would stress here, is that if you were able.to
provide full employment to the women's sector, it would improve
tremendously the economic stability of these countries, and without
that economic stability, I see no solution whatsoever to any of the
problems that you are now confronted with.

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bloom, do you think that the private sector
and business itself can do much more to enhance the role of women
in the development process in Third World countries? Could there
be some sort of a voluntary code of conduct that might be appro-
priate? Or do you just think that messages through organizations
such as you are associated with indicating" It is good business is sufli;
dent ? l'hat was always my principal argument at Bell & Howell Co.,
around the world. I had demonstrated that it was very good business
for our company to encourage the full involvement of women. We had
female foremen who supervised men. It was a little shocking 20-some
years ago, but we did itno ifs, ands, or buts, as long as we selected
right and the woman had the ability.

You always had to be extra sure that when you started out that
you had that degree of competence that could be demonstrated to any
reasonable person.

Do you think business can do more?
Mr. BLoom. I think the problem, Senator, is in getting more com-

panies to realize that even if it takes longer to get a return on your
investment, and if the risks seem greater, that these efforts are worth-
while for their own economic future. And if they do that, it will
certainly involve women, and it certainly will be successful.

When you say should we have a code of conduct, of course, I men-
tioned three international documents which have nondiscrimination
provisions, whether they are voluntary or not, and the ITS. position
hrs steadfastly been that voluntary codes in international matters
are more effective than binding ones because you can put them into
effect right, away and not wait for them to be ratified by every govern-
ment, and argued about unendingly.

But we have spent already from 1977, T think the actual nego-
tiations on the IT.N. Code of Conduct on 'Multinationals began until
today. There is some hope expressed by some optimists that in the
.Time meetings of the Commission, maybe the final problems will be
resolved, which are important. They don't deal with the discrimina-
tion problem at all. They are in much different areas. rut it may or
may not happen.

The dialog has been useful in trying to reach a code. Everyone
understands everyone else much better. Business understands Third
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World governments, and governments understand business better,
and 'het is a major accomplishment.

But I would may please don't visit another code pf conduct exercise
on us until we have at least got by the ones we are now engaged in,
which we support. The business community, the International -Cham-
ber of Commerce has said that a balanced, fair code of conduct for
multinational corporations is something they desire.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Haddad, has the International Labor Orga-
nization promulgated any .standards or conducted any activities which
focus on women workers in developing countries?

Mr. IIADDAD. In the 1W there are many conventions in reference to
women workers, yes, there are codes.

I like his remarks in that if it takes a little longer in order for you
to get your investment back, I consider that being .a patriotic Ameri-
can. Every ndw and then I reflect on American business in many areas
not being patriotic enough, saying, wanting to earn a dollar and not

-Liming satisfied earning 80 cents, and using that other 20 cents to invest
in the the community and furthering their aims and goals completely
in the community.

One of the problems in the English speaking Caribbean is that. they
do allow for these tax-free clauses for a length of time of maybe 10
years, and then when the company's options run out after 10 years,
they ate threatening to move to another country and regain the tax-
free incentives. Then you are not thought of very well in these areas.

I think American companies have to go in and say we are going to
beg part of this community; we are going to be here a long, long time.
THU is very important, especially in smolt places.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good.
I recall starting a program in 1949 mandating that 5 percent of

our employment, total employment, would be persons who were physi-
cally or mentally handicapped, My ownexperience was that when they
are given a chance, they really try so hard, their records turn out to
be remarkably' good.

It was a small experiment when we had a total of 1,1100 employees.
Tt was a larger experiment when we had 10,000 to 12,000 employees,
and .5 percent of fhat number physically or mentally handicapped.
Uniformly their records of attendance, their qualityof work perform-
ance, everything was exceptionally high. And, again, it proved to be
very good business to do the right thing.

Ms. Walsh, page six of your testimony is unfolgettable, particularly
with the banking situation we have in Illinois these days. You state
that there have been no defaults to date on loans with which Women's
World Banking has been associated.

How do you explain this extraordinary credit record that you have
in the f a of our banking situation today?

Ms. WArisn. Senator, T think it is mostly attributable to the partner-
ship that exists between the bank and the Women's World Banking
group in a particular community and the borrower. There is a eon-
stant monitoring systemlhat goes on, relationships are developed.

think it is the basis upon my statement today that if you build
partnerships, the chances of success of that transaction are far greater
than if we were dealing with numbers and kind of unknowns.

I also feel that the size of the loans in relationship, or the scale
of the program in relationship to the individual participants has
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something to do with that also, that there really is an accountability
factor built into each transaction.

I ;irt one other thing that. I would like to say about the idea of in-
volving the private sector in this development process, one.pf the
programs that we have launched with the Canadians is an excihange
of women in banking in Canada with women in these progralps in
developing countries. There is very little experience on the patt of

women in Third World countries with the formal economy, and the.
idea of even learning to deal with accounting and bookkeeping and
business plans for commercial ventures is an unknown to most of these

very, very good entrepreneurial trade women.
We are planning to launch such a- program here in the United

States, and I think that the corporate sector and the private sector
of the United States would do enormous benefit. to themselves and to

our own economy by encouraging women in their organizations to
spend time with other women in developing countrieS. And I would
hope that the (1overpment, would help to encourage that as it has ex-
change of executives working in other countries.

The CV IIRSIAN. Thank von all very 'flinch.
It. has been an extraordinary day and an extraordinary afternoon.

We thank you very much. If you have any additional thoughts that
von would like to eonummicate to the committee, we would always be
happ to hear from you. Butt getting the pointtof view of labor, bank-

ingand business and having siteh a consensus means we mustbe either
awfully right or awfully wrong in the course that we are following.

I am encouraged immensely by everything I have heard today. We
will renew our efforts, and as I mentioned this morning, we have been

told the foreign aid bill will be taken up in the Senate soon. Many of

the ideas that. we haye received today, I- think, can be incorporated in
Ittilendllients that. we can raise during the debate on the bill and im-
plement them very swiftly. .

No further business being outstanding, we will adjourn the meeting

to4lu v, with thanks to every person who has been here.
[Whereupon, at 4:15 p.m., the committee reossed, subject to call of

the Chair.]
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS
1

JratOldg B. BaltalThIAN, IfilevUTIVI DIRWT011, INTIOINATIONAL .4118116TING
0A101149011, MA

The International Marketing Institute (IMI), 29 Garden Street, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, a non-profit management training and development organization,
is extremely pleased to have been awarded two grants over the past 2 years from
the ['SAID Women in Development Office of the U.S, State Department. These
grants allowed approximately 80 women from about 85 developing countess to
participate in IMI's 8-week Multinational Marketing Management Program
(MMMP) and its 8-week Marketing Management for Smaller Enterprises course
(MMSE ) conducted in the summers of 1988 ant 1984.

The women selected by tint various worldwide USAID missions were women
in non-traditional roles at the middle to senior levels of management including
banking, industry, commerce, family planning, small-scale edinpanics, private
enterprise, and the public sector,

The rationale for including women in the IMI programs was quite simple.
Women in developing countries represent a vastly underutilized resou ; their
impressive strength and resilience could well serve their nations' de lopinent
efforts in a wide range of occupations crucial to positive economic wth. It
has been shown time and again that women in developing countries ha e tradi-
tionally performed economic functions of great and basic importance. mongst
these have been market activities, cultivation, processing and transport f food,
cottage-based and occasional labor, and fuel gathering.

Improvewent in 'educational opportunities for women and young girls in the
past two decades, at least in some developing countries, has laid the groundwork
for women to work in the business sector, and.,in less traditional fields of en-
deavor. Vet, It has been difficult even for educated women in these developing
countries to rise from their traditional status to more lucrative and remonsible
petit ions.

There are several contributing factors to buch stagnation of women : wom
lark specialized education ; they have few or no role models; they lack seppo
groups and networks; equal opOortunity laws are either non-existent or not en
forced in amity developing countries. Furthermore, women face hostility from
entrenched, usually maledominated, professional groups.

When the first grant was awarded WI in 1988, the response from the USAID
Missions was overwhelming. In the week following the transmittal of the world-
wide cable announging the grant and the MMMP program, there was four times
the demand for the available spaces in the program! The same phenomenon oc-
curred in 1984 despite an increase in the number of women to be sponsored from
24 to 88. This indicates to us that a tremendous demand of qualified and pro-
fessional women still exists which would benefit from the intense professional
training in marketing/management theory and weeds that IMI provides.

What strikes us at TM! about what has happened here during the past 2 years
is that no one perceives the inclusion of women in our programs as unusual. How-
ever. until .2 years ago, nearly 95 percent of our 2,800 alumni around the world
were men. It is our goal that 50 percent of our future alums will be women.

This significant shift did not Just happen It is also not mere coincidence
that the transition took place in the same tin, period that the previous 28-year
management of Mt changed hands to a younger team of managers managers
who were students in the turbulent 1980's and who grew up in a time punctuated
by greet social change. It is obvious that the women's movement has not only had
ti profound positive effect on IMI's current leadership, but also on the PolieY.
makers in Washington who have supported and sustained the Women in Develop-
tneult legislation.

Although it is far too early to assess the impact that our WID alumnae will
have in their respective countries, it is not surprising to have heard from so
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many of them that "IMI bag changed my lite," or "My country will benefit
greatly: rout my participation at MI.' Perhaps the most poignant statement
from any of the women we have seen In the past 2 'years was the one from
our .19 $. Semite tette participant who recently wrote: "You had no way of know-
ing that I am in my second month of pregnancy. You should know that when
the baby is born, we will name it

Our goal Is to continually seek greater funding in thejuture because we have
learned from our recent experiences that what we are doing here strengthens
the role of women in commerce and development around the world. We know

of few. if any, similar multinational marketing management forums whereby
women from around the globe can truly teach and be taught-in the manlier
presented by IM I and so generously sponsored by the t1.$. flovernment. We help

to strengthen the development of women and their countries around the world,
as well as win friends for America and the Amer lean way of life. Surely our
mutual actions have contributed small, but significant, gains In the global com

munity of 1.:'tions.

MATH/. Bulimic, Dfluccrfla, INTWATIoNAL CENTfla YON rigszaflell oN WOMEN,

WAsiiINaToN,

I am very pleased to /Win it this statement on the Impact of the Percy
Amendment and the future of women in developinent. I would first like to
commend Senator Percy for incorporating the Percy Amendment into the For-

eign AMA/01111PP ,1(4 of 197a and for having the foresight to call these hearings .
at this critical funetnre. With the end of the Decade for Women less than 1
year away, we need to take stock of past accomplishments and set priorities
for the, future.

As Director of the International Center for Research on Women. the only
Ir.S.-hased organizer nu (it'd Ira led to policy oriented research on low Income

women in developing countries and technical assistance, I have had the oppor-
tunity to observe the progress that has been made mince the passage of the Percy
Amendment as well the clutilengen that remain.

The International Center for Research on Women (WM) is a nonprofit
organization established in 1976 to contribute to the formulation of develop-

ment policies and programs that will Imroe the lives of poor women in the ,

Third World. ICRW's primary goal Is to expand wonnem economic, oppor-
tunable, audits approach to research and technical assistance emphasizes women

as active agents in the development process. The Center believes that programs
mast take into account both women's Incomeomerating and nurturing respon-

ICRW'm research program investigates critical aspects of women's

eeonuntie participation In Third World cuntries and assesses the Impact of
economic and social. change on women's role. This research lays the groundwork

for formulating development plicies and designing and evaluating projects.
that increase women's productivity and employment. In addition, ICRW provides

technienl assistance to All) missions. foreign governments, local MON. and
international development agencies In the design and evaluation of employment

ml income-generntink projects that benefit women.
research and technical assistance programs have confirmed the critical

need for combined aid to women in developing countries. First. Lt is well &wit-

!opined that women are tinning the poorest of the poor In developing countries.

Thus. development assistance that seeks to expand the income of the poor by

',wren sing productivity and getmating new employment opportunities should
include women as one of its primary tareet gronpa. The fact that an increasing

nom ber of women) among the poor are becoming the sole or primary economic

providers for their Willies, eoupied with the fact that their productive activities

ore mostly flumemml. underpaid, and undercounted. makes this goal even more
eritienl, Roughly iine-third of all households. in developing countries are now

hended by women. Efforts invested in assisting women heads of household, there-
fore. benefit not only the women themselves hut their families as well.

stemn,i, the evidence collected over the that 10 years or so indicates that In

poor. jointly herded households women have both domestic and mnrket-prodnetion
restwnimibilities: the poorer the household. the more burdensome these tend to

heome. The eeonotnle performance of hotmeholdm In the lowest income brackets

is directly related to the economic nctivitiee women in those howteholdm. More-

over. wtren women control hew their throw is spent. higher enrnitate for women

are associated with better nutritional status for children. Women's income hi
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often used primarily to purchase food-for the family. For example, in Bombay,
India, one study of married women working as' domestics and small vendors
showed ',lint they. used their income almost exclusively' for family maintenance.

Third, tntorporating women into mainstream economic development projects
is necessary for the overall success of those propects. For Instance, many agri-
cultural projects have suffered by ignoring women's role in agricultural decision-
making and tailing to provide them with training in new techniques. In one case
In northwest Bangladesh, when the failure of a project designed to introduced
high-yield wheat was investigated, it was discovered that extension efforts had
been mistakenly targeted to men. The women in the area, who generally select
the seeds for planting, had received no training from the extensionists and were
choosing the wrong seeds. However, despite numerous examples of this type,
many development projects continue to see women only as consumers of services
or as homemakers, rather than as productive contributors to their national
economies.

In the past 10 years, the development community has made considerable
progress in documenting women's roles, recognizing the heeds to include women
'11' development programs, and implementing small-scale projects fof women.
However, we still have a long way to go toward the full incorporation of women
into the development process. In order to achieve this goal, U.S. development
planners and pulicymakers should take into gocount the following. recommenda-
tion)) :

1. Improving women's economic opportunities should be the primary focus of
women -in- development efforts.Many more women work now than ever before
because more women are responsible to some degree for the economic well-being of
their families. Work, for the majority of the world's poor women, is a matter of
need, not a matter of choice, a desire to get out of the house or a desire for per-
sonal fulfillment, an it is so often characterized in the pmts. While women's
sharply increasing levels of economic activity have to some extent been the result
of improVed educational attainments, they have been due perhaps much more
directly to decline In the quality of life:

ICRW's experience has indicated that there are three iroject areas in AID
mission portfolios that are critical for enhancing women's economic condition :
agriculture, urban development, and institution building. Relatively minor ex-
penditures for technical assistance and design adjustments in these areas, to
which major resources are devoted, can have a significant effect on the number
of women who benefit from development programs. Under the first category,
agricultural extension and credit for rural sma114cale enterprises are particularly
Important. In urban areas, poor women need access to affordable housing, credit
to expand their productive activities in the informal sector, and vocational train-
lug In economically viable skills. Finally. the development and technical upgrad-
ing of implementing organizations is a key factor in determining whether or not
the design of projects that take account of women's economic roles will be success-

.' fully translated into appropriate outcomes. Private-sector voluntary organiza-
tions often approach implementation of women's programs, or components of pro-
grams, from a strictly welfare perspective. Thus, these organizations typically
require technical training and reorientation in order to focus on designing projects
that actually enhance women's economic condition in the long term ...

(2) In the future, increased emphasis should be given to integrating women
into mainstream development projects. ---- Regardless of good intentions,*women-
specific projects have a tendency to become welfare-oriented in nature as well as
marginal to the overall development effort, particularly given the limited funds
usually devoted to them. Mainstream development projects, on the other hand,
offer the opportunity to enhance women's economic situation when critical, but
often relatively minor, design Innovations are undertaken.

While the achievements of some women-specific projects should not be ignored,
women -In- development efforts must go beyond these by taking advantage of the
resources of large-scale mainstream projects. Vast amounts of development funds
are allocated to agricultural projects, and it is critical that through these projects
an attempt be made to Assist women in their roles as farmers. Moreover, rural
()Miami employment and business opportunities for women must be enhanced,
since it is women who are most likely to suffer from displacement through tech-
nological innovation.! Urbanization world-wide is contributing to the increase In
the numbers of low-income women who head household') and who face major diffi-
culties in obtaining adequate shelter for their families, making low-Income hous-
ing projects particularly important for women. Moreover, large numbers of
urban women depend on income-earning opportunities in the urban informal
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sector ; programs of credit and technical assistance to small-scale enterprise bane-
fit them directly.

This does not imply that no specific efforts should be aimed at women ; rather,
It means that the vital role that women, an half of the targetpopulation for devel-
opment projects. play in the success (4 development efforts must be recognised.
This vital role should not be addressed merely through marginal projects de-
signed to "do something" for women. It must, instead, be addressed in all projects
and at all stages of project development.

ICRW has proven the usefulness of the integrationist approach in many in-
stancen. In Ecuador, for example, an ICRW study recommended changes in the
eligibility requirements for a low-Income housing project that will enable more
poor women as well as poor men to participate In the project.

"(8) All) and other donor agencies should establish a track record for integrat-
ing women into development projects. Even though many AID missions and
local organisations have recognised the importance of and have the willingness
to incorporate women into development projects, they lack the knowledge of bow
to bring this about. Funds should be allocated to upgrade the instutional ea-
paddy of local private and public sector organisations in this area and to carry
out outside evauatios that will contribute with "bow to" knowledge and
information.

( 4 ) More resources should be allocated to the AID Office of Women*, Develop-
ment to provide incentives for mistimes to integrate women into their projects
and to take advantage of the momentum of the WII) of octs of the last 10 years.
Some missions still need to be persuaded of the importance of women's integra-
tion, while others require technical assistance on how to accomplish this objec-
tive. However, ICRW'rt experience has shown that once missions see positive
results they will respond with their own initiatives and funding. The Center has
rect.: tod requests froth 90 missions for teehnicat assistance with project design,
institutional assessments and strategy development.,ICRW's work has been well
received and has, In fact, elicited requests for repeat or follow-up assistance from
eight missions.

(6) The position of Women in Development Officer in AID missions should be .

upgraded in order to enhance the Officer's influence in the mission.The Women
In Development Officer should serve as an advocate for Women in Development
In allekspects of the project cycledesign, implementation, monitoring and evalua-
tionand should actively participate in the formulation of policies and country
development strategies.

In conclusion, I would like to add that although these remarks have focused on
project- oriented and programmatic recommendations. it is also necessary to con-
sidet changes in women's economic status in the context of macroeconomic poli-
cies. Development interventions reach only a shwa portion of the poor both
women and men. We cannot rely exclusively on these interventions to expand the
employment and ineomeeneration opportunities for the majority of low-income
women, since their impart is conditional on larger economic forces and con;
te, Taints. Therefore. In order to expand the economic prospects'of the majority of
the poor, an appropriate macroeconomic climate is necessary.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to comment on the progress in the
women its development field since the passage of the Percy Amendment, and the
challenges that lie ahead. Although significant steps have beep taken toward
improving economic opportunities for women in developing countries, the need
for assistance is even greater today than it was 10 years ago. If progress is to
continue. we must remove the barriers to women's participation in mainstream_
development projects and find ways to mitigate the effects of adverse world
economic conditions on the poor, and women in particular.

KATHLEEN CLOtD, DIRECTOR, THE WOMEN AND Foot INFORMATION KETWONNI

Hsavaao Utaysserrr, CAMBRIDGE, MA

During the past decade. attention to women's roles within world food systems
has steadily increased within tic!, development community. It is now generally
acknowledged that not only are women responsible for the processing, storage
and distribution of a large part of the world's food supply, in many areas of the
world they are Oslo major food producers. Within a decade, the question has
shifted from whether or why to address women's productive activities, to ques-
tions of how to do so most effectively.
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Moving "the women't. question" onto the international development agenda,
and then redefining It to foots on women's economic productivity as well as
their social roles, have been major achievements for the international women
and development community. In order to succeed at the even more difficult how
of implenentation, new capabilities will be required. of, the entire development
eotamenity,

Fortunately, over the past several years, a number of bilateral and multi-
lateral agencies hare begun to build such capability. The World Bank has pro-
vided evaluation and technical assistance on gender roles to a number of large
agricultural projects, and within the last 2 Years has instituted-workshops to,
train personnel in gender disaggregated project design. Since the resolution one
Women and Food at the 1974 International Food Conference in 'Rome, FAO has
steadily increased attention to rural women on it research and its projects. A
number of other V.N. agencies, including UNDP and UNICEF, have also de-
veloped guidelines and trained staff. Several bilateral donors have earmarked
funds for rural women within larger projects, and the private voluntary com-
munity Lots been active in seeking ways of integrating women's economic roles
Into their rural projects.

By, far the largest and most comprehensive effort to address women's roles in
footrmystems has been undertaken by AID, which since the 1978 Percy amend-
ment has been under congressional mandate to administrate programs in food,
nutrition, population, health and education "so as to give particular attention
to those programs, projects and activities which tend to integrate women into
the natimati economies of foreign countries." Because so much of AID's portfolio
Is in agriculture. addressing women's roles in food systems has been an important
port of AllEs eliarge since then. Early efforts included both research publica-
tions amd small projects for rural women, many delivered through PVO's. As
Aifs4 experieuice grew, interest shifted to the large-scale agricultural projects
iss.ng implemented by the land grant universities under Title XII. Since 1978
A' D has committed substantial resources to building capability arithin these

,t I t wham to address women's roles in food systems. First was the Tut' Con.'
...nee on Women and Food funded by AID/WID and sponsored by CI , with

Arizona as lead university. This conference brought together 250 participants, a
quarter of theM from the developing *odd, many from Title XII institutions.
Arizona was then funded by AID/DS to train women from 84 Title XII schools
on the Role of Women in Title XII. Training took place at AID/Washington for
three weeks In August of 1978. In the closing session, participants presented to
BIFAD. the Title XII board, a series of policy recommendations for implement-
ing the Percy amendment, both within Title XII and AID as a whole. The recom-
mendations were endorsed by the Board, and then by the Senate of the National
Association of State Vniversities and Land Grant College, and forwarded to the
AID Administrator for his consideration. His response was called to all AID
Missions.

In 1979. the Women and Food Information Network was funded to support
these Title XII efforts to build institutional capability. A second training ses-
sion, attended by personnel from 54 schools, was organized by the Network in
19s0. in conneetion with a BIFAD seminar on Women's Roles in Modernizing
Agricultural Systems. Several regional conferences were also organised under
strengthening grunt funding. The result, according to a 1980 Network report,
was that :

All these efforts, the training, the conferences, the Network, combined
with excellent monitoring of the strengthening grants, have resulted in a
veritable: explosion of WID capacity building in Title XII institution within
the past year. As strengthening grant monies have reached the local cam-

, imam courses have been developed, rosters and documentation backup are
being developed, seminars and workshops have been given, often with promi-
nent participation of developing-country studekts and spouses. A number of
universities,' have began to fund small grants in the area, many of them in-
volving work connected to a university-led. development project: In a few
institutions, where capacity is more fully developed, project teams are being
briefed on MI issues and some project advisement is beginning. In a num-
ber of schools, part-time WID coordinators have been hired to amplify and
coordinate these efforts. Combined with these efforts, undertaken primarily
by women there has been a strongly positive response from many of the male
project personnel and Title XII officers.
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The issue of women's involvement In world food systems is clearly an idea

whose time has 1'0111N. There is a sense that now is the time to Institute prat.-

Ilea, measures to address the biome at the project le el. Building the capacity

to do so effectively on .a large wale must be seen as a long-term effort, and

yet, In the abort run, the issue must be addressed _to the degree that our
growing capabilities permit us to do so, It is important that we neither lose
the moment, or move beyond our teal capability. It Is equally important that

we strengthen' the'prement Title XII capability. as quickly as possible, so that

we can undertake increasingly substantial integration of, and concern for,

women's roles into research, institution building and project design. A sub-

stantial level of resources drawn from.AID, the university countweity and

other resources will be necessary to do this effectively, and a number of

parallel interventions will need to go forward simultaneously.
In the .1 intervening years, real programs has been made, in institutionalizing

attention to the issue within Title XII. More than 50 schools have identified a

WIll contact person, and many schools have regular seminars for faculty and

(endear) hi-increase the knowledge base. People with export* to address gender
issues are routinely included in project planning and evaluation on many cam-

puses. Title XII project teams are often briefed on women's roles, and direct tech-

nical assistance to projects in the field is now possible through some consortium

grants. Integration of attention to women's roles from the beginning to the end of

the project process is now a realistic goal for many of AID's agricultural

projects.
If such a goal is to he realized efficiently, it le important that people are able

to mbar* what they are learning as quickly as possible. It is also important that

the learning and the sharing extend to the larger international development com-
munity, so that we may benefit from one another's experiencealn the next decade

the effort to (41111111411 women's roles in world food systems must be directed to the

efficient integration of our growing knowledge Into appropriate policies and

programs.

JKANNIreMAIUK COL, Pn.D., BANGAMoN gTATS UNIVERSITY, SpRINoTIZLD, IL

THS hoLz or WOMEN'S VpLUINTART 01104NIZATIoN5: Tan 058RO1 UGANDA, 1952

Recent visits to Uganda had revealed to me that women were engaged in a

great variety of organizational activities designed to improve the economic well-

., being of their families. Because women play the dominant role in subsistence
agriculture and u substantial role in the cash economy, women are critical to

Uganda's development. Womenespecially in cooperative, women-dominated

enterprises ---are taking up the current slack and under-investment in Uganda's

economic activities, Knowledge of the capabilities, interests and needs of women's

organizations can lead to enhanced utilization and further Integration of women's

organizations in the overall redevelopment efforts In Uganda.
Women's organizations are planning and implementing projects that contribute

to redevelopment by (1) increasing employment, (2) Providing `income generat-

ing opportunities for women, (3) mobilizing women to coordinated rather than

isolated activities, and (4) creating opportunities fOr leadership experiences and

recruitment of women,into deelelonmaking positions in socio-economic !malt Ilt 1011N.

At this stage (1982), women In rural areas as well as town and urban areas

are interested in and capable of greater participation In the economy. The oppor-

tunity structure continues to channel women into traditional activities mut% as

handicrafts and small 'wale agriculture.
Uganda is currently experiencing economic difficulties occasioned by the dis-

ruptions of the Amin years and the Liberation War. The difficulties which im-

pinge upon women's development are: (1) transportation and communication,

12) inputs and materials. (3) organizational linkages. and' (4) the increase in

expenses due to the "floating" shilling. Because women are less centrally Inte-

grated into the economy, tin are even more discouraged by these factors than

are men. Benching and developing women's groups is a low government priority

throughout the world and in the best of times. When resources are scarce, male-

dominated organizations which are generally older and more effectively linked

to power centers benefit most from government policy.

Women's organizations included in this study have the following character-

istics: (1) membership of 25-100; (20 multiple purposes. including income gen-

eration and economic selfreliance, (3) felatIvely few financial easels, (4) some
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Reivirnmeterlation 7 Training sit the Institute for Piddle Administration (IPA)
to Me lude 'Integrating women Into development."

Ifrookterstateon H. --A mobile task force of women to tavel around the dls
trios to. provide information. t fuellitate (Inducts and to boost morale among
the p, oaten. This team might Int:hided specialists Ax*conded from their home minis-
tries it) an orglinizational specialist I perhaps eooperative development), (2)

Spey iolkt is ligf11911tOrni production and storage. (3) a specialist in production
and ea re vetarinary. CO a marketing specialist, (i) a trade development
specialist. and Ohl n business management specialist. Equipped with sufficient
rebiele. and fuel. this team would visit did leakt at the parish level) in each
dktrlot. Mann visits world went. after about 0 months: Ideally, this process
should take allow I year. but more teams would reduee the amount of time re.
(Imre& (Ole month would is' required Olt IPA to train the ttoik toreel . Three
tennis should he able to corer all 33 districts in I year, including follow-up

to order to ennanee and integrate the initiatives that women are taking in
the private sectors, both governments, Indigenous and foreign, and-non-govern-
mental frganizations must nuet the needs of these women's organizations in n
,,:ti,ratna toil mariner. This strategy dematill4 Manning and Integration of public
loot privalwactivitlIN. The reeommendathms 1101 under categories of : (-1 educti-
tiipn.'sthlallzation. (21 inputs technlvai assistance. (3) transport and mobil-
Nark'', and 1.1,I capital. 11!

e), %1INNMIElt. ('FNTER FOR WOMEN IN rtr-vta.nehtENT, Soterli-
roNsoftHru Foie INTFANATtoNnt. 1)EVELOPMENT, WAsrflicaTON, DC

Immo:Sou:4o

The Cliwzr.rilnati for internatinal Development (SPX'ID) Is a not-
;,rolit organization of at avadenlie and research institutions in the southern

anel ea:-,tern rovjulls I.f.the Coiled statoN. The Consortityn has been providing
tivtirtio:11 and proeuremni services to developing countries

In77 of the 1942 43 fisetil year. current eontritetm-- primarily
with the 1- :4 Agticv for Iniernational Inveloptmad :totalled over $(15 million.
The In !Ili hind I deohlopement. training. procurement. and environmental man-
acem.ot prod 05 are located In Nepal. Sri Littkti. SeyeinileF, Kenya. Senegal,

I-pper VoltaZaire. Liberia. and Belize. In addition. SECII) administers
an Arne!, v%ide projeet in environnuattal training. multi a world -wide Project on
Wonien in Invelopment.

SECI..4 menillet.4hip spans 17 States. lino Includes sill of' the Ilistorleally
!thick 1.'11111 iit itni: (Tented by the Morrill Act of BM. mid 13 of the

iioo Institutions endowed under the I4(32 Morrill Act. other member in-
..r.:1111o114 Inelade Duke (:Portia Institute of Technology. the Re-

..e:jrch Triangle institute, aml the ruiversity of North f'arolina at ("Impel
The ,1,1411 a knowledge mind experience nunly nvallalde through the 34 members
of I hp 'ItiKort mr,(.11) to star mot oamiotstrsto projects eovering a
%%ide rim nac.lif eomplex internnt !Mini issues.

The I',nbr for 4., anen in IiVelopment was established in 11)50 with funding
I Mice of %Volum! In i)evelopinent to promote women In developtnent

ntIvities among SECID's member institutions and v,itltin on-going SE('ID proj-
ect,:. rtalerlyttot the fortuntion of the Venter was the recogrilthin that women in

(11., eloping countries perform crucial roles in economic production, family sup-
port, and !Mahe signifienlit runt rihiltidns kr) the development process. There is

grim log hotly of Ilierallire avolitible to development plannrs which cites woo-
, et, :14 uniior deelsimmnakers hi the family household enterpriseworking long

henry clring for their children, producing, preparing and storing fond, tending
and earning rush income when opportunities become available. flow-

erer, 'boa Volleeted over the last 10 years indicate that the arehitectm of most
ovolfomoqo project' have not folly reeognized the vital work that women per-
form fool consequently have °tn.!, (lined to include them as participants, or
conider their particular needs noti problems in project design and linplementa-
that The I'enter works with member Institutions rind SECT b) projects to eonnter-

act this neglect by promoting is philosophy of (fhvelopment wide!' incorporates

viotnen as full participants in and bentilticiarles of the development process.
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As a result of the Information gathered by the technical assistants. the
Wit team hired a. consnitant to ldevelop an Action Plan for Women In
1)0 VI*1011Meilt. This plait remmmended short and long-term activities to
ensure the Integration of women into the project.

rtimai DIRECTIONS _

Through the use of small seed grants provided the AID Office of Women
in Development, the ('enter for Women In Development has been able to impact
upon multi-tuillion.dollar A1D-funded projects, The importance of these advance-
ments cannot be overlooked. However, the funding for these activities is minimal
and tenuous at host It Is Imperative that Women In development concerns and
Issues be totally Integrates) Into the planning and implementation of large scale
.S. MD projects. The passage of the Percy Amendment mandated that the

importance of woman in developntent be addressed at each stage of project devel-
ofhaent, This has resulted in an ideological change and a growing commitment
on the part of the Agency -over the past 10 years. At this time. this ideological

stand matt' fipported by a greater Hutment! eommittnent. The first step Is

aeknowItshre the vital riles women perform ill developing eeonomies. The next .

step is to ensure' that sound projects will be implemented by.obligating the funds
necessary to initiate and susitill the appropriate activities.

The mice of Women in evelopment has made ImpressiVe and substantial
gains Itt prtftnoting women in development concerns throughout., the Agency.
Furthermore. their continued support has made programs such as SECID's
(,,,iter for Wit/Ile!! In Development possible. However, given the size of their
budget anti their limited personnel, the Office of Women in Development cannot
he expected to assume sole responsibility for women in development efforts. If
all the bureaus and 'offices within the Agency assumed a greater financial re-

tbe Wive of Women In Development would be able to use their
limit, el resianips to Aupprt activities outside the general scope of regional
bureaus and offices. such as institutional developinent and small innovative
projects.

The Center for Women iu Development has experienced 5 years of continuous
growth and expansion. We are looking, forward to continuing our activities of

furthe!. ' .tegrating mance. as agents and beneficiaries into the development
process and eneouragiag the Agency for International Development to strengthen

Its financial a tvi Ideologleal commitment to this issue.

ANNE FEWIrm0N, NUMMI( /IV 8111CIALUIT, BEAN /COWPF.A COLLAI/PRAMS

mi:Ath SUPPIRT iiIIMIRAM, MICHIGAN STATE Uh ERSITY, EAST LANSING.

MI

III the 10 years since Senator Percy sponsored legislation on womenn-develop-
ment WID) considerable progress has been made. This is evident in the concern
sta;win retotrging gender issues and the Impart of development on women by urge-

niznt Ions swim as USAIR the Putted Nations and the World Bank, at colleges

and universities and %Rhin many private voluntary organizations and church
groups.

Coupled with increased awareness, this past decade has also witnessed grow-
ing organizational efforts and actions. It is now possible to speak both figura-

tively and. rift the founding of the Astmciatlott for Women-in-Development
AMID, literally, of a womenin-development community composed of policy

makers, researchers and academics. Certainly one of the directions to be pursued

In the future is to strengthen the link between the university community and pol-
icy Makersiimplementorn. While the WID field already benefits front a cross
fertilization of disciplines, Inereatted dialog between university and develop-

ment organisation WHOIMPi promises to . better tune research strategies and

Imo lementuthn limpets tit effectively meet the challenge of Incorporating women

la to the development process.
A second strategy to be. more fully pursued In the future is to seek out means

of including women and women's organizations in developing emmtriem in deep!

opmeat programs. Methods of establishing and fostering true collaboration should

Is' MI Hight. In particular, this requires considering Third World women as equal

pa rt tripe nts,. not simply recipients, Ili development efforts. These women heed

to be recruited n8 projeet empkyees and researchers and efforts to enroll them to

degree and non degree training programs need to be intensified. Barriers to their
participation, among them restrictive. rules and regulations that do not ado-
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quately take Into amount familial reanomihilitpn, should he removed.
In addition to these approaches- which foster increased dialogue .and help

make development a shared undertaking It is also useful to &eminent the posi-
tive benettts derived from the Incorporation of women. In the' past, by in large,
the focus has been on detailing the impact of projeets.or programs on women.
Often emplamis has been given to the negative effects of not having taken women
Into necoM In project design and implementation, While such reports provide
valuable Insights, equal attention should be paid to the impact that the incor-
poration of women has hot on development ptojects and programs. In particular.
rase studies of how The inclusion of women and /or women's concerns facilitated
the achievement of project or program goals should be carried out. For example,
from its inception the Bean/Cowea Collaborative Research Support Program

-(CIISP) has Included a WM Specialist on its Management trifle's' staff. Byte
temat iv efforts have been made to include women as researchers, technicians and
students on the 1$ African and Latin American projects involved in the program
and to provide back-up research and support to Principal Investigators in their
efforts to take the needs of female fanners into account in project design and
implementation. Although this CRSP has been in existence for only 3 years,
this p4)114.y has already begun to yield positive results, especially in the area of
training. of the 190 individuals participating in degree and nondegree train-
ing programs under the auspices of the Bean/Cowpea Chill', 69 .(40 preent)
are women,

1111eVP11,11)filellt us a discipline needs to he better institu-
tionalized within development agencies and at c4)11eges 811(1 universities. With
regard to university settings more attention can be paid to the development of
eurricula and the Integration of this perspective into appropriate development-
related ei iiirmem at the undergraduate and graduate levels. It is stilt all too
1.011,111011 for newly trained professionals In international-reinted fields to be un-
aware of the role pinyed by women In the economies of developing countries and
the Impact development old modernization has had on them. If development
efforts are to hi' sinpesaftil in the future,they hinge on the training of a cadre
of professional men and women who are not only specialists in particular scien;
Mk fields ilia also are sensitive to the broader social and cultural milieu in
which they will work.

Its. to RA N ult.t.r. M. ipIREHAVoit, ASSOCIATE PitovosT, Tilt OM° STATE
UNIVEastTlf, Cott/ ad BUB, 011

On behalf of the American Rome Economies Associntion (MINA), I want
to express appreciation to Senator Percy and the committee,for focussing on
Women In Ievelopment at the hearing held June 7, 1984.

MICA and Its members have a long history of involvement in international
netivitles, formally begun in 1915 with the establishment of the International
CommittW This committee linked AREA to the International Federation of
Home Economies, founded in 1908 111 Switzerland.

Early Ito emotional activities of MINA members Include n long-term relation-
ship with the At:wriest' College for Women In Constantinople, beginning in 1910:
Initiation of a progrant in household arts at CnIversity of Barodu, reported in
19201; establishment Of a home economies program at Yenching ITniversity in
1922. The early programs focussed on the needs of women and famillesinelud-
Mg nutrition, housing, sanitation, and education.

Rural welfare extension programs for local women were begun in conjunction
with the Amerienn International U44)(1(014)11 in Brazil and Venezuela in 1947.
In 1971, AIWA began a long-term family planning project with programs in 45
countries, over 11 years.

Ilome Pleonomies units in colleges and universities were active in the in-
mtltetion-letIldIng era in Pakistau, India, and Brasil, often assisting in designing
poilegintelevel programs be agricultural universities.

A portion of the 19M3 AIINA resolution on involvement in International pro-
grams expresses the current outlook :

Whereas the bump of knowledge for families and their needs, particularly
those of women In numy cultures, is exceedingly limited, therefore, Re it resolved,
That the American Home Economies Amsocintion encourage culturally appro-
priate' international programs that focus on improving the human meaty to
Increase quality of life and maximize hint= and material resources, espeelally
In cultures where needs are greatest. (Copy of full text of resolution attached).
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Home Mennorniem professionals are involved in Title XII projects, in strength-
eo.ing activities and i» colinbortmilve resenreh ((`USP). They make contribu-
:ions in nutrition, farming systems, and areas of eoneern at the interface of
household and agricultural production. The interrelationship of home economics
and agriculture in research and extension in the United States can be advantage-
ous in developing country project design and ImplementatiOn. Women and fam-
ilies in developing countries have been and are a primary focus.

The l'SAID Office of Women in Development in its relatively brief history
has gremmly Increased the forum on women's contributions and needs in interna-
tional development, even with its lack of continuity in leadership. A small ad-

. elmory panel is propomed to strengthen the role and effectiveness of the WID
office. The advimormy group would provide an independent perspective for the WIT)

office and an opportunity for counsel reitarding the direction of AID's WID poi-

ictem. As exqmpleff, deliberations regarding the balance of women-specific projects
versus women integrated projects could help in allocating limited AID resources ;

a review and recommendations regarding the effectiveness of consortium WID
networks could foster understanding and give direction for the future.

Members of muck an advisory panel should have a strong interest In and corn-
mitment to WIT). Membership should !milt& university and historically black
college representatives with strength in research, teaching, and extension, PVO

and private Hector representatives. Because of the potential contributions and the
long Involvement of home econouth44 In international affairs, at least one advisory
pinel member from home eeonondes Is recommended.

It is gratifying to observe the growing recognition of the contributions of

women in developing countries. Insufficient involvement of women in policy mak-
ng continues. With relatively little additional commitment of roreign assistance
resources, I believe that significant further accomplishments are probable.

(Dr. Firebomb is Associate Provtmit, The Ohio State University, and immediate
Past ('bairpermon of the International- )10(04m-of the American IleineXconomies--
Ammoelation, member of the Hoard of Directors of the Association of Women in
Development, and member of the Joint Committee on Agricultural Research and
Development.)

INVOLVIMUNT IN IRTZSNATIONAL MORAVA

Whereas, The home economies profession since its inception has been committed
to the improvement of quality of life, especially the inter-relationships between
the Fungal amt.' physical environment and the individual ; and

Whereas, Home economics professionals are working in many regions . ad coun-
tries of the world in formal and nonformal education and research programs, in
private and nubile organisations and institutions and.huminess; and

Whereas, Home economists work with a variety of cultural groups and Bodo-
economie levels in this country and In other countries ; and

Whereas. Continued problems exist in supplying adequate food, safe water, and
other resources for many segments of the populations in the world ; and

Whereas, Population growth in many countries continues faster than the ca-
;melt iet4 t' supply needs; and

Whereas, [lousing and other euvironmental conditions of many families in the
world are inadequate for safety and protection ; and

Whereas, The base of knowledge about families and their needs, particularly
those of women, in ninny cultures is exceedingly limited ; therefore, be it

Reitoirefl, That the American Home Economics Association encourage culturally
appropriate international programs that focus on improving the human capacity
to increase quality of life end maximize human and material resources, especially
In eultirres where time needs are greatest ; and be it further

Resoired, That (lilted States home economists reoperate with home economists
In other eoontries to establish and strengthen programs of education, interns-

development, and technical assistance, and research ?elated to the quality
of life, **imperially us they are directed toward people with greatest need.

(Submitted by the AIWA International Section and adopted by the Assembly
of delegates of the American Home Economics Association, June 10834

amommmurni

APIVONtiC PRACEN, WOMEN, Pont.te POLICY AND PDVSLOPSIRDT 11110041, UNIVERSITY

Or MINNESOTA, MINSP:APot.10, MN

Congratulationa are due to the committee for holding this hearing and asking
for statements on women in development. After 10 years of work utel 'r the
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Development 's not individual but societal. It Involves group effort as well

as individual partielpuntle willingness to help effect change.
S. We have lenrned that Integration is a pNI(1.1414115 well us a goal. It eantiot be

accomplished by flat or simple project design. Integrating women into a develop-

ment project means gradual's working toward a goal. It requires some measure
of equity considerations anal an understanding of the interdependence of women

and men within a given context. Integration and subordination are contradictory

terms.
In ninny areas where women's and men's economic and social life are (mite

distinct. Integrating women in development tends toward welfare and relief

services.
6. Womenmpeifie projects are required in most developing countries to over-

come the elects I it lack of equity mid access to education and information over
long periods of time and to help 111 human resource development. Development

ultimately means human resource development and institution building. This

takes time. It cannot be areomplIshed with 2- or 5-year projects. The first year of

may peopleorlented roject.; In taken up simply with getting community support

fur and participation In the projet. This is empecially true of WI projects which

require the partielontion of n'Onten !Milke) to outsiders. here women as tech-

nical assistants are vital and the danger Is impatience. If local organizations of

women- exist. building confidence and trust in the project Is easier. Otherwise, a

sense of community Identification with the project mist he sought or the project
111 tall As soon as the technical ,assistant leaves or the project funds are

exile totted. OVIIIIgNT AND FlITVW TRENDli

The increase In the feminization of poverty worldwide is perhaps the major
consideration for 1V t. Women are poor because increasingly they are left with

children to support as well as care for,
(tmIgration of UltM. urbanizution. Internal eontiletm sold out of wedlock

births are only Nome of the causes of this interim tional phcnomenon. This means.

however. that women increasingly must he trained for erotiontic suflieleny, that

income geneention projects with a viable future are an essential. Eesottie devel-

opment among women with families is an imperative if current and future gen-
erations of children are not to be impoverished. This mem; the legal system in a

given country must allow women to hold land, obtain credit, find employment

and be part of the decisionmaking process.

RECOU 1f gNDATI0N8

1. Adequate attention should be paid to the U.N. system's efforts in the area

of WID.
a. The United States should monitor U.N. efforts to include women'm concerns

In all U.N. agency programs supported by the United States.

I,. Adequate support should be given to the U.N. Decade for Women conference

seheduled to be held in Nairobi, Kenya, In July 1055. This should include Sup-

port by 1) for travel and training grants so that developing country experts

an attend and partielpate in in that conference. Special ftttention should be

paid to the 100 Forum at Nairobi to ensure that developing country women who

have headed successful women'm projects can 'Mend and share their experieneem.

e. Support for the U.N. Voluntary Fund should be continued and Inereased.

d. In the debate over U.S. participation In UNESCO, special tittcntlott should

1w directed toward UNESCO's efforts to improve access to education and train-

ing for girls and young women.
2. 'rho Women in Development Office at USA!!) should contineute to eoeneen.:

trate on la) Inereauing its efforts In training All) staff and eontra

tive WIII tehnlquem; (hi linking staff and contractors up with the experienced

WI assistants, researchers. and field workers who now are available to assist

in integrating women into major development projects in a manner that takes

into account the three E's of WID equity, efficiency and effleticy ; (el Monitor-

ing all agency projects, 12D141hi and pulley documents to assure adequate atten-

tion to Will concerns.
3. A new WO) Foundation, modeled after the Inter - American Foundation and

the African Developtlent Foundation, should be established. The purposes of this

foundation should Include:
(JO To promote and assist indigenous groups in developing countries In de-

signing and Implementing development projects at grassroots and national levels

with special emphasis on projects aimed at improving the economic and educa-

tional status of women and children.

427
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tho To promote nod nimish in develop ing a worldwide system of collecting and
making available ex I sting data and information on women and development. This
system should take advantage of teehnologhstl improvements in data storage and
retrieval but he aware of the limitations of sophisticated technology in :nuking
such data and information available to all who need or can use it. It should
not attempt to centralize such collections in the United States but should en-
courage colloborntive use of existing resource centers and collections and the es-
tablishment of such centers in regions slow imderserved.

(e) To provide training and education opportunities to developing country
women and men In a variety of professions and trades who sun assist In im
proving the status of women III their countries. Conditions of such grants and
ipportmlities should include a commitment to service in the developing world
for a minimum of 2 yen's after completion of the training.

(d) Facilitate the exchange of personnel between developing mollifies On a
short-term bask for assisoince and train lug, and the design mid implementa-
tion or evaluation of projects and programs.'

isronese and assist the establishment of on-going activities of women's
borealis 'and WOMPlet4 programs in developing mollifies.

(ft (told short-term moninars, workshops and training sessions aimed at ad-
vancing the status of women and Improving their elrennuanneeti in developing
countries.

NIr. Chairman, I believe such a foundation Is necessary between now and the
beginning or the 2Ist century fig order that we may truly integrate women into
development and promote the interdependence of men and women on the basis of
an (semi partnership in the development process.

Thank you.

int. RITA S. ILvel.ix, Dbs"roe, THE OFFICE OF WONFN IN INTERNATIONAL DEFELOP-
MENT. IN rritNATIoN.ti. t4ii ANy PROORAMIL MICHICAN STATE I7NIVERSITY,
EAsT LANNiNo, III
The fflee of Women lui International Development (Will), International

Studies and Progrenm, Nilehigan State University (MI4U ), is pleased to have the
oppirtnnitY to submit this statement for the record of the hearing entitled
"Women in DeVehipment Looking to the Future." It is submitted on behalf of
the diverse community of W1D mpeclullattm at the university and the women of
the Third World who have ail benetitted from USAID's women in dveleptnent

Michigan State University's Office of WID began in 1978 as a committee and
has grown to 111.1411111, an established unit within the University with a member-
Ad') or over faculty and students. The Of seeks to eneourinte efforts to
understand and employ approaches tc international development,that are equit-
able and responsive to the concerns of women. Thus, MSU/WID is concerned
with both the generation and application. of knowledge to better realize the
productive contribution of women and to enhance their opportunity to share in
the benefits of the development process.

In Its efforts In strengthen the recourses of the University to better serve the
needs of USW) in Its work in developing countriem,.M8U/WID sponsors
variety of task forces and actiitlem. The Project Advisement Task Force (PATF)
provides training for persons interested in Requiring skills that they can time as
project adrimoris, thereby encouraging the incorporation of women's concerns at
the. prop os:II writing. Plohning. Implementation, and evaluation stages of USAID
projects A major example of this effort was the Involvement of PATS` trained
emisultantat 111 the 'diming and implementation of the 1.5A111 Title XII Bean/
cowissi CUSP which resulted In a sIgnitiennt WM perspective hi- the projects
that make op the program. The present Director of the.letin/Cowpea CRSP
served as Direetor of SISU/WID during 1981443 and wail iffitS dinette' In creating

W specialist 'smiths' within the collaborative program.
The Publientlen Series Task Form of MSU/WID produces a series of Working

Papers on Women In InternatIolmi Development that Is designed to disseminate
information rapidly to nationtil and international mPeclitlimtm concerned with
development issues affecting women in relation to economic, politico!, and metal
(+tinge. The explicit goal of this series is to promote and disseminate scholarship
atilt will bridge the gap between research, volley, and practice. Finally, the Office
of Will's MilientIon and Remeareh Task Forces sponsor a variety of activities to
help develop the professional resources needed to assist UNAID In Its efforts to
integrate women into the total development process,
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While these arc neeomplimhments to be proud of, we also are very sensitive

to the problems that remain. Ensuring that women have access to the opportu-
tunes told benefits of societal development Is a slow and incremental process.
The strengthening of personnel concerned with issues of women in development

is a lngterna effort requiring continuing support. To address this situation,
we would make three suggestions to the committee,

I.-Continue to strengthen the capacity of our universities to provide the ex-
pertise needed by ("MAI In Its programs overseas. The seeds of the WID per-
spective lidie been planted, but many scholars remain unaccustomed to and
.musonfortable with nceptualising gender in the planning of projects. Curricula

need to be developed end materials on Will Integrated into a range of departmen-

tal offerings to Insure planning that Is sensitive to the concerns of women; The

suceess of future development efforts hinges on the training of a cadre of pro-
fessional men and women ilo are ,not only apeeite .4t8 in particular scientific

Melds but are als committed to help women achle . equity in development.
2. Direct greater resources to research. During the last decade, numerous

studies have iseen vonducted about the work women do and its relevance for
development. Yet, often t hese% findings are underumed in they design, Implement

onion. and evaluation of programs. If our goal Is to ensure that women are both

actors in and beneficiaries of the development process, researchers must he tufri-

iarted to work In concert with practitioners to generate information about the
targeted population's situation prior to a project's inception, during Ito im-
plementation. as-4 at the time It is evaluated. Only by linking the experience

and expertise of prnetitioners and researchers will we be able to assess the ex-

tent to which 1.14.1 ID projects achieve their goals.
3. l'itre's greater emphasis on Integrating women into the declalonmaking

process. Woine II Involved in development programming can be invaluable, both

as a resource and its a eonstant source of pressure for women's Issues, Commonly,

I IPVI.r, women lack the leadership mud managerial skills necessary to be equal

partncrs in the design and implementation process. Morin must be intensified

to enroll wometei in degree and nondegree training programs both in their home
puntrles and in our own universities to ensure that they have the skills to be
active partners in the development process.

to eoneinslon. on behalf of the members of the Mi4V/WID community and the

Women of the less developed countries, the Michigan State University Office of

iVomen III intermitional Development expresses appreciation for the task you
have taken on. It is our sincere hope that the measures you propose will move

its clover to the day when there is no longer any need for a conscious concern
to Integra te women Into the development process.

NNcy T. (111ANovsKY, Errs:NstoX FANW.T REsol'RCE MANAtillatentr SPEcIALTMT.

Tt:x %14 Au aie l'i.TtKM. ExTExt4toX Str.avice. TEXAS A &1I UStVERSITY, COLLEGE

rA tioN, TX

Thnnk you for the opportunity to submit a statement for the record ilurinR

these historic hearings+ on forward strategies for women in development. Senator
Percy. as +linkman of this committee. you deserve our deep appreciation for your

continuing commitment to the role of women in economic development. Your

bold initiatives in 101`3 legitimized the need for giving special attention to in-

tegrating Wolnen Into the development process. Indeed. the Senate Committee oft

Foreign IteintIons deserves +gleeful recognition for fostering congressional Con-

cern for the problems+ of women In P.S. aid recipient countries. As the U.N.

Decade for Women draws to a close, it is appropriate to consider forward look-

ing strategies to assure that th momentum and advances achieved during the

mist decode will continop to grow In the future. ,
My perspectives+ about women in developmentAave been shaped by four im-

portant fisetors: My current role as a State Extenalon speeltillat within the Co-

operative Extension Service of the U.S. land grant milvermity system: my pm

femmlimal truisms as a home prompters educator and family eeonomist: my

involvement with professional societies and non-governmental organisations

'minding the Ameritlin Home Peonomles Association. the International /Peden,-

Hon for Home Economies and the Association for Women In Development ; and

one opinlono exerpased herein are those of the author mitt tle not represent an °Metal

goloompet or the TIMIM ANrleoltoral Itttonalon ParvIee, the Telles WS University Sys-

tem, or the U.N. Department of Agrieulture, Ilisteasion Settee.
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Amy International experiences which began with Peace Corps service and have
embraced a variety of experleneee with women. in rural developmedt efforts In
Latin merielt. I am the current chairperson of the Women and Families in
Development Committee of the International Federation for Home Economics, a
woirldwide professional society and non-governmentalrorganization with °maul-
tative status with the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations.

This paper focuses on five recommendations for promoting .further the full
Integration of women Into the development proeess:

1. increase the funding for women In developmbnt efforts.
2. Integrate families Into development.
2. Emphasize the technology diffusion aspects of agricultural development.
4. Recognize the growing importance of 'non-governmental organizations in

the development process.
5. Expand global persteletives and international cooperation.

I. INCREASE THE FUNDING VOA WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT ZIWORTR

Although the U.N. Decade for Women will conclude in 1985, we cannot, indeed
must not, diminish our support for women In development efforts. That the decade
Is over does not mean that the condition of women as participants and benefiel
arks of development has been dramatically improved during the period. U.N.
data indicate that while 50' percent of the world's population is female, women
constitute 32.2 fervent of the official labor force, perform for nearly 06.0 percent
of all working hours, but receive just 10 percent of the world's income and own
less than I percent of the world's property (World Conference of the U.N. Decade
for Women ) iloweVer, what has changed during the period has been an increased
understanding on the part; of, the international development community of the
magnitude of the problemil facing women and the constraining. factors which
impede their full integration as partners in development.

The Decade Conference scheduled, for 1985 in Nairobi can have long- ranging
Impact on the development strategies adopted by governments, non-governmental
organizations:nod women themselves. The documentation being prepared for the
I iecade Conference will constitute a valuable mom*. It will include reviews and
nppraisaim of progress achieved and obstacles encountered both at the national
and International levels, a world survey on .the role of women in development,
and Mat Wks on women worldwide as well as forward looking strategies focusing
on needs from 1083-2000 in the areas of equality, development and peace. Ade-
quate funding for U.N. participation at the Conference as well as for follow-up
activities utter the conference. hicluding information dissemination, is vital.

Historically, WID efforts have been funded at low levels. During the remainder
of this century and ondouhtedly beyond it, a larger proportion of the total AID
development assistance budget should be devoted to integrating women's concerns
into development. assistance efforts. In 1081 and 1982, 4 percent of the budget was
devoted to WIP ( rSIDCA, 1983, p. 387). The U.N. Voluntary Fund for the U.N.
Decade for Women has funded 800 projects with a total budget of $22 million
tinting the 0-I ear period, 1978-82 (Women, Public Policy and Development Proj-
ect, p. 38). At the nest conference of the Atutociatlon for Women In Development
( AWID) to 1983, Margaret Snyder indicated that the Voluntary Fund's budget
for 1952 was equivalent to what was spent in 2.5 minutes from the world budget
for army "touts ( AWID conference notes, 1983). Clearly, the W1D effort will need
a major Infusion of finds at both the national and international levels it develop
went goat, are to be achieved.

2. INTEGRATE FAMILIES INTO DEVELOPMENT

The Perry amendment provided impetus for recognizing both the problems
ffeeting women and the failure to make effective development progress because

women concerns had been Ignored for erelong. Virtually all developm( at insues
are women's .Ashes, when possible, WM efforts need to be integrated into larger
proil.etm, although there will be times when women-specific efforts will still be
npptopHate.

The All) Policy Paper on Women in Development carefully outlines strategies
for Iategratlnts W I D Into mectoral research and development assistance projects.
Th isdicy paper needs to be taken seriously and disseminated widely. Its
strin :Icier( need to be incorporated Into the methodology by which projects are
(*oneAITPd, planned, Implemented and evaluated. A major forward'strategy for
the United Staten Is to implement the recommendation in the pulley paper.
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Although the WM Policy Paper muttons against using a family focus, It will

become inereasingly_important In pinning years to shift the development agenda

from a strictly "women in development" frella to nn integrated "family in (level-

opMent" focus. The World Plan of Action fur the Decade for Women adopted in

Mexico City inn 1975 eusphasized the Importance of family, both In terms of

wOmcn'm contribution to the family and the role of the family as an important

agent of awful, political and cultural change.
The reluctanee by some United States WID speehtlistm to tole a family fot.tut may

ktem from a fear of using a proscribed concept of family that falls to recognize

the major variants in household and family composition the world over or from

a fear that emphasis on family in development will dilute the importance of

Women in development.
Perhaps there is a misconception about the interpretation of the term "family."

The home economics profession, whose focus is family In Its various forms, de-

tines fondly as a wilt of intimate transacting and interdependent persons who

share seine values Fl ti/11,coa 1-(onmtistfiry-forifeeisi
commitment to 'one another over time" (AMU,. 1975). This focus does not

stereotype kinship patterns, household emnpoeition or roles of family members

but recognizes that families differ in these dimensions both natlynally and

Internationally. ,
A family ecosystems approach is a useful analytical tool for studying families

and the needs of .tonally members. This approach examines the reciprocal rela-

tions of family to its natural and man-made environments, the effect of these

singly or in unison as they shape the interharfunctioning of families, and the

interplays, between family and other social institutions and the physical eavirtm-

anent (MINA, 11P75,.
A family In development approach does not disregard the aced for sex dim-

aggregated data ; in fact, a family ecosystems approach to development can radii-

tate the study of intra-household dynamics: division of labor, allocation of

resources and deeltdonmaking, This framework can facilitate our understanding

of the multiplicity of women a roles within the family system and other system

componentp and consequently, can help us to Identify appropriate strategies to

address women's needs in role and sector-specif h situations, whether those needs

relate to agricultural development. employm at Ind income generation, educa-

tion. health, nutrition, or family resource ma j agement
Women in development specialists who tae also development home economists

ran provide valuable assistance in delineating at cross-culturally useful, con-

ceptual framework that incorporates a family ecosystems approach. However,

the tiermpeetive of development home economists is frequently missing froin

development strategies and staffing despite the obvious benefits to be gained 'end

the fairly abundant supply of female talent. Female home economists are some-

times regarded as inappropriate development scholars and practitioners; in their

place, "Instant experts" are recruited from "acceptable" disciplines for projects

generally considered to he within the egIrview of home economics (Alum, 1983).

To overlook the skills of available female professionals is a failure to integrate

women professionabi into the development process as partiviptints.

There is growing 'videnee that mope women in developmetit specialistamay be

moving closer to a family in development orientation. Iu eoncludPig remarks at

the liegt AWII) conference, Arvonne Fraser called for a new concept of develop-

ment that Includes women and childten. Women and children constitute 75-80

percent of the world's population. she noted. Sine challenged participants to con-

sider the-impact development efforts would have if women and children were

Integrated Into the process.
It has been only 10 years mince the l'erey amendment beelltIlP law. This Is a

very short time to expect dramatic change. However, it is critical that develop-

ment assistance projects he monitored and evaluated for their social soundness

anti impact on women and families as participants in and as beneficiaries of

de,Tiopment efforts...Revenge of the growing importance and public demand for

fiscal and program aceountability, increased funding will he 11.4141Pd for baseline

studies. and program evaluation, °including impact studies for selected projects.

a. v.SIPMAKISE TECHNOLont Ofirtrt/sION ASPECTS or AnalcUtAtNAL DEVSLoPMEN't

(Irpliter emphasis needs to Is' placed on the technology of diffusion. Wharton

ham indicated that, the greatest challenge facing agriculture today is the diffu-

sion of technology in a way that it can be used profitably by small farmers in

developing countries:
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if there is one area where we have been most unmaressful, It has been the
development of cost-effective and program-efficient models for the delivery of new
scientific and technited knowledge to the millions upon millions of /arm producers
of the Third World. We know how to harness the creative and inventive forces
of science and technology in the war on hunger, but I submit that we still have
not been fully successful in technology of diffusion.. I believe that attention
in this area is one of AID's and BIFAD's most critical items on their future
agendas." (Clifford Wharton, in USDA, 1984, p. 5)

Women play a significant role in agriculture and food chain activities in devel-
oping countries., Although It has been estimated that women perform about 90
percent of agrieultutal production work In the world (70 percent In Africa).
national labor statistics have failed to recognise or have grossly underestimated
the significance of their role as agricultural workers.

As indicated by the AID Polley Paper on Women in Development (1983), there
is little evidence that agricultural, development technologies and resources
directed to farm households "trickle-across" to
eaten e farmers; women receive limited (or

to men (Axton, Flora, 1982). Such an approach would not overlook the needs of
systems approach can facilitate the diffusion of technology to women as well as
no) benefit from this approach. In contra*, a family ecosystems and farming

women, men or children. This micro-level focus on the farm renal, enterprise is
important because the quality of farm deckdonmaking affects the unit's survival
(Aaiun,. 1982).

In response to the problem of technology diffusion, the Extension .Service of
the V.S. Department of Agriculture has issued a policy paper endorsed by the
International Task Force of the Extension Committee on Policy (IMP) and
approved by gCOP. If fully.implemeuted, the support and involvement of the U.S.
Cooperative Extension Service system in U.S. programs of international agricul-
tural development Could have significant impact on the diffuelon of technology in
add- recipient countries.

The mandate for increased involvement of Extension in international agri-
cultural development comes from two sources: Title XII of the International
Devel ent and Food Assistant.. Act of 1975 (Public Law 94-181) and Title
XIV o the 1981 Farm Bill, especially Borden 1480 (Public Law 97-98) (USDA,
1984, p.

The P.M. Eitension system is well stilted for the task. "It is the one organisa-
tion deeigned for, experienced in, and able to bring the mystery of research within
the reach of the practicing farmer. Its greatest relevance may Hain its historic
concern for what happens to the farm family as a human unit with real life
problems" (USDA. 11)84, p. 8). Although Extension programs may concentrate
on specific commodities, they must deal simultaneously with a farming system,
a family situation and a community or societal environment.

The Extension policy statement outlines IttSension's international mission
(L'SDA, 1984, p. 8)

1. Assisting developing, nations in iropport of U.S. governmental policies de-
scribed in Title XII and Title XIV,

2. Broadening the experience base and enhaneing the professional capabilities
of V.S. Extension personnel.

3. Improving the ability of the Cooperative Extension ifervice to explain and
interpret the global market and Its effects upon U.S. agriculture.

4. Providing creative leadership and Innovative techniques to increase the
adoption of relevant technologies.

Increased Extension involvement In international agricultural development
activities has Implications for women. Some, cdveata are In ordet. The U.8.
Cooperative Extension Service has treditionally served the interests of male
farmers because, unlike the developing world, women have moved away from
the agricultural sector. Certain factors in Third World development have had
the opposite effect a movement of more women ftdo the agricultural 8410tor. Male
Extension professionals volved In international agricultural development may
need additional training a nt women and families in development to reduce the
charm" for "the farmer, be .." thinking. rental. Extension professionals, most
of whom are home economis may need additional training to increase their
understanding of general prob sand strategies in international agricultural
development. Home economists ay he the "bridge" between agriculture and
other dieelplinee and thus can prom e interdiselpUnarity in WID projectdevelop-
ment (Oranovalty, 1983).

36-30s 0 94 - 9
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The must compelling reason for utilizing staff from the*Cooperntive Extension
Mori/Ice system agricultural dt,V13101111113111t programs is that they possess. the
INIM4114$ skllb i led to design. implement and evaluate technology difthsion and
adoption prom s. On a daily basis, they are engaged in educhtional endeavors
designed to emane people to identify problem situations, to acquire and evaluate
new information. and to change current practices In view of newly acquired
information. That iy the essence of technology diffusion ; it is also the heart and
soul of Extension's, work as change agent regardless of the global setting. Only

Mo. problem and needs, spoil& teelmologies, and education and communication»
strategies will differ Demoting to the cultural context.

If Extension is to fulfill this mission, funding to support HS application einter.
nationally will be tireesnury, just Its it is fur research and academie Instruction

USDA. 1984. p. 1(l).

I. arcooNIEE THE (AMINO IMPORTANCE: or NON-oovERNMENTAL oltoANIZATIoNs
IN DEVELOPMENT PROMO

The ode of nongovernmental organizations, private voluntary organizations
and professional gocirties as change agents in development should not be over-
looked. often, these ;croups can transcend ottitial gvernmental barriers and can
reach clientele at lower cost than government-to-government programs. How-
ever, most of these organizations operate with limited funding. If funding op-
portunities from governmental sources were expanded, aucit groups couki' fulfill
their mission as partners in development.

Women's orannizutions have had widespread impact in promoting change on
local, national and International levels. Fraser has listed nseveral linpnets in-
chiding: ('hanging public policy, promoting social weifareAmproving economic
and physical (.m141110,1,4, spreading new ideas and knowledge. and training women
for leadership, citizenship and politleal porticipation (Women, Public Policy and
Development Project, 1983, p. Iv v i. Further, because many non-governmental
organizations area also international NOO's, they have the potential for creating
influential networks.

Professional societies can piny an important role in influencing the develop-
ment proeese through development of human talent that can be brought to bear
upon the, solution of problems. Much societies In developing countries provide
mutt of the nonfinancial' rewards for prlifeseionals; publish scientitle' papers;
award fellowships and prizes; elect leaders; convene meetings and eonfereneety
set professional standards for research and provide continuing education
I Ha tehford. 1982).

An organised effort to examine the potential impact of non-governmental or-
ientations, provtnte voluntary organizations and professional societies on5the
overall development effort in a country or region could lead to important new
strategies for future women in development efforts.

S. EXPANDED GLOBAL P)RSPECTIVES AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

In formulating foreign policy, It is Increasingly Important to consider the Int-
lineations of the growing distance between "have" and "have-not" nations. There
tire hinny who hellevc that the implications of these disparities present the great-
est social challenge for the remainder of this century (Brandt. 1084). Most of the
have-not nations are in the Mouthern hemisphere while the have nations are lo-
muted hi the North. Meaningful North-Mouth dialogue must begin soon.

The North. with 25 percent of the world's population, has more than 90 pereeet
of the world's mattufactitring industry and receives 80 percent of world Income:

o, conditions we associate with a "quality standard of living"---income, nutrition,
housing, sanitation, education, health care, and life expectancyare more ade-
quate In the North than in the Mouth. Demme the most disadvantaged popula-
tion segment in the havenot nations is female,polley-makers must consider how
foreign policy decisAM regarding North-Mouth relations will affect the lives of
W

In foreign piney, we must guard against cultural elitism. Clearly. we do not
ilwilys know best. Development strategies must he culturally appropriate while
opklog to alleviate the conditions which MOM underdevelopment. In our seal

f create a, better world, We sometimes forget that no Infusion of money or
4 osdogy will (lento' change unless the people themselves are participants in that

.'lunge process. Huston (1979) believes our search for solutions to the problems
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of development ehoold begin in the villages, with people given an opportunity to
speak out. It not," 'Ake writes, "development will continue to be a haphazard

affair suffering, from irrelevant and elitist views of the needs of the world's
poorest people" Huston, p. 125).

In a recent book critical of development strategies implemented through many
bilateral and multilateral assistance programs, Oran (1988) calls for a paradigm
s'i'ft to democratic, participatory development occurring from the bottom up
by improving and empowering local abilities. This proposal is likely to be con-
troversial. given the political realities In many countries today. Yet this approach
duet, not differ vastly from.the approach the Cooperative Extension Service has
used In the United States for 75 years: Involving local people as participants
in the process of change through education and leadership development. .

There is a tremendous need to educate Americans in a way that will help
them to develop an understanding of global interdependencies. It is also impor-
tant to clarify and communicate the :mission and goals of U.S. foreign policy
to the .tinericati people. The public generally confuses the development assist-
ance siortion of the foreign aid package with what they perceive to be "give

programs. Further, the public does noranderstand that Food for Peace
rogreins are linked to overall development strategies in recipient countries
(UsAli 19041.

PHY have a serious shortfall In international competence in the United
Snaps today. McGrath defines international competence as "a substantial num-
ber of Americans every walk of life who 'understand other peoples and
societies well enough to be able to work effectively with them, using their own
holmium) on a broad range of economic, political and security fasces" (Nelson,
191(1. p. 3). International education has a place within the curriculum, for we
cannot afford an bedationlet view of the world. Higher education must provide
leadership for educating students for a global view. Educational programming
through the Cooperative Extension Service can also help the public to under-
:41111d the impact of growing global 'commerce, communication, and Interde-
Pendeney (UHIM, 1984, p. 4), as can the outreach of non-governmental
on01111ZII t lotI14. +4

(renter interiotional. cooperation is imperative. A new concept of global
responsibility for economic tend social development which calls for understand-
ing. rommitimait and. solidarity among nations and people hasebeen advocated
by some (Brandt. 1910). This understanding of the connectedness of common
Interests can result in policies that reduce world tensions and generate greater
cooperation femme the nations of the world. International cooperation calls for
renewed eominittitent to the fundamental reasons why the United Nations Rya-
terra was initially established. While the defects of the system are not easily'
defended. the fact remain,' that the United Nations is the only place where
international matters can be addressed by words instead of force.

United States withdrawal from specialised agencies such as UNESCO would
be antiproductive. In joint hearings this May before the House Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on International Operations and International Organisations on
the proposed U.S. withdrawal. Dr. James Holderman, Chairman of the U.S.
xfitional Vointiiiiirdon for UNESCO, testified that the Commission believed that
it would be tragic If the United States pulled out of UNESCO without an earned
effort to reform the organisation from within (NASULOC, 1984. p.-4r.M.ti.lion-
goreralapntal organizations have also affirmed that continued U.H. menibership
in UNESCO is in the natitonal interest. Later this month, the American Home
(0110inieS Assoeiqtion will consider a resolution endorsing the continuation

of l'.S. participation in UNESCO. UNESCO is Involved in many programs that
benefit women and fum'''es, including literacy' programs and major orts to
achieve the.gnal of nllealth for All by the Year 2000," to name but t o. U.H.
withdrawn' wodld disadvantage women in developing countries.

As a world leffiler. the United States Must implement policies that irecognise
the roll' jilfq '41 lid dyuw Rile usttire of global Interdependency and the impact of
'sinews ou people. espeeltilly women, who have traditionally been the most
disadvantaged group. Mutual understanding and cooperation are imperatives
for global viability. The challenge to polleymakers and educators is a clear, but..
difficult one.

alelaUtaella
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Since the adoption of the Amendment in 1978, various international
agencies hare Income more aw e of the relevance of gender differences to de..
veiopment p!naning. More an ore development planners recognise that over-
looking gender differences Ile access to and control of resources, and in incentives
ptovided for stimulating productivity, leads to divisive and less effective develop-
ment projects. The benefits of such projects are often not available to women.

Detailed review of International development projects has shown that where
women are not identified in project papers as intended beneficiaries, they are
likely to remain invisible In planning and evaluation documents (Dixon, 1980
:45). In order to provide women with more direct access to project benefits, plan-
ners must explicitly recognise the prevailing sexual division of labor and design
activities which build on romen's work patterns and enable them to control
their earnings ( Dixon, 1980:80). '

During the 1970's and early 1980's, Title X1runiversIttes have deepened their
involvement In international development work In cooperation with the Agency
for International Development. By means of "Strengthening Grants," AID has en-
couraged these universities to become more responsive to women's roles in agri-
culture and, specifically, in food production. Many universalist established
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Women in Development programs as part of their international development
efforts.

As early as 1960. the 11 member indvernities in the Consortium for Interna-
tional Development f CID) took a leadership role In demonstrating their coni-
ndtment to reflect the distinct roles and functions Of LDC women as they relate
to project implementation In each of their funded projects. In 1988,- the CID
Board of Trustees unanimously approved a resolution calling for all member
universities to involve women in development issues In all of their contracts.

The Consortium has had (specific Women in Development Projects since 1980
with the first focusing on capacity building, WID awareness and the establish-

.4nent of a network of campus coordinators throughout the CII) system. During
the first project, CIWWID participants also had an opportunity to address
WID issues on several CID member university international projects. In addi-
tion; women were involved on technical assistance teams In variety of .non-CID
projects on member university campuses.

The second Consortium project "Integrating Women intd the Development
, Process," which is beginning in the suatmer of 1984, has two major goals:

1. To make ('li) projects more effective in reaching.all segments of the popula-
tion through Integration of WID issues into all phases of current and future
projects.

2. To place 14 WIt) sensitive persops year for a 2-year period on new or
on-going ('ID projects, or on other non- D international projects at member
university campuses.

Through funding from the Women in Developmept Office at the Agency for
internatioaal Development, persons sensitive to Women in Development issues
will have the opportunity to contribute to on-going international projects.usang
both their technical skills, for example, in the field of agriculture or social
sciences, and also identifying idiportant gender issues as they effect project
goals. Phrticipnnts in the program are also responsible for developing collabor-
ative relationships with hood country women and ,involving these women with '
1)10PM concerns. Through this project, CID will address the issues of the critical
roles women play In agricultural production systems, including women's partic-
1pation in development planning. As concerted contributions are made to all
phases of current project implementation, it is expected that there will be an
Increased (lenienti for gender - sensitive work in futurwprojects. Itis anticipated.
that USAID Sliselon and project personnel will actifhly work to integrate the
call for gender diehkgregation of data into all.pbases of international projects.

Women and men 'of both hose countries and developed countries- are showing
an Increasingly strong intereet In designing and implementing projects that
directly and positively afft44 women's lives. Support for gender sensitive project
work, however, must continue to come from the Agency for International Devel-
opment which constitutes.the major development arm of the, U.S. Government.

One area wit& AID where-Women in Development issues have not been con-
sistently articullted Is in "Requests for Proposals" (liPP). In the past, many
requests for proposals and their accompanying scopes of work have failed to
recognize the importance of taking into account the existing and potential op-
portunitlem and constraints facing women in the traditignal and Modernizing
systems of resource allocation the land, water, labor, credit and information
mervIIPM. iiillverslt leg and private contractors have often ignored 'these
Issues since no (specific attention to them was called for In the BPP. In many
cases, the potential contractor needed only add the most superficial of statements
on the subject.

We suggest that gender'dimaggregation of all data collection as well as an
awn reness of the roles of women in developing countries needs to bean Integral
part of RFT c IIIINtniet1011. AgrItilltural development, employment and income
generation, energy, and natural resource conservation, and water and health
should he of concern to all persons worliing in international developmentand

.40.- for each of these ISNIIP/4. attetftlon to gender as a critical variable is necessary
for tIlleCPKI4fIll project Implementation.

taltin10011

Dixon. Ruth R.. May 19S0. Assessing the Implict of Development Projects on
Women, A.I.. Prottram Ilvaluation Discussion Paper No, 14, Office of Woman in
Ifevelopment and office of Mvaluethm, Bureau for Program and Policy Coordina-
tion, U.S. Agency for International Development.
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"wOMION AND DRVFLOPMENT, WITH NPNCIAI, SZFRISINelt TO AFRICA AND Bin= AS

A PIIMINQUISITF. TO DRVICLOFMENT"

Mr. Chairman I appreciate the opportunity to share with this committee m7
extensive experience on Women's Development as editor/publisher of "Women s
International Network ( WIN) News," an open, participatory communication
and resource Network that reports on women's development and speaks for
women's rights worldwide.

In the editorial of WIN News, the first issue of the 10th year of publication.
our priorities, reflected in the pages of every issue are outlined :

To raise the consciousness of women and men everywhere about the true facts
and the injustice of the status of women in all parts of the world, based on the
principle "I am my sister's keeper":

To join hands all over the world and work together towards fulfilling the basic
needs shared by women and our children In all societies, regardless of country,
color, or political "Ism." They are : reproductive freedom of choice, economic
equality in the fen!, and market place, equality before the law and personhood;

To assert and implement human right.; as indivisible for all people, regardless
of sex and without man-made prejudice, discarding all man-made customs or
traditions favoring th.? male sex.

THE REAL 118AsoNS FOB HUNG= IN AFRICA

Famine in Afries--caused by recent droughtsonce more has gained world
attention. Urgent requests for funding and for emergency food shipments have
been utde again in congress. Quite aside from this relief for natural disasters
the third major food emergency in Africa is less than 10 yearsit is a fact that
the per capita food production all over Africa has been steadily decreasing for
the past 10 yearsas all the statistics submitted to Congress by US AID confirm.

Quite aside from natural disasters. many African countries which previously
exported food and certainly were able to feed their own populations quite ade-
quately, now have to Import food to survive: for instance, Ghana, Sierra Leone,
Zambia, Mali, have had to Import steadily more and more food with hunger in-
creasing. This trend can be observed regardless of weather conditions.

To this should be added that even at the height of the previous famines in
Africa, cash crops continued to be exported ; for instance, Senegal exported large
quantities of peanuts though food crops had to be imported to feed the hungry.

In many recent statements made by the World Bank and seconded by USAID,
it has been claimed that the reason for the decreasing food production is that
farmers are not paid enough for foodand that food prices in Africa especially
arc artificially held down by the governments in favor of the urban populations.
As a recent editorial of the New York Times (Sunday, March 11) claims:

"A major cause of this downward spiral has been the failure to provide ade-
quate compensation to farmers. And the main blame for that falls on the state
marketing boards established in most African countries when they become We-
pendent... ."

But, the most crucial reason as to why Subsaharan Africa's food production is
steadily decreasing while Its population growth rate is steadily increasinghas
not been mentioned at all : the farmer in Africa is a woman.

The rekl reason for food shortages in Africa, that all "development expert.?
have consistently ignored, is that women produce up to 80 percent of the food
tam opposed to export (lope (according to the Economic Commission of Africa).
And women have been largely left out of modernization and development. The
best kept secret among development advisers is that food fanning in Africa is a
women's jot,and always has been. Women are responsibleaccording to African
traditionsto grow the food ; to prepare, handle and store food is and has been
a female task. Women also sell the food they grow and do not need themselves
in the markets -was everyone who has ever visited an African market can observe :
but evidently, the Western, male development experts don't see, because all de-
velopment madam*, where agricultural production is concerned, has been ex-
clusively provided for men : Men grow the export crops which are sold overseas
by the governments. With that Income, governments buy armaments and luxuries
most of all cars, For instance, the automobile population in Africa is growing at
least twice as fast as the human one at present, despite drought, famine and
poverty.
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Women are left in the countryside; men long Ago have left the villages and can
he seen in every city and town, hanging around, unemployed, often drunk. Women
are responsile for feeding their many children and they are left behind in tile
drought-stricken, rural areas, becoming the helpless victims. Men go home to
their villages often only once a year to 'father another child and to eat food their
wives produce; often, they have another wife in the city. Their contribution is to
father as many children as possible to bolster their egos and confirm their
manhood.

As I said in an article In "The Humanist," male sexuality is completely out of
control ; yet women are sexually mutilated claiming that Temple sexuality is
dangerous. Fetnaie genital mutilation continues to be widely practiced in a huge
area across Africa, involving more than $0 milliondiirls and women.

The responsibility for feeding the large families rests traditionally on the
mothers; thus men have no incentive to turtall tbhir families. On the contrary :
they expect that their children will support them in old age and their daughters
are a handsome source of income. On reaching puberty, the fathers trade them
to the highest 'bidder for a hefty brideprice. All this is documented in the article
on family planning, and in WIN News and the "Hosken Report : Genital and
Sexual nallati of Females." This state of affairs has been totally ignored
by international family planning programs and especially those financed by
USAID, Predictably, not only are populations rapidly increasing all over Africa,
even Iii the poorest countries, but the population growth rate has dramatically
Increased since family planning started 10 years ago as an organised, Inter-
nationally-financed activity.

Now, let me address the claim that low prices for food are responsible for
underproduction by farmers. While this may be true in some developing countries,
it Is not true in Africa. As anyone who has been to Africa markets knows (and
I visited markets again in 11 countries of East/West Africa in 111113), food is not

at all cheap: indeed, knowing the salary ranges paid by governmenfs (the largest
employers In each country) one marvels how it is possible to feed the large
families from the meagre governmental salaries.

rood ',deem in Africa on the average, compared to what food costs in the United
States----are often considerably higher but then the male World Hank and USAID
experts who make such claims are totally ignorant on the subjects as they don't
go shopping for food and have no idea of what the costs of basic foods are.

The International Monetary Fund and World Bank, seconded by USAID,
have long tigitatedconcernIng the increase of food prices: recently, the Govern-
ment of Tunisia was persuaded to give In to those demands and food prices were
Increased : this led to countrywide riots.' A few years ago the same was tried in
Egypt with disastrous results. It will lead to similar riots. everywhere it is tried
and will result in widespread revolution in countries which already suffer from
great political instability. But, it will do nothing to Increase food production:
because food in Africa is grown by women; that is, women are the majority of
the subsistence farmers. As long as all international development agencies con-
tinue to discriminate against womenas they have for decades or ever since
"Development" bemire an international issue (after World War II)the food
situation In Africa will get worse and worse.

It is Interesting to note that traditionally in Africa, women have no owner-
ship right to land : 1811(1 was owned communally. This is once more documented
In the State Department's Human Rights Country Reports; This state of affairs
Is now confirmed in agricultural development projects when land ownership is
ionveyed to the male head of the family (on behalf of the family) even though
he Is often tc)t even present.

What is the result of depriving women of all land and property ownership on
the prodnetivontimm of food? Women are pushed off the hest and thost fertile
land. which is used for government - supported export cash crop echemea. It is
made more and more difficult for women to produce food Prop; on the poorest
and most distant plots - -which predictably decreases food production and pro-
vides en Incentives to improve land which a women is not allowed to own and
which she may be forced to leave at any time.

Traditionally. land was used entnninnally ; but with modernisation, land
which is the essential remottree In an agricultural society.-- becomes the exclusive
ownership of the male head of each family, to do with an he pleases. In most
of Subsaharan Africa, women cannot own anything, they cannot get loans for

In Mat. Ito peokle were 1111114 as a result of Mots due to IMP policies imposed on
the Dominican Repo Ile (N.Y. Timis, May ad).
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their agricultural production, for seeds, or fertiliser, or toolsfor no other reason
than that they are female. They are also deprived of their traditional communal
accuse rights to land which is now owned by men who have left the land and
gone to the cities, and who have never been concerned with growing the sub-
sistence food crops.

In addition, if one examines who Is trained (for instance in agricultural ex-
tensien colleges or any other internationally-financed training program related
to agricultural .production), one will find almost only men. It is claimed that
women are too busy with their families to spare theft time for training. In
any case, he agricultural planners and international experts who organize
the programs have always ignored women. Typically in Kenya, which has im-
ported some agricultural machinery, one can see now tractors at work in the
fertile fields near Lake Victoria the person who rides the tractor is always a
man. Nearby, groups of women will do the backbreaking work of weeding, as
always, with a band hoe. And the same situation' is repeated over and over, all
over Africa.

By now, the results of 'this discrimination against women farmers are visible
to all, and have been widely documented In numerous research studies for
instance by. the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations).
In WIN News. (Winter issue, 1984) we have listed a series of FAO research
studies on women and agricultural development as well as all the background
papers to the recent "Expert Consultation on Women in Food Production" which
document in detail the discrimination againit women farmers that has led to
the failure of large numbers of development programs. (See "The Domestication
of Women: Discrimination In Developing Societies" by Barbara Rogers, Kogan
Page Ltd. (UK), 1980).

In turn, the large agricultural programs that introduce new technology to
"modernize" agricultural production, exclude women from training, who then
lose the few source' of income they traditionally had: for Instance In Indonesia.
rice mills *ere given to men only, thus eliminating women's work. Farmer
eooperativae everywhere are organized by men, and for men, Ignoring women
and women's farming needs, and excluding women from all decisionmaking and
most of all, from the benefits and proceeds of the cooperatives.

The results of these appallingly discriminatory policies, which are pursued
by all internationally-financed development programs, can be seen now in Africa,
where toed production is steadily decreasing; but the tragedy is that women
and children are the vast majority of the victinis of famine, as can easily be
seen in the refugee vamps: most of the refugeesespecially in Africa camps- -
are women and children.

In summary, let me state that based on my experience visiting Africa, as well
as the documentation of many research reports that I regularly read and review
I11 WIN News, it is clear that present policies is pursued by MID, the World
Bank, FAO, UNDP, and other international agencies, are only compounding the
problems of hunger and the insufficient food production, because they all dis-
eriminate against women. Though the facts have been amply documented, as
I have shown above, all research reports are ignored. For Instance, the FAO
has dozens of research studies about women in agriculture, financed by the
Agency, all of which document the damaging results of discrimination: yet,
these reports are ignored in their own major :evelopment programs. The World,
Hank in particular refuses to recognize the contribution women-ferment-and \-
their rural development programs have done enormous damage to women in \
agriculture, as women are entirely ignored as persons in their own right.

What Is more, especially in Africa, women are responsible for growing the
.food to feed their families and this has been ignored by all development pro-
grama. It is not productive to talk about "families." We must ask: who needs
assistance Inside the family; who produce; the food In the family ; who Is
responsible for the children? Women. of course, (Mee "Rural Women ; Unequal
Partners in Development" by Martha Loud,, published by the Internntionni
Labour* )rganIzstion, Switzerland, 10110). As documented In this study, me ltd.
111111'1. to families goes to the male head of household ; It rarely reaches woman
and children, least of all in polygamous families and where male /female tasks
are strictly segregated.

l'nless the development policies are draetteany changed, providing women
with the same property and land ownership rights as men, and with much more
technical assistance and training (to compensate for past discrimination), and
most of all, with credit on an equal basis with' men, there will be Increasing
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famine in Africa accompanied by political upheavals. The failure of large
numbers of development programs has been documented as due to the exclusion
of women or discrimination against women.. Theme failures, especially in food
production, by now threaten the survival and political viability of whole popu-
lation: it is time that Congress and this committee takes action,

A complete review of development policies is in order now, with the objective
being to fully integrate women in all programs, to provide compensatory train-
ing and technical assistance to women farmers in particular. Here we cannot
make tweet& recommendations as tirst, a review of all programs must be made,
We urge that such reviews be required from USAID/the World Bank/and all
other development agencies to which the United States contributes.

These project reviews should require each Agency to propose overall policy
changes, and to assure that at least half of all participants /trainees / assistance
reelpients In future be women, and that compensatory assistance and technical
assistanee be provided until equality is reached. We urge Congress to atithhold
future funding, pending the issuance of equal development policies ,Which must
be applied with each and every development program funded by the United
States, or to which the United States contributes.

The above statement was summarised in a Letter to the Editor and printed in
the New York Times, March 21, 10144. The response WIN News received was
most gratifying. Mr. McPherson, AID Administrator, also responded with a
Letter to the Editor of his own: claiming that "the amount of foreign aid
expended on wuwan is, development projects has more than doubled from 1979
to 1942." of course, If you start with a contribution of less than 2 percent of
the AID budget (which the WID contribution was), doubling this will not im-
prove the situation. considering that we are talking about more than 50 percent
of the lpulation I volved and over 00 percent if you add the children totally
dependent on their mothers).

When WIN News 4vrote to Mr. McPherson asking him to substantiate the
1111440,11 Wit) programa he never replied. My experience visiting 11 countries
In East and West Africa shows that the few substantial WIl) programs (for
instance, two in Upper Volta) had failed or were "discontinued."

IMF FUNDING

WIN News, as an open, participatory communication network by, for and
about women. and speaking for women's development worldwide, uregs you to
vote against the 1*.ti. contribution (pr additional contributions) to the IMP.

--Thr---finanriat,:p.lielem and austeity-regulations imposed on Third World coun-
tries by the IMP' have been devastating, especially for women who are the
majority of the poor and unemployed in every society, and especially in the
poorest Third World countries.

The IMP' policies have greatly restricted investment and job creation just at
a time when more women have acquired the necessary education to enter the
'linden' labor market. In every country where the. IMF has impomed its damaging
economic restrictions, the people who have suffered most are \ wonien and the
children they support, who often have been robbed of food and basic necessities
by these restrictions.

We urge you not to contribute to the IMF unless new and different policies
are initiated that support job creation and economic expansion, to enable the
poor and disadvantaged of each country to get work. This will, furthermore,
create more demand and thus greaty improve world trade, including exports
by the USA, thus directly benetitting our balance of trade,

WOMrN's ttrAtmt : A PORICQVISITIO 1102 DXVIILOPMYST

I testified on this subject previously, specifically on the practice of female cir-
eumeision/genital mutilation re/am ), that damages the health and well-being
of more than MO million girls and women in Attlee and the Middle East, In WIN
MOWN, we continuously report on his subject, At present, these mutilations are
being exported to Europe : in Franc* two girls died recently an a result of the
unttilatiorm and in the United Kingdom, legislation to prohibit the operations has
been introduced in Parliament. In addition, it appears that the mutilations are
being modernised and Increasingly introduced into hospitals, as well as becoming
a lucrative source of income fur physicians and trained health providers-1w
eluding those trained with U.S. assistance.

tt.
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We regret to report that health policies of 114AID continue to ignore the health
problems resulting from thme.operations, eVell in the African areas where major
I' SA I It-assisted health progre ins operate ;11tIm failure to prevent the mutilation
of children is Inexcusable on the part of AID and we urge Congress to require
l'SAID to initiate preventive health edueation as part and parcel of all funded
and planned health programs (see recommendations below). The failure to do so
results I,, Introducing these mutilations Into the modern health care sector and
means that V.M. taxpayers' eontributions---including the taxes of womenare
owed to sexually mutilate female rhildrfol all over Africa, using V.$. training
and tools. Women taxpayers strenuously object to this.

We urge this eommittee to require l'SAID to immediately organize preventive
edneation in all health /family planning programs In affected areas in Africa and
the Middle Mast In keetting with the recommendations made in 1979 at the
World Health Organization Seminar In Khartoum.

On my recent 2-month long etrarch trip to 11 countries In East/Went Africa,
I Investigated the health eondifiona of women and visited health ministries,
hospitals. and midwifery schools. Detailed information country-by-conntryis
provided In the published "Postscript.' to.the Minim Report.

Vaccination and modern health improvements have redneed infant mortality:
as a result. everywhere In Africa. the imputation growth rate is rapidly Inereae-

Jim: in Africa, women alone are responsible for feeding the increasing number
of children I see above t. It Is no wonder that the per capita food production in
Afrien has dramatienlly derease4 given the populationgrowth rate and the mix-
applieutIon of development assistance by all international organizations con-
cerned with development,

In Kenya, typicality. the Imputation growth rates are the highest in the world
I more than 4 per soil t : bemuse Kenya has a better developed health service and
hl system than most other African countries where maternal and Infant
mortality are staggeringly high. But even in the poorest West African Man-
trlea, the imputation growth rates are increasing steadily: each woman is pushed
Into continuous childbearing by the male family head who has several wives and
who WI/tweets a woman for failure to bear enough children, or for using contra-
eept

Family Meaning organize owl -as jointed out in my article, "A Crucial New
Direction for international Family Nanning" published in the .Humanisthave
failed_ to efIlleate African n n about their responsibilities visa -vie their children.
African governments, In turn, fall to encourage men to practice family planning
or child spaeing or to face their responsibilities concerning their families.

Finally planning programs must be directed towards men and teach men
sex v(Intro1 and responsibility for their sexual behavior. But this in ignored
by nil internationally nuanced program; that are mostly directed toward women.
hi most of Africa . women are under male control where fertility in concerned
and men everywhere praetice polygamywhich greatly increases childbearing:
WI own average 1.1-20 pregnancies.

The health condi t hinti of women that 1 have observed in Africa, visiting hospital
niaternities nod talking to nildwivek are awaiting titnemla is universal due to
continuous childbearing and poor nutrition. Mid marriage Is practiced in many
regions and girls start rhibibearing as soon as they menstruate. Hy the age 21).
many have live or Nix children : their bodies depleted. they are exhausted and
anemic. Yet. anemia can he easily prevented at hardly any cost.

Bat. childbirth Is not considered a concern of health programs. which mainly
deal with curative care. Childbirth education does not exist at all and prenatal
care ran be found only In very few city hospitals. The majority of women have
no health care at all. Childbirth, areording to WHO, Is the greatest cause of death
and disability of women of ehildhearing age In most of the 'awing eountriem of
Afrleti. Related Infant mortality figures are staggering and can be correlated
with the practice of IN VOX

The maternity tiptIonti of the hompihilm I visited are desperately overcrowded:
almost none of them have been enlarged during the past ten years, although many
fleDimildm more women are coming to the-hospitals than before. Womep are
animist to stay only 2 to 4 hours after delivering. Often, they give birth on the
floor for lark of beds.

In Sudan. a country that exports more cotton than any other, there are no
sheets, no bandages, no cotton of any kind In the maternity section of the city
hospital in Khartoum. and the Kamp is true throughout West Africa. Yet, in
Milan. there Is a $19.5 million to USAID health program that ignores these needs
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of women. PC/Ohl (infibulatlon) is practiced in most of the Sudan with devastate
ing results for women's health.

The HNC last spring ohowed a program on FC/GM In Sudan on TV in the
!United Kingdom. Though the AID program recognises these facts, there is no in-
dication of preVentive measures. Yet. Sudan hosted the seminar sponsored by
the World Health Organisation in 1979 (see above). At thd seminar, specific
recommendations were made on the subject, including for preventive health
education and trainingwhich are Ignored by USAID.

In Somalia, a $14.5 million program started. implementation 8 years ago. The
local coordinator in the Ministry of Health stated that they have serious prob-
lems In recruiting women in Somalia. My visit was hosted by the SWDO (Somali
Women's Democratic Organisation), a governmental body that is represented in
the highest councils of government.

From my meetings with the SWDO, it emerged that the SWDO bad never been
consulted by USAID concerning this health program/recruitment of women.

In Mali, a $4 million health program that was etepposed to include training
fur women. completely failed ; the money was entirely wasted.

AID uses some contractors who are introducing training for Western curative
care which can serve only a few. The needs of the. majority, and the needs of
women and children are largely ignored. Though working in Africa, these con-
tractors are even now ignorant about female genital mutilation and fall to in-
elude preventive teaching in their training programs.

We recommend that USAID should find contractors who are more sympathetic
to the urgent needs of women. Women's health teams are given an opportunity
to work overseas, though this would be important especially in Moslem countries.

FAuvatIon of women is the single, most important factor concerning the reduc-
tion of nreguancies, as my article, "A Crucial New Direction for International
Family Planning" in The Humanist documents. Yet this continues to be ignored
by International family planning efforts ( funded by USAID), despite the fact
That this correlation has been made by many studies for years and has been
shown to be true all over the world.

There are many miflions spent annually by USAID on health and especially
family planning programs: but women's health (NCH) is still the most neglected
area in actual practice, as I have observed In the field going to hospitals and
talking to midwives.

Mother & Child Health (MCII) is international' health programs is an after-
thought and childbirth is entirely ignored. The primary health care had now
become a much-talked about objective in health ministriesincluding training
of community health workers. When one examines who is being trained, it turns
out that the primary health care worker is a man That means, in Moslem cowl-
tries, that women are left out entirely as women are prevented from consulting
men. certainly not for childbirth or related problems.

It Is also clear that the number of midwives trained is entirely inadequate. I
visited midwifery schools in most of the countries on my trip and discovered
that. for instance, Upper Volta, Mali, Niger, and Sierra Lexie graduate about
30-40 midwives per year, average (for a population of about minion or more).

Traditional Birth Attendant (TBA ) training has been promoted, for instance
by WHO, and there is much talk about it. But, I found very little evidence in the
field. Most of the health trainers sent under AID training contracts are men. In
African and Asian Moslem countries this is counter-productive, to say the least.

WIN News has developed childbirth education materials, the "defter/al
Childbirth Picture Rook" and related teaching aids. They are now available in
English. French, Spanish and in Arabic.

Sections* to Prevent 10xeleion and Infinulation are available in English, French
and Arabic. and have already successfully been distributed and used. WIN urges
that preventive health education and especially childbirth education be made a
major part of every primary health program, especially In Africausing the
nil venal C'hildbirth Picture Book (C. "V) as an easily adaptable tool that has
already proven itself all over the world,

ettlIMMIT AND INCOMUNNDATIONS

To sum up.Family planning programs In Africaall internationally-financed.
mainly with money provided by USAir, and voted by Congrqss--channeled in
different ways, mainly pays white, male. professionals for services that are to
date a total failure in Africa. As far as African women are concerned, they have
accomplished almost nothing.
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Health for women, that is, Mother A Child Health, and especially maternity
eare IS neglected, and training of midwives and female' community health work-.
ers especially THAtttakes place mainly on paper only or is addressed to the
highest level of already trained personnel: for instance, to teach health admin-
istrators hol to use computers. This, in. countries in West Africa for instance,
where fewer than 10 percent of the people have access to any health
care at all.

We, therefore, urge Congress and this committee to require MID to redirect
their training programs which discriminate against women and are not address
lug the real needs in Africa.

The Peace tiorps.--Cotitact with PC Volunteers has enhanced our respect for
their contributiona and commitmentbut not for the bureaucracy that Is sup-
posed to serve themespecially those In Washington. We would like to draw
the attention of your committee to the fact that women PCVs, according to our
experience, have insufficient technical suppoit from the Peace Corps administra-
tion.

WIN News has received many letters from women PCVs asking for our
publications. Though technical and educational materials are supposed to be
made available to all volunteers especially those needed In the field there are
almost no health educational, materials for women. Women volunteers work
as nurses, midwives, with women and children in villages: but according to
what they write WIN News they have little support from the PC Adminite
tration there is no list of health materials though many such resources are
available in the UNA. Though "we have written repeatedly to the PC Adtninis-
(ration all letters and offers have been ignored. We urge that this discrimination
against Women PCVs should be investigated: the PC Resources list shows there
are plenty of resources available to male volunteers for their work.

We urge this committee to require ',MAID to re-evaluate their health programs
in the light of the above facts and to reorient the priorities of all health pro-
gram to better serve women and children:

(1) Mother 4 Child Health should be the priority in every primary health
program;

(21 Health Education and Pteventive Health should be integrated in every
program addressed to the target groups in each community : women end children;

( 3 ) Training of midwives and childbirth educators and female nurses should
be given priority in all training programs:

14) Training of THAs should be made an integral part and major compo-
nent of every primary health program funded by AID, including updating and
retraining (example training program of Omdurman midwifery school). The
trainers and training advisers for midwifery and TIM training should be

exclusively women;
(5) Health education programs to prevent PC/OM to be required as an

integral part of all health training and primary health programs in affected

areas in East /Went Africa, as well as in all AID-financed family planning

programs;
(II) Initiate childbirth education programs, linked to all family planning.,

programs, especially in Africa, Implemented by women's health/midwifery
teams;

It Consult women/women's organizations and Include women from each

country in the planning of the program, particularly where health training is

involved:
(s) Increase the number of women professionals on the planning and imple

mentation teams of III), and include women health professionals on all contract
tea

(0) Introduce the Universal CIIPB educational materials and/or local
mlaptions of the in all MCII programs and family planning programs to
tench the basic reproductive and biological facts which must, be understood
In order to muccessfully and permanently reduce population growth to levels

vompatible with ettonomie development.

ME POLITICS or 11114 1986 156fintl NATIONS (*MUMS

The 19)45 Women's U.N. Conference to be held in Nairobi is again in danger
of being isdltleleed as the WM and 19s0 Conferences were. In 11e40, as a result,

the United Mates voted against the Conference and the haulm that were prom-
ised by the U.N. Government for women's programs were withheld.
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In my testimone in NM, this bone was discussed atter the'fact. Experience
shows that preventive .measures should he taken now prior to the Conference

as has been 11111114 with of ticr .0siforpticem when It was clearly announced Ahead
of time that the United Mates would not take part in any funding if Offensive
language is introduced into the Conference documents. The usual language
introduced at such occasions equates Zionism with racism).

The Administration has taken a arm stand at the Vatted Nations on many
ilium It Is Important that a similar firm stand be announced ahead of time for
the WM Conference to serve notice that the objectives to develop policies on
W111111411.14 Development shoUld not be subverted.

At Copenhagen. Instead of developing international policies for the benefit
of women, most of the time was spent on wrangling about, the introduction of
to language unacceptable to Western countries and specifically the USA.
In addition, the women in developing countries were forced to pay fur the sub-
version for the Conference as funding for women's programs was drastically re-
11UCIMI or cut by Western countries, including the USA.

It would be especially important if the delegation representing the 1714A
would make it known from the start, and collaborate in this with other Western
dmocracien, that they will vote against a Conference plan that 'ontains offen-
sive language; and to build support from the beginning of the Conference to
keep the deliberations on the subject matter, that is, Women and Development.

We urge this Committee to instruct the Administration accordingly.
Also by Fran Milliken, 1$? Grant Street, Lexington, Mass. 02173:
-Ptsitaceiht" to the "lioskeis reports genital and secual mutilation of females,"

the summary report of my research trip to 11 countries in East/West Africa
in February/Starch 1953; and

"A Crucial New ireetion for International Family Planning", published hi
the January/February 1054 boom of "The Humantst.'
. "The rnicersal Childbirth Picture Book," plus color slide program, flip chart,
and evaluation report.

ANNETTE HUTCHINS, DIRECTOR, WOMEN AND AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM,
TUE AYRICAN-AUDZIOAN INSTITUTE, New Use, NI

"WOMEN AND 011VICLOPMINT IN ANSICA"

Upon reviewing the issues deeply affecting African women and development,
oneintist understand the linkages between problems relating to health, economic
_development, education and the legal status of women.

The mental and physical stress experienced by women in Africa is generally
caused by problems related to human reproduction and Income generation : child-
bearing at a young age; large families; responsibilities for subsistence agricul-
tore, often wage earning as well; and responsibility for maternal and child care.
Coupled with lower educational levels, de facto discrimination in hiring practices,
and national development policies which tend to exclude women from wage earn-
ing, women in Africa are under increasing Mental stress, which is evidenced by
increased, levels of suicides and infanticide.

In Zimbabwe, women make up 30 percent of the general labor force. In the
agricultural sector, MI percent of the labor force are women. Although 51 percent
of the total population is female, only 18 percent of women are in non- agricul-
tural wage employment.. Those who work outside the agricultural sector are
found predominantly In health and education fields.

The Ministry of Community Development and Women's Affairs cited the follow-
ing constraints to women's participation in employment in its "Report on the
Situa,ion of Women in Zimbabwe"; lack of education, limited promotion oppor-
timitieti, poor enforcement of legislation on equal pay for equal work, and high
taxation coupled with wages. They noted the issues needing immediate attention
as ) lightening the burden of work through child care services In a national
pre school program and appropriate technology, (2) extending credit to women
to expand production or business, (3) increasing women's participation in agri-
culture extension programs, (4) examining women and land tights issues, (5)
studying tnale migration and its effect on family unification, and (0) need for
valuation of women's work.

The unemployed urban housewife, unable even to produce food for the family,
needs to be incorporated into the formal or informal sect= She is constrained
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by lack of markets, transportation, skills, and credit. In a survey of urban and
rural women In Zimbabwe, urban women listed health as their second greatest
priority after education. Rural women listed It third after education and eco-
mimics. Major priorities for health programs are finding adequate facilities, and
improving the quality of the women at child care programs. The survey pointed
to the Used for mobile clinics, systematic health programs, education and "de-
colonisation of food culture," with the promotion of balanced diets available to
the majority.

A large number of teenage mothers in Zimbabwe are ex-combatants with
children born during the war. They are, ofnecessity, early school leavers without
skills for wage earning, living largely in refugee camps close to urban areas. With
independence, the numbers of ex- combatants and refugees returning to Zimbabwe
converged upon camps near urban areas. Many of these young mothers are hotted-
hold heads, with no means of income and without the family support and social
services of the traditional village structure.

Many statistics on Kenyan women mirror those of Zimbabwe. Ninety percent
of the rural population are women. Women represent 73 percent of the agri-
cultural work force. Approximately 25 percent of all rural households In Kenya
are headed by women. A majority of all Women are married with at least one
child by the age of 24. With a fertility rate of 7.0, human reproduction and
primary health care are the major health areas for Kenyan women.

Ninety percent of women in the rural small farm population have no formal
employment apert from operating their own holdings, with their only source
of Income coming from the occasional selling of crops, animals, processed food
and drink, and handicrafts. The urban women theoretically have greater access
to wage employment, but as in Zimbabwe, educational and family restraints
limit their access.

In both countries repeated pregnancies at young ages and overwork lead to
chronic. anemia and related illnesses in women. This Is exacerbated by limited
access to adequate medical facilities. It Kenya, as of 1977, there were 0,800
registered midwives for the entire Country, with moss births taking place at
home. As of 1978, there were 191 health centers, or one per 72,000 people. The
Rural Health Master Plan developed in the 1974-1978 Plan for Kenya had a
target goal for reducing the growth rate from 8.$ percent in 1974 to 8.0 percent
a target not achieved. The 1980 growth rate was 8.3 percent. The current plan
emphasises the education of families on the benefits of family planning to im-
prove the standard of living and reduce the consequences of a high birth rate on
the health of women and children.

In September 1983. the Women and African Development Program of the
African American Institute, sponsored a conference in ,cooperation- with-the

Foundation at the Wingspread Conference Center in Racine, Wisconsin.
The Conference was entitled "The Role of African Women In their National
Economies." The legal status of the African woman was a major topie of dis-
cussion. Supreme Court Justice Annie Tiagge of Ghana spoke of the Vast differ-
ences in customary laws and practices which affect the economic status of women
in different parts of Africa. She described the situation in Ghana :

"Under customary law. it is considered ethe domestic responsibility of the wife
to assist the husband on his farm or any other occupation be undertakes. Th'
assistance does not make her the joint owner of any property acquired from the
proceeds. This is the individual property of the husband, and he decides what
onare of the proceeds go to the wife, If any. On the death, intestate, of a husband
who belongs to the matrilineal family system, his property devolves to his
matrilineal family. His wife and children are excluded, but are entitled to live
in the lean of the deceased only on condition that they are of good behavior.
The successor of the deceased may throw them out if he is not satisfied that they
are of good behavior."

To Improve the legal status of African women, those at the Conference felt
that the following legal codes trust be revised: property rights, legal age of
majority. taxat bin. Inheritance laws, child custody, marriage and divorce laws,
legalised battery of women and the analysis and Administration of legal resources

v related to women.
An Integrated approach to problem solving is needed to deal effectively with

the ditficultlem women face. African women and their advocates must gain access
to centers of influence that are analysing. planning and Implementing solutions
to development problems. A focus on rural communities and the specific needs
of rural women is essential. Data gathering techniques need to be Improved, In
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the area of education, women and girls must be encouraged to study math,
sciences and technical fields, Wide' legislation that constructively moves African
women ahead Is a must. Mxpanded

seek
for urban and rural women

leaders must be provided as they seek aolutions. African women must be placed
in closer contact with their American counterparts working on sinnilar issues.
Often, the day to day experiences of these women's groups and community. organ-
tendons have much to offer.

A new approach that mdy be shunned by many Is the inclusion of men in
the analysis and solutions related to African women and development. It is only
through the education of both men and women that the status of African women
can be improved.

Muer& &miss I.tsrr, CoDmioros, Taiwan Ur Papaws, Die., New Yam, NY
In the book "Woman's Role in Economic Development" in IWO, Ester Boeserup

underscored what women working in the field knew Development was hobbling
women ; and development was being hobbled by the non-inclusion of women in
national development programs.

From the late fifties when I was associated with the National Council of
Women of the USA as its president, and later as vice president of the Inter-
nationid Council of Women, I met.and got to know women from over 70 countries.
One heard of womim's double burden.; of the lack of access to education, training
and technology; of the negative Impact of science and technology; of the grow-
ing number of Woman-headed households.

At the United Nations, a convention for the elimination of all forms of die -
eriminatlon against women was being constructed; and the United States was the
powerful force behind the initiative for the international women's decade. The
Percy amendment was a ray of hopg,.and the implementation of the amendment,
beginning as it did 1 year before the beginning of International Women's Year,
was really ahead of the times.

We are now in the third development decade, and it seems that In many
countries the poor are getting poorerand the poorest of the poor are women.

The Percy amendment Is 10 years old. It has helped considerably to raise the
consciousness of people to women as a productive part of the workforce. After
the legislation came the implementation, and that Is what MD has been trying
to do these 10 years. It is not an easy task to bring into focus a part of the popu-
lation that was invisible, that was outside the GNP. Things are getting better
but not that fast. To quote frOm the 1982 Women in Development Report to this
committee: "A. gap does Indeed exist -between planned and actual obligations."
The amount of money allocated from the AID budget in 1981-1982 for women
in development was 4 percent of the total AID budget. Although this is an in-
crease from 2 percent in 1979 and 1980, this is most inadequate.

The percentages of 1981 and MO resources devoted to womenspecific projects
is less than 0.01$3.2 million ; the largest percentage, $29.7 million, was directed
to integrating women in development components into regular projects. It is
admirable to have as a goal the integration of women as equal partners in the
development process. However, the implementation of this goal must be carried
out on two levels : womenspecific in the short term, and integration approaches
in the long term. A real fear Is that in the Integration phase, women will be
phased out.

Micro- projects should be seen as pilot projects. They can be multiplied and
replicated exponentially. Women, as well as men, can cope with exponential
growth. One of the needs for the future is a minable increase in funds. That is
to say positive fiscal action to match the positive AID guidelines for country
development strategy statements.

Recognising the need tor, and value of new approaches, one can look at the
use of funds for the creation of the Inter-American Development Foundation,
and now the African Development Foundation. Why not a women's develop.
merit foundation? Surely It would help speed up the process of increasing eco-
nomic productivity and the Income earning capacity of wowed.

It Is Impressive to read the country guidelines related to the integration' of
women that have been issued to missions, for it is In the field that these direc-
tives must be implemented. Very often how they are carried out is dependent
upon the chief of mission, its members, and :heir perception of women in
development..
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Milt year, Olen teet and I were in country X on a Trickle Up field trip.
meeting with the Acting AID Director and some members of his staff. They
were looking forward to instituting a new method of allocating AID funds in
the country and were setting up a national committee to confer on the distribu-
tion of funds. Innocently, I asked bow many women were on this 10- person
committee. They said nonereally they had triedthey bad spent 8 hours
discussing itwhich was admirablebut they could not find one qualified
woman who was not political. Of course, the obvious rejoinder was, "were any
of the men appointed non-political?"

What this incident does point out is that the consciousness has been raised;
that perhaps' the next time they will feel more comfortable having one woman
or twoor even three on the committee. In this country X, there was a competent
WID officer, but she had not been consulted.

Though many research studies have been made, there are always requests
for more. Can they in any way be seen as delaying tactics? Who reads the
studies? How many Mission people have read the excellent studies compiled by
WID? And then who translates the !Minos into action? The need now is more
effective distribution and understanding of the findings.

It is good to learn that AID field people are attending workshops based on
case studies of particular concern to women, namely agriculture, Income gen.
eratIon, irrigation, and small enterprise development. This particular course
is being conducted at Harvard and to date 100 AID people have participated.
It Is unfortunate that it has taken 10 years to implement this, but it is encourag-
ing that this kind of learning approach Is being instituted, and hopefully,. will

I be expanded.
At international conferences, resolutions are still being passed urging govern-

ments to include women on delegations. For example, at the U.N. Conference
on Solent* and Technology for Development held in Vienna, to which I was a
TI.S. delegate, such a resolution was passed. Five years later, there are two
women out of 28 members on the Advisory Committee on Science and Technology
for Development and very few women delegates to the Intergovernmental
Conference on Science and Technology.

At each succeeding meeting, this aped& resolution and the issues It raised
become dimmer. This year, the item on women, science and technology was not
even Included in the agenda.

When an ad hoc panel of experts on wofnen, science and technology was finally
authorized, there was no allocation for funds. Fortunately the American Assn-
elation for the Advancement of Science came to the rescue and covered the costs.

And of coulee, at the United Nations and within its member agencies, the need
for women to be adequately represented at all levels of policy making is most
apparent. One learns that perseverance and patience are imperatives.

We all have read the reports of rural women's limited access to technology
and training. It is also known that when women from developing countries are
given scholarships at our land grant institutions for extension services, they are
offered programs on home economics; the men are offered the courses on agri-
culture. Offering the courses on agriculture to women as well as men would be
one way of making available to rural women extension services, methods, and
materials relevant to their needs.

Working in the field, I have found local organisations most effective as a
means of reaching the poor majority ; and international voluntary organisations
effective as a means to reach the local voluntary organisations.

Women's bureaus established as a result of international resolutions are the
means for governments to say they are aware add doing something about the

\ concerns of women.
\ However, many times these bureaus have three strikes against themno
**ter, no money, no experience. WID/AID should be increasingly supportive
of, the women's bureaus as well as of international and local organisations.

'In the last IS years I have had a unique opportunity to observe the problems
of *.omen In development and to see the changes in AID policy with respect to
this problem. The agency I work with. the Trickle lip Progratn, encourages the
poorest of the poorprincipally womento overcome poverty by becoming en-
trepreneurs, doing the things they know how to do, the breadmakers become
bakers; the women who sew for the family now produce garments for profit ;
and the women with home gardens are now meeting the needs of Wei markets.

Third World people are changing. Third World women are changing. For-
tunately, AtD is changing too. The directive to country missions sent by AID
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to country directors in November 19111, calla upon them to encourage govern-
ments to include hi their development strategies tin emphasis on women's roles
in development.

One directive doesn't change the world, but it does change the direction of
development strategy, and for the missions, itjUustntes ways in which they
can fulfill the intent of the Percy amendment.

Development without women just will not Mirk. Women who are to be in-
volved in produolon and marketing activities must be involved in planning
those activities. This intimate partielpation can make the difference.

From these past 10 years, we see a hopeful beginning in the change of attitudes
toward women's roles in society; and Nee that with perseverance and timtullettr7
men and women will he recognised as agents of change for a better world. '

What we are seeking will not take one'tteeade, but many decades. And it will
take serious searching, and resolution in the minds and hearts of liken and
troiLtee.

P. 'lowest, Messer, Jr., Ase0Clere Deer, COLtsole or AolttcULTUng SNP Lire
ScleNcES, VIttotNIA Pm:nun= Irmrrirra AND STATE UNIrreerry, BLACKS.
atmo,. VA

Most land grant universities ha---1 three basic missions: research,extension
and teaching. Traditionally, the curriculum has emphasised agriculture, nutri-
tient rural development, as well as the mechanical arts, and that emphasis con-
tinues today. Therefore, with this emphasis, many of these universities provide
technical assistance to developing countries. Most land grant universities in-
volved with work in the third World have women in development (WID)
program, generally speaking either an office of women in development or a
eoMmIttee. At Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University we have an
Office of Women in Development with a full-time director housed in Interna-
tional Agriculture. I would like to shkre with you briefly how we have integrated
the women in development approach into the three missions of fh3 n versity,
teaching, research and extension.

Teaching. The WID Office has a course offered to sociology each op ng on
development and women. The office L.is developed training modules un r the
sponsorship of the Agency for International Development to train agrteultu lists
before going overseas on technical assistance projects, to use in courses inch
as political science, International relations, agriculture and home economi and
for faculty development seminars. These modules deal with the imps of
gender on food production and economics in the third world. The 'office also
offers a Sweet& course on management for women from the development orld
who some to campus under the auspices of USDA. The office staff often ves
frequent lectures both on campus and in the community on WID Issu

Reteisrt.h.--The university's second mission is reeedrch. One primary arch
project at Virginia Tech emphasine4 the role and status of women limited
resource farms in Southwest Virginia,;:. area in Appalachia with e similar
eonditions to small family farms in developing countries. The Vi a research
foptel thnt women were often invisible to agricultural extensi Mors. Two
agricultural technicians in the study area had focused on agricultural produc-
tion with the male members of the farm. After the research, it was recom-
mended another technician be added to focus on thetotal farm and especially
the women and to work as a member of the team with the agriculture tech-
nicians. One of the main reasons for this recommendation was to raise the under-
standing of the woman's farm role to the proper level. This positive experience
hits been shared nationally and inteenationally and is one research result of the
women in development efforts begun by Senator Percy.

oats ninon. The last example of how we incorporate the WID approach into
the third mission of the university, extension, involves technical assistance Aver -
seas.. We have many international projects and all of them are designed to be
scosItIve to WM Wiles and concerns. For example, we have a project with the
Nom' thoverntnant dealing with natural resource conaervation. Virginia Tech
has sent both a female graduate student and a female anthropologist oh the
//lenity as eonsultnnto to Nepal to assess how best to include village cabmen
In the deetelonmahing process in ImPlementing the project. The recommendations
made by the eonsultanta have been widely used and are now a part of the total
criteria by which to judge the success of the project.
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Although these examples are from Virginia Tech, they are representative of
the kinds of work done with the women in development perspective at land grant
nut versi t les across the'eount ry.

In summery then, we have found the women in development approach to be
action - oriented. It is an approach that attempts to achieve equity for women
without the cultural imposition of United States values on the global community.
It does so by recognizing that not to include women in development, whether it
be in domestic or international projects, is a serious oversight and economically
inefficient. There is no doubt that the women in development efforts have
strengthened the United States foreign assistance work in the developing cowl-
Mee. The future direction, I am convinced, must see the women in development
efforts totally integrated into all aspects of the United States foreign assistance
process. The activities of men and women, and the differential access to and con-
trol of resources by men and women needs to be delineated In the design and Im-
plementation of all projects. Women must, also, be trained and encouraged to be
a part of the decision and policy making bodies within international development
agencies, including All). They must not only be beneficiaries of development but
agents of change as well,

LINDA MATTHEWS, ATEITE.G, IND., WASHINGTON, DO

"WOMSN IN DEVELOPMENT: MOTHIUMOOD nom"

There has been a great deal accomplished over the past 10 years in ensuring
that women are included in the development process by Third World countries
and donor agencies alike. Many of the most blatant discrimination have been
erased, and the more oblique activities excluding women have been exposed to
the sunlight. Senator Percre lecisktion and untiring efforts in this area have
been primarily responsible for the changes in US. development assistance proj-
ects, and the Senator and his staff are owed/a great deal of thanks for their
neeomt)II shtuents.

Over the past decade my work In African Affairs has sometimes collided with
my responsibilities as a mother. The two spheres have circled each other in an
uneasy alliance, each making demands upon the other. But they have shade me
nentely aware of the responsibilities that parentsand here we are speaking of
mothers shoulder on behalf of society at large. The saying is: "Educate a
mother, eduente n family." It is the mother who to a very large degree is sing*.

rempmtedble for transmitting all of civilisation's skills and knowledge to the
next generation.

Western development aid has been cavalier abbut creating a well-educated,
well thmtmeed njmer class to run the nations of the Third World. We spend
millions of dollars to send bright young men and women (particularly men)
overseas for training at the best universities time world can offer. They return
home with advanced degrees Iq economics, engineering, polities, and other subjects
to govern their nations, They will also page down much of their knowledge to
their children and their governments. Rut eats these countries look only to the
children of these new elite for their mining needs? Can the public school systems
adequately address nil the needs of youngsters growing up In rural areas and
facing a modern world?

It concerns me that while encouraging Third World women to claim their
rightsin the marketplace and under the law, we have not been so active In pro-
viding support for perhaps their most vital role of allthe nurturer. In this age
of computer Alps mid spine labs we Western women yearn to be out on the fore-
front of business, taking our place beside men on the frontier of science. Many
weiaen are forced by Ample economics to relegate their child - rearing to second
place behind work for pay. And in a technologically sophisticated society many
of is slireitsfilllY Juggle nurturing ourchildren and our careers.

lint In, many countries, in Africa particularly, the importance of women in
the village Is increased exponentially by the forced migration of their men to
milAtant work altese to foreign Itilnes, or to the cities, This leaves the women to
manage the homestend: raising the crops, preparing food, finding water if

'necessary, and repairingThe home and the tools. The great majority of agriculture
In Attlee is done by women. How many of these wonem are adequately pre -
wired for such monumental responsibilities?

on top of this work loud, are they also equipped to teach their children proper
hygiene, nutrition, how to go to the post ufilce, use the telephone? Several genera.
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dons of American wail's attended women's cclieges where they were taught
home economies. They attended classes on bow to plan meals, take care of the
baby, manage the household nuances, etc. 'rode? this concept seems hopelessly
simpleminded and out-of-date; It was also a concept used successfully to hinder
many women's professional aspirations outside of the home. But one must admit
it produced some of the healthiest. best-edueated families In the world as well.
Few other countries cab claim the great middle class strata which Americans
take for grefited, and which contributes so much to the stability of the democratic
process in this country. Ile must credit the parents who provided their children
with slink, who read to t em at night, who paid for piabo lessons, and on and on,
with creating the nation's ucated populace.

I would urge both privets and public sedge development agencies working in
the Third World to encompass that conceptIn their efforts. It is important that
women be included in all other aspects of their nation's activities, and develop-

. meet projects which increase income-producing activities for village women are
to be supported, as are progrants in business management and other professional
arenas. But let wi not neglect the one role which cannot be duplicated by child
care centers, increased income;, or any other factormotherhood. I can't think
of a better investment of .U.S. development funds than in supporting the daily
tasks which mothers face in rat lug the next geleration. From them will come
the future of the world. ,

(Linda Matthews is a partner lit The Matthews Associates, and is on the board
of directors of Afritec. Inc. She Was form ly Administrative Director of the
African Bibliographic Center. and Was series editor. for AMA: Women in African,.
hi American WorldsAn Outlook.)

CAROL/HE RAMSAY, IN Ova O'iN WAY, WASHINGTON, DO

"alarm AND WOMZN IN INITZLOPSISPIT: A MLANS TO PINAIMIIAL IFSHNDOSI"

Introduction
Crafts are a natural means for women in development. Millions of women work

in crafts. Crafts build on easily learned skills, use low-cost indigenous materials,
return income, and, thus, are cash producing.

For crafts to be considered seriously and so to have a better chance at funding,
training and technical assistance, and, most of all dependable markets, they
should not be discussed 16 the traditional sense. An article, "Women and Hand-
crafts : Myth and Reality" ( Seeds, Number 4, 1981), asserts that crafts are a
means of concentrating women in an area that is labor' intensive and .exploitit-
tive, providing a meager income for long hours of work.

While these assumptions are grounded in 'reality, eonditioni can beAmproved
only if governments and private' planning institutions will include crafts as cen-
tral, not marginal, developme it strategies. They should be considered an integral
part of national economic der dopment programs. If ::raft development grogrims
are viewed as expanding employment they can be upgraded as a significant part
of an overall regional or country planas an economic development tool.
Problems

In' general, craft produce's froin developing countries and, to .some ,extent,
from the "Third World" pr,rts of the United States are untrained in modern
management and business techniques, They are undercapitalised, cut off from
market In!ormatIon, and operate under precarious, marginal, and ineecurecondi-
doom. Because of Otis mit., they are at the ,niefey of the market:audts inter-
media ries.

Lack of capital.There is little or no investment in women's programs. Often
lendintinstitutions refuse to make loans unless husbands co-sign notes. In many
Third World eottfitriee crafts cooperatives have to be registered in the husband*
name or be mit of a larger group owned by tun/. Further, there, is little in the
system whir protects the woman entrepreneur.

Lark of /Organizational Rtreetere.Too °Me, artisans work in isolated
pockets or very small groups, thus depriving tbrneelves of an organisation that
can pool resources and talents, buy rolleeffVely, and evolve enough clout to
bargain and market effectively. Many merchants wishing to buy crafts and ex-
ploring a market so full of scattered efforts to be costly.
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Lack of Managerial and Business Rkille.Oenerally, artisans heed skills in
money management ; organisational structures such as cooperatives, partner-
-140s, etc. ; decialoninaking; bookkeeping, accounting, and general reeerdkeeldng ;
and sound business practices which make for reliability and hence marketability.

High. Production CostaeConsiderable mark-up is needed to offset expenses of
labor intensive handcrafted items. It is the time involved far more than the
overhead or materials that make it difficult to strike a balance between a fair
price to the producers and reasonable to the market.

Bee Rolm and Discrimination in Craft Prodeetion.Traditionally men make
the more lucrative crafts such as jewelry, metal work, glass, and enamel works
While women practice crafts associated with their liveselite/wry, weaving,
macrame, and knitting.

goletions
Organising. -- Artisans must determine 11 there are enough of them to justify

an organisation; figure out the need for training; try to determine if there are
experts or groups in the area to provide training and technical assistance; it
there is sufficient capital for start-up and operational expenses; if there is a
facility that can be leased for a retail outlet (and for storage) ; and if there is an
indigenous person who can be trilned to become a competent manager. Other
issues which need attention ; inventory needed, an idea of the time needed to
make the group self-sufficient; and what types of production equipment and
facilities are needed.

Initially, outside technical stains needed to train women to organise into
cooperatives, associations, or other types of production units. This process must
be careful and thorough so that the women can be on their own when the expetia
leave.

Whenever culturally possible men should be brought into this process to discuss
the role of women. It is Important to point out the income generating skills
which women have and which they can acquiremaking traditionally male
'crafts. The economic benefits should be stressed as an abtidote to ,traditional
attitudes.

Toining.Craft efforts need to be linkedln existing institutionsand experts
lawand accounting firms, local guilds of and individual designers, brisinessmen,
and those experienced in community development. These resources can help them
in training and marketing and can help safeguard against failure caused by in-
adequate production capacity and. poor design.

Women must be trained in expert managerial assistance to increase their
capacity for autonomous decisionmaking, organisational knowledge, and a good
understanding and knowledge of the marketagain, so they may run their
organization themselves.

Training pr rams with skilled artisans as instructors can help women build

on their skills improve and develop their products, and learn what has real
market value. This training should be done so that the trainee can, in turn, train
others.

Training and technical trzletance should ensure high quality control, flexi-
bility. efiletent production techniques, sound business management, and a view to

eventual autonomy.
Peseibnity etudy.-LThis will examine current crafts production, materials

available, and the follow! e xey factors :
How many women are available for training and production?
How much time can be apent on crafts production,
Type and proficiency of skills.
Raw materials and technOlogy available.
Whether or not a market exists, the key question. Do the producers sell their

crafts? What are the market prices for similar items? What products are de-

mended but not supplied? Is the market just local and/or regional, national,

international?
Market's, plan.Any prods et should he teat marketed locally. initially this

can txt done on a pilot basis, using voluntary organizations, These can help

producers set no an exhibit. which will give some indication, and hunch nut

into hamar*, fairs, and smeR outlets. Rinee local market; are near and present
little trengportation problems it is easy to determine consumer preferences, the

kind and degree of production needed, and the importunee of quality.
it is important to remember to start email and gradually build a sound

'structure.
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Artisans should have help' in learning about marketslocal, regional, na-
tional, and especially, internathmal. Their products mrst have a competitive
edgea distinctive feature which sets the craft tr.at. There is no point in
producing items markedly similar to those of other countries unless they are
much better made-or have a special, unique feature. A glut of one product will
drive prices down. A competitive edge can mean not just design but high quality,
good service, and reliability. A craft group should establish standards that create
buyer confidence and promote markets.

The World Crafts Council asserts that nothing happens unless export agents
visit artisans and evaluate output. While this is not feasible in many cases it
Is also fraught, with possibilities for exploitation. It is and has been the role of
voluntary agencies, particularly Alternative Marketing Organisations (AMOs),
to help groups' improve communications between the markets and the producers. -

The maligned export agents, when available, can provide helpful advice but should
be discouraged from making deals with the producers. Thus at& ideal mix would
he those or the development and commercial world in a coorinated, mutually
beneficial mfbrt.

Every group should wind up with a member who is trained to assess market
demands and trends so that outside expertise is not needed later on.

Product development and quality control. There must be a balance achieved
between sufficient quantity and quality. Never should quality be sacrificed to
quantity. Airtiaans should not enter markets which require enormous production.
To Insure ,quality crafts, it is desirable to secure the help of a . designer, an
outside expert who can work with local artists In product adaptation. This can
be done without sacrificing folk art tradition. For example, East Indian silk
scarves exported to "the United States are dyed in subtle, not the traditional
bright colors. .

Second. to insure quality and sufficient production, some product adaptation
Nu' will be ,heeded to limit the long hours involved in production. For example,

embroidery can be used to accent or border a bedspread since the costs of labor
and materials of a bedspread embroidered In its entirety is impossible to price
and can never provide a fair return to its makers. Basket weavers, to cite an-
other example, can use "their weaving skills and indigenous delimit) in more
easily, quickly made, highly marketable roasters, planters, placements, runner,'
and the like.

Training in new skills is another option. This, again, raises the tr.k.:41on of
enabling women to make crafts traditionally made by men.

Piconriol support.Sufficlent capital is crucial to insure the initial develop-
ment and the eventual success of a crafts enterprise. Government and ?ohm-

!

f tary agencies can ch anel assistance to organised groups. Officially registered
organisations can receive and disburse loans on a flexible basis. Well organised,
protesmionally run organisations have a better chance at funds than others.

Organisational, managerial, and business skips. Key to the success of any
group is a competent manager. She must be sufficiently skil in business to
plan and direct activities ; hire and train employees; handle i , ikkeeping, cash

\
nominees plan with a carefully considered budget. t

The budget is basically a profit and loss statement to halt) plan sales, inven-

flow projections, and accounts; and, most important, be able to draw up a

tory, and control expenses and profits for the year. Accurate cash records and
procedures are essential.

Although initially these complex tasks will be done by an outside expert's'
manager should be carefully trained to do this in the future. She will be the
lynchpin of the business and its success or failure.

Other Important considerations: purchasing and storing of new materials
warehousing: Inventory (units and price for each item) ; labeling; answering
all letters and orders promptly ; packaging carefully ; securing a reliable shipper;
ettaching:the correct and appropriate export documents ; knowing about export

' licenses, terms, tariffs, and procedures.
Coordination with other organisations who are experienced in these matte

s a goOd way of "bootlegging" technical assistance and, comparatively, cos
I ttie.

\Distribution methods
1. ketnithip.Nellitig directly means a higher profit margin. However, the

additional overhead involved ties up more money and moves fewer products.
Wholesaling relieves producers of some of the work but each additional step
between producers and customers outs into their profits.
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2. Middlemen,-
a, wisoiesoters.----ise prepared for high volume, multiple production. Base roots

on current market prices and know these. Wholesalers purchase large quantities
of merchandise at discounted prices. They store and sell material through gift
and trade shows. to outlets ranging _from chains to independent department
stores to all other forms of retail outlets. Often wholesalers have mail order
catalogs which producers can try to get in.

0 b. Manulcieturer's Reprearntalives.Tbese "reps" are agents for clients with
similar but noncompeting lines. The producers are still responsible for shipping,
billing. and collecting. The profit thargin is bleu .e with a wholesaler but the
selling risk is less with a manufacturer's rep.

e. Commission inerehantThin can be a *tor., or an individual who sells goods
on consignment for a commission. It is Impede:It to find the most appropriate
store and make sure that provision la made for good display and promotion
which gives good exposure In the market. The disadvantagels that this process
ties up money and often the goods are returnedeoften the worse for wear.

The markets .

The World ('rafts Council estimates that there are over 600 importers of.
foreign crafts in the United States alone. These include large chain stores In ,

addition to 85,00 retailers, often supplied by the Importer. 75-80 percent of
.., waft sales in the United t4tates are by individual retail shops, 20-25 percent

by chain and department stores.
Obviously V.14. firms can market far more crafts than they can obtain but are

constrained by the enormous effort Involved In collecting them from Third World
countries, because quite often the crafts production Is In remote, scattered areas,
and there is nil central distribution point which should be located, Ideally, near
capItal elties and/or ports. A well organised marketing effort will develop
centrally located warehouses and distribution points. In helping the buyers,
artisans Increase their own markets and sales.

Export markets require high, steady, and informed production by crafts makers
conversant with trends and export requirements and terminology. The more In-
formed the producers are, the lens the likelihood of exploitation.

In selecting markets, producers should realise that commercial markets will
want to import In large volumes. Most have comprehensive sales networks, main-
tain wholesale showrooms In major cities, have sales reprementatiVes who cover
defined territories, show samples, and take orders from retailers. Most large
retailers of this type participate In all the gift and trade shows-and have mall
Order catalogs.

The main types of markets range widely as follows:
Alternative 'marketing organizations (AM0s).These are and work with WI

vote voluntary organlaatluns in exhibiting and selling crafts through their own
outlets, resale stores, bassaars, Tupperware-type parties, and mall catalogs.
They sell both to profit and non-profit groups. Known as "compassionate Im-
porters" they account for two percent of craft sales. They take what products
are available in small quantities. Their mark -up is lower than commercial enter-
prises. Examples: $ERRY (Church of the Brethren), MELPIIICLP Crafts (the
Mennonites), Have the Children, and Ox ni.

Voilertora.-;'Chess are individuate wh have started collecting ai particular
type of craft or crafts and folk art in floral. Perhaps the most. famous is
Alexander ()rant. In Sew Mexico, whose lertion of 12.000 folk art objects
from all over the world. comprises the Oir d Wing at the Museum of Inter-
national Folk Art in Santa Fe. Collectors l e one of a kind, unadapted, au-
thentic pieces and are willing to pay fo. go value. They are seasoned and
astute buyers who , direct to the source.

A ntltropologials.+Theee_ people are usually att child to a university so the
craft may end up In the Anthropology Department o university. Like collectors,
anthropologists mocha,* from a group they have stn ed. They are sympathetic
but savvy buyers and can mark up a great deal since t Ir lectures and legends
surrounding the objects they purchase automatically rat the value in the eye
of the public.

MICWIlni shops and paiterics.---These are excellent Ninee tbOK furnish a select
clientele which is Interested in unusual products. They tend to "Mate to hand-
made items. An example of this is the array of museum shops cooM tiotted by the
Smithsonian Institution In Washington.

Boutiques. galleries, gift ahops.These will want a variety of Items afilkugually
IIa higher volume than museum shops. But there are an many that it Is to
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describe their demands In any uniform way. Specialty and ethnic shops are good
het«. Examples: Primitive Artisan, Crafts Caravan, Folkloric*, and Ramona En-
terprises tin the Washington areal.

nterleus 4oekiy of Interior hesOners (AH11)).This has a publication that
features a "New Products" column. However, this will create a large demands
AMID has state offices and newsletters for which articles can be written. They
also hate information on the design centers in each state. These contain many
showrooms full of wares. The Interior designers go to these regularly. Hence they
are a toted place to exhibit crafts. This may require high production capacity but,
also, sometimes only one or two designers pick upon an Item,

A1,4471(119' Institute of .4rchitects.This is a forum for all sorts of informa-
tion and events of Interest to architects. Architectural commissions have fea-
tured (-raftsusually large, strum-oral, one of a kOld objects that enhance the
buildings the architects deSign. These can vary frOut a stone obelisk to a huge
straw basket to an embrOldered wall hanging.

Porporate offices and public buildings (banks, etc.).Corporate dikes and
public buildings like to accent their futeriors with fine art but, Increasingly with
crofts. The Art In Public Places Program is a variation on this whereby a state
or county government Is given one percent to purchase and display it in a very
public place. These do not demand high production and are excellent markets
since they pay well. The competition Is incredible. however.

craft F'aira.--Craft fairs abound and it is important to know the good ones,
They are usually baled, require several slides of each object, have °Metal apt
111111114, nod require six months of lead time. Most are for U.S. crafts and thus
this is more lecrthient to Women In Development In this country. However, there
arc ititentatio:ial craft eolifereliees and exhibits -- notably those meetings of the
Wo-ki Crafts council, the Organization of American States, and other interne-
tioual bodies where crafts of many lands are exhibited and sold. In the U.S.
American ('raft Enterprise Inc., the marketing arm of the American Crafts
council, mos on the five most high quality fairs, Listingsof fairs can be obtained
from crafts Report, Amerleati Craft, Quality Craft Market, and other publics-
thols lititelin the appendices.

Ilia andTrade shows.---These are put on twice a year, usually in January and
July. They are designed for wholesalers to exhibit their products. Retailers buy
from the wholesalers. Rarely more than 25 percent of the merchandise are crafts,
many of these from Third World countries, Gift shows are listed In Gift and
Decorative Accessories, (liftware Business, and Home Furtilehingu Daily, These
shows occur In major cities arrow; the country. One of the biggest is the Califor-
nia (lift Show, sponsored by Trade Shows Ltd., 905 MIsmion Street; South Pasa-
dena. Cnlifortilu 91030, 714-6142 -3661. Another is the New York Gift Show, Open-
mired by Little Brothers Management, 261 Madison Avenue,. New York, New York
10016. 212 -1041--stou 1 Don Little). Yet another group, Industry Productions of
Amerlea, known as Beckman's, 10902 Ashton Avenue, Los Angeles, California
155)24, 213--0179-7055 .racy Beekman), puts on trade shows with a high per-
centage of space devc,ed to crafts, Finally, there are permanent glftware shows
where Jobber% deals, distributors, and wholesalers have a year round market.
There Is the Merchandise Mart in Chicago and ones in New York City at 41 Madi-
son Avenue and 225 Fifth Avenue,

Ilepartment Wore*, Department stores require high production, often demand
illscounts. and Pay late, Few show crafts on a continuing basis but rather feature
them in large promotions focusing on one country, region, or population. At
every store there is an individual whose main job is to find unusual Ideas, which
/ail ment»mosoal crafts, and ride herd on the promotions. Examples are
IteonIngdale's "0 Kentucky !" and Nordstrom's "Salute to Thailand" exhibits.

The crofts In these promotions come in packages a range of types of a given
country or regionand are carried until they run out, Many stores have done
promotions slid some, such as (larfinekel's in Washington, carried popular patch-
work items for over a year. The crafts cooperative making these products was
mophiteleated and prieml their products high since they were all handmade. Con-
momently they could meet the demand and made sure of this before they ever
entered tinrfinekers. Department stores want details on past track records, in
murales-, packoging, shipping, production capacity and production schedules, prick-
lier schedules, and evidence and assurance of high quality and consistent, reliable
production, Department store contacts are listed In a special issue of Quality
Crafts Market.

riming, such as J. (1. Kinney, require even higher production capacity. Penney
often features ethnic crafts and do promotions frequently. For more inlormation
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their agents should he contacted : Joan and Roman Fyk, BriarsRife Studios, 385
South .Rockflold Drive, Wilmington, Delaware 10310, 302462-2200.

Ittoitag otters.ItesIde department store buys% there are resident buyers or
market representatives vo work from centrally located offices, usually' in New
York or California. covering the market for the stores which they represent. Their
major function is to keep on top of sales trends, keep in touch with regular re-
sources, and discover new sources of unusual items which they feel the many
stores they represent,sould sell well. tuyIng Wilms are for (1) Independently
owned stores whichAlave branches in the suburbs and other cities, (2) Stores
which are part of a much large company which includes other department store
chains, and (3) private businesses that art as consultants for stores which con-
tract to use their services. These offices maintain large staffs of either buyers or
market representatives. The buyers place the orders. The market reps send re-
ports to buyers across the country when they think an item will sell. By sending
one presentation of a craft artisans can contact hundreds of department stores.
This means enormously high production capacity.

Moil order catalogs.- -These are costly to compile and print and they require a
large production capacity to fill orders. Many craft groups have "piggybacked"
onto established catalogs such as the Itorchow Catalog. But one picture of one
item must be backed up with a lot of stock,

Coselasatosa
Crafts can be ideal as an economic development activity. They provide a point

of entry for women into the economy, building on their existing skills. Crafts,
properly managed, can yield a high return on income and increase a country's or
a region's output of processed goods that return hard currency. Since crafts are
often knupplement to agriculture in rural areas they can comprise an employment
strategy, helping the un and the underemployed. Properly run, along some lines
suggested in this paper, crafts enterpricen can be small industries which can
contribute to the status of women as professionals and significant ipeome pro-
ducers.

To recapitulate: crafts must be part of an economic development plan. Women,
need to organise themselves Into groups and, hopefully, in this community devel-
opment proem,. ecnvince the men that they can help the economy and the trade-
offs for practicing "male" crafts will mean income generation for the community.
A fairly inexpensive feasibility study can pave themay in determining resources
and markets. A market plan must be done to insure return on invested time, labor,
material, and overheadthe ingredients for wholesale pricing. Product develop-
ment and quality control will help generate flexibility and excellence needed for
continuing demand. Financial support must be secured, again more likely if
crafts are presented as a central part of the economy. Training in organisational,
managerial, and business skills and in marketing will enable a group to be inde-
pendent, not relying on a succession of outside experts.

Women who are well trained, Involved in the decision making process, and
savvy about business and marketing, especially, can, in effect, be women in devel-
opment of their economic destiny. The more knowledgeable and Independent the
group, the less exploited it will he the more remunerative efforts will be, and
crafts can be recognised not as a traditional prison but as a creative, effective
springboard out of poverty,

ALAN R. RtNOIL PaitAIDICNT, PARTMeas or Tan AMMIJOAR, WASHINOTort, DO

The Partners of the Americas want to commend Senator Perry and :he Com-
mittee on FOrPhill itelati011g for holding this hearing which often, those wh are
committed to responsibie development in the Americas an opportunity to express
concerns and hopes for the future role of women in the development process.
This hearing also provides is forum to hear what our colleague practitioners have
14111r11P11 In this important past decade and where they think there is work left
to do.

Pertain directions will promote further the full integration of women into the
development process. We want to share four of three with the Foreign Relations
Committee and our colleagues.

1. There Is enormous energy and creativity 1 Americana eager to be directed
Into work that benefits women In our neighbor g Americas. Top notch prides-
H10114111 In state extension 'services, land grant coil U.S. development agencies
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such as TVA. community educators mid' health professionals, have skills and
know-how appropriate to respond to the needs identified by corres ponding
feesionals lu the leis developed countries south of us in our hemisphere. The
strongest possible efforts should be made to engage them in technical assistance
professionally and as volunteers.

Women need skills to earn inmate to buy food and skills to produce it and
conserve it as well.The needs expressed and most eagerly responded, to in
Latin American and the Caribbean are for help in food production and preserve-
114111 and in earning income. The depressing reality of decreasing agricultural
production of foods for local consumption and for the poor is well known to,all
persons Involved in development. That women are increasingly respontable for the
supportuof their families as men migrate in search of jobs and as traditional cus-
toms break-down under pressure from poverty, migration and urbanisation fs also
well known. Food produced in modern technically advanced agricultural develop-
mentprojects is not available to these women who lack the necessary purchasing
power to supply their need in the marketplace.

Developing food security or self-suWiency for women who have the sole re-
sponsibility for their families Is not enough by Itself. In the coming decade, the
challenge will be to assure adequate food supplies at reasonable costs for the
world's population. To meet this challenge, development as*stance must be
directed to giving technical assistance to small and family ftod producers In
addition to large commercial producers. Women are the management core of
family farms. Assistance in production education combined with nutrition educa-
tion esti (vintribute to reliable and effectively used food supplies where they are
needed and to narrowing the 'sap between future expected supplies and projected
needs.

Integrating women Into the development process was the focus in the past
decade. Now the focus must be On impro nvi women's productive and man-
agement capabilities to better serve the needs of their cemnIunities, not Iodat-
ing them as beneficiaries or agents but truly integrating efforts to that end into
the larger programs.

4. Men must be encouraged to work as "women in development" preetiHas4
era. ---It Is a technical skill and field of development in which men as Well ai
women can make a contribution. Even as women's voices need! to be heard where
decisions are made, so too must men be heard and seen when tin project work
Is done.

In Partners of the Americas, citizen volunteers in the United Hates, Latin
America and the Caribbean are working together to develop projects that bene-
fit low - Income and limited resource women. This work has been greatly aided
by a grant from the Of of Women in Development of the U.S. Agency for
international Development, and Is multiplied many times over by the con-
tributions of skilled volunteers in time and materials donated. The program
allows us to integrate women professionals into all Partners' activities as vol-
unteer technicians working with counterparts in the partnerships. We conduct
workshops that train volunteers In skills required for project development, sup
port exchanges that brffig their projects to reality, provide special training and
award Heed grants.

In response to need for agstetirtee in food production and nutrition informa-
tion, partnerships are developing projects In intensive vegetable gardening, ap-
propriate food preservation technology, nutrition education tied to local food
production. cooperative marketing, ecologically responsible agriculture, marl-
culture, rural extension education and manufacturing production groups.

A few examples In brief are :
The Central New York/Trinidad Tobago Partners, to help young mothers be-

(lime more self-suilielent, Is teaching women in Syracuse and Trinidad how to
raise their own vegetables. They are also learning to silk screen scarfs with
Trinidad designs to sell to generate income.

In Minas Gerais, Brazil, a community "canteen" was built and equipped with
the help of Minas (Urals/Colorado Partners. It markets menthe, trains mem-
bers In cheese making and provides schools with lunches.

Partners In the Vniveralty of Panama and the University of Delaware collab-
orated on a wide range of food related projects; mariculture of hi-halve.) In
which shore-based community women will have a production role; osmotic-solar
dehydration of tropical fruits in family -sized technologies; agricultural exten-
sion for small farm families; chicken raising; and beekeeping.
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The Yucatan, Mexico/Iowa Partners develop projects to provide food and in-
coming producing opportunities. In one at alnanehe, women weave hammocks to
sell and produce fruits and vegetables for family use.

In the island of St. Vincent; 227 women have learned how to grow, select and
prepare nutritious foods through a nutrition education program sponsored by the
Long Island, New York/St. Vincent partnership.

These few examples are given to illustrate the work Partners have done to
help women meet their family obligations. They demonstrate the importance that
Partners of the Americas sees in the role women play in food and agriculture.

Partners of the Americas is a private voluntary technical assistance organiza-
tion linking citizens of 43 L.K. States and those of 27 Latin American and Carib-
bean countries in partnership. Zech of the 54 partnerships is made up of profes-
sionals in a wide range of disciplines, community leaders and other international
minded citizens who volunteer their time and skills to carry out practical projects
in such areas as agriculture and rural development, community education, reha-
bilitation and special education, small business development, the arts and culture,
health, disaster preparedness and women in development.

In Partners, people can be identified and linked with counterparts of similar
interests, professional training and motivation to work together towards their
mutual goals. An objective for many of them is to integrate Newell of the Amer-

. leas into the development process.

HON. LOUT MILLER RUPPE, MEMO% PEACE CORPS, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee; on behalf of the Volunteers and
staff of the Peace Corps I am honored at your request to submit a statement
relative to your hearing on Women in Developmentor the oft-referred to, Sena-
tor Percy amendment.

Although, Senator Percy, you have said, "the amendment was the outgrowth
of individual efforts of so many people working tO place the role of women in
development on the International agenda . . .," the motivating force to make it
happen. was you on that late night in the Senate in October uvra.

As we now look back at more than a "decade of experience" since Congress
WINTOd the amendment, the Peace Corps is proud of its r word, not only of being
in the forefront of C.S. Government agencies In its work ,vith Women in Develop-
ment programs, but of being the first official U.S. agency to recognize the impor-
tance of village based appropriate small scale projects. and skill building as the
necessary base for developing a climate for change which is the key to economic
and social development.

The Peace Corps has helped further our own development as a nation by
enriching the lives of our own citizens through this person-to-person contact.

PEACE CORPS COMMITMENT

For over two decades the Peace Corps has been providing technical assistance
and enabling skills to villages and urban dwellers throughout the developing
world. Since 17S a special rahattlit and eommitment has been placed on the
Women in hevelopment (WAD) goals,

Technical consultation and training settslans have been held in 20 countries;
a data base on WID was coated, four Peace Corps training manuals now In-
clude WM initiatives, and two WIT) handbooks have been printed. The estab-
lishment of Women in litevePstauent Coordinators now working In most Pence
Corm countries, and the tralnin3 of staff and Volunteers has been a major Peace
Corps goal.

In addition, the Pence Corps sponsored the first White House symposium on
Women In Development issues. Peace Corps WM program is also an active
member of the United Decade Conference on Women Task Force,

The role of women is the key to development in the Third World. The integra-
tion of Women In Ivelopment into all Peace Corps projects continues to be a
vital aspect of our efforts.

THE CHALLENGE

Worldwide. 30 percent of all households are headed by women, In some parts
of the world, including Africa, up fo 70 percent are headed by women. These
households are most likely to have the world's lowest incomes,
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Nearly two-thirds of the world's I billion Illiterates a women. Women make
up 5 percent of the world's population; do two-thirds of all the labor, earn one-
tenth of the world's income and own less than 1 percent of thworld's land.

WHAT Alt Wg 001110

What is the Peace Corps doing to improve the standard bf life for women and
their families in the developing world and bring these w en into significant
roles of economic production'? We are recognising the pro !ems and challenges.
diagnosing the causes and working to correct them, and e are learning from
our exiieriences.

The integration of village women into the forestry proj is in Sierra Leone,
Gambia, Paraguay, and Ecuador has had a major impact o the programthe
projects have become more productive.'

Similar success has been realised with Peace Corps fisheries programs. In
the Third World, women are the traditional preservers and \marketers of fish,
when their role was incorporated into the fisheries program k, meny more fish
reached the markets.

Since the women of the developing world do so Much of the gricuiture work,
we have found that by teaching them new agriculture techniq es their families
nutrition is improving. In addition, so has the family's econo le situation be-
cause the women market their excess crops and use the added I come to improve
their family's living standard.

Peace Corps' WM program Volunteers are working with woxaen all over the
developing world in projects designed to meet specific host dountry needs
projects such as cottage induatry knitting programs. carpet-mkaving projects,
goat raising and marketing, ginger-farming and welding progr ms. They are
also instructing women to prepare business budgets and loan ap lications.

As Mrs. Chandni Joshi. Chief of the Women's Development tion in Nepal
says, "It is imperative that women he brought into the planning nd implemen-
tation of village projects because of their numbers, because they raise the next
generation. and bemuse they turn their earnings around and sink it back into
raising the standard of living for the whole family." Mrs. Joshi, Is In the Min-
istry of Panchayat, a village level government in Nepal. She oversees women
Volunteers in eleven scattered sites:

Peace Corps Volunteers under the direction of Women in Development eoordi-
nature are working together around the developing world to not only meet hu-
man basic needs. but to initiate programs, requested by host country govern-
ments. with goals structured toward surviving today's problems, and helping
people In 'Third World nations to become self-sustaining In the futurehelping
women to integrate into the national economics of the developing countries.

WID 111AINING

The WM program is an integral and integrated part of all Peace 4orps pro-
gramming. and staff and Volunteer training.

The Peace Corps is emphasising training of Volunteers and WM toordina-
tore. We are increasing women's acres tut technology and skills training, and
focusing on the needs of the world's most vulnerable poor.

The Peace Corps is ever cognisant of theeed.to change and improie-Volun-
teer training programs to fully prepare Volunteers to meet the needs of women in
developing nations.

Will is not for and by women only, It is not the exploitation of the western
feminist. WI I) is not exclusive. In Peace Corps a specific focus on the integra-
tion into development process does not negate the same for all members, of all
ages, within a community.

Basic to the Peace Corps' efforts in the developing world are our wonderfnl
Pence Corps Volunteers. The women Volunteers serve as role models that help
village women *see alternate methods to the "old ways" of production. It hi the
Peace Corps Volunteers who are the driving force behind Peace Corps. Peace
Corps' goal is to involve women as serious partners In development. In training
programs and through WM country coordinators, Peace Corps Voluntee are
urged to ask. listen and involve Third World women in the consultation p se.
Third World women are the best authorities about their problems and n
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SENDITS TOR PUCE CORPS Youmans

These Volunteers live In, by American standards, difilenit living conditions,
they have high levels of responsibility. The language and cultural development
that Volunteers go through help prepare them., to be co 4ributIng members of
our world.

All Volunteers, including women, are provided language training, cross-culture
adaptation, technical training and/or orientation. They are exposed to concepts
providing skills In community assessment, leadership, group dynamics and mo-
tivation, and project design.

Women Returned Peace Corps Volunteers hold reePonsible positions in govern-
ment, private Industry and in our nation's educational.lnatitutions.

THE TOTAL swim

Through the Peace Corps' WID program and projects, women of the develop-
ing world are beginning to work to improve their family's living conditions, to
fight hunger, poverty, disease, Illiteracy and despairthey are beginning to in-

tegrate into village level and national economic development.
Women Peace Corps Volunteers are learning skills, and an even more valuable

experience which they bring back to America to share with our citisensas Presi-
dent Reagan stated so widely, "In helping others develop, we help ourselves."

WM is helping women in the Third World nations to developit is helping
Americans to developbut most importantly, in the developing world. WID is
the direct avenue to the childrenour worlds next generationour world's hope
for peace.

LIMA Hvaow. (lommINATOR, INTIRNATIONAL PROGRAMS, AHRIMAN ROME

1000Nogles ANIMATION, WASHINGTON, DC

IMPORTANT ROM or HOME RCONOMICS IN WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT

The American Home ikoaomteit Association (AREA) appreciates the oppor-
tunity to submit this statement regarding future emphasis with efforts of serving
Women in Development.

The AIIEA has a long history of participation in international activities. Soon

after the Association's tomtit! establishment 75 years ago, an international pro-

gram was initiated, which has continued and expanded during the years. A major
effort has been its scholarship program which has provided home economics train-
ing to over 275 students from 66 countries. Among its other international efforts

are those channeled through the International Federation for.Hotne Economics,

an organisation with members in AS countries and programs in literacy, income
generation and appropriate technology conducted in Africa, Asia and Latin
America. Members have been actively involved in development activities focusing

on women in Third World countries through AID; Food and Agricultural Orga-
nization of United Nations ; Peace Corps: Mated Nations Economic, Social and

tlnitural Organisation, International Voluntary Services; International Farm
Youth Exchange ; and many other agencies. These home economists worked at the
grassroots level with women and families. at the level where local personnel were
trained. and at the governmental level where programs for development were

formulated.
Many of the early technical assistance programs of AID and its predecessor

agencies. As well as international organisations such as FAO recognised the needs

of rural women and included home economists on extension teams and in univer-
sity programs. The numbers of home economists stationed in Asia, Africa and
Latin America reached's peak of over 100 in the early 1900's but as extension

type programs were cut, this number decreased. The results of those early efforts
remain today. In Africa. for example in 16 of the English speaking countries

over HMO home economics fieldworkerm in extension and/or community develop.

Inept nerve rural women. In eight African countries degree or 3year programs
fostered by university faeult!es of agriculture continue to grow and expand.

Thew university programs provide the training for the leaders of the programs
designed to assist rural women.

These 10 years under the "Women in Development Amendment" part of the
Foreign Assistance Act have brought results. One in' portant result has been the
increased awareness of women's roles and contributions as a part of any society ;
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secondly there is a new consideration of women's needs in planning and imple-
menting foreign assistance programs. In the United States a great deal has hap-
pened. Groups have been organised to examine progreas, programs held to in-
struct, and research Is being conducted. On university. campuses, groups have
focused attention on the needs of LOC women. Conferences such as the AWID
conference in October 1903 also helped to clarify objectives, to examine progress,
and to plan for future actions. In connection with the national AWID Confer-
ence in October 1983, the AHEA Iuternational Section sponsored a preconference
seminar on Home Economics and Women in Development tdr over 80 home won.
°mists from all over the United States.

The Women in Development Olflce of the Agency for International Develop.
ment has provided leadership, assistance and guidance during this period
and the U.N. Voluntary Fund for Women in Development. has encouraged and
assisted thro Its funding of many piletlirojects. These projects'provide needed
training for women in developing countries' so that they are better able to pro-
vide for their Antilles.

An example of this assistance is that given to the International Federation for
Home Economics for a project on Income Generation for Rural Women of Latin
America. A small grant from the Voluntary Fund made It possible to provide two
weeks of training for home economics supervisors of rural extension programs
from 12 Latin America countries, At the end of the workshop the supervisors
were ready to conduct in-country training for fieidworkers, who will-in turn be
better able to,teach rural women. A new training manual was tested in the, work-
shop jind after revision will be available for workshop participants to use in
training field staff within the countries. The potential of this training is for
reaching aroutol TOO home economics fieldworkers and through them helping at
least 100,000 rural women with income generating problems in Latin America.

While much has been done in the past 10 years, there remains still much more
to be done. Rural women in many parts of Africa still do a great deal of the
phyeleally-hard agricultural work (as high as 90 percent in some countries).
They still carry the water for family use, collect the fire wood, care for the family,
struggle with the problems of too little food for too many mouths, cope with
continual Illness, and too many pregnancies. Still they have little voice in coin
n*unity decisions and little opportunity for education or self improvement. As
village families crowd into the cities, rural women must continue this coping
with old problems, now in a new and more hostile environment.

Rural women need assistance. They need assistance in terms of their needs as
the women see them, not necessarily as outsiders see them. It is important to
recognise that rural women play many roles and these roles often are inter-

., twined. On the one hand the rural woman has a family and a home to look
after--feed, clothe and care for, and on the other tend she Is a farmer, or a
merchant in the market or maker of some small cottage industry product. The
demands on her are great, and difficult decisions between meeting needs of family
and activities related to providing toed or money to satisfy these needs often
physically and emotionally exhautlits.

The program needs of rural women are two-fold. They need opportunities to
participate as full partners in all programs related to their interests and reopen.
Abilities. For example the community and its facilities are of great concern to
any rural woman because of her children and therefore she should have an active
role in making decisions about it. At the same time, because she has for so long
been forgotten and left behind, she needs opportunities to "catch up." She also
needs access to education which will provide her with skills and knowledge
needed for the particular jobs she performs. For example, do agricultural pro.

. duetiott she needs a broad understanding of agricultural development and op-
portunity to participate In decisions related to production, At the same time she
will want to learn first hand any new information on how to improve the tasks
for which she has traditionally carried responsibility. Thus ways must be found
to help her become a part of the decistootnaking and at the same time give her
the, assistance she needs with daily problems, always remembering that these
problems are multiple and Interdependent.

'nay X11-- Famine Prevention and Freedom from Hunger --pt the Foreign
tssistenee At recognises the importance of universities, particularly the research
and `extension arms of the Land Grant Institutions, in furthering development
increase food production which will eliminate hunger in Third World Countries.
The 111FAI1 hoard continually stresses the need to strengthen both research and
extension If the race between population and food production Is to be won and the
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quality of living for families improved. This is to urge greater research emphasis
on the family's use of food, women's involvement in food production and its
storage. Also to urge the many efforts to improve the extension delivery systems
Include the female extension workers already serving rural women, and to recog-
nize the special needs of women farmers and cultural patterns In many countries
which require that women gather with women and not men. The home economics
extension worker is an essential link to the woman farmer for she is accepted
by the rural women and at the same time, as a staff member of the Ministry of
Agriculture has direct access to new finding of agricultural research, Through
the linking of a U.S. university With a university in We's and extension service
with extension service under the Title XII program, there is gre4 potential for
improving the status of both professional women and rural women.

Rome EcoIromists in the United States and in many of the developing coun-
tries serving in agricultural universities and the agricultural extension services
have experience and knowledge applicable to the agricultural developMent tasks..
If the programs are to adequately focus on the needs of rural women, and help
to bring them Into the mainstream It Is Important to make use of these resources.
both In the United States and developing countries.

In planning future programs it is vital to mitinue assistance to the univeir-
Mies in developing countries where the future leaders are being trained and
where research related to needs of rural women and their families cambe con-
ducted. Likewise, it is important to consider the thousands of rural home econo-
mists who are employed by ministries of agriculture, rural development, and
mummify development and who regularly meet with rural women and are
accepted by the rural women, to find ways of strengthening this link. The ac-
minuet* of these rural home economists by their agricultural colleagues makee
theta a naturni and logical channel for up-grading the agricultural expertise o.
rural women. Many development groups unfortunately do not recognize the
strengths of the rural neldworkerri and, seeing only their weakness, seek to estab- \
ilmh new networks to reach rural women. This duplication wastes resources \
already in place. In the end it may result in a new program short-lived and \
dependent on outsiders, one that collapses when outsiders depart,

Women leaders of programs focused primarly on women such as university
deans of home economics faculties, heads of national home economics programs
for secondary schools. extension or community development need opportunities
for refresher training. They-peed to meet with peers from other countries to
exchange ideas and to share joist training. Frequently conferences and training
workshops are organised fair male naticlal leaders but rarely for female leaders
with similar responsibilities. The continued enrichment of educational programs
for students in colleges and high schools as well as !niforml extension programs
Is dependent on equality of opportunity. While the opportunity o participate
In in-service traini g programs with their nude cielleagues wood be ideal, it
rarely happens. W ha limited opportunities for educational experiences outsfde a
eountry, men- are finally the ones 'chosen, Therefore more training targeted to
women is need if women are not to fall jar behind their male colleague*

T. YORK, Ja., WARD TOR INTERNATIONAL FOOD AND AORICULT6AAL
DEVELOPMENT, WASIIINOTON, DCC

I eommend Senator Percy and the committee members for focusing on future
opportunities to bring women more fully into the development process.

Enaettnetit of the Title t legislation brought into being a formal partnership
through which the AgenefTor International Development (AID) could acmes the
vital human resources available within the Title XII community to assist in its
development work abroad.

The Board for International Food and Agricultural Development (BIFAD)
has encouraged the full utilization of Title XII women in AID/Title XII projects.
I want to take this opportunity to briefly highlight Sinn's substantial progress
in this area and to identify further Women in Development opportunities.

In 1975 and 1980, BIFAD collaborated in major training workshops to help
Title XII women become familiar with AID project processes. Similar Workshops
were repeated on a campus and regional basis using Title XII Strengthening
Grant funds. These same funds sponsored Women in Development coordinators
and Women in Development courses on campuses. The strengthening grants have
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acted synergistically with funds provided by the AID Office in Development to
regional university (smsortia speeializint in Women in Development activities.

Through DIVA D's eoniplaterised Registry of Institutional Resources, Women
In Development: professionals and other women in technical areas relating to food,
agriculture an nutrition can be easily identified for project needs. Periodically,
the Board and its Joint Committee on Agricultural Research and Development
WARD)) exa ine progress lu Women in Development thr&gh special presenta-
tions at their u yetIngs. and BIFAD staff regularly track this topic. In 1982-1988
atone, oneptuff member worked with 19 universities on Women in Development
issues. anti airs visited four of the International Agricultural Research Centers
( lAlles) to ex :lore ways in which Title XII universities could more fully pro-
mote WIT) issii in their activities.

in 11)84, HIV' D and the AI WWII) office sponsored a workshop on AID poli-
cies and 'proas ures. Over loo Title XII women attended this, workshop, held
during the flea Association for Women in Development (AWID) Conference,
which I had the honor of addressing.

This year all three regional Title XII Seminars had major sessions on Women
In Decelopmenti focusing on an analytical framework for integrating women into
project analyst:4 which the AID/WID Office had funded.

In Febrilary 11044, a IIIFAD workshop to help prepare VA faculty for AID
overseas assignments featured three training modules on Women intdevelopment.
These modules !were funded by BIFAD and deieloped by Title XII women
around three areas of the AID Policy Paper on Women In Development : agri-
culture, energy and natural resources, and income opportunities. These slide/tape
modules will bet available ter use on campuses and by AID missions.

We Intend toi continue giving visibility to women in development in future
agendas for !GOAD meetings, regional seminars and other workshops.

In spite of th *He and other accomplishments, there are still additional means
by which ISIFA ) and the Title XII universities can help AID accomplish its
development got is and in particular, those stated In the Women In Develop-
ment Policy Paper.

The Title X11 Strengthening Grants have been a major vehicle for increas-
ing the capacity; of U.S. university men and women to address Women in De-
velopment issues overseas. A major evaluation of these grants is now underway
and is carefully examining each university's progress in Women in Development.
A seols' of work for a comprehensive overall review of the program is also being
developed. Accomplishments in WID will he a major element. As the strengthen-
ing grants evolve Into their next stage. Memoranda of .Understanding (MOUs),
AID'a policy on i Women in Development will remain a I3IFAI) concern. Mem-
oranda of l'ilderStanding, which focus, for example, on Africa or on small farms,
are particularly appropriate for WID elements.

As administrative and program transitions to Memoranda of Understanding
take place. we are confident that Title XII and other agricultural offices on
campus will recognise the importance of keeping WID specialists fully in-
volved and informed. This will ensure that the WID expertise developed under
the strengthening grants remains on tap for the more focused MOU program,
but Inure importantly, it will enhance university capability to include relevant
WI D.aspeets In Title XII project design, Implementation and evaluation. In their
responses to AIM+ requests for proposals (RIPPs), BIFAD encourages Title XII
universities to continue to promote, where relevant, those priorities identified
in the WID Polio Paper. With this policy paper now in effect, future RIPs and
subsequent AID projects should more fully reflect the needs and contributions
of women In developing nations.

I will (dose by offering support, on behalf of BIFAD, to the notion of more
equitable and efficient development, through the full utilisation of all human
resources during this, the 10th anniversary of the Percy Amendment, and those
years which lie ahead.
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